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Abstract
This dissertation investigated the acquisition of Catalan and Spanish morphosyntax by early
Catalan-Spanish bilinguals living in Catalunya, a province of Spain with widespread societal
bilingualism. Specifically, it focused on the acquisition of six clitic pronouns in Catalan that
have different representations in Spanish. Of the six, partitive en, oblique en, locative hi, and
oblique hi do not have direct counterparts in Spanish and correspond to ellipsis in the adult
grammar. The accusative neuter clitic ho and masculine clitic l constitute a distinction based
on gender not made in Spanish and both correspond to Spanish lo.
With the help of a background questionnaire, participants (N=296) in this study were divided
by language dominance and age of onset of acquisition into three groups: Catalan-Dominant
(CD), Balanced Bilinguals (BB), and Spanish-Dominant (SD). In turn, participants were
subdivided into five age groups, ages 4-8. Bi-directional data from an oral production task
revealed significant differences with respect to clitic production in Catalan and clitic
production and argument ellipsis in Spanish across both dominance and age groups.
In Catalan, the CDs are the first to fully acquire these clitics (when acquisition takes place
within the ages tested), with BBs and SDs lagging behind and often failing to converge with
CDs by age 8. In Spanish the BBs perform like SDs from the first stages with respect to
argument ellipsis and the production of lo. The CDs converge with these two groups from
age 4 with the exception of clitic lo and the ellipsis of the partitive argument. In contexts that
would elicit partitive en and neuter ho in Catalan, CDs often recycle the Catalan clitics in
Spanish.
Implications in terms of the role that 1) markedness of the target structure, 2) age of onset of
acquisition, and 3) input quantity and quality play in cases of 2L1 and cL2 acquisition are
discussed.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Goals of this Dissertation
The main goal of the present investigation is to contribute to the field of childhood
bilingual language acquisition. The issue of whether bilingual children can follow the
same developmental paths as monolinguals and attain native levels of competence in each
of their languages is crucial in a theory of language acquisition, as it speaks to the nature
of the language faculty itself. In order to do so, I research how Catalan-Spanish bilingual
children acquire the representation of five different morphosyntactic properties (all of
them clitic pronouns) that are present in only one of the languages. The first one is
Catalan clitic en, which depending on the use can function as a partitive or oblique clitic.
The second one is Catalan clitic hi, which can be a locative or oblique clitic. Finally, I
investigate Catalan accusative clitics ho and l, and Spanish lo. The acquisition of these
clitics in Catalan and Spanish is investigated empirically using a bi-directional
experiment, paying special attention to the possible cross-linguistic influence between
Catalan and Spanish. The subjects included three groups of Catalan-Spanish bilingual
children (N=296) that differed in degree of dominance and age of onset of acquisition
(henceforth, AOA) with respect to the two languages.
The second general goal of this dissertation is to contribute with concrete data to the
ongoing debate within Generativism on the relevance of input in a theory of early L2
acquisition (Rankin & Unsworth, 2016; Rothman & Slabakova, 2017; Slabakova, Leal,
Liskin-Gasparro, 2014; Yang, 2002).

1.2 Preliminaries: Childhood Bilingualism
Rather than an oddity, bilingualism, or the regular use of two or more languages, in early
childhood is the norm in most parts of the world (Bosch & Sebastián-Gallés, 2001;
Meisel, 2001; Tucker, 1998). Research on bilingualism has experienced a surge in recent
years due to diverse local, national, and global reasons (Baryam, Miller, Rothman, &
Serratrice, 2018; Genesee, 2015), but bilinguals, especially childhood bilinguals, are still
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underrepresented in the language acquisition literature (Fernald, 2006). From a practical
point of view, studying the acquisition processes that bilingual children undergo allows
us to understand the peculiarities of their acquisition and sets us on a clearer path when it
comes to the regulation of language education and language assessment. From a
theoretical perspective, the study of bilingual children allows us to answer pressing
questions about the language faculty: Does the language faculty predispose individuals to
be monolingual or bilingual? In a bilingual mind, (how/when) are the two (or more)
languages differentiated? What is the role of input in the process of acquisition? Are there
sensitive periods for bilingual language acquisition?

1.3 Theoretical Assumptions
This dissertation approaches early childhood bilingualism from the Generative
framework (Chomsky, 1981, 2005). More specifically, it follows the Minimalist Program
(see Section 1.3.1). This stance entails certain assumptions about the nature of the
language faculty, the way it evolves, the way it is computed, and the way it relates to the
organical structure of the brain (see Chomsky [2007] for a summary of these questions).
Language acquisition occupies a central role in Generativism. Humans are able to
acquire, in non-pathological cases, a language without instruction, coaching, or intent.
Success, in the form of convergence with the native speaker population, is arguably
guaranteed in cases of L1 acquisition, with surprisingly little variability between speakers
despite highly variable individual linguistic experiences. The search for the explanation
for how a person is able to acquire a language in this manner has been labeled “the
fundamental empirical problem” (Chomsky, 1973; see also Rizzi, 2016). In fact, language
acquisition is considered so fundamental in the Generavist theory that it is an inherent
part of the notion of “explanatory adequacy”: a linguistic theory or hypothesis meets
explanatory adequacy only if it succeeds in showing, in a reasonable manner, how a
given phenomenon is acquired by the child (Chomsky & Halle, 1965; Piattelli-Palmarini,
Uriagereka, & Salaburu, 2009).
Very briefly, the framework adopted here proposes that humans are innately (and
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genetically) endowed with a system of richly structured linguistic knowledge, called
Universal Grammar (UG), which guides the child’s language acquisition process through
their exposure to language input (Chomsky, 1965, 2005; Guasti, 2016). According to
Chomsky (2005), three requirements are needed to acquire a language: UG, (linguistic)
experience, and principles that are language- (or even organism-) independent.
Justification for postulating UG as one of the basic requirements is found in Poverty of
the Stimulus (PoS) phenomena (Chomsky, 1965). In PoS situations, linguistic data could
plausibly conform with multiple grammars, but children inevitably converge with the
target grammar despite the underdetermination of the linguistic input. In these PoS cases,
the choice of the target grammar is attributed to internal pressures of UG, rather than to a
data-driven induction mechanism. The second requirement, linguistic experience, allows
the language-acquiring child to learn the lexicon of the language they are exposed to and
determines the variation (within a narrow range) of the language. Finally, language
makes use of principles that are not specific to the faculty of language. These could be
principles of data analysis (that allow the acquirer to track transitional probabilities) or
efficient computation.
Importantly, I understand the process of language acquisition as the selection, on the part
of the child, of a few of the possible grammars and linguistic categories that are innately
available to them and biologically restricted. That is, following the Generativist
framework, I assume language acquisition to be a selective process in which the acquirer
has to locate their grammar “in the space of finite choices with a naturalistic sample of
data” (Yang & Roeper, 2011, p. 6). UG constrains a hypothesis space where all
possibilities are available to the language acquiring child. The job of the acquirer, then, is
to select a few of these pre-determined possibilities based on language experience.
To know a language is to possess its grammar represented in the brain (Guasti, 2016).
That is, the term grammar, as I will use it in this dissertation, refers to the psychological
entity of the knowledge of a language. Grammar does not refer to the set of constructions
or paradigms of a language. These are rather the result of properties of lexical items that
are put together by combinatorial operations (Chomsky, 1995; Guasti, 2016).
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While I follow the Generativist model as a whole, I do not disregard the findings and
merits of other theories, especially the Constructivist one, and the importance this theory
places on frequency and input (Tomasello, 2003; Wulff & Ellis, 2018). This should not
be interpreted as implying that input is disregarded by the Generativist theory. As
outlined above, this would be inaccurate. Yang (2002, p. 5), for example, models the
process of language acquisition as L: (S0, E) ® St. According to this function, the final
state of language acquisition (St) is a product of the initial state of the learner (S0) and
linguistic experience. So, while S0 is assigned a fundamental role, St is also conditioned
by E.
Another assumption I make in this dissertation is that humans are innately endowed for
bilingualism (De Houwer, 2005; Genesee, 2000; Meisel, 2001, 2004, 2007a, 2011a;
Meisel, Elsig, & Rinke, 2013; a.o.). It derives from this assumption that UG guides the
acquisition of both monolingual and bilingual first language acquisition. This will be
further elaborated in Chapter 2.

1.3.1

The Minimalist Program (MP)

The MP, as proposed by Chomsky (1995), is a line of inquiry within the Generativist
theory that has the (radical) goal of finding out how little can be attributed to UG. While
the basic tenets of Generativism from previous models within the Generative approach
remain largely unchanged, MP differs from earlier approaches in crucial aspects.
According to the model of grammar proposed by the MP (Chomsky, 1995), there are only
two linguistic levels of representation, Logical Form (LF) and Phonetic Form (PF), and
two main components, the Computational Component and the Lexicon. LF and PF are the
two levels that allow the Computational Component to interact with the “external”
systems: the conceptual-intentional system and the articulatory-perceptual system,
respectively. The lexicon specifies the items (and their idiosyncratic properties) that may
enter the Computational Component. Finally, the Computational system is considered to
be strictly derivational in this program (i.e. it involves successive operations leading to
the linguistic expression). As a result, in the MP, the sound-meaning link of a particular
linguistic expression is considered a derivation. The way this derivation works is that a
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set of items from the lexicon is chosen and a computation constructs the pair of interface
representations, PF and LF, as its output. The point in the derivation where PF and LF
split up is call Spell Out. A given derivation has to converge (i.e. by satisfying the
condition of Full Interpretability) at both interface levels. If it does not converge at both
levels, it crashes.
According to the MP, there are some basic operations that the Computational Component
performs. Select selects a lexical item from the lexicon and introduces it into the
derivation. Merge is the “primitive operation” that takes syntactic objects already formed
(SOi, SOj) and constructs from them a new syntactic object (SOij) (Chomsky, 1995, p.
226). Move is the operation that allows an item to move to a target position. According to
the MP, movement is subject to universal constraints related to the principle of Economy.
Both the computational system and the principle of Economy apply in all languages. All
cross-linguistic variability, then, is confined to the lexicon and to the lexical items.
Lexical items are collections of features. Some of these features are interpretable and
some uninterpretable. It is the property of (un)interpretability that drives the
establishment of syntactic dependency in the MP (Chomsky, 1995, p. 277). The strength
of these features drives movement and is therefore the locus of typological variation in
the MP. It does so because it forces feature matching of uninterpretable features so that
they can be deleted.
While the MP stands out for its robustness, flexibility, and simplicity, in this dissertation I
am not concerned with the theory itself. Rather, I will focus on the level of PF and the
inter-language differences that it hosts between Catalan and Spanish due to the “deletion”
of arguments in the latter language. This will be especially relevant when I discuss
ellipsis in Chapter 3.

1.3.2

Sensitive Periods

A prominent explanation for the fast, fail-safe (in non-pathological cases) acquisition of
the L1 by children is biological. The discussion of the existence of a so-called critical
period is beyond the scope of this dissertation since, as discussed in Section 2.1, if there
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is an optimal stage for language acquisition, the groups of acquirers who are the object of
study are well within this period. However, it is to be noted that, far from the initial
proposal of the Critical Period happening around puberty (Lenneberg, 1967), linguistic
and neurological findings seem to support the idea of multiple sensitive periods that lend
themselves to the easy acquisition of a language domain (see Meisel [2009]).
It derives, from this proposal of multiple sensitive periods, that “language” itself, as a
whole, is not affected by them. Some language domains might be affected by an earlier
sensitive period while others might be accessible for effortless acquisition until later in
life. Findings supporting this proposal come from various neurological studies that have
looked at the activation patterns and spatial distribution of language processing by
learners with different AOA of the L2 (Weber-Fox & Neville, 1996, 1999, 2001) and
from language acquisition studies that show differences in the development and ultimate
attainment of the L2 even when AOA is before puberty (Hyltenstam & Abrahamsson,
2003; Unsworth, 2016).
These findings underscore the need to subdivide early bilinguals with different AOAs.
Specifically, and as it will be articulated in Chapter 2, a difference has to be made
between those bilinguals whose AOA of both languages happened before 4 years of age
(these are the acquirers I refer to as 2L1s) and those whose AOA occurred between age 4
and 6 (or cL2 acquirers).

1.3.3

Language Dominance

The language experience of a bilingual is highly variable. Some bilinguals might hear the
two languages in one conversation, while others might encounter their different
languages only in different settings. Some bilinguals might have similar amounts of input
in each of their languages while some might be provided with very different amounts.
Some bilinguals might be exposed to input from native speakers only, while some might
receive more input from L2 speakers of that language. Some bilinguals might hear one or
both of their languages from a (very) limited number of speakers, while some might hear
both languages used widely in the society around them. For some bilinguals, one or both
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of their languages might be official and prestigious, while for some others, one of their
languages might be stigmatized, perhaps even condemned. In the midst of all this
variability when it comes to bilingualism, one of the most basic observations that can be
made is that bilingualism is rarely balanced (Grosjean 1989, 1998; Montrul, 2008;
Nicoladis, 2018).
When early bilingualism is discussed, one of the terms that is frequently brought up is
that of language dominance. Language dominance refers to the relative weight of each of
the languages in the bilingual, where one appears to be the dominant one and the other
one appears to be less developed with respect to certain criteria. Language dominance, as
it will be discussed in Chapter 2, is often related to quantitative differences in the
development of the two languages of a bilingual (Bonnesen, 2009; Meisel, 2007b) and,
more seldom, to qualitative differences (Schlyter, 1993; Schlyter & Håkansson, 1994).
For the reasons briefly outlined in this section and in the preceding one, this study
considers both the AOA and language dominance of participants to define the three
participant groups whose morphosyntactic acquisition is under study. These participant
groups are described very superficially in Table 1.1 and, in detail, in Chapter 4.
Table 1.1. Characterization of participant groups according to their AOA (numbers
indicate approximate years of age) and dominance
Groups

AOA

Dominance

Catalan-Dominant (n = 105)

Catalan
0

Spanish
4

Catalan

Balanced Bilingual (n = 103)

0

0

Balanced1

Spanish-Dominant (n = 88)

4

0

Spanish

1

Balanced should not be interpreted as a synonym for equal amounts of input in both languages. As it will

be described in detail in Chapter 4, there is individual variation in this group with respect to input in each of
their languages but, crucially, bilinguals in this group were either raised following the one-parent-onelanguage strategy or were brought up in families where at least two grandparents used a different language
from that of the parents.
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In order to investigate language acquisition as it is unfolding, bilinguals need to be
observed at different times as their languages are being acquired. Although the ideal
design for language acquisition research is arguably longitudinal, this study presents
cross-sectional data. Therefore, when results are presented (in Chapters 5-7), they are
reported by age, since each dominance group was further divided by age into 5 smaller
subgroups: ages 4-8.

1.4 Bilingualism in Catalunya
The present study on bilingual language acquisition takes place in a setting with historical
widespread societal bilingualism: Catalunya. Catalunya is an autonomous province in
northeast Spain that, at the moment of writing this dissertation, is experiencing a strong
pro-independence movement to which the Spanish Government is responding with
strength and inflexibility. The Catalan language is not unscathed in this upheaval
(Álvarez, 2016; Pérez Oliva, 2018).
The goal of this specific section is to provide an overview for the reader to understand the
general (and highly complex) historical, political, social, and linguistic situation of
Catalan so that the present study can be properly contextualized in the current moment. It
should be noted that this overview focuses only on present-day Catalunya and overlooks
the reality of other Catalan- (or Valencian-) speaking territories, such as Andorra,
Northern Catalunya (in France), l’Alguer (in Italy), the Balearic Islands, the Valencian
autonomous community, and the Franja de Ponent (the last three in Spain).

1.4.1

Historical Overview

Catalan and Spanish are both Romance languages that evolved from the Vulgar Latin
spoken by the Romans established in the Iberian Peninsula, a conquest that began in
218BCE (Lleal, 2003). For a long time, the only languages that were considered suitable
to transmit religion were the so-called “sacred” languages: Latin, Greek, Aramaic and
Hebrew (Ferrando Francés & Nicolás Amorós, 2005). Therefore, it is believed that for a
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long period of time, Latin was written while different Romance varieties were only
spoken, creating a situation of diglossia.
Before the 11th century, present-day Catalunya was a conglomerate of counties, led by
different counts (Miller & Miller, 1996), that unified or separated depending on
dynasties, marriages, and inheritance. A series of unifications that began in the 9th century
and finished in the 12th century created an initial political unity of the Catalan counties
(Ferrando Francés & Nicolás Amorós, 2005). Later on, a composite monarchy known as
Crown of Aragon, united dynastically through marriage Petronilla of Aragon and Ramon
Berenguer IV of Barcelona in 1150 (Ferrando Francés & Nicolás Amorós, 2005; Ruiz,
Sanz, & Solé i Camardons, 1999).
Another union of great importance (more for its a posteriori consequences rather than the
immediate ones) was that of Ferdinand II of Aragon (and Catalunya) with Isabella of I of
Castile in 1469. This union did not immediately affect the Catalan language negatively as
territories maintained a degree of independence (Ruiz, Sanz, & Solé i Camardons, 1999,
p. 78). Until the early 18th century, Catalan was the language of use in private as well as
public (administration and education) spheres, although there was an incipient movement
to introduce Spanish in church and education (Ruiz, Sanz, & Solé i Camardons, 1999, pp.
96-98). However, the 18th century began with an international war fought in Spain, the
War of Spanish Succession (1702-1715), which had profound (political, social, and
linguistic) consequences for Catalan and Catalans. When Charles II died without an heir
in 1700, there were two candidates to the throne: Archduke Charles and Philip, Duke of
Anjou (who would become Philip V of Spain). Putting an end to this dynastic war, in
1714, Barcelona surrendered to Philip V, and the Crown of Aragon together with Castille,
was to be reigned by the absolutist House of Bourbon. Philip V imposed a political,
administrative, economic, demographic, cultural, and crucially, linguistic centralization,
aided by the New Plan Decrees (Albareda Salvadó, 2010, pp. 421-443; Ruiz et al., 1999,
p. 114). Catalan was no longer to be used in court, in the administration, or in education.
Despite this centralization, most Catalans were reported to use Catalan in their daily life
(Ferrando Francés & Nicolás Amorós, 2005). The low and middle aristocracy, however,
together with the members of the administration and the subjects to the King spoke
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Spanish and all expressions of high culture were in this language. Therefore, during this
time, diglossia became a reality in the Catalan-speaking territory once again, this time
between Catalan and Spanish (Ferrando Francés & Nicolás Amorós, 2005).
These legal linguistic impositions of Castilian over Catalan gained strength with time,
forcing the use of the former, not only in the written or formal uses of the language, but
also in the oral and informal uses (Ferrando Francés & Nicolás Amorós, 2005). However,
in the mid 19th century, the percentage of the Catalan population that was formally
educated was rather low, and these impositions had little effect on those who were homeschooled or not schooled at all, and mostly affected those who were on top of the new
social and administrative pyramid (Pérez, Sabaté, Simon, & Balcells, 2004, p. 564).
The European Romantic movement led to the awakening of the Catalan culture in the 19th
century, a period that is conventionally referred to as la Renaixença (‘the rebirth’)
(Strubell & Chamberlain, 1996). This period stretched between the decline of Catalan
literature initiated in the previous centuries until the early modernism of the 19th century.
During this period, many intellectuals directed their efforts towards leaving the diglossic
stage behind and restoring Catalan as a language of culture (Ruiz, Sanz, & Solé i
Camardons, 1999).
Pompeu Fabra is one of the main figures who inherited the revolutionary spirit of the
Renaixença, leading a team of the Catalan Studies Institute (IEC in Catalan), created in
1907, with the objective of modernizing, unifying, and ultimately standardizing the
language (Lleal, 2003; Ruiz, Sanz, & Solé i Camardons, 1999; Strubell, 1996). His efforts
culminated in the creation of Normes ortogràfiques (‘Spelling rules’) in 1913 and of
Gramàtica catalana (‘Catalan grammar’) in 1918 (Rodà-Bencells, 2009).

1.4.2

The Declines of the 20th Century

Primo de Rivera established a dictatorship of Spain from 1923 until his death in 1930,
with the consent of the king of the time, Alfonso XIII. This dictatorship took linguistic
centralism very seriously, forbidding or greatly hindering the use of Catalan in the
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administration, education, commercial transactions, and cultural practices (Branchadell,
2006; Ferrando Francés & Nicolás Amorós, 2005).
One of the biggest positive changes for Catalan took place in 1931, with the declaration
of the Second Spanish Republic (the First Republic was a short-lived period between
1873 and 1874), which would officially last until 1939. With the approval of the first
Statute of Autonomy, Catalunya had its own governmental body, the Generalitat de
Catalunya, and the legality of the public use of Catalan was restored. Catalan and
Spanish were, for the first time, co-oficial in Catalunya (Ruiz, Sanz, & Solé i Camardons,
1999, p. 196).
In 1936, a sizeable percentage of the Spanish army rose against the democratic
government and the Spanish Civil War broke out (Ruiz, Sanz, & Solé i Camardons, 1999,
p. 151). This war took place in Spain between 1936 and 1939 and culminated in the
dictatorship of Francisco Franco. The francoist victory would start a tough persecution of
the Catalan language over the following decades.
Several historians have qualified the attitude of the Franco regime towards the Catalan
identity as that of cultural genocide (Ferrando Francés & Nicolás Amorós, 2005) or of
linguicide (Benet, 1995; Vila i Moreno, 2011). 10,000 Catalans, among whom were proCatalan political and intellectual activists, were executed with many other thousands
disappearing or forced into exile (Ferrando Francés & Nicolás Amorós, 2005). Catalan
was not allowed in the public sphere, and it was not encouraged in the private one, either
(Ferrando Francés & Nicolás Amorós, 2005; Fishman, 1991; Lleal, 2003; Strubell, 1996;
Tavani, 1994). Proper nouns had to be in Spanish, the language landscape of Catalunya
could not contain Catalan (in public or private buildings), publications in Catalan were
extremely limited (that is, when they were allowed) (Branchadell, 2006; Fishman, 1991;
Joan, Pazos & Sabater, 1994, pp. 195-196). Francoism was, without doubt, the period of
Catalan denormalization par excellence (Branchadell, 2006).
As the Franco regime aged, the restrictions on the use of Catalan progressively became
more lenient (Ruiz, Sanz, & Solé i Camardons, 1999, p. 152). In the 50s, some
dictionaries in Catalan were published and in the following decades, translations from
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foreign books into Catalan were published, together with works by Catalan authors that
were approved by the censorship of the regime (Ferrando Francés & Nicolás Amorós,
2005).
After Franco’s death in 1975, there was a period of transition into democracy that
culminated in the second statute of autonomy for Catalunya in 1979. By this time, much
progress had been made: the use of Catalan was no longer penalized and newspapers,
books, dictionaries, and even an encyclopaedia were being published in the language.
However, after almost 40 years of repression, the state of Catalan was, in practice, pitiful.
Those who could speak the language were often not able to write it, let alone teach it.
Written production was extremely scarce (Strubell, 1996). Catalunya had to reverse the
language shift that had started and thrived during the dictatorship (Fishman, 1991).

1.4.3

The New Catalans

One aspect that deserves special mention and that is strictly related to the Catalan
language is demography. Between 1950 and 1974 there was a mass internal migration
from other, more economically depressed, parts of Spain into the then booming industrial
cities of Catalunya (mainly those surrounding Barcelona) to find work (Fishman, 1991;
Strubell, 1996) and creating what is known as ciutats satèl·lit (basically proletarian
suburbs), which became populated with non-Catalan speaking workers (Vilarós, 2003).2
Whereas, in 1950, Catalunya had 3.2 million inhabitants, by 1975, it had 5.6 million
(Branchadell, 2006, p. 133). These new immigrants were typically Spanish monolingual
or Galician-Spanish bilinguals (Joan, Pazos & Sabater, 1994, p. 199). This immigration
came at a time when Catalan was deprived of an official status and lacked national
recognition. Catalan was not present in schools or in the media (Joan, Pazos & Sabater,
1994, p. 199). This led to almost one third of the residents of Catalunya to be Spanishspeaking, very often monolingual (Strubell, 1996), and created a scenario where

2

While some might argue that a population movement within the same country does not qualify as an

instance of migration, I have considered the profound social and linguistic consequences of this specific
mass movement compelling enough to use the term.
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transmission of the Catalan language could no longer be taken for granted (RodàBencells, 2009).
This reality is still very obvious nowadays. Out of the 7.5 million Catalans registered in
2015, 18.26% had been born in Spanish speaking communities in Spain and 17% had
been born outside of Spain (Generalitat de Catalunya, 2015). These figures, of course, do
not take into account those who had parents or grandparents who emigrated to Catalunya.
In order to counterbalance the challenges that this scenario posed for the transmission of
Catalan, the Llei de normalització lingüística (or Linguistic Normalization Act) of
Catalunya was passed in 1983 and was applied from 1984, not without opposition from
some political parties (Ruiz, Sanz, & Solé i Camardons, 1999, p. 205) or certain sectors
of the population (Branchadell, 2006, p. 151). The goal of this act was to increase the
legal status of Catalan and promote its knowledge and use (Gore, 2002). In broad terms,
its goal was to reverse what looked like a Spanish-favoring language shift in progress.
This Act was updated in 1998 with the Llei de política lingüística (or Language Policy
Act; LPL, for short), and is still in use nowadays.
Currently, Catalan and Spanish coexist in Catalunya and are used by the administration,
in education, and in different media (radio, TV, websites, newspapers). As we will see in
the following section, LPL, especially in terms of its implications for education, played a
crucial role in the shaping of the linguistic reality of Catalan.

1.4.4

Catalan and Spanish in Catalunya: Today

The Constitution of 1978, still current nowadays, organized Spain into 17 Autonomous
Communities (comparable to provinces in Canada, although with arguably less
autonomy). Article 3 of the Constitution acknowledges that Spanish (lit. Castilian) is the
official language of the country and all citizens have the obligation to know it and the
right to use it. The second point of the article also acknowledges that the other languages
(not specifying which ones) of the state are co-official in the respective autonomous
communities, following each particular autonomic statute (Spanish Constitution, art. 3,
1978). The different Autonomous Communities that had a language other than Spanish as
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co-official (Catalunya included) could, because of the constitution, legislate their
language planning and policies (to a certain extent) (Rodà-Bencells, 2009).

1.4.4.1

LPL: Education

The role that education and schooling play in bilingualism in Catalunya can hardly be
overrated. Education was one of the central aspects of LPL. Specifically, the following
articles are of special significance:
Art. 20.1. Catalan, as Catalunya’s own language, has to be the language of education, at
all levels and types of schooling.
Art. 21.1. Catalan is to be used as the language of communication and of learning in
pre-university education.
Art. 21.2. Children have the right to receive their initial education in their usual
language, whether it is Catalan or Spanish.
Art. 21.3. The teaching of Catalan and Spanish has to be guaranteed in the curriculum,
so that all children, regardless of their usual language, can normally and correctly use
both official languages at the end of their obligatory schooling.
Art 21.5. Students shall not be separated into different schools or educational centers
according to their usual language.

(Generalitat de Catalunya, 1998)

To summarize, while Catalan is considered by the LPL as the vehicular language of
education, both Spanish and Catalan have to be taught, since students have to have, by
law, a balanced command of both languages by the end of their obligatory schooling. As
Rodà-Bencells (2009), puts it, LPL called for maintenance and shift: maintenance for
those who never stopped learning or using Catalan, and shift for those Spanish
monolinguals who had never used Catalan. According to Rodà-Bencells (2009), “for
Catalan-speaking students, [LPL] is basically about maintenance of the minority
language, while for Spanish-speaking students it is an immersion program in the
vernacular language” (p. 67).
While the LPL clauses relevant to the education system have experienced some backlash
from political parties and the general population, accusing it of marginalizing students
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whose L1 is not Catalan, the PISA study on reading comprehension in 2015, carried out
with 15-year-old students in 72 countries, showed that students in Catalunya scored, on
average, 4 points more than the average of Spain (Catalan students scored 500 and the
average of Spain was 496) in reading comprehension of Spanish (Ministerio de
Educación, Cultura y Deporte, 2017). Similarly, Huguet (2008) investigated the
performance of students in Catalunya in the Spanish language and concluded that
schooling in a language different from students’ L1 does not impede the development of
both L1 and L2. In fact, he claimed that, given the proper conditions (exposure to and
motivation to learn both languages), schooling in one language might help develop
linguistic competence in the other.

1.4.4.2

Catalan Today in Figures

In 2013, the Statistical Institute of Catalunya (IDESCAT for short) surveyed the linguistic
uses of the inhabitants of Catalunya and produced the results summarized in Table 1.2.
As Table 1.2. shows, both Spanish and Catalan coexist in Catalunya but native Spanish
speakers clearly outnumber native Catalan speakers. This specific data point will become
relevant in Chapter 8, when I briefly discuss the potential for language change.
Table 1.2. Language use by percentage of inhabitants of Catalunya according to
IDESCAT (2013)
Initial language3

Language of

Language of

common use

identification

Catalan 31.02%

36.29%

36.38%

Spanish 55.14%

50.73%

47.55%

6.82%

7.00%

Both 2.44%

3

“Initial language” is the term used by IDESCAT during data collection. It is described as the language the

surveyed person declares was their first language spoken at home. This definition contrasts with those from
other census, such as the Canadian one, which defines “mother tongue” as “the first language learned at
home in childhood and still understood at the time of the census” (Statistics Canada, 2015).
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Table 1.3. Percentage of Catalans who can understand, speak, read, and write in Catalan
and Spanish, according to IDESCAT (2013)
Can
understand
Catalan 94.3%

Can speak

Can read

Can write

80.4%

82.4%

60.4%

Spanish 99.8%

99.7%

97.4%

95.9%

1.4.4.3

Catalan for the Masses

Despite its status as a minority language, Catalan enjoys a relatively large degree of use
by the general population, which I briefly discuss in this section.
Catalan is the language of use in several television channels (e.g. TV3, Canal 33, Canal
Super 3, and Esport 3). Of these, Canal Super 3 is of particular importance, since it is a
channel that caters for children specifically and that, during the course of the data
collection for this study, was often cited as the first exposure to Catalan from several
children who are L1 speakers of Spanish.
There are a variety of generalist newspapers in Catalan, some written in Catalan (e.g.
Ara, el Punt Avui), some written in Spanish and (often automatically [Montoliu, 1998])
translated into Catalan (e.g. el Periódico, la Vanguardia). The availability of newspapers
in Catalan is scarcer in sports and they are non-existent in business (À.G.M, 2011). In
2017, around 53.3% of Catalans claimed to read the news from Catalan newspapers
(Generalitat de Catalunya, 2017).
Catalan is also present in a variety of radio stations, both public (e.g. Catalunya Ràdio,
Catalunya Informació) and private (e.g. RAC 1, Flaix FM). The results of the Baròmetre
d’Opinió Política (Generalitat de Catalunya, 2017) showed that 62.9% of Catalans listen
to the news on Catalan-speaking radio stations (compared to the 43.2% who do so on
TV), making the radio the media where Catalan is in the best position.
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All the 10 most popular websites (e.g. La Vanguardia, Google, El País), social networks
(e.g. Twitter, Facebook, Instagram), and messaging services (e.g. WhatsApp, Skype,
Facebook Messenger) consulted or used in Catalunya offer all their communication and
documentation in Catalan. In addition, 45% of commercial brands offer their websites
and phone communications in Catalan, with great disparity by topic. In case the reader is
curious, more than 70% of the companies that sell travel or house-related products offer
options (i.e. advertising, websites, communications) in Catalan, while only 5.8% of those
that target hygiene and personal care do so (Generalitat de Catalunya, 2015, p. 18).
In 2015, out of the 80,181 books published in Spain, 11,348 were published in Catalan
(Nopca, 2016) although only 26.5% of Catalans read a book in this language during the
same year (Generalitat de Catalunya, 2015, p. 24). The state of Catalan is a bit more
precarious in the cinema and in court. Only 3.7% of the movies are either originally in
Catalan or have been dubbed or subtitled into Catalan (Generalitat de Catalunya, 2015, p.
22). In 2015, only 8.4% court rulings were in Catalan (Generalitat de Catalunya, 2015, p.
33).
Overall, while figures greatly vary depending on context, Catalan is arguably alive and
well in terms of its mass consumption.

1.4.5

Location of the Present Study

This study investigates the acquisition of morphosyntax in the Catalan-Spanish bilingual
context of Central Catalunya. According to the Informe de Política Lingüística
(Generalitat de Catalunya, 2015, p. 12), in Central Catalunya, 85.4% of the inhabitants
can speak Catalan, and while only 52.9% claim Catalan as their L1, 63.2% use it as their
preferred language. These figures, in contrast to those of other parts of Catalunya, show
that bilingualism in this area is very balanced and Central Catalunya is therefore an ideal
place for testing phenomena related to bilingualism.
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1.5 Research Questions
Now that the linguistic phenomena, the groups, and the bilingual setting relevant to this
study have been briefly described, I present the three overarching research questions that
guide the present investigation, which will be expanded and unpacked in the following
chapters.
•

How and when are the Catalan clitics under study acquired? What factors play a
role in their acquisition?

•

How and when are the representations of these arguments acquired in Spanish?

•

Does one language affect the morphosyntactic representation of the arguments in
the other language? That is, do we find cross-linguistic influence?

1.6 Organization of this Dissertation
This dissertation is organized in the following manner: Chapter 2 discusses what is
known regarding bilingual language acquisition in childhood and what is currently still
debated. Chapter 3 focuses on the nature of clitic pronouns and describes, in detail, the
nature of the clitics at study. Chapter 4 discusses the participants and the methodology of
the present study in detail. Chapters 5 and 6 present the results for Catalan. Chapter 7
presents the results for Spanish. Finally, Chapter 8 provides a discussion and the main
conclusions of this dissertation.
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2 Childhood Bilingualism
From the very first study on bilingual language acquisition by Ronjat (1913) more than a
century ago, research on bilingualism in early childhood has evolved by leaps and
bounds. While reliability and convergence with the speech community are granted in
cases of non-pathological monolingual language acquisition (Pullman & Scholtz, 2002),
variability (both with regards to outcomes and in the process of acquisition) seems to
affect bilinguals – even bilingual children.
This chapter reviews what is known about bilingual language acquisition in childhood
and the debates that are currently still open in order to properly contextualize the research
questions of the present study. Section 2.1. reviews one of the most important (and
currently closed) debates in childhood bilingualism: whether bilingual children start out
with one or two language systems. Section 2.2. reviews the two main types of bilingual
language acquisition in childhood: simultaneous and early sequential acquisition. Section
2.3. provides an overview of the internal and external factors that have been found to
affect bilingual language acquisition. Section 2.4. summarizes some possible
consequences of acquiring a language under reduced input. Finally, Section 2.5. provides
a summary.

2.1 Language Fusion vs. Language Differentiation
When it comes to the course of development in the simultaneous acquisition of two
languages, the question arises as to whether children have access to separate linguistic
systems or not; that is, whether early bilinguals have two differentiated systems or start
off as being, in essence, monolinguals.
In their famous article, Volterra and Taeschner (1978) proposed what is known as the
“single system hypothesis”. Briefly, according to their hypothesis, bilingual children go
through three stages. In Stage I, children have one common linguistic system for both
languages. In Stage II, bilingual children apply the same syntactic rules to both
languages. It is only in Stage III when bilingual children are able to draw from two
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linguistic codes, with differentiated lexicons and syntax. According to the authors, then, it
is in Stage III that the child becomes truly “bilingual”.
In the following years, different authors re-examined Volterra and Taeschner’s (1978)
data and showed that most of their claims had been unfounded and, in addition, raised a
number of concerns regarding the methodology that had been used (see De Houwer
[1995] for a summary). Empirical research on early bilingual children in the late 80s and
subsequent decades provided an overwhelming amount of evidence that Stages I and II,
as defined by Volterra and Taeschner (1978), did not in fact exist – bilingual children
have differentiated linguistic systems from the beginning of the grammatical stages
(Bedore & Goldstein, 2004; Bosch & Sebastián-Gallés, 2001; De Houwer, 1990;
Deuchar, 1989; Genesee, 1989; Hulk & Müller, 2000; Juan-Garau & Pérez-Vidal, 2000;
Meisel, 1989; 2001; Paradis, 2001; Paradis & Genesee, 1996; Yip & Mathews, 2007; see
De Houwer [2005] for a summary of studies that demonstrate language differentiation in
different language domains).

2.2 Bilingual Language Acquisition in Childhood
2.2.1

Simultaneous Bilingual Language Acquisition

There seems to be consensus that the simultaneous acquisition of two languages from
birth or shortly thereafter results in bilingual first language acquisition (henceforth 2L1)
(De Houwer, 1995, 2005; Meisel, 2009). The term 2L1 carries, in itself, a variety of
assumptions that should be considered individually:
1. That the 2L1 child will reach the grammatical knowledge of the respective
monolingual speakers of each language
2. That the 2L1 child will go through the same developmental phases (and in the
same order) as the respective monolingual speakers of each language, and
3. That the variation (in terms of the rate of acquisition and of outcomes of
acquisition) observed across and within 2L1 acquirers should be small, as
compared to cL2 or aL2 acquirers (see Section 2.2.2.).
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Elaborating on assumption 3, the majority of the differences observed between 2L1 and
monolingual children seem to be more quantitative (i.e. rate of development or frequency
of certain phenomena) than qualitative (i.e. different attested constructions or different
developmental sequences) in nature (Meisel, 2016; Unsworth, 2013). That is, 2L1s follow
the same developmental stages as monolinguals, although typically at a slower rate, and
2L1s tend to make the same types of errors as their monolingual counterparts, only to a
higher degree. However, these three assumptions about 2L1 acquisition do not contradict
Grosjean’s (1989) widely accepted pronouncement that the bilingual is not two
monolinguals in one.4 Even in cases of simultaneous bilingualism, the different linguistic
systems are not hermetically sealed. A degree of interaction between the systems
(whether it is called transfer, interference, or influence) has been attested in different
linguistic domains (for phonetics and phonology, Bosch & Sebastián-Gallés, 2003;
Fabiano-Smith & Goldstein, 2010; Gildersleeve-Neumann & Wright, 2010; Gut, 2001;
Paradis, 2001; for morphosyntax, Bernardini, 2003; Döpke, 1997; Müller & Hulk, 2001;
Paradis, Crago, & Genesee 2005; Yip & Mathews, 2007; for semantics and pragmatics,
Schmitz, Patuto, & Müller, 2012; Serratrice, Sorace, Filiaci, & Baldo, 2012; a.o.) even if
such cross-linguistic influence is not systematic (De Houwer, 2005, p. 43).5

4

I am not implying that Grosjean’s (1989) quote was originally intended to define the degree of separation

of the linguistic systems. Grosjean intended to demonstrate the need for bilinguals to be treated as unique
individuals, as subjects in their own right, and not as deficient or aspiring monolingual speakers. This
position finds one of its best proponents in Cook (1991, 2013), who proposes the notion of
multicompetence to change the angle from which L2 acquisition is viewed and analyzed. Despite these
trends that encourage a “holistic” view of bilingualism (rather than a “fractional” monolingual
interpretation) (Grosjean, 1989, 2008), bilinguals are still, more often than not, compared to monolinguals.
5

Cross-linguistic influence in this dissertation is not understood in the sense of Paradis and Genesee’s

(1996:3) interdependent development. That is, it is not interpreted as systemic influence of the grammar of
one language on the grammar of the other language during a sustained period of time. It is understood as
quantitative or qualitative changes on one language triggered by the other linguistic system. I also concede
that these differences might be temporary or stable, and that they can affect only performance or, rather,
grammatical competence.
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Nevertheless, cases of unbalanced 2L1 acquisition pose a challenge to the assumptions
outlined above. In some cases of 2L1 acquisition, the grammatical development of the
weaker language might differ from that of the dominant language and, in some ways, it
has been claimed to resemble the development of an L2 (Schlyter, 1993, p. 305; see also
Schlyter & Hakansson, 1994).6 This claim is of utmost importance since it would imply
that an early onset of acquisition in cases of bilingualism is a necessary but not sufficient
condition for native ultimate attainment. In this sense, input (Section 2.3.2) would be
assigned a crucial role in 2L1 acquisition.
Meisel (2007b, p. 510), focusing rather on the acquisition of syntax proper in Schlyter’s
study, concluded that the weak language in 2L1 acquisition might be (sometimes quite
seriously) delayed but that there is no lack of grammatical knowledge of the weak
language, just problems in performance triggered by the failure to inhibit the
morphosyntactic activation of the dominant language. However, these conclusions are
challenged by the findings of more recent studies that compare 2L1 bilinguals in their
childhood and adulthood – and show optionality in adult grammars. For example,
Thomas, Jones, Davies, & Binks (2014) studied the acquisition of plural morphology in
Welsh in Welsh-English bilinguals with different AOAs and input quantities. They found
clear differences between their Welsh L1, 2L1, and L2 groups. While the L1 group was
approaching levels of L1 Welsh adult plural marking by age 11, the 2L1 and L2 groups
failed to perform on par with the first group. In turn, their adult counterparts produced
similar results – 2L1 adults did not reach L1 Welsh levels of acquisition and the L2 adults
did not reach the level of 2L1s. The findings led them to postulate that an early AOA (i.e.
birth) was not enough and that the acquisition of the plural morphology was contingent
on input quantity.

6

Many authors have problematized Schlyter’s (1993) claim that the weaker language resembles the L2 and

the lack of clarity regarding the nature of this resemblance.
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2.2.2

Early Sequential Bilingualism

Early sequential bilingualism, or the case of children whose AOA of their L2 occurs
between the ages of 3/4 and 6/7 (Johnson & Newport, 1989), is generally labelled child
L2 acquisition (henceforth cL2) (Genesee, 2000; Meisel, 2001). Schwartz (2004) defined
cL2 acquirers as “the perfect natural experiment” in that these acquirers are the perfect
arbitrators between different theories regarding L1 and aL2 (adult L2) acquisition.
Speaking to the sensitive periods outlined in Chapter 1, Schwartz (2003, 2004) proposes
that, in terms of access to UG, cL2s can be safely assumed to be like L1 children, while
in terms of cognitive maturation and L1 influence, cL2s overlap with aL2 acquirers. This
similarity stems from the fact that by age 4, most of the L1 grammar is already in place in
monolinguals (Chondrogianni, 2018; Guasti, 2016). Therefore, both cL2s and aL2s have
an L1 system in place which is, in principle, available to draw knowledge from.
The research on cL2 acquisition, while increasingly more frequent, still paints a
fragmentary picture. According to some researchers, cL2 acquisition resembles L1
acquisition and differs from aL2 in rate of acquisition, developmental paths, and error
types and frequency (Blom, 2005; Rothweiler, 2016). Other researchers (Haznedar, 1997,
2003; Unsworth, 2002) propose that cL2 acquirers resemble aL2 acquirers in their
developmental paths. A third possibility is defended by other researchers, who propose
that cL2 acquisition resembles L1 acquisition with respect to some domains and aL2
acquisition in other domains. Meisel (2007) and Schwartz (2004) are supporters of this
third possibility, although their predictions of which domains resemble which acquisition
type are not the same.
Blom (2005) investigated agreement inflection in cL2 Dutch and compared it to that of
aL2 acquirers. She showed that cL2s were more accurate than aL2s and their errors were
of a different nature. At the same time, she also showed that cL2s had a lesser degree of
variability between and within participants than aL2s. Rothweiler (2016) examined
longitudinal spontaneous speech data of L1 Turkish-cL2 acquirers of German and
showed that their acquisition of sentence structure, verbal inflections, and case markings
paralleled those of L1 acquisition.
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Contrary to these two studies, other investigations show the parallel development of cL2s
and aL2s. Haznedar (1997, 2003) demonstrated instances of transfer between the L1 and
the L2 in the longitudinal study of a L1 Turkish-cL2 acquirer of English. The
development of his L2 English shows initial transfer of Turkish word order, which is
overcome a few months after the onset of acquisition. Unsworth (2002) investigated the
acquisition of Dutch scrambling and showed that the cL2 and aL2 acquirers patterned
alike (and differently from L1 acquirers) in their stages of development, also showing
evidence of L1 influence.
Meisel (2008), who assumes the aL2 acquirer to be different from the L1 acquirer in
fundamental ways, investigated the acquisition of cL2 French finiteness (by L1 German
children) at an AOA of 3 to 4 years and concluded that in the realm of morphology, cL2
acquisition resembles aL2 acquisition – exhibiting errors not attested in 2L1 acquisition.
This stands in direct contradiction to what Schwartz (2004) concluded, although the
bottom line is the same: the cL2 acquirer resembles the L1 acquirer in some ways, and
the aL2 acquirer in others. Sopata (2010) investigated the acquisition of V2 word order in
German and showed that cL2s follow a developmental pattern that is very similar to that
of aL2 acquisition, although the rate of the former group of acquirers seemed to be much
faster than that of the latter.
In terms of ultimate attainment, it seems safe to assume that cL2s outperform aL2s
(Unsworth, 2016). Studies that have looked into the attainment of cL2s show that these
acquirers may fossilize in a non-native-like stage with respect to some morphosyntactic
properties (Blom, 2005; Hulk & Cornips, 2006; Laloi, Spanjaard, & Styczynska, 2005;
Perpiñan, 2017) while with respect to syntactic properties, cL2s may converge with L1
acquirers, after a period of delay (Haznedar, 1997).
Meisel (2008, pp. 72-76) summarized the characteristics that differentiate cL2 from 2L1
acquisition:
1. At their initial state of their L2, cL2 utterances can be long and complex
2. With respect to the course of acquisition, cL2s might use constructions not
attested in 2L1 acquisition (but attested in aL2)
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3. cL2s exhibit variation between and within individuals
4. The rate of acquisition of the L2 is protracted (though faster than that of aL2s)

2.2.3

Taking Stock: 2L1 and cL2 Acquisition and a Note on
Language Dominance

From the two previous sections it derives that the L1 and 2L1 acquirer should acquire the
language in the same manner, while the cL2 acquirer may show differences stemming
from the presence of a firmly established L1 system. Exactly where these differences are
expected and to what extent we can expect them still remains unclear.
Some studies mentioned above point to language dominance as an important factor in
acquisition (Schlyter, 1993; Thomas et al., 2014; Yip and Matthews, 2007; for syntax and
morphosyntax, see also Döpke, 1997; Gawlitzek-Maiwald & Tracy, 1996; Hoff, Core,
Place, Rumiche, Señor, & Parra, 2012; Hulk & van der Linden, 1996; Kupisch, 2012;
Montrul, 2008). Language dominance, which refers to the relative weight of each
language in an individual, creates a situation of unbalanced bilingualism whereby one
language becomes the dominant (stronger, more proficient) and the other one becomes
the non-dominant (or weaker, less proficient). Some studies have argued that language
dominance triggers quantitative (but not qualitative) effects on the non-dominant
language (Bonnesen, 2009; Müller & Kupisch, 2003; Meisel, 2007; Schmitz, 2006). All
these studies, however, point to effects that language dominance might exert on crosslinguistic interaction and also, in the case of the Thomas et al. (2014) and Perpiñan’s
(2017)7 studies, ultimate attainment. Language dominance, as a multifaceted concept, is
influenced by a variety of factors. These factors are the object of the following section.

7

See Chapter 3.
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2.3 Factors in Acquisition
It is clear in the literature that the language faculty endows humans for bilingual language
acquisition (De Houwer, 2005; Genesee, 2000; Meisel, 2001, 2004, 2007, 2011a, 2013)
and although this faculty is a necessary condition for bilingual language development to
occur, it does not seem to be sufficient. A plethora of internal and external factors could
(and have been argued to) influence the rate and attainment of language acquisition in
cases of childhood bilingualism.

2.3.1

Internal Factors

Factors of this type are characteristics that the acquirer brings with them in each unique
learning situation. Of all the myriad internal factors that could potentially influence
language acquisition, I describe the two that arguably occupy the most prominent places:
AOA and the (influence from the) other language.

2.3.1.1

AOA

AOA has been the single most prominent explanation to account for why aL2 acquirers
do not tend to reach native competence (Bley-Vroman, 1989, 2009; Johnson & Newport,
1989, 2001; Long, 1990). AOA of the L2 is one of the two main differences between 2L1
and cL2 acquirers (the other one being the pre-existing linguistic system in the latter type
of acquirers). While, as mentioned earlier, cL2 acquirers are assumed to have complete
access to UG (Montrul, 2008; Schwartz, 2003, 2004), the lower (age 3/4) and upper (age
6/7) bounds of cL2 acquisition find their support in the literature that examines the effects
of AOA. By age 3 or 4, the acquirer has attained command of the language and most of
the L1, including morphosyntax and phonology, is in place (Genesee, Paradis & Crago,
2011; Guasti, 2016; Montrul, 2008; Unsworth, Hulk, & Marinis, 2011). By age 6,
children have almost fully developed their spoken language, although formal schooling
has not yet begun (Montrul, 2008). It is at age 7 that one of the few cut-off points
dividing cL2 and aL2 acquisition has been observed in terms of ultimate attainment
(Johnson & Newport, 1989).
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There is no consensus regarding the existence of a critical period for L2 acquisition.8 On
a large scale, it is well-known that there exists a relationship between AOA and ultimate
attainment in L2 acquisition, but except for the findings reported by Johnson and
Newport (1989), no research shows dramatic cut-off points in L2 acquisition. On the
contrary, age effects appear to apply linearly throughout the lifespan (Montrul, 2008),
even when the AOA of the two languages occurs during early childhood (Hyltenstam &
Abrahamsson, 2003). Therefore, and as it has been illustrated in the sections above, an
AOA within the optimal period of language acquisition does not guarantee native-like
attainment.
Meisel (2007a, 2007b, 2008, 2009) claims that for morphosyntax, the optimal period
starts to fade out at around age 3 to 4, making an early AOA an advantage to acquirers. A
similar boundary is proposed by other authors. For example, Kroffke and Rothweiler
(2006) and Rothweiler (2006), who examined a few grammatical measures, one of them
subject-verb agreement, in L1 Turkish-cL2 acquirers of German, found that those
children whose AOA of German was between 3 and 4 patterned with monolingual
children in terms of developmental errors. Those whose AOA was older seemed to
pattern, rather, with aL2s. On the other hand, other studies have found very limited
effects of AOA on morphosyntax, only concerning the acquisition of very early
phenomena, such as Greek gender, but not for later phenomena, such as Dutch gender
(Unsworth, Cornips, Hulk, Sorace & Tsimpli, 2014). Along a similar line, Ågren,
Granfeldt, and Thomas (2014), found AOA effects for properties that are acquired early
(such as finite/non-finite verb forms in the acquisition of French by L1 Swedish
children), but not for properties that are acquired later on (subject-verb agreement).
Finally, other studies have found no effects of AOA in terms of the acquisition of
morphosyntax, once length of exposure and input quantity are controlled for (Unsworth,
2016).

8

Empirical evidence coming from delayed L1 acquisition shows that there is indeed an optimal period for

L1 acquisition (see Montrul [2008, pp. 12-17] for a summary). However, once an L1 is in place, an optimal
period might not necessarily apply to an L2 (Rothman & Slabakova, 2017, p. 4).
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In terms of rate of acquisition, studies have found that older children learn the vocabulary
and morphosyntax of the L2 faster than younger children (Blom & Bosma, 2016;
Chondrogianni & Marinis, 2011; Golberg et al., 2008; Paradis, 2011; a.o.). On the same
note, Jia and Fuse (2007), for the acquisition of English morphology, reported faster
acquisition for older L2 acquirers than for younger ones (although younger ones were
more likely to achieve mastery of said morphemes). This increased rate of development is
due to more cognitive maturity on the part of the cL2 acquirer and to the fact that, for
cL2s, the main acquisition task is to learn new labels for categories that already exist in
the L1 (Chondrogianni, 2018).
These seemingly contradictory findings have led some researchers to speculate that
maturational issues might be less important than the bilingual factor (i.e. the fact that
there is knowledge of another language) (Muñoz & Singleton, 2011; Unsworth & et al.,
2014). We move on to this factor next.

2.3.1.2

The Other Language

As mentioned earlier, Unsworth (2013) pointed out that the differences between bilingual
and monolingual children seem to be quantitative rather than qualitative. That is,
bilinguals tend to make the same types of errors as their monolingual counterparts, only
to a higher degree. In this section, we turn our attention to the quantitative differences,
but also to the qualitative differences, that have been claimed to be triggered by the other
linguistic system in the repertoire of the bilingual child. The role, extent, and even the
term to refer to the influence that one of the languages can exert on the other language of
a bilingual have been (and still are) greatly disputed in the literature. The following
subsections summarize the main studies that have looked at and accounted for crosslinguistic influence in 2L1 and cL2 bilingualism.

2.3.1.2.1 Cross-Linguistic Influence in 2L1 Bilingualism
The presence of another linguistic system is, together with variations in the amount (and
arguably quality) of exposure, what distinguishes a 2L1 acquirer from a monolingual
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acquirer. Evidence that, in the 2L1 acquirer, languages are not isolated and hermetically
sealed systems seems to be quite robust, as we saw in Section 2.2.1. In this section, we
discuss what hypotheses (not necessarily contradictory) have been put forward to account
for this cross-linguistic influence at a morphosyntactic level. In brief, most studies that
show cross-linguistic influence ascribe this influence to one (or more) of the following
causes: language dominance, developmental asynchronies, and input ambiguity.
Building on the notion of language dominance, Bernardini and Schlyter (2004) proposed
the Ivy Hypothesis. Similarly to Gawlitzek-Maiwald and Tracy (1996, see below), they
looked at mixed utterances in cases of unbalanced bilingualism – but differently from the
latter, Bernardini and Schlyter (2004) saw mixed utterances as a compensatory strategy.
The main tenet of their hypothesis was that the dominant and non-dominant language
diverged in terms of the availability of higher functional projections; with the dominant
language having more projections available. This allowed the authors to justify why
children would insert functional elements of the dominant language into the nondominant one.
In terms of developmental asynchronies, Paradis and Genesee (1996, p. 3) predicted that
“when the child has reached a more advanced level of syntactic complexity in one
language than in the other”, cross-linguistic influence is most likely to happen.
Importantly, they acknowledge that the developmental asynchrony could be either due to
patterns typical in the monolingual acquisition of the two languages, or due, again, to
differences in language dominance in the child. Yip and Mathews (2007) provide an
example of the former scenario. In Chinese, relative clauses develop at age 2;06 and in
English, around age 3. In this case, even the most balanced Chinese-English bilingual
will undergo a period in development in which relative clauses are available in Chinese,
and not yet in English. This notion of developmental asynchrony is also intimately related
to the Bilingual Bootstrapping hypothesis put forward by Gawlitzek-Maiwald and Tracy
(1996). These authors, by looking at their subject’s mixed utterances, argued that a
property that has been acquired in one language can boost the acquisition of a property in
the other language. This would take the shape of a temporary pooling of resources that
allows the bilingual child to take and combine what is available to them in the two
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languages.9 Therefore, the case described by Gawlitzek-Maiwald and Tracy (1996) would
fall under the second type of developmental asynchrony described by Paradis and
Genesee (1996): one triggered by different degrees of dominance.
Döpke (1997, 1998) analyzed cases of cross-language interaction as being caused by
children’s limited processing abilities, which delay the acquisition of properties that
differ in the two languages (in this case, (non-)finite verb placement in German and
English). Döpke (1997, 1998) agrees that a temporary pooling of resources is taking place
but, when one language (in this case the dominant one, English) generates cue conflict (in
this case, by enhancing the non-German verb-before-object cue), the acquisition process
with respect to that property might be delayed.
Cue conflict ties into another hypothesis that has been put forward to account for crosslinguistic influence: the presence of structural ambiguity in the input itself. Structural
ambiguity arises when the very same surface pattern is compatible with more than one
structural interpretation (Meisel et al., 2013). The potential for transfer occurs because
one language, hypothetical language A, offers ambiguous input with respect to a certain
structure while the other language, B, offers unambiguous input consistent with just one
structural interpretation. In this sense, the input for language A is compatible with the
grammar of A, but also of B. The possibility, then, is that the child will apply the
grammar of B to language A. Müller and Hulk (2001) described a case of inter-language
influence that depended entirely on ambiguous input: object omissions in 2L1 acquirers
of a Germanic (which allows colloquial topic drop) and a Romance language (which does
not). Their results after following the development of three Germanic-Romance bilingual
children and comparing them to monolinguals showed that the differences between the
bilinguals and monolinguals with respect to illicit object drop in Romance was not of a

9

An interesting point is brought up by Gawlitzek-Maiwald and Tracy (1996, p. 916) themselves in which

they wonder whether “one can really claim that something is missing if [the bilingual] appears to know
very well what it is and how to fill the gap”. Meisel (2007, p. 32) also doubts that “any type of linguistic
datum in the child’s environment can serve as input for either of the languages”.
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qualitative kind (monolinguals drop objects illicitly too) but of a quantitative kind: object
drop in bilinguals is more pervasive and it lasts longer. Müller and Hulk (2001) further
argued that the fact that topic drop is licensed in Germanic reinforces the discourse
licensing of empty objects that is available universally through the Minimal Default
Grammar (Roeper, 1999), prior to language-specific parameter setting. As a result, the
bilingual child takes longer to let go of the universal strategy in order to fully acquire the
Romance-specific structure without object drop. Therefore, their prediction was that in
those cases where there is structural overlap and one language allows for more than one
grammatical analysis (Romance) and the other language shows positive evidence for one
of the possible analyses (Germanic), the latter will influence the former. These authors
also claimed that another necessary condition for cross-linguistic influence to occur was
for the given phenomenon be located in the C-domain (the interface level between syntax
and other modules, most notably for this case, pragmatics). Similarly, Yip and Mathews
(2000) showed that input ambiguity (in their case, together with language dominance),
was at the root of null objects being transferred between the dominant Cantonese into the
English of their bilingual participant.
In summary, when it comes to inter-language influence in 2L1 bilingualism, three main
reasons could plausibly account for how it takes place and in which direction: language
dominance, input ambiguity, and developmental asynchronies. While the predictions that
the three articulations make are different (dominance allows for cross-linguistic influence
to go either way while ambiguity would predict unidirectional influence), they are not
necessarily mutually exclusive: dominance might be at the root of developmental
asynchrony, and ambiguity-induced cross-linguistic influence could be regulated by
language dominance, as well. Meisel (2007a, p. 40) makes a conciliating statement when
he claims that even though structural ambiguity might be a necessary condition for crosslinguistic influence, it is clearly not sufficient and other factors, such as language
dominance, need to be taken into account.10 He also argues that cases of cross-linguistic

10

See Gathercole (2007a) for a discussion on how balanced bilingualism is more conducive to cross-

linguistic influence than scenarios of language dominance.
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influence are quantitative in nature and do not seem to affect competence or mental
representations of grammar and are instead the result of the on-line activation of the other
language. This would constitute a relief strategy allowing the bilingual to access
knowledge that is not available in one of their languages.

2.3.1.2.2 Cross-Linguistic Influence in cL2 Bilingualism
The main distinctive factor between 2L1 and cL2 acquisition is the presence of a wellestablished L1 prior to the onset of the L2 in the latter case. In this respect, the
comparison between cL2 and aL2 acquisition is pertinent and one theory that has been
applied to aL2 acquisition could be of interest at this point: full transfer / full access
(Schwartz & Sprouse, 1994, 1996; White, 2003). This theory proposes full transfer of L1
morphosyntactic information as the initial state of the L2. Usage-based models agree this
is a possibility. Gathercole (2007a, p. 240) predicts that bilingual children may show
initial cross-linguistic influence based on two conditions: 1) that patterns across
languages are “similar enough (…) to invite the child to compare”, and 2) that such
patterns are abstract enough so that cross-linguistic influence is not dependent on lexicalspecific information. Along the same line, MacWhinney (2008, p. 353) also states that
while “arbitrary forms and classes cannot transfer between languages, the grammatical
functions underlying affixes can”.
Different studies have shown L1 cross-linguistic effects in cases of cL2 acquisition with
respect to various morphosyntactic phenomena: Blom and Baayen (2013) found that for
cL2s with lower proficiency, those with inflecting L1s were more accurate in their
subject-verb agreement than those with isolating L1s. McDonald (2000) compared the
acquisition of English 3sg -s by cL2 acquirers whose L1 was either Spanish (a language
with a rich system of agreement) or Vietnamese (which has no agreement inflection). The
results showed an advantage of the L1 Spanish cL2s with respect to English agreement.
Similar results are found in other studies looking at agreement (Chondrogianni, 2008;
Paradis, 2011; Blom, Paradis, & Sorenson Duncan, 2012; Zdorenko & Paradis, 2008).
Finally, other studies have found cross-linguistic effects in cL2 word order (Mobaraki,
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Vainikka & Young-Scholten, 2008; Unsworth, 2016). Therefore, cross-linguistic
influence has also been widely attested in cL2 acquisition.

2.3.1.3

Other Internal Factors

Several other internal factors such as personality, IQ, language aptitude, cognitive
maturity, and motivation are sometimes taken into account in studies of childhood
bilingualism. These were not controlled for in the present study. Paradis (2011) presents a
comprehensive overview of their possible influences in bilingual language acquisition.

2.3.2

External Factors

External factors are defined by the language learning situation itself. The relevance of
this type of factor has traditionally been highlighted by constructivist or emergentist
approaches, such as Usage-Based theory, and not so much within Generativism (Paradis,
2011; Rothman & Slabakova, 2017). This does not imply that Generativism has
disregarded the importance of input in L1 or L2 acquisition (Rankin & Unsworth, 2016;
Slabakova, Leal, Liskin-Gasparro, 2014; Yang, 2002; see Chapter 1). It means that, for
this framework, input alone is not considered enough to drive acquisition.

2.3.2.1

Input Quantity

Input quantity refers to the degree of exposure of an individual to each of their languages.
The most basic observation one can make regarding this variable in bilingualism is that
bilinguals have, comparatively, less input in each of their languages than monolinguals
(Sorace, 2005; Unsworth, 2016; but cf. De Houwer, 2014).
Input quantity is assessed in a variety of ways. For example, Pearson, Fernández,
Lewedeg and Oller (1997) had parents estimate the amount of time per day/week the
child spent with speakers of each language or, if they were bilingual, the percentage of
each language spoken with them. Paradis (2011) computed input quantity as a
combination of months of exposure to the L2, number of older siblings, and proportion of
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English spoken among the members of the household. Unsworth (2016) computed it in
terms of cumulative length of exposure and current amount of exposure.
Input quantity effects are observed in the acquisition of vocabulary (Bialystok, Luk,
Peets, & Yang, 2010; Chondrogianni & Marinis, 2011; Gathercole & Thomas, 2009;
Hoff et al., 2012; Pearson, et al., 1997; Sheng, Lu, & Kan, 2011; Thordardottir, 2011;
Unsworth, 2016; Vermeer, 2001), lexico-semantic properties (Kupisch, Lein, Barton,
Schröder, Stangen, & Stöhr, 2014), various morphosyntactic phenomena (Ågren, et al.,
2014; Austin, 2009; Blom, 2010; Ezeizabarrena, 2012; Gathercole, 2002a, 2002b, 2007;
Nicoladis, Palmer, & Marentette, 2007; Paradis, 2010; Unsworth, 2013, 2016; Unsworth
et al., 2014; a.o.), and general grammatical abilities (Chondrogianni & Marinis, 2011;
Hoff et al., 2012). These input effects seem to be especially apparent in cases of minority
language acquisition (De Houwer, 2007; Dixon, Zhao, Quiroz & Shin, 2012; Gathercole
& Thomas, 2009; Montrul, 2008; Paradis, Nicoladis, Crago & Genesee, 2011; Thomas et
al., 2014; Willard, Agache, Jäkel, Glück & Leyendecker, 2015).
Following a constructivist approach, Gathercole (2002a, pp. 246-247) proposes that
children need to attain a “critical mass” from the input for a property of the grammar to
be acquired (although how much input constitutes this critical mass will vary depending
on the property). The idea is that bilingual children need to reach a threshold of examples
of usage in order for acquisition to happen. It is important to bear in mind that not all the
studies that have found a positive effect for input quantity provide support for a
constructivist account of grammatical development. To illustrate this, Austin (2009), who
found more illicit Root Infinitives (RIs) in bilingual Basque(-Spanish) that in
monolingual Basque made the observation that a purely data-driven theory of language
development lacks explanatory power since RIs are not present in the adult input. On the
contrary, RIs were considered instances of morphologically underspecified verbs
(similarly to Blom & Wijnen [2006]). Austin (2009) related her results with the limited
amount of input that bilinguals receive, which restricts the rate at which children acquire
the target morphological paradigm.
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Not all studies have found a direct correlation between input quantity and acquisition.
Some studies have found a null effect of home language, an important source of input
quantity, on some morphosyntactic phenomena. This null effect was likely due to low
proficiency of the parents (whose L1 was not the language they were providing input in)
(Chondrogianni & Marinis, 2011; Goldberg, Paradis, & Crago, 2008) or to timelines or
nature of acquisition of the given phenomena (Ågren et al., 2014).

2.3.2.2

Input quality

Input quality has also been defined and measured in multiple ways. Jia and Aaronson
(2003) measured quality (or “richness”) in terms of the number of books, TV programs,
and friends that used each of the languages. The type of input providers has also been
taken into account when determining input quality, considering “standard input”
providers and native providers. Paradis (2011) quantified quality by taking into account
maternal level of education, maternal self-rated fluency in the L2, and richness of the
English environment outside of school.
In this study, I understand input quality in two ways: diversity of the input-providing
sources and nativeness. Diversity of the sources of the input correlates, in a way, with
input quantity (the more sources that provide input, the more input that is provided, in
principle) but it differs in crucial aspects. A hypothetical Spanish-English bilingual child
living in Florida might be exposed to Spanish 50% of the time, but 100% of that Spanish
input is provided by one speaker only: their mother. Another hypothetical SpanishEnglish bilingual child living in Florida might also be exposed to Spanish 50% of the
time, but the Spanish input is, in this case, provided by one of their friends, a neighbour,
and a grandparent. The second hypothetical child will have access to more inputproviding sources, and, therefore, to more richness of the input. Place and Hoff (2011), in
effect, found that the number of different speakers providing input to the bilingual child
affected their general proficiency in the language. These authors cite previous research in
experimental psychology that showed that hearing a language from a variety of speakers
has effects on word recognition and production (Richtsmeier, Gerken, Goffman, &
Hogan, 2009; Singh, 2008) to account for this effect. Their results are consistent with
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other studies that show effects of input diversity on the acquisition of lexicon and
morphosyntax (Jia & Aaronson, 2003; Jia & Fuse, 2007; Oller & Eilers, 2002; Scheele,
Leseman & Mayo, 2010).
In terms of nativeness, bilingual children tend to be exposed to input originating from
both native and non-native speakers; more so than monolinguals (Fernald, 2006, pp. 2527). It might be the case, for example, that a parent uses a language other than their L1
with the child to provide more input in that language, or that they use the other parent’s
language. Some studies have found a positive effect of native input on vocabulary
development (Place & Hoff, 2011). Why native input should be more conducive to
acquisition is not exactly clear but Place and Hoff (2011, p. 1835) hypothesize that nonnative input could include affected “lexical, morphosyntactic, and pragmatic properties”.
Sorace (2005, p. 74) hypothesizes that optionality in bilingual grammars may be
reinforced by optionality in the input. This hypothesis finds support in the study by Hulk
and Cornips (2006) on the bilingual acquisition of grammatical gender of the definite
determiner in Dutch. These authors found that the incomplete (or at least, delayed)
acquisition of this morphosyntactic property by bilinguals could partly be due to the
reduced and non-native-like Dutch input to which these children were exposed.

2.3.2.3

Cumulative Length of Exposure

Cumulative length of exposure (CLoE) refers to amount of exposure to a given language
over time and, as such, this measure is closely related to AOA, chronological age, and
input quantity. As a cumulative measure, CLoE has the potential to facilitate more
accurate comparisons between monolingual and bilingual children (Unsworth, 2013; see
also Gutiérrez-Clellen & Kreiter, 2003). The logic is the following: if the amount of input
matters (and we have seen in Section 2.2.1 that it certainly does), and monolinguals
receive comparatively more input in a language than bilinguals, it is more appropriate to
compare monolinguals to bilinguals not at the same chronological age, but at the same
amount of input that has been accumulated, since a bilingual 4-year-old might have been
exposed to the same amount of input as a monolingual 2-year-old.
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Unsworth (2013) measured CLoE by gathering very detailed information about the
bilingual’s language exposure for each one-year period of the child, factoring in the time
spent at daycare or school during this period. Then, she added the proportions to give the
total amount of exposure to the language. In her study, Unsworth (2013) found significant
differences between age-matched monolinguals and bilinguals. However, when the
groups were matched on their CLoE, she found no differences.
The potential of this measurement is interesting but it does introduce a confound: that
monolinguals will always be younger, with the resulting implications regarding cognitive
control and working memory (Long & Rothman, 2014). CLoE is not used as a measure
for the present study, not only because of this confound, but mainly because it was not
possible to determine the CLoE for all participants in a reliable manner.

2.3.2.4

Other External Factors

Other external factors that are often looked at but were not factored in the present study
are socioeconomic status (SES), maternal education, and L2 proficiency. SES, in fact, has
been repeatedly shown to affect L1 acquisition (Hart & Risley, 1995; Hoff & Naigles,
2002; a.o.). Similar correlations have been found for L2 acquisition (Golberg et al., 2008;
Hoff, 2006; Scheele et al., 2010; a.o.). While these factors were not controlled for, they
were nevertheless accounted for. Chapter 4 provides more details regarding this matter.

2.3.3

Taking Stock: Internal and External Factors in Acquisition

Disentangling one factor from another one is extremely difficult (Jia & Aaronson, 2003;
Unsworth, 2016). Flege (2009, p.184), for example, pointed out that AOA constitutes a
macro-variable in itself, since it is associated with other factors (such as L1/L2 use,
language dominance, and input quantity). For this reason, studies comparing the impact
of child-internal and external factors are of great relevance. They are, nevertheless,
relatively scarce. Those that exist point to the two types of factors being important
(Unsworth, Hulk, & Marinis, 2011), with child-internal factors possibly imposing
stronger limits on the possible outcomes of acquisition (Paradis, 2011, p. 233). As we
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have seen, however, there is strong empirical evidence that input has an impact on
bilingual acquisition.
It is important to remember that despite this impact, the morphosyntactic development of
2L1 children is assumed to generally follow that of monolinguals, despite abundant
quantitative differences, as shown in Section 2.2.1 (Paradis & Nicoladis, 2007; Meisel,
2007). However, it has also been shown that quantitively or qualitatively reduced input in
the non-dominant language might result in incomplete acquisition. We turn our attention
to this matter next.

2.4 The Risks of Acquisition under Reduced Input: Incomplete
Acquisition, Attrition, Optionality
Generally speaking, it is assumed that all developmental errors in child acquisition will
be overcome. If they persist, the child’s grammar will develop into a fossilized grammar
(Hulk & Cornips, 2006). Schachter (1990) proposed the Incompleteness Hypothesis to
describe how late aL2 acquisition diverges from L1 acquisition with respect to core
aspects of the grammar of the L2. Schachter’s (1990) proposal was that a late onset of the
L2 would hinder the completeness of the L2 grammar. Sorace (1993) further specified
this incompleteness into two distinct states of grammatical competence: incompleteness
(absence of L2 properties) and divergence (interlanguage representations of L2 properties
that are different from native representations). This is a distinction that other authors have
found important to stress (Kupisch, 2012). While I see the potential in distinguishing
between these two types of incompleteness, in this dissertation, I will use incomplete
acquisition rather in the sense of Schachter (1990), meaning a grammar that, either due to
incompleteness or divergence, differs from the target grammar.11
AOA has been proposed as a prominent explanation to account for non-native grammars
but, as shown, other factors have been proven to influence language acquisition.

11

A nuance regarding this term is made in Chapter 8.
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Therefore, if we accept, as I do in this dissertation, that AOA is not a decisive factor in
determining the nativelikeness of a grammar, two possibilities open up: an aL2 grammar
that, despite a late AOA, is nativelike, and a 2L1/cL2 grammar that, despite an early
AOA, is non-nativelike (i.e. non-convergent with the target grammar). This dissertation is
concerned only with the latter possibility. As Montrul (2008) points out, there are cases
of early bilingual acquisition that show characteristics of incomplete acquisition. Some
clear examples of this case are heritage speakers (Montrul, 2016). These are cases in
which speakers grow up exposed to a minority language (typically in the home) and to a
majority societal language. This would, for example, be the case of an Italian speaker in
the US. In this hypothetical case, Italian would be the L1 and English the L2 (likely
acquired as a cL2). However, with the interaction of the acquirer with the educational
system and with the social majority, the L1 is bound to suffer a reduction in the input
quantity. Cases of incomplete acquisition have been attested in the morphosyntax of
heritage speakers (Anderson, 1999, 2001; Benmamoun, Montrul, and Polinsky, 2013;
Montrul, Bhatt and Bhatia, 2012).12
In our hypothetical Italian-English case of bilingualism in the US, not just input quantity
would be reduced. Due to the fact that Italian is being acquired in a context where the
wide majority does not speak it as an L1, quality might very well be impacted (see
Section 2.3.2.2). When she investigated the acquisition of null and overt subjects in
Italian (a pro-drop language), a phenomenon at the interface of syntax and discourse,
Sorace (2005) found evidence of residual optionality and L1 influence on the grammar of
near-native aL2 acquirers of Italian. Optionality, here, is understood as the “coexistence
within an individual grammar of two or more variants of a construction which make use
of the same lexical resources and express the same meaning”, and, when it becomes
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The term incomplete acquisition has its detractors (Pascual y Cabo & Rothman, 2012; Putman &

Sánchez, 2013). In Putman and Sánchez’s (2013, pp. 482-483) words: “The idealization that there is some
form of uniform ultimate attainment itself rests on two notions: a) there is a final stage of acquisition in
monolingual grammars and b) this stage varies minimally across speakers”. I agree with the authors that
assuming (a), in most cases, is relatively unproblematic but assuming (b) is not. This view will be taken
into account in Chapter 8.
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stabilized in the grammar of the L2 learner, it is considered a form of divergence from the
target grammar (Sorace, 2000, p. 93). The patterns observed in the aL2 acquirers were
identical to those of native Italians, near-native aL2 acquirers of English studied in
Tsimpli, Sorace, Heycock and Filiaci (2004). Therefore, the residual optionality of nearnative aL2 acquirers of Italian was identical to the emerging optionality in comparable
individuals with L1 attrition. This finding makes an interesting prediction regarding the
importance of input: near-native aL2 acquirers and L1 acquirers under attrition have in
common that their total exposure to the language is reduced compared to that of
monolingual speakers. While this dissertation is not concerned with either of these
profiles of acquirers, the relationship between input (or lack thereof) and optionality that
Sorace (2005) argues for is applicable to cases of bilingualism in childhood, and it is
certainly applicable to this particular study (see Chapters 5-7).
Attrition refers to cases where pre-existing linguistic knowledge becomes less or not
accessible due to the acquisition of an L2, or cases where L1 production, processing, or
comprehension are affected by the L2 system in place (Schmid & Köpke, 2017). Attrition
is another possible result of reduced input over a period of time that has been attested in
heritage speakers’ L1 (Altenberg, 1991; Bennamoun, Montrul & Polinsky, 2016;
Kaufman & Aronoff, 1991; Montrul, 2008; Montrul & Sánchez-Walker 2013; Seliger,
1989; Silva-Corvalán, 2003). However, it should be noted that frequent use of the L1
does not necessarily prevent the speaker from undergoing attrition. Other conditions, such
as cross-linguistic similarity between L1-L2 (Domínguez, 2013; Ribbert & Kuiken,
2010), mode of use of the L1, and the role of AOA have been put forward as also
conditioning attrition (see Schmid & Köpke [2017] for a review).

2.5 Summary
As Grosjean (1984) posited, a bilingual is not two monolinguals in one, and bilingual
children, as we have shown repeatedly in this chapter, are no exception. Childhood
bilingualism presents crucial differences in terms of their linguistic experience with
respect to monolinguals: a) bilinguals have not one, but two language systems that can
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potentially influence each other, b) they have less input quantity in each of the languages,
c) they might be exposed to different types of input quality than monolinguals in one or
both of their languages. However, 2L1 and cL2 bilinguals and monolinguals do have an
important commonality: they use UG and the same mechanisms to face the acquisition of
their (one or two) languages.
Building on this premise, I assume in my dissertation that quantitative and qualitative
differences between and within bilinguals arise (see Section 2.2.), not from differences in
access to UG, but from crucial differences in the input. Therefore, it seems that Montrul
(2008, p. 127) is correct in assuming that, at least in cases of bilingualism in childhood,
“UG provides the blueprint for acquisition, but input shapes the extent of development.”
In the present study, I will control for the main internal factors (AOA, cross-linguistic
influence) and the main external ones (input quality and quantity) in order to account for
the differences observed in the development paths of morphosyntactic acquisition of the
2L1 and cL2 groups at study. As we have seen throughout this chapter, morphosyntax
can present difficulties in acquisition, being susceptible to conditions imposed by both
internal and external factors.
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3 A Focus on Catalan and Spanish Clitics
This chapter narrows the scope of this dissertation onto clitics. Section 3.1. provides a
discussion on the few basic assumptions regarding clitic pronouns that this study relies
on. Section 3.2. presents the non-reflexive personal and non-personal clitic paradigms of
Catalan and Spanish. Sections 3.3-3.5 describe, in detail, the four clitics that this study
focuses on (namely, en, hi, ho, and l). Section 3.6. maps out the complexity of the
learning task that these bilingual children face and focuses on the notion of phonetic
absence in both Catalan and Spanish. Section 3.7. gives an overview of relevant studies
that have investigated the acquisition of these clitics. Finally, Section 3.8. revisits the
research questions of this dissertation and states hypotheses.

3.1 Clitic Behavior
Clitic pronouns have been subject to a considerable amount of research but they are
somewhat elusive linguistic elements. As such, they are often defined in negative terms
(that is, in terms of what they are not). Clitics are not independent free lexical items and
they are not fully integrated parts of words, like affixes are (Anderson, 2005; Meklenborg
Salvesen & Helland, 2013).
The clitics under study, Catalan en, hi, ho, and l and Spanish lo, have specific
morphophonological characteristics and occupy only certain positions in the sentence.
Lacking inherent stress (or prosodic prominence), clitics are not autonomous words
(Gerlach & Grijzenhout, 2000; Klavans, 1985; Zwicky, 1977). As such, they cannot be
stressed. Therefore, they need a lexical host with stress to attach to (Gerlach, 2002;
Klavans, 1985; Spencer and Luís, 2012). As a result of this lack of stress, clitics cannot
be contrasted (1a, 2a), coordinated (1b, 2b), isolated (1c, 2c), or modified (1d, 2d)
(Fernández Soriano, 1999; Gutiérrez-Reixach, 2001; Meklenborg Salvesen & Helland,
2013; Montrul, 2004; Wanner, 1987; Zwicky, 1977). In fact, clitic pronouns cannot be
separated from their verbal host by other constituents except for other clitics (Fernández
Soriano, 1999; Meklenborg Salvesen & Helland, 2013; Montrul, 2004).
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(1) a. Tinc
una
have.1SG.SUBJ a

pel·lícula i
un espisode
movie
and a episode

(Catalan)

*Vols
mirar-la
o mirar-lo?
want.2SG.SUBJ watch.INF-LA13 or watch.INF-L
‘I have a movie and an episode. Do you want to watch this one or that
one? (lit. Do you want to watch it or it?)’
b. *Vull
mirar-la i lo.
want.1SG.SUBJ watch-LA and L
‘I want to watch it and it.’
c. *La, només.
LA only
‘That one only. (lit. It only.)’
d. *Vull
mirar
fins i tot la.
want.1SG.SUBJ watch.INF
even
LA
‘I want to watch even this one.’
(2) a. Tengo
una
have.1SG.SUBJ a

película y
un episodio
movie
and a episode

(Spanish)

*¿Quieres
mirarla
o mirarlo?
want.2SG.SUBJ watch.INF-LA or watch.INF-LO
‘I have a movie and an episode. Do you want to watch this one or that
one? (lit. Do you want to watch it or it?)’
b. *Quiero
mirarla
want.1SG.SUBJ watch-LA
‘I want to watch it and it.’

y lo.
and LO

c. *La, solamente.
LA only
‘That one only. (lit. It, only.)’
d. *Quiero
mirar
incluso la.
want.1SG.SUBJ watch.INF
even
LA
‘I want to watch even this one. (lit. I want to watch even it.)’

13

The rationale for glossing clitics in this manner is explained in Section 3.2.
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Leaving aside the case of clitics that allow (or even favor) doubling such as the Spanish
dative (Meklenborg Salvesen & Helland, 2013) and the type of constructions that allow
doubling (Albareda, 2013), clitics occur in complementary distribution with their overt
counterpart (3-4):
vist
(3) Li’ he
L have.1SG.SUBJ seen
‘I have seen him.’

[*l’home]i.
the.man

(4) Loi he
visto [*el hombre]i.
LO have.1SG.SUBJ seen
the.man
‘I have seen him.’

3.1.1

(Catalan)

(Spanish)

Pronominalization and Cliticization

The clitic pronouns that this study investigates have an anaphoric function: they refer to a
previously stated element in the discourse, an antecedent. Anaphoric pronominalization is
the act of substituting a previously stated antecedent in the discourse with a clitic
pronoun. The clitic and antecedent, then, bear the same semantic identity (Rigau, 1979).
Pronominalization adds cohesion to the discourse and accelerates it (Rigau, 1979; Todolí,
2002).
Cliticization is the process by which the clitic pronoun forms a single, unbreakable unit
with the verb (González López, 2008). When doing so, clitic pronouns cannot occupy just
any position in the sentence. In Catalan and Spanish (and in Romance languages in
general) they need to be strictly adjacent to the verb and only another clitic can intervene
between the two (Fernández Soriano, 1999; Meklenborg Salvesen & Helland, 2013;
Montrul, 2004).
In Catalan and Spanish, we find both proclitics and enclitics. Proclitics (5-6) are adjacent
to the left of the finite verb and thus occupy the higher position available to the clitic in
the derivation. This is the only position available for clitics in simple clauses, as shown
by the ungrammaticality of (5c-6c).
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(5)

a. Veig
l’home.
see.1SG.SUBJ the.man
‘I see the man.’

(Catalan)

b. El

veig.
L
see.1SG.SUBJ
‘I see him.’

c. *Veig-lo.
see.1SG.SUBJ-L
(6)

a. Veo
el hombre.
see.1SG.SUBJ the man
‘I see the man.’

(Spanish)

b. Lo veo.
LO see.1SG.SUBJ
‘I see him.’
c. *Véolo.
see.1SG.SUBJ-LO
Clitics can optionally adjoin to the right of the infinitive (7-8) or the gerund (9-10) when
there is a finite verb in the clause, thus becoming enclitics (7b, 8b, 9b, 10b), occupying
the lower position:
(7)

a. He
de veure la pel·lícula.
have.1SG.SUBJ of see.INF the movie
‘I have to watch the movie.’

(Catalan)

b. He
de veure-la.
have.1SG.SUBJ of see.INF-LA
‘I have to watch it.’
c. L’ he
de veure.
LA have.1SG.SUBJ of see.INF
‘I have to watch it.’
(8)

a. He
de ver
la película.
have.1SG.SUBJ of see.INF the movie
‘I have to watch the movie.’

(Spanish)
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b. He
de verla.
have.1SG.SUBJ of see.INF-LA
‘I have to watch it.’
c. La

he
de ver.
have.1SG.SUBJ of see.INF
‘I have to watch it.’
LA

(9)

a. Estic
mirant
l’ episodi.
be.1SG.SUBJ watching the episode
‘I am watching the episode.’

(Catalan)

b. Estic
mirant-lo.
be.1SG.SUBJ watching-L
‘I am watching it.’
c. L’

estic
mirant.
be.1SG.SUBJ watching
‘I am watching it.’
L

(10)

a. Estoy
mirando el episodio.
be.1SG.SUBJ watching the episode
‘I am watching the episode.’

(Spanish)

b. Estoy
mirándolo.
be.1SG.SUBJ watching-LO
‘I am watching it.’
c. Lo estoy
mirando.
LO be.1SG.SUBJ watching
‘I am watching it.’
If there is no finite verb in the clause, clitics must appear postverbally in both languages,
(11-12). This is also the case if the verb appears in the imperative mood (13-14):
(11)

a. Mirar el Ferrari és
una cosa però
look.INF the Ferrari be.3SG.SUBJ a thing but

(Catalan)

conduir-lo és
una altra història.
drive.INF-L be.3SG.SUBJ a other story
‘Looking at the Ferrari is one thing but driving it is another story.’
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b. *Mirar el Ferrari és
una cosa pero
look.INF the Ferrari be.3SG.SUBJ a thing but
el conduir
és
una altra història.
L drive.INF
be.3SG.SUBJ a other story
‘Looking at the Ferrari is one thing but driving it is another story.’
(12)

a. Mirar el Ferrari es
look.INF the Ferrari be.3SG.SUBJ

una cosa pero
a thing but

(Spanish)

conducirlo
es
otra historia.
be.3SG.SUBJ other story
drive.INF-LO
‘Looking at the Ferrari is one thing but driving it is another story.’
b. *Mirar el Ferrari es
look.INF the Ferrari be.3SG.SUBJ

una cosa pero
a
thing but

lo conducir es
otra historia.
drive.INF be.3SG.SUBJ other story
‘Looking at the Ferrari is one thing but driving it is another story.’

LO

(13)

a. Escolta’m!
listen.IMP.2SG.SUBJ-M
‘Listen to me!’

(Catalan)

b. *M’escolta!
M-listen.IMP.2SG.SUBJ
(14)

a. ¡Escúchame!
listen.IMP.2SG.SUBJ-ME
‘Listen to me!’

(Spanish)

b. *¡Me escucha!
ME
listen.IMP.2SG.SUBJ

3.1.2

To Move or not to Move

While clitics have been the object of study for decades, there are a few questions that
remain unanswered. The first source of uncertainty is the origin and movement (or lack
thereof) of clitics in simple clauses. While clitics in Catalan and Spanish are often
arguments of the predicate, they do not appear in the canonical object position (15ab) and
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instead appear to the left of the highest finite verb (15c) (Duffield, White, Bruhn de
Garavito, Montrul, & Prévost, 2002).
(15)

a. He
fet el
treball.
have.1SG.SUBJ done the project
‘I have done the project.’
b. *He
have.1SG.SUBJ
‘I have done it.’

fet
done

lo.
L

c. L’

he
fet.
L
have.1SG.SUBJ done
‘I have done it.’

It has been generally assumed that an element must receive θ-role for it to be interpreted
as an argument. It has also been assumed that θ-roles are assigned to elements in
argument positions (Chomsky, 1981; Radford, 2012). The need to account for the
position and behavior of clitics has been resolved in two main ways:
Kayne (1975) advocated for a movement analysis, by which clitics are base-generated in
their canonical argument position (where they receive their θ-role) and, via the operation
Move-α, rise to a higher functional position adjacent to the verb in order to satisfy PF
linearization requirements. A second proposal was that of Jaeggli (1982) (subsequently
reimagined by Sportiche [1996] and Uriagereka [1995]), who proposed a base-generated
analysis, claiming that the clitic is generated outside the verb phrase, in its clitic position.
According to this position, clitics are validated as arguments through Spec-Head
Agreement with a pro element, with which it shares φ-features. It is pro that is assigned
the θ-role from the predicate.
The problematization of clitic origin and derivation applies to cases of clitic climbing.
Clitic climbing is the syntactic phenomenon (present in many other Romance languages
besides Catalan and Spanish) that allows for a pronoun to become associated with a
matrix finite clause instead of an embedded non-finite clause (González López, 2008). In
these cases, a clitic appears associated with a higher predicate while it is construed as an
argument of the lower predicate (Rizzi, 1982). (7c, 8c, 9c, and 10c) above are examples
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of clitic climbing. In these cases, clitics might be, at the initial stages of the derivation,
associated to the lower predicate or they might be base-generated in a clitic projection
associated with the higher predicate. Current analyses assume that in languages such as
Catalan and Spanish the clitic is in a fixed position and it is the verb that moves to T
(Ramírez-Trujillo & Bruhn de Garavito, 2015).
As I have demonstrated so far, Central Catalan and (Standard) Spanish do not differ in
terms of cliticization, linearization, or behavior in clitic climbing. Therefore, the
theoretical debate in terms of clitic origin and derivation is not particularly relevant to
this study as it does not pose, in principle, a burden to bilinguals (Perpiñan, 2018).

3.2 Clitic Inventories in Catalan and Spanish
I have discussed how Catalan and Spanish share the same syntactic and phonological
properties of clitics. In this section, I discuss the clitic inventories of Catalan and Spanish,
which overlap in many respects but diverge in others that are particularly relevant for this
study.
Both languages encode, to a certain extent, person, number, gender, and case (both
gender and case are only apparent in 3rd person forms). Table 3.1 presents the nonreflexive personal and non-personal clitic paradigms of Catalan and Spanish.
The four Catalan clitics this study focuses on appear bolded on Table 3.1: /n/ (which I
refer to in one of its orthographical forms, en), /i/ (referred to as hi), /u/ (ho) and /l/ (l).
En, discussed in detail in Section 3.3, may fulfill a partitive or oblique function and it
does not have an equivalent in Spanish. Similarly, hi, discussed in Section 3.4, may have
a locative or oblique function and has no equivalent in Spanish. Finally, accusative ho,
discussed in Section 3.5. and compared with the fourth clitic, l, in the same section is
used in Catalan to pronominalize a non-specific referent. This clitic does have an
equivalent in Spanish: lo. However, as shown in Table 3.1, lo is also the accusative clitic
equivalent to Catalan l, which is used to pronominalize 3rd person singular masculine
referents.
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Table 3.1. Non-reflexive clitic paradigms of Catalan and Spanish
Catalan
ACC

DAT

LOC /
OBL

Spanish
PART
/ OBL

ACC

DAT

1 sg

/m/14

me

2 sg

/t/

te

3 sg mas

/l/

3 sg neu

/u/

3 sg fem

/l/

lo

/li/15
/i/

/n/

le

la

1 pl

/nz/

nos

2 pl

/uz/

os

PART
/ OBL

∅

∅

3 pl mas

/lz/

3 pl fem

/lz/

3.2.1

Argumental and Adjunct Clitics in Catalan and Spanish

/lz(i)/

los

LOC /
OBL

las

les

The clitics studied here can be arguments or adjuncts depending on their context.
Expectedly, when a clitic is argumental, it substitutes (one of) the argument(s) of the verb
in order to satisfy the subcategorization requirements. In our case, and as discussed in the
following sections, en and hi fulfill the role of oblique objects, substituting an argumental

14

This table presents the Catalan clitics in their asyllabic forms, following Bonet (2002, p. 944). In Catalan,

an epenthetic schwa ([ə]) is added when it is required for phonological reasons. /m/ for example will appear
as [əm] (<em>) when it precedes a verb that begins in consonant, as [mə] (<me>) when it follows a verb
that ends in consonant, and as [m] (<m’> or <’m>) when it precedes a verb that begins in vowel or <h> or
follows a verb ending in vowel.
15

Catalan arguably has a third dative for [-animate] nouns, [i]. See Rigau (1982) for a discussion.
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PP (16a-17a), and of partitive and locative (respectively) (16b-17b). Ho and l can fulfill
the argument of the direct object (18a-b).
(16)

a.

Jo no parlo
de política però l’ Enric sí que
I NEG talk.1SG.SUBJ of politics but the Enric yes that
*(en) parla.
EN talk.3SG.SUBJ
‘I don’t talk about politics but Enric does talk (about it).’

b.

Jo no he
menjat deu pomes perquè només
I NEG have.1SG.SUBJ eaten ten apples because only
*(n’)he
menjat una.
EN have.1SG.SUBJ
eaten one
‘I haven’t had ten apples because I have just had one.’

(17)

a.

Jo no penso
en
futbol però tu sí que
I NEG think.1SG.SUBJ about soccer but you yes that
*(hi) penses.
HI think.2SG.SUBJ
‘I don’t think about soccer but you do think (about it).’

b.

Jo no he
anat a Barcelona però tu sí que
I NEG have.1SG.SUBJ gone to Barcelona but you yes that
*(hi) has
anat.
HI have.2SG.SUBJ gone
‘I haven’t been to Barcelona but you have been (there).’

(18)

a.

Jo no vaig
I NEG go.1SG.SUBJ

fer
allò però tu sí que
do.INF that but you yes that

*(ho) vas
fer.
HO go.2SG.SUBJ do.INF
‘I didn’t do that but you did do it.’
b.

Jo no vaig
I NEG go.1SG.SUBJ
*(el)

fer
el sopar però tu sí que
do.INF the dinner but you yes that

vas
fer.
L
go.2SG.SUBJ do.INF
‘I didn’t make dinner but you did make it.’
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The most basic difference between argumental and adjunct clitics is that of
grammaticality or felicitousness. If an argumental clitic is dropped, being obligatory, the
sentence becomes either ungrammatical (16b, 17b, 18a-b) or changes its meaning (16a17a) (Bel, 2002). If we look at (16a), oblique en is substituting the PP [de política]. If en
is dropped, the sentence does not become ungrammatical but, rather, “talk” receives a
generic interpretation. The new meaning is that “I don’t talk about politics but Enric does
talk in general (about other things perhaps, besides politics)”. While grammatical, this
sentence could be arguably considered pragmatically infelicitous because of the
preceding context.
Adjunct clitics are not semantically or syntactically required by the verb and, therefore,
the grammaticality or felicitousness of the sentence does not depend on their presence
(Bel, 2002; Todolí, 2002). While clitics that describe location have normally been
assigned to this category, Bel (2002) shows that some locatives are required by the verb
and therefore act more as obliques than as adjuncts. This is discussed in Section 3.4.1.
In the following sections I describe clitics en, hi, and ho, which are the source of the
divergence between Catalan and Spanish, in detail.

3.3 En
Together with French en and Italian ne, this clitic has its origins in Latin inde “thence”
(Fischer, 2002; Posner, 1996). Spanish also had this clitic but, like Portuguese, lost it in
the 16th century in favor of stressed adverbials (Posner, 1996). From the beginning, clitics
derived from inde not only referred to location (or origin) but also to other PPs introduced
by prepositions ad “at, to” and de “of, from” (Posner, 1996). At the same time, these
clitics increased in importance with their partitive reference, with their relation with
preposition de becoming stronger (Posner, 1996).
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Todolí (2002) describes the uses of en, which we can summarize in two main usages:
partitive and oblique.16

3.3.1

En as Partitive

As a partitive, en can refer back to the subject (19) or the DO (20).
(19)

No

arriben
[dos trens]i, només ni’ arriba
arrive.3PL.SUBJ two trains. only EN arrive.3SG.SUBJ
‘Two trains did not arrive. One (of those) arrived.’
NEG

(20)

un.
one

No

hem
llegit [dos contes]i, ni’ hem
llegit més.
NEG
have.1PL.SUBJ read two stories EN have.1PL.SUBJ read more
‘We haven’t read two stories; we have read more (of those).’

What distinguishes this clitic from other DO clitics are two facts. First, that the referent is
referred to in a non-specific manner (otherwise, an l clitic would be used [Badia i
Margarit, 1994]). Secondly, en can pronominalize only a part of the phrase, whether it is
its nucleus only (21), or the nucleus and its complements (22) (Todolí, 2002, p. 1378).
Crucially, the specifier, if there is one, cannot be substituted and has to appear in the
same sentence as the clitic. This is the case of (23).
(21)

No tinc
NEG have.1SG.SUBJ

[joguines velles]i sinó que només eni
toys
old
but that only EN

tinc
de noves.
have.1SG.SUBJ of new
‘I don’t have old toys, but I only have new (toys).’
(22)

16

No li agraden [les pomes vermelles]i però vol
menjar-nei.
NEG LI like.3PL the apples red
but want.3SG.SUBJ eat.INF-EN
‘He/she doesn’t like apples but he/she wants to eat (some of them).’

The reader is referred to Todolí (2002) for an explanation of four other (though less frequent) uses of en:

noun complement, subject complement, predicative complement, and inherent complement.
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(23)

3.3.2

No compro
[deu coses], només eni compro
cinc, de coses17.
NEG buy.1SG.SUBJ ten things, only EN buy.1SG.SUBJ five of things
‘I haven’t bought ten things; I have bought only five (of them).’

En as Oblique

As an oblique clitic, en substitutes an argumental prepositional phrase introduced by
preposition de.
(24)

Jo mai he
I never have.1SG.SUBJ

sabut gaire
[de cuina]i però el
known much of kitchen but the

meu germà eni sap
molt.
brother EN know.3SG.SUBJ
a lot
my
‘I have never known much of cooking but my brother does know a lot (of
that).’
Sometimes, the de-introduced prepositional phrase indicates origin. In these cases, the
substitution is still with clitic en, as shown in (25). Since this clitic is sometimes
considered an ablative clitic in the literature (Boeckx & Martín, 2013), my discussion of
oblique en only focuses on the type in (24), where the pronominalized phrase does not
specify origin.
(25)

17

uns
[De l’ armari]i, eni trauré
of the closet
EN will take.1SG.SUBJ some
‘From the closet, I will take some dishes.’

plats.
dishes

In sentence (23), where the quantified NP that has been substituted appears dislocated to the right, de has

to appear before its complements. Kayne (1975, p. 58) assumes that quantified NPs such as the one in (23)
have an abstract underlying form “de + pronoun” and proposes that en pronominalizes the PP.
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3.3.3

En in the Syntax of Catalan

Both the partitive and oblique en are considered argumental. Partitive en fulfills the direct
object (or subject) of the predicate and oblique en fulfills an oblique argument required
by the verb (Bel, 2002, p. 1111).
Clitic en poses an important question that might have an impact in terms of how it is
acquired: whether partitive and oblique en can be analyzed as the same clitic or not. In
terms of economy, it is undesirable to postulate that en is, in fact, two different clitics that
share a surface form and different morphosyntactic content. However, it is fair to assume
that partitive and oblique en are two different clitics based on three different behaviors.
Firstly, as we saw above, partitive en can substitute only a part of a phrase or the whole
phrase (26). On the other hand, oblique en cannot substitute only a part of the phrase and
instead needs to substitute the whole phrase, (27).
(26)

a.

He
llegit [molts llibres d’aquests].
have.1SG.SUBJ read many books of these
‘I have read many of these books.’

b.

N’ he
llegit molts d’aquests.
have.1SG.SUBJ
read many of these
‘I have read many of these.’
EN

(27)

c.

N’ he
EN have.1SG.SUBJ
‘I have read many.’

llegit molts.
read many

a.

Parlo
[de molts temes seriosos].
talk.1SG.SUBJ of many topics serious
‘I talk about many serious topics.’

b.

*En parlo
de molts seriosos.
EN talk.1SG.SUBJ
of many serious
‘I talk about many serious ones.’

c.

En parlo.
EN talk.1SG.SUBJ
‘I talk (about that).’
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Secondly, in left-dislocation structures with contrastive focus, partitive en is compulsory
(28), but not oblique en (29) (Cardinaletti & Giusti, 2006).
(28)

De cotxes, *(en) tinc
dos.
of cars
EN have.1SG.SUBJ two
‘Of cars, I have two.’

(29)

De cotxes, (en) parlo.
of cars
EN speak.1SG.SUBJ
‘Of cars, I speak.’

Finally, partitive en (but not oblique en) can trigger gender agreement in the past
participle (same as Italian but unlike French).18 In this last point, we see the parallelism
between partitive en and other direct object clitics (30b) and oblique en and other
obliques (31b) (Cardinaletti & Giusti, 2006).
(30)

(31)

a.

De postals,
n’he
of postcards EN have.1SG.SUBJ
‘Of postcards, I have bought two.’

comprades
dues.
bought.FEM.PL two

b.

La
postal, l’ he
vista
per aquí.
the
postcard LA have.1SG.SUBJ seen.FEM.SG for here
‘The postcard, I have seen it around here.’

a.

*De postals, n’ he
of postcards EN have.1SG.SUBJ
‘About postcards, I have talked.’

b.

*Amb la
noia, hi
he
parlada.
with the
girl, HI
have.1SG.SUBJ talked.FEM.SG
‘With the girl, I have talked.’

parlades.
talked.FEM.PL

Therefore, it is possible that partitive en, being the clitic form of a quantified [-definite]
DP, and oblique en, being the clitic form of a PP, should be currently analyzed as two
different clitics, despite their similarities and shared origin. This is a tentative hypothesis
that will be considered when the results of the present study are presented in Chapter 5.

18

Participle agreement is optional in Catalan and, by all means, not the preferred option.
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3.3.4

En in Spanish

In Spanish, partitive and oblique en do not exist and the contexts where en surfaces in
Catalan remain phonetically empty in Spanish. I discuss this phonetic emptiness, which I
will argue constitutes a case of ellipsis, in Section 3.6.1. Partitive contexts like (32-34),
equivalent to Catalan (21-23), do not require the overt expression of partitivity. However,
any modifiers of the referential expressions can still surface, as shown by the AP in (32)
and the specifier in (34). Similarly, contexts that require oblique en in Catalan, such as
(35), equivalent to Catalan (24), remain phonetically empty in Spanish, and cannot be
replaced with an accusative clitic (Cano Aguilar, 1999, p. 1809).
(32)

No tengo
NEG have.1SG.SUBJ

[juguetes viejos]i sino que solo tengo ∅i
toys
old
but that only have.1SG.SUBJ

nuevos.
new
‘I don’t have old toys, but I only have new (toys).’
(33)

No le gustan [las manzanas rojas]i pero quiere
comer ∅i.
NEG LE like.3PL the apples
red
but want.3SG.SUBJ eat.INF
‘He/she doesn’t like red apples but he/she wants to eat (some of them).’

(34)

cinco ∅i.
No compro
[diez cosas]i, solo compro
NEG buy.1SG.SUBJ ten things, only buy.1SG.SUBJ five
‘I don’t buy ten things; I buy only fice.’

(35)

Nunca he
sabido mucho [de cocina]i pero mi
never have.1SG.SUBJ known much of kitchen but my
hermano sí
sabe
mucho ∅i.
brother yes know.3SG.SUBJ
a lot
‘I have never known much of cooking but my brother does know a lot (of
that).’
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3.4 Hi
Clitic hi derives from Latin ibi ‘there’ (Moll, 1991). Similar to en, Spanish lost it around
the same period. The [j] in Spanish hay ‘there is’ seems to be a relic of this clitic that is
otherwise inexistent (Fernández Soriano, 1999; Posner 1996). Similar to en, hi has two
uses: the locative one and the oblique one (Longa, Lorenzo & Rigau, 1998).

3.4.1

Hi as Locative

As a locative, hi can indicate situation, with static verbs such as dormir ‘to sleep’ or viure
‘to live/inhabit’ (36), or destination, with verbs of movement such as anar ‘to go’ or
passar ‘to pass (through)’ (37) (Todolí, 2002).
(36)

Jo no visc
[allà]i però la meva família sí que hii viu.
I NEG live.1SG.SUBJ there but the my family yes that HI live.3SG.SUBJ
‘I don’t live there but my family does live there.’

(37)

La Maria no va
[a la universitat]i avui però jo hii vaig.
the Maria NEG go.3SG.SUBJ to the university today but I HI go.1SG.SUBJ
‘Maria doesn’t go to university today but I do go there.’

3.4.2

Hi as Oblique

Catalan hi can fulfill an oblique function, substituting PPs introduced by a preposition
other than de (Badia i Margarit, 1994; Todolí, 2002).
(38)

Tu no penses
[en feina]i però jo hii penso
massa.
you NEG think.2SG.SUBJ in work but I HI think.2SG.SUBJ too much
‘You don’t think about work but I do think about it too much’.

(39)

Jo no col·laboro
[amb aquesta institució]i, però el Pau sí que
I NEG collaborate.1SG.SUBJ with this institution
but the Pau yes that
hii col·labora.
HI collaborate.3SG.SUBJ
‘I don’t collaborate with this institution, but Pau does collaborate with it.’
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3.4.3

Hi in the Syntax of Catalan

As an oblique, hi is clearly argumental (Bel, 2002). As a locative, it is far less clear, as
discussed in Section 3.2.1. One of the reasons why the argumentality of locatives is
doubtful is that, as a complement, they express a circumstance and they admit a lot of
variation. These locatives, when not pronominalized, can be carried out by PPs (40) or
AdvPs (41).
(40)

El Pere viu
[sobre el supermercat].
the Pere live.3SG.SUBJ above the supermarket
‘Peter lives above the supermarket.’

(41)

El Pere viu
[allà].
the Pere live.3SG.SUBJ there
‘Pere lives there.’

However, dropping the locative, in some cases, changes the meaning. As (42) shows, if hi
is not pronounced in the coordinated sentence, the meaning changes. With hi, it means
that the grandfather does not live there (in the house). Without the locative, viure ‘to live’
receives a generic reading, meaning that the grandfather does not live (i.e. is not alive). In
other cases, such as (43), dropping the locative results in an ungrammatical construction.
Therefore, I follow Bel (2002) in considering these locatives argumental clitics as well.
(42)

La mare
viu
the mother live.3SG.SUBJ

[a la casa]i
in the house

però l’avi
but the-grandad

no *(hii) viu.
live.3SG.SUBJ
‘The mother lives in the house but the grandad doesn’t live there.’
NEG HI

(43)

He
anat [a casa]i però el Joan no *(hii) ha
anat.
have.1SG.SUBJ gone to house but the Joan NEG HI have.3SG.SUBJ gone
‘I have gone but Joan hasn’t gone there.’

According to Albareda (2013), locative hi, even when argumental, behaves more like an
adjunct than like an argumental clitic. This is why explicative subordinate sentences
where clitic hi appears in the same utterance as the overt locative phrase, as in (44), are
acceptable to most Catalan speakers.
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(44)

Vaig
córrer [a l’estadi]i, oni hii vaig
arribar tard.
go.1SG.SUBJ run.INF to the.stadium where HI go.1SG.SUBJ arrive.INF late
‘I ran to the stadium, where I arrived there late.’
(from Albareda [2013], p. 281)

Regardless of its peculiarities, in this study locative hi is considered argumental in cases
like (42), where the predicate changes its meaning when the locative phrase does not
surface, in cases like (43), where dropping the locative results in an ungrammaticality,
and in the case of three-place predicates. Three-place predicates are predicates that make
essential reference to 3 arguments (Newman, 2005). This is the case of predicates like
posar / poner ‘to put’ (45), or deixar / dejar (‘to leave’) (46). Without any of the two
internal arguments in the second sentence, the sentence becomes ungrammatical.
(45)

ara.
Poso
[les coses]j [a la taula]i. [Les]j *(hii) poso
HI put.1SG.SUBJ now
put.1SG.SUBJ the things at the table LES
‘I put the things on the table. I put them there now.’

(46)

Deixo
[els diners]j [a la postada]i. [Els]j *(hii) deixo
ara.
leave.1SG.SUBJ the money on the shelf
LS
HI leave.1SG.SUBJ now
‘I leave the money on the shelve. I leave it there now.’

Sentences like (42) and (45-46) contrast with cases where hi is an adjunct, providing
extra, and crucially, optional information about the location of the predicate, such as (47).
In these cases, hi is optional and not necessary for the well-formedness of the sentence.
(47)

sopar molt bé.
Ahir
vam
sopar [allà]i. (Hi)i vam
yesterday go.1PL.SUBJ dine there HI go.1PL.SUBJ dine very well
‘Yesterday we had dinner there. We had a great dinner (there).’

Having established the status of locative and oblique hi in terms of their argumentality,
the same question we asked about en applies to hi, namely: are the two the same or
different clitics? In order to make a hypothesis, I will use the same three pieces of
evidence as I used with en in the preceding section. Neither locative hi (48) nor oblique hi
(49) can substitute only a part of the locative/oblique phrase.
(48)

a.

Vaig
[a tres llocs preciosos]i.
go.1SG.SUBJ to three places beautiful
‘I go to three beautiful places.’
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(49)

b.

*Hii vaig
HI go.1SG.SUBJ

c.

Hii vaig.
HI go.1SG.SUBJ
‘I go there.’

a.

He
pensat [en moltes coses bones]i.
have.1SG.SUBJ thought about many things good
‘I have thought about many good things.’

b.

*Hii he
HI have.1SG.SUBJ

c.

pensat.
Hii he
HI have.1SG.SUBJ
thought
‘I have thought about it.’

a tres preciosos.
to three beautiful

pensat en
moltes bones.
thought about many good

Secondly, in left-dislocation structures, locative hi (50) and oblique hi (51) are both
optional.
(50)

A la caseta vermella, (hi)
visc.
in the house red
HI
live.1SG.SUBJ
‘In the red house, I live (in it).’

(51)

Amb dracs, no (hi) crec.
with dragons NEG HI believe.1SG.SUBJ
‘In dragons, I don’t believe (in them).’

Finally, neither pronoun triggers participle agreement:
(52)

*A ciutats boniques, (hi) he
in cities pretty
HI have.1SG.SUBJ
‘To beautiful cities, I have been.’

anades.
gone.PL.FEM

(53)

*En ciutats boniques, (hi) he
pensades.
about cities pretty
HI have.1SG.SUBJ thought.PL.FEM
‘About beautiful cities, I have thought.’

For these three reasons, it seems logical to assume that locative and oblique hi are,
possibly unlike en, two instantiations of the very same clitic.
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3.4.4

Hi in Spanish

Similarly to en, hi does not exist in Spanish and the contexts where hi surfaces in Catalan
remain phonetically empty in Spanish. Again, I discuss this phonetic emptiness in Section
3.6.1. Locative arguments like (54), equivalent to Catalan (37), do not require the overt
expression of location. The same applies to oblique arguments like (55), which cannot be
pronominalized with an accusative clitic (Cano Aguilar, 1999, p. 1809).
(54)

María no va
[a la universidad]i hoy pero yo voy
∅i.
María NEG go.3SG.SUBJ to the university today but I go.1SG.SUBJ
‘Maria does not go to the university today but I go (there).’

(55)

Yo no colaboro
[con esta institución]i, pero Pablo
I NEG collaborate.1SG.SUBJ with this institution but Pablo
sí que colabora
∅i.
yes that collaborate.3SG.SUBJ
‘I don’t collaborate with this institution, but Pablo does collaborate (with
it).’

3.5 Ho
Clitic ho developed from Latin demonstrative hoc, which was a marker for proximate
deixis (Fischer, 2002). Ho can only fulfill the function of the DO, subject complement, or
inherent complement, of which I will discuss the first one. As a DO, ho can refer back to
a neuter (that is, genderless) demonstrative antecedent (such as allò ‘this’ or això ‘that’)
(56) or to an embedded nominal clause (57).
(56)

Què és
[això d’aquí]i? No hoi
havia
vist mai.
what be.1SG.SUBJ this of here NEG HO
had.1SG.SUBJ seen ever
‘What is this (thing) here? I hadn’t seen it ever before.’

(57)

Vaig
pensar [que era
mentida]i però no
go.1SG.SUBJ think that was.3SG.SUBJ lie
but NEG
hoi vaig
dir a ningú.
go.1SG.SUBJ
say to nobody
‘I thought it was a lie but I did not say it to anyone.’
HO
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3.5.1

Ho in the Syntax of Catalan

Ho, as an accusative clitic, is clearly argumental. The “neutrality” of the referent in (55),
merits further discussion, since Catalan has a bipartite gender system, without neuter.
“Neutrality” here refers to a lack of specificity, definiteness, and gender of the accusative
argument (Badia i Margarit, 1994; Perpiñan, 2018; Roca, 1992; Todolí, 2002). If the
referent is specified (regardless of it being animate or not), ho cannot be used and an l
clitic, which encodes the gender and number features, has to be used instead. This is the
case of (58a-b). In (58a), the referent is masculine plural and is therefore pronominalized
as <els>. In (58b), the referent is feminine singular and is prominalized as <l>, because of
its phonological context.
(58) a. Què són
aquests objectes? No els havia
vist.
what be.3PL.SUBJ these objects NEG LS had.1SG.SUBJ seen
‘What are these things? I hadn’t seen them.’
b. Què és
aquesta cosa? No l’
what be.3SG.SUBJ this thing
NEG LA
‘What is this thing? I hadn’t seen it.’

3.5.2

havia
vista.
had.1SG.SUBJ seen.FEM.SG

Ho in Spanish

Unlike en and hi, ho does have a morphological equivalent in Spanish: lo. As seen in
Table 3.1, Spanish clitic lo pronominalizes both a neuter antecedent (again, a genderless
demonstrative or a clause) and a masculine singular (both animate or inanimate) one.
This is shown in (59a, 60, and 61a). In contrast, Catalan, has the distinction between
masculine accusative l and neuter ho as shown by (59b, 60b, and 61b).
(59)

a. Veo
mi coche. Lo veo.
see.1SG.SUBJ my car
LO see.1SG.SUBJ
‘I see my car. I see it.’

(Spanish)

b. Veig
el meu cotxe.
see.1SG.SUBJ the my car
‘I see my car. I see it.’

(Catalan)

El
L

veig.
see.1SG.SUBJ
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(60)

(61)

a. ¿Qué es
eso? No lo he
visto antes.
what be.3SG.SUBJ that NEG LO have.1SG.SUBJ seen before
‘What is that? I haven’t seen it before.’

(Spanish)

b. Què és
allò? No ho he
vist abans.
what be.3SG.SUBJ that NEG HO have.1SG.SUBJ seen before
‘What is that? I haven’t seen it before.’

(Catalan)

a. Dices
que irás.
Lo dices.
say.2SG.SUBJ that will.go.2SG.SUBJ LO say.2SG.SUBJ
‘You say you will go. You say it.’

(Spanish)

b. Dius
que hi aniràs.
Ho dius.
say.2SG.SUBJ that HI will.go.2SG.SUBJ HO say.2SG.SUBJ
‘You say you will go there. You say it.’

(Catalan)

3.6 Learnability Tasks in Catalan and Spanish
When it comes to en, hi, and ho, bilinguals have two different tasks. In terms of en and hi,
and putting it in simple terms, bilinguals have to acquire their presence and distribution in
Catalan and they have to acquire their phonetic absence in Spanish. Whether this absence
means that the landing site for en and hi is not projected in the syntax or whether it means
that it is projected in the syntax but remains phonetically null in PF, is still not clear,
however, I make a prediction for the latter in Section 3.6.1.
This difference, though, is not a gratuitous one since it makes different predictions as to
the task that the bilingual has to undertake (Perpiñan, 2017). If this position is never
generated in the syntax, the bilingual child needs to generate two different syntactic
representations: one for Catalan and one for Spanish. In the best-case scenario, if the
form is projected in the syntax but remains phonetically unrealized in Spanish, bilinguals
need to fill that position morphophonologically in Catalan with the appropriate clitic but
need to leave it null in Spanish. The first option would create a more difficult task for the
bilingual since creating a whole new functional category would be a difficult task,
especially after the window of opportunity offered by the critical period (Franceschina,
2005; Hawkins & Chan, 1997).
It could be the case that the clitics are projected in the syntax of Spanish and remain
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phonetically null. These phonetically null clitics could then license the ellipsis of the
argument (see Section 3.6.1). This absence in the surface but underlying presence in the
syntax would allow these clitics to fulfill the subcategorization frames of the predicates.
Alternatively, it could be the case that the elided arguments fulfill the subcategorization
frames of the predicates by themselves since they are present in the syntactic derivation
and only absent at PF (see, again, Section 3.6.1). Whether it is a null clitic or the elided
argument itself, I assume that these absent arguments are assigned a θ-role, which allows
the predicate to not receive a generic interpretation. For instance, I assume that the
second predicate vive ‘he inhabits’ in sentence (62) would not receive the generic reading
‘to live’ because the phonologically empty expression is assigned the locative θ-role and
would therefore receive the reading ‘to inhabit’.
(62)

Mi mamá no vive
[en casa]i pero mi papá sí que vive ∅i.
my mum NEG live.3SG.SUBJ at home but my dad yes that live.3SG.SUBJ
‘My mum doesn’t live at home but my dad does live (there).’

The learner is faced with a different task when it comes to ho. In this case, the bilingual
has to acquire the distributional properties of ho and l in Catalan. Specifically, they have
to acquire that, in Catalan, they have to pronominalize an accusative argument with ho
when it is [+neuter] and with l when it is [+masculine].19 Since Spanish does not encode
the [+neuter] feature on accusatives morphologically,20 this could pose a challenge for its
acquisition. In Spanish, L1 speakers of Catalan need to go from more morphosyntactic
categories to fewer as both ho and l are realized as lo. In the literature, deleting an L1

19

In this dissertation, I am following the analysis of [+neuter] for Catalan clitic ho since this is its

traditional analysis (see Bonet [1991]). I believe that a more suitable analysis for this clitic is one that
considers it to be underspecified for gender.
20

In fact, lo in Spanish has often (though not consistently) been considered a pseudo-pronoun that encodes

neuter, as in (i):
(i)

Lo interesante es…
interesting be.3SG.SUBJ
‘The thing that is interesting is…’
LO

However, current analyses consider this lo as an emphatic article (Leonetti, 1999), therefore not equivalent
to Catalan ho.
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morphosyntactic category when acquiring the L2 has not been found to be problematic
(Meisel, 2016).
In summary, the task of the bilingual with reference to these three clitics is the one
illustrated by Table 3.2:

Table 3.2. Summary of the learnability tasks in terms of en, hi, ho, and l for the CatalanSpanish bilingual
Catalan
Partitive

en

∅

Oblique (dePP)

en

∅

Locative

hi

∅

Oblique (PP)

hi

∅

[+neuter] accusative

ho

[+masculine] accusative

3.6.1

Spanish

l

lo

A Further Word on Phonetic Absence in Spanish: Ellipsis

The notion of phonetic absence has been appearing throughout this chapter. When I
discussed the phonetic absence of the partitive, locative, and oblique arguments in
Spanish in Sections 3.3. and 3.4., I might have oversimplified matters. Sentences like (63)
might not sound as acceptable as (64) although both are dropping the locative argument.
In the case of (63), because of the lexical knowledge of the word bisabuelo ‘greatgrandfather’ (and the old age it implies), the interlocutor might be more prone to give
vive (‘he lives’) a generic reading, interpreting that he is not alive anymore. In (64), on
the other hand, porque se ha mudado (‘because he has moved’) provides extra context to
the sentence that hinders the generic interpretation of the predicate.
(63)

Pablo aún vive
en mi casa pero mi bisabuelo
Pablo still live.3SG.SUBJ in my house but my great-grandfather

ya
already
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no
NEG

vive.
live.3SG.SUBJ

‘Pablo still lives at my house but my great-grandfather doesn’t live there
anymore’. (lit. ‘Pablo still lives at my house but my great-grandfather
doesn’t live anymore’)
(64)

Pablo aún vive
en mi casa pero mi hermano
Pablo still live.3SG.SUBJ in my house but my brother
no
NEG

vive
porque se
live.3SG.SUBJ because SE

ya
already

ha mudado.
have.3SG.SUBJ moved

‘Pablo still lives at my house but brother doesn’t live there anymore
because he moved out.’ (lit. ‘Pablo still lives at my house but brother
doesn’t live anymore because he moved out.’)

In cases like (63), a Spanish speaker might prefer to overtly produce the locative
argument to make sure that the locative meaning of the argument is recoverable, as
shown in (65), or, rather, to elide the whole VP, (66):
(65)

Pablo aún vive
en mi casa pero mi bisabuelo
Pablo still live.3SG.SUBJ in my house but my great-grandfather

ya
already

no

vive
ahí/
en mi casa/
conmigo.
live.3SG.SUBJ there/ in my house/ with me
‘Pablo still lives at my house but my great-grandfather doesn’t live there/at
my house/with me anymore’.
NEG

(66)

Pablo aún vive
en mi casa pero mi bisabuelo
ya
no.
Pablo still live.3SG.SUBJ in my house but my great-grandfather already NEG
‘Pablo still lives at my house but my great-grandfather doesn’t anymore’.

Grammatical phonetic absence has received a fair amount of attention in linguistics as it a
common part of natural languages in processes such as VP-ellipsis (Keenan, 1971),
gapping (Radford, 2004), or, arguably, sluicing (Ross, 1969). This process, which is often
referred to as ellipsis, allows for economy of expression in that it uses the redundancy
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provided by certain contexts to omit linguistic structures that would be otherwise required
but are nevertheless understood (Merchant, 2001).
When it comes to ellipsis, there is a competition between economy of expression and the
requirement that the expression be understood in the intended manner. In this sense,
sentence (63) above is less acceptable than (67) below, although the ellipsis in both is the
locative phrase. The difference in acceptability is that the meaning of (67), despite the
ellipsis, is fully recoverable.
(67)

Pablo va
[a la escuela]i a las 11 pero yo voy ∅i
a las 8.
Pablo go.3SG.SUBJ
to the school at the 11 but I go.1SG.SUBJ at the 8
‘Pablo goes to school at 11 but I go at 8.’

The notion of economy of expression can be understood in a variety of ways: less effort,
fewer morphemes, less articulation, or less redundancy (Merchant, 2001). However,
economy of expression on the part of the speaker does not entail an equivalent economy
on the part of the hearer. In fact, the hearer has more work: the elided phrase has to be
interpreted at the location from where it has been elided, signaled with ∅ in example (66).
The meaning has to be derived despite the absence of phonetic material.
The notion of redundancy is of special interest here. The idea is that if a meaning is not
recoverable, it will not be omitted (Roberge, 1990). That is, the speaker will not choose to
omit at the expense of compromising the intended meaning. This much is clear and,
perhaps, obvious. Different languages, however, might differ in how they allow for these
redundancies to be reduced. Here lies the crucial difference for this study: Spanish allows
ellipsis to refer back to partitive, oblique, and locative arguments that are redundant –21

21

As mentioned at the beginning of this section, Spanish presents an ambiguous case. It is possible that a

phonetically null clitic licenses the ellipsis of the respective partitive, locative, or oblique argument.
Otherwise, one has to assume that the ellipsis of the argument is licensed by the predicate. Being less
presumptuous, the second possibility is assumed.
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Catalan, instead, uses overt pronominalization with en and hi. 22 In other words, for
Spanish, it is discourse licensing that allows the interpretation of the elided element on
the basis of the verbal context of the utterance (Serratrice, Sorace, & Paoli, 2004).
Catalan-Spanish bilinguals, however, need to acquire that this arguably universal strategy
available for Spanish (i.e. omit uninformative partitives/obliques/locatives) is subordinate
to the Catalan-specific requirement that all arguments be realized overtly, preferably
pronominalized, in order to avoid redundancy.
Following the reasoning exposed in this section, from now on, I refer to the cases where
the grammar of a given language allows for the non-overt expression of an argument as
ellipsis (that is, the case of locative/partitive/oblique arguments in Spanish) and restrict
the use of the term omission for those cases where the given language does not allow for
the null spellout of the given argument (that is, the locative/partitive/oblique arguments in
Catalan and the accusative argument in both Catalan and Spanish) and where a null
spellout therefore constitutes a case of ungrammaticality.

3.6.2

A Further Word on Omission

As discussed in the preceding section, in this dissertation, I restrict the use of the term
omission to the ungrammatical lack of obligatory arguments. Omission, however, is part
of adult grammars and does not necessarily trigger intuitions of ungrammaticality in
speakers. Examples (68-69) could very likely be produced by an adult. One of the main
reasons why these two utterances would not be considered ungrammatical is, again,
recoverability. If an object cannot be recovered (i.e. if the hearer cannot negotiate its
meaning), it will not be omitted. Recoverability in cases of omission is the result of the

22

Rigau (2002) also alludes to this issue of recoverability when discussing Valencian (whose grammar

overlaps extensively with that of Central Catalan), in which hi is not represented phonetically and says that
a construction without the clitic is considered well formed if the discursive or situational context allows for
the information encoded by the inexistent clitic to surface (Rigau, 2002, fn. 4). A similar point is made by
Badia i Margarit (1994, p. 474), who says that in those varieties of Catalan where en does not surface in all
the (prescriptively) required contexts, omission (here, ellipsis) is used when the information that is omitted
is otherwise recoverable (by context).
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interaction of lexical semantics, syntactic structure, and pragmatic contextual
understanding (Cummins & Roberge, 2006). It is easy to see how the recoverability in
these two examples proceeds differently, however. In (68) we assume it is the pragmatic
context that renders the omitted object recoverable (i.e. someone could possibly utter (68)
while giving someone else something to try) while in (69) it would possibly be the lexical
semantics of the verb that makes the null argument recoverable. By exploiting the link
between the meaning of eat and the argument realization of this verb, the hearer assigns a
general anything or whatever or food as the argument and therefore recovers it
successfully.
(68)

Ten ø,
prueba ø.
try.IMP.2SG.SUBJ
have.IMP.2SG.SUBJ
‘Have (this), try (this).’

(Spanish)

(69)

Vull
menjar ø.
want.1SG.SUBJ eat.INF
‘I want to eat.’

(Catalan)

The status of these missing objects is still not agreed on, but a prominent view is that
these objects are not dropped but that, on the other hand, they are formally represented as
a null object (Cummins & Roberge, 2006).
Examples (68-69) contrast with other examples, such as (70), where the accusative
cannot have a null spellout.
(70)

Me han
enviado el
M have.3PL.SUBJ sent
the

paquete
package

(Spanish)

pero aún no
*(lo) he
recibido.
but yet NEG LO
have.1SG.SUBJ received
‘I have been sent the package but I have not received it yet.’
The contrast between (68-69), on the one hand, and (70), on the other, is beyond this
dissertation since it is triggered by a combination of certain features (such as definiteness)
and access to and co-referentiality with an antecedent with which the accusative is linked.
Nevertheless, what these examples show is that transitivity is not categorical, even in
adult (monolingual) grammars (Merlo & Stevenson, 2001).
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3.7 Previous Research on the Acquisition of Clitics
While the acquisition of accusative clitics has been thoroughly researched in L1
acquisition of various Romance languages (Caprin & Guasti, 2009; Coene & Avram,
2011; Grüter, 2006; Jakubowicz, Müller, Kang, Riemer, & Rigaut, 1996; Jakubowicz &
Rigaut, 2000; Wexler, Gavarró, and Torrens, 2004; a.o.), the studies factoring in
bilingualism are scarcer (see Pérez Leroux et al. [2009, pp. 99-100] for a discussion on
object omission in bilingualism). In addition, the acquisition of oblique clitics still
remains underresearched. The following two subsections summarize what has been
researched on these clitics in children and in adults.

3.7.1

Clitics under Study: Children

While both Catalan and Spanish allow null subjects, neither language allows null objects
(with the nuances shown in Section 3.6.2), as I have illustrated in the preceding sections.
However, there is a null object stage attested in Catalan and Spanish L1 acquisition.
Wexler et al. (2004) investigated the production (and omission) of accusative clitics in
monolingual Catalan and Spanish speakers of ages 2, 3, and 4 using an elicitation task.
They found ungrammatical omission of Catalan objects until age 4. In Spanish, children
of the first age group (2 years old) already produced the obligatory object clitics in their
context most of the time. Wexler et al. (2004) argued that this discrepancy in the results is
due to a difference that exists between the two languages: Catalan has optional participle
agreement (71), while Spanish does not (72):
(71)

Les
the

camises, el
shirts
the

pare les
father LES

(Catalan)

ha
planxat /
ha
planxades.
have.3SG.SUBJ ironed
have.3SG.SUBJ ironed.FEM.PL
‘The shirts, dad has ironed them.’
(72)

Las
the

camisas, el padre
shirts
the father

las
LAS

(Spanish)
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ha
planchado / *ha
planchadas.
have.3SG.SUBJ ironed.FEM.PL
have.3SG.SUBJ ironed
‘The shirts, dad has ironed them.’

This difference is captured under the Unique Checking Constraint (Wexler, 1998), a
maturational constraint. In brief, the fact that children omit the clitic longer is because
Catalan speakers need to check two uninterpretable features (one in AgrOP and one in
ClP). In Spanish, the former operation is not required and children's productions are
target-like (i.e. free of omission) from an early age.
This omission stage is not unique to Catalan. Accusative clitics are typically
characterized by a period of optional omission, followed by a gradual improvement that
derives into ultimate attainment by the age of 5. This cutoff point seems to apply across
languages, as shown by Varlokosta, Belletti, Costa, Friedmann, Gavarró, Grohmann,
Guasti, Tuller, Lobo, Anđelković, Argemí, Ayram, Berends, Brunetto, Delage,
Ezeizabarrena, Fattal, Haman, van Hout, Jensen de López, Katsos, Kologranic, Krstić,
Kuvac Kraljevic, Miękisz, Nerantzini, Queraltó, Radic, Ruiz, Sauerland, Sevcenco,
Smoczyńska, Theodorou, van der Lely, Veenstra, Weston, Yachini and Yatsushiro
(2016). This study looked at the acquisition of accusative clitics in 16 different L1s
(including Catalan and Spanish) and determined that, by age 5, accusative clitics are
stable. As Montrul (2004) points out, once object clitics appear proactively, there tends to
be no clitic omission in obligatory contexts. Some morphological errors in clitic selection
might appear, but only in terms of number and gender, not person.
This omission stage in accusative clitic production has been accounted for in multiple
ways. As we saw, Wexler et al. (2004) proposed the UCC, a maturational constraint
based on feature checking, that would predict children acquiring a language with
participle agreement (Catalan) to remain in the omission stage longer than children who
acquire a language that does not have participle agreement (Spanish). However, since
omission is observed cross-linguistically (albeit with different durations), regardless of
the existence of participle agreement (see Pérez-Leroux, et al. [2017] for a
comprehensive review), a more general account seems to be needed.
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Why do children (of all languages) go through an omission stage? Some accounts suggest
that it is the computational complexity involved in pronominalization and cliticization or
the processing/production limitations on the part of the child that trigger this omission
stage (Babyonyshev & Marin, 2006; Gavarró & Mosella, 2009; Jakubowicz, 2003;
Jakubowicz & Nash, 2003; Grüter & Crago, 2012). Other hypotheses point to the
difficulty entailed by this phenomenon being at the syntax-pragmatics interface, and at
the child’s overreliance on available inferential information (Roeper, 1999; Schaeffer,
2000; see also Serratrice, et al. [2004] and Tedeschi [2008]).
Another account of the attested omission stage relies on the input itself, and more
crucially on the ambiguity contained in it. Costa, Lobo, Carmona, and Silva (2008)
looked at European Portuguese, a language that allows null objects. Their proposal is that
higher rates of accusative clitic omission in children are due to the fact that in their input,
clitics vary freely with null objects. They support this by demonstrating that in cases
where there is no variation with null objects (such as for reflexive clitics), omission rates
are lower. Therefore, according to Costa et al.’s (2008) account, the presence of multiple
options (null object vs. clitic) in the input, may result in an overextension of null objects
in children. Input complexity, it seems, could play a fundamental role in accounting for
the timeline of acquisition in monolinguals.
Another approach that is of particular interest is Pérez-Leroux et al.’s (2017). In brief, the
authors propose a Transitivity Requirement; a hypothesis that all VPs have an obligatory
structural complement, regardless of the lexical nature of V. A by-product of this
Requirement is that there exists a minimal instantiation of transitivity (i.e. a V that sselects a bare N). Following their hypothesis, object omission in children is not a
manifestation of a deficit on the part of the acquirer (see above), but a mere step in the
path of acquisition of the target system during which children use null objects in a
multipurpose manner, relying in discourse pragmatic licensing strategies. In this
hypothesis, the role of input is critical in that it allows the learner to acquire what
constructions or contexts allow for an object to remain phonetically null. A further appeal
of this particular proposal is its universal applicability: it predicts the same starting point
for all languages but predicts both different timelines and different outcomes depending
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on the language(s) the child is acquiring. For example, this hypothesis also predicts that
the case of European Portuguese discussed above, where input contains both overt and
null objects, may result in an overextension of the null object pronoun stage.
What is more, in cases of bilingualism, the omission stage seems to persist for longer
(Pérez-Leroux, Pirvulescu, & Roberge, 2009, 2017). Pérez-Leroux and colleagues argue
that this extension of the null object stage in cases of bilingualism is independent from
transfer and instead reflects the retention of the null object hypothesis on the part of the
child as a result of the overall reduction in input in each of the languages and the
ambiguity and diversity contained in such input. While Pérez-Leroux et al.’s (2009, 2017)
hypothesis was explicitly proposed for direct objects, it is promising for other arguments
as well, as I will show in Chapter 8.
One of the first studies to look at the acquisition of partitive en in Catalan was Gavarró
Guasti, Tuller, Prévost, Belletti, Cilibrasi, and Vernice (2011). This study investigated its
acquisition in (monolingual) Catalan, French, and Italian. The authors concluded that, at
the age of 5, speakers of these three languages produced and, equally importantly, did not
omit, these clitics. Since they did not report the results of younger children, there is a
possibility that the partitive is acquired before. One of the purposes of the present study is
not only to look at younger children, but also crucially to look at bilingual Catalan
speakers.
Tarrés and Bel (2017) conducted a study on L1 French and Portuguese L2 acquirers of
Catalan living in Andorra with a mean age of 11. Whereas French shares the clitics en
and hi, Portuguese (like Spanish) does not. They studied the production of partitive en
and locative hi in clitic left dislocation constructions using two elicitation tasks. The two
groups and the age-matched Catalan control group omitted the locative more than the
partitive and these two clitics were, in turn, omitted more than the accusative and dative
clitics. No differences were found between groups regarding their omissions. In terms of
the production of the en and hi clitics, a between group difference was found between L1
Portuguese and the control L1 Catalan group, with the latter producing the partitive clitic
significantly more often. The L1 French group, however, did not differ from the control
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group, which the authors hypothesized could be potentially due to a facilitative effect of
cross-language influence.
To the best of my knowledge, no study has investigated the acquisition of oblique en or hi
and ho in children. In fact, in more general terms, the acquisition of oblique arguments
has not been thoroughly researched.

3.7.2

Clitics under Study: Adults

The most extensive study of the acquisition of clitics en and hi in Catalan was conducted
by Perpiñan (2017). In this study, she examined the acceptability and production of the
four uses of these clitics by the same three groups as I am investigating in this study (CD,
BB, and SD). However, in her study, adults were tested. She found that all groups
showed a good understanding of the Catalan clitic system and accepted en and hi in their
correct position in a grammaticality judgment task. However, the three groups diverged
significantly between one another in the ungrammatical conditions, since the SD diverged
significantly from the CD group in their acceptance of ungrammatical omission of the
four uses of the clitics. The BB group, in turn, sometimes did not differ statistically from
any of the two groups (in the case of locative hi and oblique en), sometimes patterned
with the SDs (in the case of oblique hi), and sometimes performed statistically differently
from the other two groups (in the case of partitive en). In terms of production of these
clitics, which Perpiñan measured using an Oral Production Task, she found the results
summarized in Table 3.3. These results clearly show a difference between groups in all
the clitics, and a difference between clitics within groups, with partitive en being
produced the most accurately and locative hi being omitted the most frequently.
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Table 3.3. Percentages of target production of clitics and ungrammatical omissions across
participant groups in Perpiñan (2017)

Correct production

*Omission

Oblique en
CD 90.5%
BB 61.3%
SD 42.1%

4.8%
14.7%
21.05%

Partitive en
CD 96.2%
BB 72%
SD 69.5%
Partitive en with numeral23
CD 87.6%
BB 52%
SD 48.4%
Oblique hi
CD 91.4%
BB 38.6%
SD 22.1%
Locative hi
CD 34.3%
BB 13.3%
SD 6.3%

0%
14.7%
20%
1.9%
28%
41.1%
5.7%
36%
45.3%
63.8%
84%
80%

Due to the paucity of studies on Catalan en and hi, I now turn to the literature on French.
Wust (2009) investigated the acquisition of French en and y by adult, university-level L2
learners of French (aL2 acquisition). In order to do so, she used a dictogloss task, which
asked participants to first comprehend and then produce, in writing, the clitics. While her
population was very different from the one I investigate in this dissertation, a few
findings of her study are relevant. Firstly, she found differences in accuracy in the
production of these two clitics as a function of exposure to French. That is, those L2
learners who had had more input in French were more accurate in producing these clitics.

23

In her OPT contexts, Perpiñan (2017) made a difference between partitive en with a numeral specifier

(partitive en with numeral, in this table) and without it (partitive en).
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Importantly, she concluded that “not all clitic forms were created equal” (p. 491).
Specifically, she found that her participants produced the partitive use of en and the
locative meaning of y more accurately than their oblique counterparts. Also, her
participants made a greater use of null objects, strong pronouns, and lexical NPs than of
clitics.
Perpiñan’s (2018) is, to my knowledge, the first investigation of the acquisition of the hol distinction in Catalan by adult Catalan-Spanish bilinguals of the three aforementioned
dominance groups (CD, BB, and SD). In an Acceptability Judgment Task, she found that
the SD group was significantly more prone than CDs and BBs to accept sentences
containing an ungrammatical ho to refer to a [+masculine] antecedent, where l was
expected. In the OPT, on the other hand, the SD group did not overextend ho to l
contexts, meaning that this group was more accurate in producing than in accepting.
Perpiñan (2018), however, did not look at the opposite context, where ho was required.
To my knowledge, there are no studies that have looked at the bilingual representation of
phonetically null arguments that are expressed overtly in one of the languages of the
bilingual. An interesting study in this area, however, is that Borgonovo, Bruhn de
Garavito, Guijarro-Fuentes, Prévost, and Valenzuela (2006). They investigated L1
Brazilian Portuguese (BP) – aL2 learners of Spanish. In BP, the null spellout of
accusative arguments is extremely frequent and not constrained by specificity in the way
it is constrained in Spanish. That is, both specific and non-specific objects may be
omitted in speech without the need to resort to accusative clitics (which do exist in the
language but are uncommon). Their results showed that while L2 Spanish learners
overgeneralized clitics to non-clitic contexts, the null spellout was not generalized to
clitic contexts. Borgonovo et al. (2006) proposed that, in the interlanguage of these
speakers, overt clitics are underspecified with respect to the feature [specific] while the
null operator (in the null spellout case) seems to be specified for [-specific]. So, while the
overt clitic is overgeneralized, the null spellout did not trigger, for these learners,
increased rates of omission of obligatorily overt arguments in Spanish.
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3.8 Research Questions
Having reviewed the main findings of research on childhood bilingualism in Chapter 2
and the main points regarding clitics and arguments in Catalan and Spanish, we return to,
and expand, the research questions that were presented in Chapter 1, to venture
hypotheses.
For Catalan:
RQ1. How are the two clitics en, the two uses of clitic hi, clitic ho and l acquired in
Catalan?
a. How similar or different are their developmental paths and timelines?
Results from previous studies (Perpiñan, 2017; Tarrés & Bel, 2017; Wust, 2009) suggest
that differences in the acquisition between partitive en and locative hi are to be expected,
with rates of acquisition for en being higher than for hi. Following Gavarró et al. (2011), I
expect partitive en to have been acquired by age 5 in the CD group. No previous literature
allows one to make an informed hypothesis about the acquisition of the other clitics, or
about the performance of the BB and SD groups specifically.
b. Does input affect their developmental paths and timelines?
Considering the literature reviewed in Chapter 2, it is possible that input quantity and
quality affects the acquisition of these clitics. These influences may manifest as delays,
optionality, or even incomplete acquisition, especially in the SD group.
RQ2. Do we find cross-linguistic effects from Spanish?
a. If so, do these cross-linguistic effects apply pervasively in the bilingual’s
grammar or do they affect different clitics differently?
Tarrés and Bel’s (2017) results suggest that these cross-linguistic effects may occur. This,
then, would result in increased degrees of omission of en and hi in the SD group as
compared to the CD and BB groups, and probably more replacements of Catalan ho for l
by the same group. Nothing in the previous studies allows us to predict which clitics
might be more susceptible to cross-linguistic effects.
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b. Are these cross-linguistic effects overcome over time?
If clitics are acquired as a function of the input (see Chapter 2), we should see an increase
in the proportion of target productions of the clitics over time.
RQ3. What role, if any, do language dominance and AOA play in the acquisition of these
clitics?
Taking into account the research in Chapter 2, it is possible that AOA plays an important
role, making the SD group delayed in their acquisition of the clitics with respect to the
CD and BB groups. Dominance could plausibly play an important role as well, delaying
the BB group with comparison to the CD group.
RQ4. Are the two uses of clitic en and clitic hi, in fact, two different clitics that overlap in
form?
Initial syntactic evidence suggests that the two clitics en could be, in fact, two different
clitics that share the same phonetic form. On the contrary, no reasons were found to
postulate that hi could be analyzed as two different clitics.

For Spanish:
RQ5. When do bilingual children start phonetically eliding, in Spanish, the partitive,
locative, and oblique arguments?
No previous research allows us to predict a timeline for the acquisition of this ellipsis.
However, because eliding these arguments implies retaining the universal strategy of
discourse pragmatic licensing of the objects, it is likely that productive ellipsis of these
arguments is observed from age 4.
RQ6. Do certain morphosyntactic categories undergo phonetic ellipsis more frequently
than others?
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First of all, differences on the basis of the observations made in Section 3.6. are expected.
That is, in those cases where ellipsis might jeopardize argument recoverability, the overt
realization of the argument (in the form of a DP or PP) is expected. However, in those
cases where the argument is recoverable despite ellipsis, nothing in the previous research
allows us to predict which type of argument (partitive, locative, or oblique) is more likely
to be elided or whether those that have acquired the given clitics in Catalan are less likely
to elide the argument in Spanish.
RQ7. Is ellipsis of these arguments (in Spanish) acquired earlier than pronominalization
(in Catalan)?
Following the Transitivity Requirement (Pérez-Leroux et al., 2017), I predict that using
ellipsis productively is easier than using clitics productively since the former, again,
implies retaining the initial (universal) strategy.
RQ8. Do participants transfer the distinction between Catalan ho-l into Spanish?
No previous research allows us to make an informed hypothesis regarding this specific
case. However, it is generally assumed that going from more morphosyntactic categories
to fewer does not tend to be a burden on the bilingual (Meisel, 2016). Therefore, my
hypothesis is that the ho-l distinction should not be transferred into Spanish.
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4 Methodology
The goal of this chapter is to describe the methodology I followed to target the specific
research questions raised in Chapter 3 and to characterize in detail my participant groups.
In order to do so, Section 4.1. presents the general testing protocol used with the
participants. Section 4.2. provides information on the background questionnaire and
addresses how it was used in order to determine participants’ language dominance.
Section 4.3. characterizes the three participant groups. Finally, Section 4.4. discusses the
linguistic tasks and stimuli used in this study.

4.1 General Testing Protocol
A total of 601 children from 9 schools in Central Catalunya participated in this research
study although this dissertation presents the data for only 296 of them (see Section 4.3).
Participating schools distributed a recruitment letter to all parents whose children were
between the ages 4-10 (P4 through 4th of primària, or the equivalents to Canadian junior
kindergarten through grade 5). Parents who wanted their children to participate returned
their acceptance slip indicating whether they wanted their child to be tested at the school
during school hours or outside of school hours at a time and place of their convenience.
With the exception of 9 children (who were tested at home), all participants were
interviewed at their schools, during school hours, on two separate occasions, one in
Catalan and one in Spanish. The order of the sessions was randomized for all participants
(i.e. not across dominance groups, since the first session took place before the
questionnaires were received and, therefore, before dominance could be established).
Each session included two parts: an Elicited Narration Task (ENT) and an Oral
Production Task (OPT) (both described in Section 4.4). After the first session,
participants were given the background questionnaire which, when complete, had to be
returned to the teacher (who would then return it to the principal investigator). Due to the
complexity of this procedure, there was a certain degree of participant attrition (discussed
in Section 4.3). The second session took place between 2 to 4 weeks after the first
session, once the questionnaire had been returned.
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The entire session was conducted in the language of testing (LoT) (that is, the
interviewers greeted participants in the LoT and explained the mechanics of the interview
to participants in the LoT). In the event participants used the other language (i.e. the one
not being tested that day), researchers were instructed to answer only in the LoT. Overall,
each of the sessions took an average of 10 minutes and 52 seconds and participants (or
their parents) were not compensated for their participation.

4.1.1

Interviewer Characteristics

The Catalan interviews were conducted by myself (female, age 27, native speaker of
Catalan, cL2 acquirer of Spanish). The Spanish interviews were conducted by three
different researchers: a 27-year-old male (cL2 acquirer of Spanish), and a 27-year-old
female (2L1 acquirer of Spanish and Catalan), and, myself. The three interviewers had
been born and raised in Central Catalunya.

4.2 Background Questionnaire: Operationalizing Dominance
For the reasons outlined in Chapter 2, it was paramount to establish and control for
language dominance. Participants were divided into one of the three groups (CD, BB, or
SD) following the responses of their parents to a comprehensive background
questionnaire, which was adapted from the questionnaire used by Perpiñan (2017).
The questionnaire consisted of 62 main questions designed to determine the participant’s
degree of language dominance as faithfully as possible. Before describing the participants
in detail, it is necessary to describe what language dominance and proficiency were taken
to mean in this particular study and how they were measured through the questionnaire
and the spoken tasks.
No single, fail-safe definition of the construct of language dominance exists and, as a
result, several authors have proposed different definitions tailored to their context of
research (González, 2008; Caldas & Caron-Caldas, 2000). What is clear is that, unlike
AOA or fluency, dominance cannot be measured in only one language. That is, a
monolingual can be more or less fluent (can have a shorter or longer MLU, can have a
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faster or slower speech rate [Lennon, 2000]) but cannot be more or less dominant in their
only language. Dominance is, by necessity, relative.
Dominance, specifically, refers to the weight, relative to each other, of the languages of a
bilingual. For the purposes of this research, I take dominance to be a multifaceted,
composite construct determined by four quantifiable variables: ages of onset, input
quantity, input quality, and language proficiency (described in Chapter 2 and
operationalized in detail in the following subsections). It should be stressed that the
measure of dominance that I am proposing in this dissertation is tailored to this specific
investigation, which took place in a territory where societal bilingualism is widespread
and official, and where the two languages have a very similar status. Importantly, all
participants reported in this study had been born in this bilingual territory and spoke no
other languages apart from these two. The following operationalization of language
dominance would be different were the conditions and nature of my participants or
bilingual setting also different.
Each of the following four measures had equal weight in determining participants’
dominance and were, in large part, determined through the questionnaire, the results of
which were turned into numerical values. I explore the nature of each of these variables
and how they were computed in the sections below.

4.2.1

Ages of Onset

The study of the role of AOA in ultimate attainment has yielded the generally accepted
conclusion that the later the AOA, the less native-like the linguistic attainment in
different domains of that language (see Chapter 2 for a detailed discussion on the topic;
see also Abrahamsson & Hylthenstam, 2009; Asher & García, 1969; Johnson & Newport,
1989; Munro & Mann, 2005; Patkowski, 1980).
AOA in this study corresponds to the age of first “significant” exposure to each of the
languages. While in some studies determining the age of first exposure to a language
could be potentially straightforward (as it is in the case of immigration into a new
linguistic environment), it is not an obvious measure in this particular study. Since all the
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participating children were born in Catalunya, parents who only speak one language in
the home (CDs or SDs) might consider age of schooling as the time of first exposure to
the language, without taking into account the casual exposure that the child might have
had with the language before then (through TV, in the streets, etc.) (Unsworth & Blom,
2010). Therefore, the questions referring to AOA in the questionnaire were phrased
carefully, specifying what the initial age was at which continuous exposure to each of the
languages began.
In the background questionnaire, the AOA measure was calculated in the following
manner: If parents indicated that the two languages had an AOA of 3 or below, 1 point
was given. If the AOA for Catalan was at birth and for Spanish was after 3, 2 points were
given. 0 points were given for the opposite. Parents were also asked to indicate the
language of onset of literacy skills (reading and writing), but this information was not
factored in.

4.2.2

Input Quantity

Input quantity refers to the amount of exposure the child receives in each of the
languages. As shown in Chapter 2, studies show that input quantity is related to
attainment of different language domains (Chondrogianni & Marinis, 2011; Gathercole &
Thomas, 2009; Nicoladis, Palmer & Marentette, 2007; Paradis, 2009; Thomas, et al.,
2014). In fact, this relation is so strong that some researchers have used input quantity as
a proxy for language dominance (Argyri & Sorace, 2007; Pearson et al., 1997; Unsworth,
2015).
Controlling for the input quantity in this study was relatively easy as compared to other
research projects. These participants spend at least 5 hours of their day at school (or 6 if
the school is not fully public). During school hours, children receive all instruction in
Catalan, the vehicular language, except for the hours of English and Spanish. The
remaining hours are the ones to be accounted for. In the questionnaire, input quantity was
measured by asking the language(s) of use with each of the members of the immediate
(parents and siblings) and extended family (cousins, uncles, and grandparents), friends at
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school and outside of school, and instructors of extracurricular activities. In this case, the
point scoring was more fluid. 2 points were given to each “only Catalan” answer, 1.75 for
“almost always Catalan”, 1.5 “for more Catalan than Spanish”, 1 for “both languages
equally often”, and the remaining mirror options. As part of this measure, parents were
also asked to quantify the participant’s input of TV and reading (if they were literate) in
each of the languages. 2 points were assigned when more time was devoted to Catalan
TV and/or reading, 1 if the times where the same for both languages, and 0 if more time
was devoted to Spanish TV and/or reading. Parents also had to report their children’s
language preference when playing, expressing themselves, and arguing (as language of
preference has also been used as an indication of language dominance [Olsson &
Sullivan, 2005]). For the language preference questions, when Catalan was the answer, 2
points were given, 1 point was given to “both languages equally”, and 0 points were
given when Spanish was the answer.

4.2.3

Input Quality

In this study, I take input quality to mean diversity of the input sources and nativeness of
the input. As outlined in Chapter 2, the reasoning behind considering nativeness is that
exposure to non-native input might affect the language development of children (Cornips
& Hulk, 2008; Unsworth & Blom, 2010). While this need not be true with respect to all
linguistic phenomena, it could certainly affect the acquisition of clitics, especially if there
is a possibility that non-dominant Catalan speakers do not produce them as often as
dominant speakers (and as Perpiñan’s [2017] results showed, this is indeed a possibility).
In this study, input quality was calculated by asking detailed questions about the
linguistic history of the main caregiver (defined as the person that spends the most time
with the participant), their language identification, and their self-ratings on reading
comprehension, listening comprehension, pronunciation, fluency, and dialectal
differences perception. The other caregiver’s linguistic profile was also factored in, but
with fewer questions (mother tongue and language identification). The scoring system for
these questions was the one used for input quantity. The scoring for input diversity
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(which accounted for 50% of the input quality measure) was obtained by calculating the
amount of input sources for Catalan out of 13 (the options that were given).
Since children see a variety of teachers every school year, it was not possible to control
for the input they gave. In order to teach in Catalunya, teachers must have achieved a C1
certification for Catalan. This certification, however, is not needed if one has completed
secondary education and 3 more years of schooling in Catalunya (DOGC núm. 5511,
2009). The circularity of the matter (and its consequences for input quality) might not
escape the reader: if a teacher that has not fully acquired the clitics becomes an input
provider for children, these children will be exposed to impoverished input with respect
to this morphosyntactic property. Therefore, while controlling for the input that teachers
provide was not feasible for this research study, it cannot be assumed that teachers
produce the clitics, even if a language requirement is in place in order to be able to
exercise this profession.

4.2.4

Proficiency

Some studies have treated language dominance and language proficiency as the same
variable, and while they are intimately related and, to a large extent, correlated, I follow
Montrul (2014) in treating proficiency as one dimension of dominance.
Proficiency is typically defined as linguistic ability and fluency in a language (Montrul,
2015). As mentioned, proficiency correlates positively with dominance more often than
not, but none of the other measures that help us determine dominance allows us to
calculate proficiency.
Depending on the population, different proficiency tests exist (such as standardized tests
or cloze tests). However, the options are more limited for children. In addition, tests like
the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (Dunn & Dunn, 1997), which are geared towards
children, are also not useful for this bilingual population, due to the shared lexicon
between Catalan and Spanish.
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Other measures of proficiency include mean length of utterance (henceforth, MLU),
lexical diversity, and speech rate. MLU is calculated by dividing the total number of
morphemes in a sample by the number of utterances, with the assumption that an increase
in MLU reflects an increase in morphosyntactic complexity (Brown, 1973). However,
values above 3 or 4 do not seem to correlate with grammar development in the child
(Eisenbeiss, 2010). Therefore, this measure was not calculated for the children in this
research, whose MLU was above 4 in most cases, even at the first age of testing.
In this study, proficiency was calculated in two ways. The first one was based on the
ratings of parents on their children’s abilities in reading comprehension, pronunciation,
listening comprehension, writing, and fluency. Self-ratings did not prove to be reliable
measures in isolation (some parents rated their children higher than other parents) but a
lot more reliable as relative measures (parents were able to assess in which of the two
languages the child was more fluent).
The second measure that was taken into account to establish proficiency was speech rate
(SR). SR is arguably a measure of language fluency, a subcomponent of language
proficiency (Park, 2016). SR in this study was calculated by counting the total number of
syllables for two minutes during the ENT (specifically, the two minutes that began at the
onset of the narration of the third picture of the story). The number of syllables was
divided by 120 seconds. This time included both silent and filled pauses, and the passing
of pictures. It also included investigator speaking time, since the investigator only spoke
to prompt the participant to speak when they were quiet.
Accuracy was not taken into account in the calculation of speech rate. That is, children,
especially younger ones, speaking in their non-dominant language sometimes inserted
vocabulary from their dominant language or made up new words to fill lexical gaps. This
(voluntary or involuntary code-switching) was not factored in and all syllables were
counted. An example of this appears in (1), where the CD participant is creating a new
word ciérvol (to talk about a deer) that includes part of the Catalan word cèrvol and the
Spanish ciervo when speaking in Spanish. In the same sentence, the participant is also
using Catalan aixecar ‘to stand up’ instead of Spanish levantarse. However, the past
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tense inflection is the correct person-tense inflection in Spanish, not the Catalan one
(compare Spanish se levantaron vs. es van aixecar ‘they stood up’). In (2), the SD
participant is producing a sentence in Catalan for the Catalan session. However, they are
using the Spanish words pelota ‘ball’ and perrito ‘doggy’. In addition, morphosyntactic
errors were present in the ENT in both languages. In (3), we see a case of a verb that is
conjugated for 1st person while the sentence subject is 3rd person. Some of these errors
can be attributed to the process of acquisition (in fact, past tense seemed to be particularly
difficult for the dominant groups to acquire in their non-dominant language) and some,
like (4), to performance errors. Again, lexical or morphosyntactic accuracy was not
computed in this measure.
(1) Hasta que al final el ciérvol se cayó (…) Luego, el perro y el
(Spanish)
niño se aixecaron.
‘Until the end, when the deer fell (…). Then, the dog and the boy stood up.’
(CD #1296)
(2) Després ha anat a jugar a pelota amb el seu perrito.
‘Afterwards, he left to play ball with his dog.’

(Catalan)
(SD #1313)

(3) El perro se fui corriendo.
‘The dog left running.’

(Spanish)
(CD #1460)

(4) La granota es va escapar (…) i el nen i el gos el buscaven.
‘The frog escaped (…) and the kid and the dog looked for him.’

(Catalan)
(CD #1460)

The fact that accuracy was not computed does not mean that all code-switched sentences
were counted. If an utterance (here understood as a sentence or one turn-taking)
contained more words in the language not being tested than in the LoT, only the words in
the LoT were computed. An example was (5), from a 4-year-old CD participant. While
the LoT in this session was Spanish, the first (italicized) 7 words were in Catalan.
Therefore, of this utterance, only 4 syllables (the ones in chocolate [‘chocolate’]) were
used to compute the SR.
(5) Li posa una tirita i li dónen chocolate.
‘He gives him a bandaid and they give him chocolate.’

(Target: Spanish)
(CD #1395)
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Lexical diversity (Malvern, Richards, Chipere, & Purán, 2004) was an intended measure
of proficiency, but it proved to be unreliable. Due to the large number of participants,
lexical diversity was automatically computed as a function of the number of unique
words within the first 150 uttered words in the ENT. Example (5) above anticipates a
potential problem; all the Catalan words would have been counted as words for the
Spanish narration. More problematic was the fact that children produced, regardless of
their dominance and the LoT, more unique words when narrating the dog story than the
frog story.24 Since this fact would have masked any dominance effects, this measure was
not factored in.

4.2.5

Other Questions

The questionnaire included other questions that were used to detect other possible
patterns (such as socio-economic status, language disorders, or parents’ tendency to codeswitch). While these questions were not used to calculate dominance, if parents indicated
that the child had a language impairment (unless it was a phonetic one, such as the
inability to produce trills), the results of the participant were not analyzed.

4.3 Participants
Participants came from 9 different schools, all in the area of Central Catalunya (in
Manresa, Artés, Avinyó, Monistrol de Calders, Pont de Vilomara, Prats de Lluçanés,
Sallent, Santpedor, St. Fruitós de Bages, St. Joan de Vilatorrada, and Súria). This area of
Catalunya is described in Chapter 1.
Out of the initial 601 participants, this dissertation includes the data for 296 children.
These are all the children that completed the two sessions, produced a complete

24

(See Section 4.4.1. for a description of these two stories). Why this should be the case is unclear. It is

possible that the dog story included more vocabulary participants were familiar with, thus triggering more
lexical diversity. In fact, many bilinguals experienced trouble retrieving certain words required for the frog
story, such as beehive (CAT: rusc, SP: colmena), or owl (CAT: mussol, SP: búho).
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background questionnaire, and were considered canonical participants. By “canonical”
participants, I mean that the participants were completely categorizable into one of the
three dominance categories. In the case of CDs, their results had to favor Catalan in at
least 3 of the 4 measures (AOA, input quantity, input quality, and proficiency) and their
AOA of Catalan had to be at birth. In the case of SDs, they could only favor Catalan in
one measure and their AOA of Spanish had to be at birth. In order to qualify as a BB,
children’s results in the AOA measure had to be 50 (meaning that AOA was before age 3
for both languages) and could not score higher than 80 in the input quantity measure for
Catalan. The criteria for BBs was even more detailed, since they had to have been
brought up in the one-parent-one-language environment or, if that was not the case, they
had to have 2 grandparents who used the other language with them.
Out of the remaining 305 participants, 135 did not produce a background questionnaire or
did not complete one of the two sessions, 25 participants were heritage speakers (i.e.
spoke a language other than Catalan or Spanish at home), 2 were adoptees, and 3 children
had a language disorder. 96 participants belonged to the age range of 9 years or older.
The remaining 44 were considered normally developing non-heritage speakers, noncanonical participants. An example of what was considered a non-canonical profile was
the case of children whose AOA for one of the languages was after 3 but had very
balanced input in both languages and very similar proficiencies, or the case of CDs whose
input quality was below 20 (meaning most of the Catalan input was not provided by
Catalan native speakers), or the case of CDs or SDs whose AOA of their dominant
language was after 3. Since the three groups in this study were meant to capture the
distinction of language profiles made by IDESCAT (see Chapter 1), these participants,
who presented very different individual profiles, were not included.
This study did not use monolinguals as a control group. The reasons for this decision
were twofold. The first is the absence of Catalan monolinguals. Although data from
Spanish monolinguals could have been obtained, no data from monolingual Catalan
speakers would be obtainable, as they do not exist past the age of 6. Even those children
whose parents declared had no knowledge of Spanish were able to understand
instructions in Spanish and, at least partly, respond in Spanish. The second point is rather
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an ideological stance. I wanted to treat bilinguals as subjects in their own right, not as
aspiring or deficient monolinguals (Cook, 2013). In a case of societal bilingualism, a
monolingual might not constitute the most appropriate baseline. That is, I take the
dominant group as the control group in their dominant language (i.e. the CD group is the
control group for Catalan, and the SD for Spanish).
Table 4.1 shows a full description of the participant groups with respect to the 4 variables
used to calculate dominance. The figures for the four measures of dominance presented in
the table are in percentages, with values closer to 100 favoring Catalan. Participants’
scores for each measure (AOA, input quantity, and input quality) were submitted to three
independent one-way ANOVAs in order to avoid potential collinearity effects. The oneway ANOVA comparing the three groups in terms of their AOA found an effect for
group; F (2, 293) = 329.855, p < .001. A post-hoc test with the LSD correction found the
three groups significantly different from one another (p < .001). The one-way ANOVA
comparing the three groups in terms of their input quantity also found an effect for group;
F (2, 293) = 1274.319, p < .001. A post-hoc test with the LSD correction found the three
groups significantly different from one another with respect to this measure, as well (p <
.001). Finally, the one-way ANOVA comparing the three groups in terms of their input
quality also found an effect for group; F (2, 293) = 501.766, p < .001. A post-hoc test
with the LSD correction also found the three groups significantly different from one
another with respect to input quality (p < .001).
A second series of independent one-way ANOVAs compared the scores for the three
measures within each dominance group, for each of the 5 age ranges. The Age factor was
not significant for any of the measures for any of the three groups (all p > .05). All of this
put together means that 1) the three groups are significantly different from one another in
terms of AOA, input quantity, and input quality, and 2) there are no differences by age
within any of the groups.
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Table 4.1. Participant groups with respective average language dominance measures in
percentage
Group
Age
(average
Y;M)
CD
4 (4;6)
5 (5;7)
6 (6;6)
7 (7;6)
8 (8;7)
BB
4 (4;7)
5 (5;5)
6 (6;5)
7 (7;6)
8 (8;4)
SD
4 (4;6)
5 (5;4)
6 (6;6)
7 (7;6)
8 (8;5)

n

Ages of
onset

Input
quantity

Input
quality

Proficiency
(parents’ ratings)
Catalan

Spanish

18
21
26
22
18

77.8
83.2
86.5
89.2
88.5

86.9
90.1
90.6
89.2
88.5

85.5
87
88.5
87.8
86.9

79.8
71.8
72.2
78.7
78

32
29.6
29
48.3
45.8

19
18
25
24
17

50
50
50
50
50

64.5
64.2
66
64.7
66.7

55.7
54.3
56.1
53.1
56.6

69.6
59.9
67
65.4
62.6

62.6
52.3
55.6
58.5
62.2

14
17
22
19
16

25
13.9
15.2
10
19.4

18.6
21.5
22.15
23.9
23.85

26.4
27.6
27.8
26.2
26.44

25
45.3
47.8
51.2
61.9

51.4
59
67.6
74
82.8

A few points regarding the demographics of the participant groups are of interest. In
terms of AOA, no dominant group (CD or SD) has a polar 100 or 0. This means that
many of the dominant children had had some exposure to the other language before 3.
This exposure could have been of different kinds. Some parents decided to include some
comments next to their answer, such as “due to TV” or “heard it from neighbours”.
Therefore, it is important to bear in mind that the answer to this question could have
depended on what the caregiver had qualified as significant exposure. Maybe exposure to
Spanish TV was qualified as onset of Spanish for some children but not for some others.
It is also important to consider that no participant was classified into the CD and SD if a
member of their nuclear or extended family used the other (non-dominant) language with
the participant. Another salient data point is the AOA figures for CDs and SDs at age 4,
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which are lower for the former and higher for the latter. This means that, compared to the
older participants within the same group, CDs of age 4 had started exposure to Spanish
earlier, and the reverse for SDs. Most probably, this shows that parents of 4-year-olds
were less likely to volunteer for this experiment if their child had started exposure to the
non-dominant language later on. Finally, and logically, all the participants classified as
BB had an AOA of 3 or earlier to both languages.
In terms of input quantity, the figures for CDs and SDs follow the patterns one might
expect. For BBs, there seems to be a tendency for more input to be received in Catalan.
Input quality arguably matters for the CD and BB only (caregivers do not give input in
Catalan to SDs after all). What we see is that the input of CDs has a higher quality than
that provided to BBs (the former is always higher than 85, while the latter fluctuates
between 53 and 56).
While ratings might not be a reliable source of information (parents’ ratings of their
children’s abilities did not necessarily match other proficiency measures), it is
nevertheless interesting how parents’ intuitions always follow the dominance group
where participants have been placed. That is, the Spanish of CDs is consistently rated
lower than their Catalan, and the opposite is true for SDs. The ratings for the BBs’ two
languages are a lot closer, with Spanish (perhaps not being the language of instruction)
being rated as the weaker one.
Table 4.2 presents the data for SR, another measure for language proficiency. The figures
for the SR were computed by calculating the Catalan and Spanish SR of every
participant, and then subtracting the latter value from the former. In this manner, if a
group has a positive value, it means that they were, on average, that much faster in
Catalan than in Spanish per second. A negative value indicates a faster speech rate for
Spanish. The values between brackets indicate the upper bound (i.e. the speech rate
difference for the participant whose SR favors Catalan the most) and the lower bound for
each group.
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Table 4.2. Participant groups’ speech rate (average syllables per second resulting from
the operation Catalan SR-Spanish SR)
Speech Rate
Age
CD
4*25
5
6
7
8

0.34 (0.7 - -0.2)
0.80 (1.44 - 0.43)
0.54 (1.65 - -0.1)
0.52 (1.02 - 0.11)
0.38 (0.69 - -0.15)

BB
4
5
6
7
8

-0.03 (0.24 - -0.27)
-0.21 (0.47 - -0.99)
0.08 (0.77 - -0.66)
0.117 (0.27 - -0.32)
0.132 (0.85 - -0.66)

4
5
6
7
8

-0.74 (0.3 - -1.54)
-0.51 (-0.02 - -1.32)
-0.29 (0.1 - -0.5)
-0.88 (0.31 - -1.82)
-0.51 (0.18 - -1.53)

SD

The average for each group was as expected for the CD and SD groups: all values were
positive for CDs (i.e. the average always showed a faster rate in Catalan than in Spanish)
and negative for SDs. In the BB group, the results were mixed.
Interestingly, we see some participants in the dominant groups whose SR was faster in
their non-dominant language. This could be for a variety of reasons. Since children were
tested on different days, they could have been less focused when being tested in their

25

Note that 6 4-year-old CDs and 10 5-year-old CDs could not complete the elicited narration task in

Spanish. In the SD group, 3 4-year-olds and 2 5-year-olds could not complete the elicited narration task in
Spanish. The figures shown here are for the number that produced at least 2 turn-takings in the LoT.
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dominant language or they could have had more problems with the narration used in their
dominant language. What this shows is that, at least in cases of societal bilingualism like
this one, using only a measure of language proficiency as a proxy for dominance might
yield inaccurate results.

4.4 Linguistic Tasks
4.4.1

Elicited Narration Task (ENT)

This semi-structured elicitation technique asked participants to narrate two different
stories, one for each language. The story that participants narrated on the first session,
which we will call the dog story for simplicity, was especially made for this study. The
first picture (shown in Fig. 4.1) showed all the characters that were used in both tests: a
mother, a father, the child (which could be a boy or a girl and whose name was always
the name of the participant), the child’s sister, and a dog.
There were 14 full color pictures in the first story and they showed the day of the main
character (the child): how they wake up, go to the kitchen to have chocolate but trip in the
way, how they are playing with the dog when it starts raining, and how they need to look
for a ball that is lost during play. Participants were prompted in present tense.

Figure 4.1. Characters for “the dog story”
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The second story was a version of the frog story (Mayer, 1969), which was shortened to
16 pictures. In this study, the frog story, which was in black and white and had a different
drawing style was presented to participants as telling the story of the main character’s dad
when he was young. A by-product of this is that children tended to, though not
categorically, narrate this story in the past tense.
The purpose of having participants start with a story narration was threefold. Firstly, it
introduced participants to the characters of both experiments. Secondly, asking
participants to begin by narrating a story allowed them to switch into the LoT, making
that one more activated (Grosjean, 1998). Finally, they allowed for the calculation of the
SR and lexical diversity measures, even though only the former was used.
The first story narrated by participants, regardless of the LoT, was the dog story, since it
introduced all the characters. The second story was, in most cases, the frog story.
However, in a few cases, the dog story was used for both sessions. The researcher
switched to the dog story when the participant indicated that the pictures of the frog story
were hard to understand, were confusing or demotivating (this happened only with very
young participants, aged 4-5).

4.4.2

Oral Production Task (OPT)

The OPT, being a structured type of elicitation, presented children with prompts to
produce the clitics in context (Eisenbeiss, 2010; Menn & Bernestein Ratner, 2000;
Thornton, 1996). After finishing the story, the researcher told participants that they would
see a few pictures and that they (the researcher) would ask them (the participants) to
finish some sentences by looking at the pictures. There were 36 full color pictures (such
as the one shown in Fig. 4.2.) that corresponded to 36 prompts, including a training
phase. Pictures were shown to the participant one at a time without the researcher seeing
them. Playing the role of the mother, the researcher produced, for each picture, a sentence
that was inaccurate according to the image shown and the participant, by looking at the
picture, had to correct it. All stimuli (pictures and prompts) are provided in Appendix 4.
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Figure 4.2. Example of OPT stimulus

The reason why an OPT, being a controlled elicited production task, was used and not
just spontaneous production is the difficulty of estimating the rate of object omission in
the latter type of task. OPTs allow us to provide children with contexts where clitics are
obligatory (Prévost, 2009). Thus, calculating omissions based on the notion of
“obligatory context” becomes a much easier task (Pirvulescu, 2006).

4.4.2.1

Stimuli

The 36 stimuli were divided as follows, with an example of each type below with the
expected participant answer for Catalan.
i. partitive en (k=4)
(6)

a.

Tu no has
comprat quatre joguines
you NEG have.2SG.SUBJ bought four toys
‘You haven’t bought four toys because…’

b.

n’ he
comprat tres.
EN have.1SG.SUBJ
bought three
‘I have bought three (of them).’

perquè…
because
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ii. oblique en (k=4)
(7)

a.

La germaneta no parla
de futbol però el pare sí…
NEG talk.3SG.SUBJ
of soccer but the father yes
the sister
‘Your sister doesn’t talk about soccer but, on the other hand,
dad…’

b.

que en parla.
that EN talk.3SG.SUBJ
‘does talk (about it.).’

ii. locative hi (k=4)
(8)

a.

No vas

a l’escola
a les 8 però…
to the school at the 8 but
‘You don’t go to school at 8 but…’
NEG go.2SG.SUBJ

b.

hi vaig
HI go.1SG.SUBJ
‘I go there at 11.’

a les 11.
at the 11

iv. oblique hi (k=4)
(9)

a.

El gos no pensa
en menjar però la germaneta sí…
the dog NEG think.3SG.SUBJ in food
but the sister
yes
‘The dog does not think about food but, on the other hand, the
father…’

b.

que hi pensa.
that HI think.3SG.SUBJ
‘Does think about it.’

v. accusative masculine l (k=4)
(10)

a.

Tu no has
mossegat el sofà
però el gosset sí…
the sofa but the doggy yes
you NEG have.2SG.SUBJ bitten
‘You haven’t bitten the sofa but, on the other hand, the doggy…’

b.

que l’ ha
mossegat.
that L have.3SG.SUBJ bitten
‘Did bite it.’
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vi. neuter ho (k=4)
(11)

a.

El pare no ha
fet tot això però el gosset sí…
the dad NEG have.3SG.SUBJ done all this but the dog yes
‘Dad hasn’t done all of this but, on the other hand, the dog…’

b.

que ho ha
fet.
that HO have.3SG.SUBJ done
‘Has done it.’

vii. propositional ho (k=4)
(12)

a.

Jo no penso
que sóc
el millor però el pare sí…
I NEG think.1SG.SUBJ that be.1SG.SUBJ the best but the dad yes
‘I don’t think I am the best but, on the other hand, dad…’

b.

que ho pensa.
the HO think.3SG.SUBJ
‘Does think it.’

viii. accusative feminine les (with participle agreement) (k=4)
(13)

a.

Jo no he
penjat les boles
però
el pare sí…
I NEG have.3SG.SUBJ put up the decorations but
the father yes
‘I haven’t put up the decorations but, on the other hand, dad…’

b.

que les ha
penjat /penjades
that LES have.3SG.SUBJ put up / put up.FEM.PL
‘Has put them up.’

ix. Fillers (statements that were true) (k=4)
(14)

La germaneta no toca
el piano
the sister
NEG play.3SG.SUBJ
the piano
‘The sister doesn’t play the piano but you…’

però tu sí…
but you yes

The same stimuli, with the exception of fillers, were used in both languages to avoid
potential lexical effects. A few participants indicated, during the second test,
remembering some of the pictures from the first test, but there is no reason that leads me
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to believe that their remembering some of the pictures could have an impact on the nature
of their responses.

4.4.2.2

Responses Coding for Catalan

Participants’ answers were coded in the following manner for Catalan. To show an
example, I will use example (7), repeated here as (15) to exemplify each possible answer.
This stimulus elicited parititive en. (16) shows the use of the target clitic. Depending on
the stimulus, this target clitic could be en, hi, ho, l, or les (the results for les are not
reported in this study). As argued in Chapter 3, responses using a clitic were arguably the
most felicitous option, since the clitic is pronominalizing previously stated information.
Example (17) includes an ungrammatical omission since the context where the clitic
should surface was provided (that is, absence of the argument being referred to), but the
clitic was not. Example (18) shows an instance of overt DP. This is the case in which the
argument that is referred to is not pronominalized but overtly pronounced again. This is
not ungrammatical but is infelicitous since it creates an unnecessarily repetitive utterance.
An example of short response is given in (19). These answers were not always
ungrammatical although they varied along a felicitousness continuum. (20) shows an
example of reduplication. Some of these examples were hard to distinguish from cases of
right dislocation, although this was not the case of partitive en. If a right dislocation was
the construction of choice when using partitive en, preposition de would have to surface
(thus producing “n’he comprat tres, de joguines”). This would be a completely
grammatical and felicitous construction. However, when a right dislocation was used
with the other clitics or with oblique en, the only clue to go by was a pause that had to be
inserted between the right dislocated element. While dubious cases were fairly infrequent
(only 6 instances), the benefit of the doubt was given to participants in these cases, and
their responses were judged as correct instances of right dislocation. Example (21) shows
a clitic substitution. That is, the participant produced a clitic but it was not the target one.
The last possibility, exemplified by (22), was “other response”. This was how utterances
that contained a finite verb and different information, where no environment for the clitic
was provided, were coded.
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(15)

Tu no has
comprat quatre joguines
you NEG have.2SG.SUBJ bought four toys
‘You haven’t bought four toys because…’

perquè…
because

A. Target clitic
(16)

n’ he
comprat tres.
EN have.1SG.SUBJ bought three
‘I have bought three of tg.’

B. *Ungrammatical omission
(17)

*he
comprat tres ø.
have.1SG.SUBJ
bought three
‘I have bought three.’

C. ?Overt argument
(18)

?he
comprat tres joguines.
have.1SG.SUBJ bought three toys
‘I have bought three toys.’

D. Short response
(19)

Tres / sí.
Three yes
‘Three.’ ‘Yes.’

E. *Reduplication
(20)

*n’he

comprat tres
bought three
‘I have bought three of them toys.’
EN have.1SG.SUBJ

joguines.
toys

F. Incorrect clitic
(21)

*només
les
he
comprat
only
LES
have.1SG.SUBJ bought
‘I only have bought them three.’

tres.
three
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G. Other response
(22)

Penso
en
caramels.
think.1SG.SUBJ about candy
‘I think about candy.’

If the participant used a synonymous verb with the same argument structure, responses
would not be counted as “other”. An example would be (23), where the participant is
using causar (‘to cause’) instead of the verb fer (‘to do’), which was the verb used in the
prompting sentence. Since both verbs have the same argumental structure and causar
overlaps with fer in meaning, this utterance was counted as target:
(23) a. El pare no fa
tot això però el gosset sí…
all this but the dog yes
the dad NEG do.3SG.SUBJ
‘Dad doesn’t do all of this but, on the other hand, the dog…’
b. que ho ha
causat.
that HO have.3SG.SUBJ caused
‘Has caused it.’

4.4.2.3

Responses coding for Spanish

Coding for Spanish was, for the most part, the same. The only differences were in
conditions A and B. Producing any en or hi clitic, such as in (24), resulted in an
ungrammatical construction, since these clitics do not exist in Spanish. The case of (25),
ellipsis, were cases of phonetically null arguments in Spanish. This was the target for
stimuli with partitive, locative, and oblique arguments.
A. *Clitic
(24)

*porque n’ he
comprado
because EN have.1SG.SUBJ bought
‘I have bought three of them.’

B. Ellipsis
(25)

porque he
comprado
because have.1SG.SUBJ bought
‘I have bought three.’

tres.
three

tres.
three
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Conditions E and F were the same as in Catalan but were only observable in the lo
contexts in Spanish, the only ones that required a clitic to surface. To give an example,
context (26), where the clitic lo was being elicited, is provided. Condition E,
Reduplication, is exemplified by (27). Any answers including a clitic other than lo
(whether it was a feminine la or Catalan ho) were coded as an incorrect clitic, as example
(28) shows.
(26) Papá no ha
hecho todo esto pero el perro sí…
dad NEG have.3SG.SUBJ done all this but the dog yes
‘Dad hasn’t done all of this but, on the other hand, the dog…’
E. *Reduplication
(27) *que lo ha
hecho todo esto.
that LO have.3SG.SUBJ done all this
‘Has done all of this it.’
F. *Incorrect clitic
(28) *que la ha
hecho.
dad LA have.3SG.SUBJ done
‘Has done it.’

The results for Catalan appear divided into Chapters 5 (en and hi) and 6 (ho and l) while
results for Spanish appear in Chapter 7. The results for propositional ho and feminine
accusative plural les are not reported in the present dissertation.
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5 Results: en and hi in Catalan
This chapter reviews the results for the four uses of clitics en and hi in Catalan and it is
organized as follows: Section 5.1. establishes the criteria, proposed for this dissertation,
to claim whether acquisition has taken place. Section 5.2. presents the results for partitive
and oblique en. Section 5.3. reviews the results for locative and oblique hi. In Section
5.4., I describe the common characteristics of the two oblique clitics. Section 5.5.
describes the role of input in accounting for the acquisition of clitics en and hi. Finally, a
summary of the results is provided in Section 5.6.

5.1 Establishing Acquisition
The main research question of this study (RQ1) is whether it is possible to create a
timeline of clitic acquisition in Catalan with respect to en, hi, ho, and l. In order for this to
be possible, it is necessary to establish a measure of accuracy (or lack thereof) that allows
us to pinpoint the age at which we can talk about acquisition of each clitic. This is easier
said than done. To my knowledge, no standards exist in child language acquisition that
allow us to claim acquisition or not. What is more, if such standards existed (whether
they were 90% of accuracy or a mere 50%), it would be hard to argue for the
objectiveness of such measure. In my view, the only potential solution to this magnitude
problem is for the researcher to establish a measure that is logical and coherent with
respect to the study participants and the nature of the tasks involved.
Since results are based on 4 stimuli with respect to each clitic, it will be safe to assume
that a clitic that is produced 75% of the time, has been acquired by the given group.
However, proposing that 75% of accuracy in clitic production is needed to claim
acquisition raises the problem of describing the knowledge of a group that is producing
the clitic a hypothetical 50% of the time but seldom omitting, replacing, or reduplicating
it. Therefore, in this chapter, I will not only be paying close attention to results with
regards to target clitics, but also with regards to ungrammatical responses.
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Ungrammaticalities (in the form of omissions, replacements, and reduplications) in this
study are critical because of task effects. A group that is producing 50% of target clitic
and 50% of ungrammaticalities is, arguably, different from a group that is producing 50%
of target clitic and 50% of overt PPs/DPs. As it will be clear in the following sections,
especially with respect to oblique clitics, overt PPs/DPs and short responses (without a
verb) are very frequent in children’s responses. Obviously, when children use overt
PPs/DPs or short phrases, they do not use the target clitics. While alternative responses of
this type could potentially constitute a strategy for avoiding the target clitic (Jakubowicz,
Nash, Rigaut, & Gerard, 1998), they could also be due to task effects: since children were
asked to correct a false statement, overt PPs/DPs might have been preferred to provide
emphasis, or they might have been repeated in order to stick to the prompt (i.e. the
sentence being corrected) as much as possible so that the corrected piece of information
would stand out (see Gavarró et al. [2011] for a similar discussion). Therefore, while the
lack of clitics might not be evidence for the lack of existence of that clitic in the child’s
grammar, frequent omission, replacement, or reduplication is evidence to the contrary.
For this reason, in this study, when the production of a certain clitic is below 75%, I turn
my attention to ungrammaticalities.
Despite the usefulness of a measure based on ungrammaticality, it is easy to see why this
measurement could not be used by itself to claim (or not) acquisition: how could we talk
about acquisition if a clitic is omitted/replaced/reduplicated less than 25% of the time but
produced 0% of the time? This hypothetical case (unattested in this study), however,
merits further discussion.
Omission is, a priori, more efficient from a computational point of view (Chomsky,
2007). It ensures economy of expression (Merchant, 2001). Therefore, the difference
between omitting or not is the tension between economy of expression and the
requirement that the output be grammatical and interpretable. In this sense, omission is
the “easy way out” for participants. If a participant prefers to produce an overt PP over
omitting the phrase and clitic altogether, it is legitimate to make the assumption that the
participant is aware of the obligatoriness of the argument.
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If we assume, as I have just argued to be fair, that overt PPs/DPs and short responses
should be interpreted as the participant being aware that the given grammatical argument
cannot be omitted, the only question that remains is whether such responses should be
counted as something other than acquisition; maybe as a stage prior to acquisition, before
clitics have been stabilized in the child grammar. My response to this question is: yes, to
an extent. When we see that overt PPs/DPs and short responses decrease within a group
over time, that should be interpreted as a stage prior to acquisition – the argument is
present and produced overtly, but it is not yet filled with the clitic.
To summarize, this study uses a threshold of 75% of target productions of the given clitic
to argue for acquisition. When productions are under 75%, I pay close attention to what I
have called the combined measure of ungrammaticality (i.e. the proportion of
ungrammatical omissions, replacements, and reduplications) to ascertain whether the
non-target responses are ungrammatical or, arguably, placeholders for the given clitic.

5.2 En
The next subsections summarize the results relative to partitive and oblique en. In
Chapter 3 it was shown that, based on three pieces of evidence, these clitics could
potentially be considered two different clitics. With the present acquisitional data, I hope
to contribute to this debate.

5.2.1

Partitive en

We first turn our attention to partitive en. This is the clitic that has to surface, in Catalan,
to refer back to a direct object that was quantified in the discourse. As a reminder, there
were 7 response types that participants could produce: target en (1), *omission (2), ?overt
complement (3), *reduplication (4), *clitic replacement (5), short response (6), and other
response (5). The group results with respect to partitive en stimuli are shown in Fig. 5.1.
(1) a. Tu no tens
cinc monedes perquè…
you NEG have.2SG.SUBJ
five coins
because
‘You don’t have five coins because…’
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b. només en tinc
dues.
two
only EN have.1SG.SUBJ
‘Because I only have two of them.’

(BB7 #1271)

(2) a. Tu no vols
quatre galetes
you NEG want.2SG.SUBJ four cookies
‘You don’t want four cookies because…’

perquè…
because

b. *vull
dos.
want.1SG.SUBJ two
‘Because I only want two.’

(SD5 #43)

(3) a. Tu no has
menjat
tres
caramels
three sweets
you NEG have.2SG.SUBJ eaten
‘You haven’t had three sweets because…’
b. ?he
menjat dos caramels.
have.1SG.SUBJ eaten two sweets
‘I have had two sweets.’

perquè…
because

(CD4 #1496)

(4) a. Tu no tens
cinc monedes perquè…
you NEG have.2SG.SUBJ
five coins
because
‘You don’t have five coins because…’
b. *només
en tinc
only
EN have.1SG.SUBJ
‘I only have three of them coins.’

tres
monedes.
three coins
(CD6 #51)

(5) a. Tu no has
comprat quatre joguines
you NEG have.2SG.SUBJ
bought four toys
‘You haven’t bought four toys because…’
b. *només
les
he
comprat
only
LES
have.1SG.SUBJ bought
‘I only have bought them three.’

26

Cases of clitic replacements for partitive en were, in fact, unattested.

tres.26
three

perquè…
because
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CDs of age 4 (11%), which decreases at ages 5 and 6 (5.95% and 4.8%, respectively).
Omission of partitive en completely disappears in CDs by age 7.
Proving an age progression with respect to partitive en in the CD group, a Pearson’s r
correlation between age and target productions of partitive en found a significant positive
relationship; r = .304, n = 105, p = .002. As in Gavarró et al.’s (2011) study, we find a
certain proportion of omissions in the current results. In fact, in this group, omissions are
the only source of ungrammaticality. A Pearson’s r correlation between age and the
combined measure of ungrammaticality of clitic en in partitive contexts found a negative
correlation between the two variables, r = -0.31, n = 105, p = .002. Therefore, CDs lose
their omission of partitive en (again, their only source of ungrammaticality with respect
to this clitic) as they get older and fully overcome it by age 7. Even in the stages when it
occurs, omission is not categorical. That is, those CD participants who produced
omissions never produced it 100% of the time.
Individual results with respect to target productions appear in Table 5.1. The vertical
columns give the information of the number of participants, per age group, that produced
a certain number of partitive en. That is, the number in the columns indicates the amount
of target instances of the clitic, the maximum being 4.
As observable, there is not much individual variation. From the earliest age, the majority
of CDs produce 3 or more target clitics. As a reminder, Table 5.1. should not be
interpreted as meaning that those who produced no partitive clitics produced
ungrammaticalities. Many of these children used overt DPs instead of the partitive.
Table 5.1. Individual results for the CD group – target productions of partitive en
0

1

2

3

4

CD4 (n=18)

2

1

2

2

11

CD5 (n=21)

0

0

3

4

14

CD6 (n=26)

1

0

2

1

22

CD7 (n=22)

0

0

0

3

19

CD8 (n=18)

0

0

0

2

16
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It is safe to assume that CDs have acquired partitive clitic en already by age 4 and while a
certain degree of omission is observed, it is overcome relatively fast.

5.2.1.2

Partitive en – BBs

BBs are the group whose AOA to Catalan, together with Spanish, is at birth. However,
their input quantity is reduced in comparison with CDs. As shown in Fig. 5.1, omissions
of partitive en make up the majority of responses (65.79%) of BBs at age 4. With each
year, there appears to be a gradual improvement. By age 8, BBs produce a majority of
target productions of clitic en in partitive contexts (66.18%), although their omissions are
still rather high (26.47%).
Demonstrating an age progression with respect to partitive en in the BB group, a
Pearson’s r correlation between age and target productions of partitive en found a
significant positive relationship between the two; r = .41, n = 103, p < .001.
With a combined measure of ungrammaticality always over 25%, BBs seem to be far
from complete acquisition still at age 8. However, the overall trend observed in Fig. 5.1
indicates that BBs are on their way to getting rid of partitive en omissions. Proving this
trend, a Pearson’s r correlation between age and the combined measure of
ungrammaticality of clitic en in partitive contexts in the BB group found a negative
correlation between the two variables, r = -0.31, n = 103, p = .002. This means that BBs
produce significantly fewer ungrammaticalities (mainly omissions) the older they are.
Table 5.2. Individual results for the BB group – target productions of partitive en
0

1

2

3

4

BB 4 (n=19)

16

0

0

2

1

BB 5 (n=18)

10

4

0

1

3

BB 6 (n=25)

9

2

1

5

8

BB 7 (n=24)

8

2

1

2

11

BB 8 (n=17)

4

1

0

4

8
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Table 5.2. presents the individual results for the BB group in terms of their total amount
of productions of target partitive en. Interestingly, individual results match group results:
fewer participants produce 0 clitics as they become older and, the older they get, the more
participants there are that produce 3 or 4 out of the 4 clitics. Age 6 seems to particularly
stand out in term of the number of participants who produce the clitic categorically. It is
participants who are the in the middle columns that present an interesting case. They
clearly have some knowledge of the clitic; enough knowledge to produce at least 1
instance. However, they fail to use it consistently. This type of (very common) result will
be discussed in Chapter 8.
At age 8, BBs produce the partitive clitic 66.18% (SD=42.33)27 of the time and
ungrammaticalities make up for 26.47% (SD=38) of their responses. As a result, it cannot
be claimed that BBs have acquired this clitic by age 8.

5.2.1.3

Partitive en – SDs

The vast majority of the SD group started acquiring Catalan after age 3 and their input in
this language is restricted mostly to the school environment. Thus, at this time, their
overall exposure to Catalan is much lower than the other two groups’. Their acquisition
of partitive en, illustrated in Fig. 5.1, shows a few differences with respect to the other
two groups. At age 4, the SD target productions of partitive en (3.57%) are greatly
outnumbered by their omissions (82.14%). In fact, the percentage of en target productions
at age 4 comes from only 2 participants. There is a visible improvement at age 7, and
target productions become more common (21.05%). However, by age 8, their productions
(23.44%) are still outnumbered by their omissions (73.44%).
A Pearson’s r analysis found a positive correlation between target productions of partitive
en and age; r = .29, n = 88, p = 0.06. In terms of ungrammatical productions, a Pearson’s
r correlation between age and the combined measure of ungrammaticality of clitic en in

27

When reporting results of statistical tests SD should be interpreted as Standard Deviation and not

Spanish-Dominant.
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partitive contexts in the SD group did not find correlation between the two variables, r = .121, n = 88, p = .26. Therefore, despite their improvement in target productions, the SD
group does not seem to be on their way to letting go of partitive en omissions yet at age 8.
Individual results are displayed in Table 5.3. While we see instances of partitive en at age
4, the first participants who consistently produce partitive en start doing so at age 7.
Again, we see several participants who produce between 1 and 3 instances of the clitic.

Table 5.3. Individual results for the SD group – target productions of partitive en
0

1

2

3

4

SD 4 (n=14)

12

2

0

0

0

SD 5 (n=17)

14

2

1

0

0

SD 6 (n=22)

21

0

1

0

0

SD 7 (n=19)

14

1

0

1

3

SD 8 (n=16)

8

5

1

0

2

At age 8, SDs’ target productions of the partitive clitic make up for 23.44% (SD=33.50)
of their responses, which are clearly outnumbered by their ungrammaticalities (either
omissions, replacements, or reduplications), which are produced 75% (SD=32.9) of the
time. As a result, it can safely be assumed that SDs have not acquired this clitic by age 8.

5.2.1.4

Partitive en - All Groups Compared

A one-way ANOVA was conducted to compare the production of target en in partitive
contexts at age 8 (the oldest age) across the three groups.28 There was a significant effect
of language dominance group on target production of partitive en [F(2, 48) = 23.82, p <

28

Consistently, in the section where I compare all groups, I only compare children at age 8. I do so for two

reasons: (a) because they are the oldest children that were tested and arguably represent the most advanced
stage in acquisition of the available data, and (b) for simplicity, since the contrasts observed at age 8 were
observed for all the other ages in the vast majority of cases.
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.001]. A post-hoc test with the LSD correction was carried out and revealed that CDs at
age 8 produced significantly more partitive en than BBs at age 8 (p = .01) and SDs at the
same age (p < .001). The LSD post-hoc also revealed significant differences between the
BBs and SDs at age 8 (p < .001), showing that at age 8, BBs produce more partitive en
than SDs. Regarding ungrammatical responses, a one-way ANOVA also found betweengroup differences [F(2, 48) = 29.61, p < .001]. Similarly, the LSD post-hoc test also
found highly significant differences between all groups (p < .001).
Therefore, it can safely be claimed that, with regards to partitive clitic en, no group is at
the same place by age 8. The CDs have fully acquired the partitive, whereas the BBs
seem to be on their way to acquisition but delayed with respect to the dominant group,
showing some optionality at age 8. The SDs seem to have begun their acquisition of the
clitic but, at age 8, omissions outnumber target productions greatly.

5.2.2

Oblique en

In the following sections the results for clitic en in its oblique use are summarized. As a
reminder, this is the clitic that refers back to an argumental PP introduced by de. It was
shown in Chapter 3 that, despite form overlap, several pieces of evidence seemed to
indicate this clitic should not be considered the same as partitive en.
Again, there were 7 response types that participants could produce: target oblique en (8),
*omission (9), ?overt complement (10), *reduplication (11), *clitic replacement (12),
short response (13), and other response (14). The group results with respect to oblique en
stimuli are shown in Fig. 5.2.
(8) a. Tu no saps
gaire de cuina
però el pare sí…
you NEG know.2SG.SUBJ much of kitchen
but
the father yes
‘You don’t know much about cooking but, on the other hand, dad…’
b. que en sap.
that EN know.3SG.SUBJ
‘does know (about it).’

(CD8 #97)
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(9) a. La germaneta no parla
de futbol però el pare sí…
NEG talk.3SG.SUBJ
of soccer but the father yes
the sister
‘Your sister doesn’t talk about soccer but, on the other hand, dad…’
b. *que parla.
that
talk.3SG.SUBJ
‘does talk.’
(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(BB4 #1314)

a.

Jo no dubto
del
menjar però el gosset
I NEG doubt.1SG.SUBJ of.the food but the doggy
‘I don’t doubt the food but, on the other hand, the dog…’

b.

? que dubta
del menjar.
that doubt.3SG.SUBJ of.the food
‘does doubt the food.’

sí…
yes

(BB4 #94)

a.

La germaneta no parla
de futbol però el pare sí…
the sister
NEG talk.3SG.SUBJ
of soccer but the father yes
‘Your sister doesn’t talk about soccer but dad…’

b.

*que en parla
del futbol.
that EN talk.3SG.SUBJ of.the soccer
‘does talk about it about soccer.’

a.

Jo no dubto
del
menjar però el gosset
I NEG doubt.1SG.SUBJ of.the food but the doggy
‘I don’t doubt the food but, on the other hand, the dog…’

b.

*que ho
dubta.
that HO
doubt.3SG.SUBJ
‘does doubt it.’

sí…
yes

(SD6 #1221)

a.

Jo no presumeixo
de joguines però el gosset
sí…
I NEG brag.1SG.SUBJ of toys
but
the doggy
yes…
‘I don’t brag about my toys but, on the other hand, the dog,…’

b.

que sí.
that yes
‘Does.’

(CD4 #1496)
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A Pearson’s r correlation between age and target productions of clitic en for oblique
arguments found a positive correlation between the two variables; r = .38, n = 105, p <
.001 Similarly, a Pearson’s r correlation between age and the combined measure of
ungrammaticality of clitic en for obliques found a positive correlation between the two
variables, r = .42, n = 105, p < .001. Therefore, in the CD group, the older they are, the
more ungrammaticalities they produce. It might be surprising at first that there is a
correlation between age and both target productions and ungrammatical productions of
oblique en. However, when we compare CDs at age 4 and 8, we realize that it is nontarget non-ungrammatical responses (i.e. either short responses, overt PPs or null
responses) that are giving way to either target productions or ungrammatical productions.
Breaking this ungrammatical measure further, a one-way ANOVA revealed no significant
differences within the CD groups by age with regards to omissions [F(4, 100) = 1.08, p
=.37]. However, a one-way ANOVA did find a significant difference by age with respect
to clitic replacements: [F(4, 100) = 5.59, p <.001]. A Bonferroni post-hoc test showed
that CDs at age 4 produced significantly fewer replacements than CDs at age 7 (p = .002)
and 8 (p = .012). Similarly, at age 5, CDs produced fewer replacements than at age 7 (p =
.044) and, at age 6, CDs produced fewer replacements than at age 7 (p = .049). In this
sense, we see how participants’ increased use of clitic exchanges seems to match their
increased target productions of oblique en. It seems to be the case that children realize
that there is a clitic position to be filled and, in order to do so, they resort to another clitic.
Section 5.2.2.4. discusses the nature of these replacements and their implications in
detail.

Table 5.4. Individual results for the CD group – target productions of oblique en
0

1

2

3

4

CD4 (n=18)

12

5

1

0

0

CD5 (n=21)

8

5

8

0

0

CD6 (n=26)

9

15

2

0

0

CD7 (n=22)

6

8

8

0

0

CD8 (n=18)

1

9

5

3

0
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Individual results, presented in Table 5.4, look very different from those for partitive en
by the same group. While there are instances of oblique en at age 4 in the CD group, we
see no participants (at any age) who consistently produce this clitic. Part of these results
can be explained by task effects (see Section 5.5), but, in any case, accounting for the
knowledge of these speakers, who, in their majority, produce at least one of the instances,
becomes even more pressing.
At age 8, CDs produce oblique clitic en 38.88% (SD=31.39) of the time and
ungrammaticalities make up for 38.88% (SD=31.39) of their responses. With
grammatical responses being as frequent as ungrammatical ones, it is very clear that
oblique en has not yet been acquired by the CD group by age 8, despite statistically
significant progress.

5.2.2.2

Oblique en – BBs

Overall, the acquisition of oblique en by the BB group superficially resembles that of the
CD group. We see a large proportion of omissions (peaking at 32.3% at age 7),
exchanges (13.24% at age 8), overt PPs, and null responses. The frequency of target
productions of oblique en remains relatively low, between 4.2% at age 4 and 17.7 % at
age 7.
A Pearson’s r correlation between age and target productions of clitic en for oblique
arguments found a positive correlation between the two variables, r = .27, n = 103, p =
.006. Also, a Pearson’s r correlation between age and the combined measure of
ungrammaticality of clitic en in oblique contexts found a weak negative correlation
between the two variables in the BB group, r = -0.23, n = 103, p = .02. A one-way
ANOVA revealed no significant differences within the BB group by age in terms of
oblique en omissions [F(4, 98) = 1.63, p =.17] or replacements [F(4, 83) = 1.27, p =.288].
Individual results of target productions of oblique en for the BB group, shown in Table
5.5., resemble those by the CD group but differ in crucial aspects. This clitic is used by 3
participants already at age 4. Interestingly, in this group, there is one participant who
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produces oblique en consistently (at age 7). However, the vast majority of all BBs
produce either no oblique en or only one instance of it.

Table 5.5. Individual results for the BB group – target productions of oblique en
0

1

2

3

4

BB 4 (n=19)

16

3

0

0

0

BB 5 (n=18)

14

4

0

0

0

BB 6 (n=25)

15

10

0

0

0

BB 7 (n=24)

10

13

0

0

1

BB 8 (n=17)

10

6

0

1

0

The BB group, at age 8, produced a 13.24% (SD=20) of target productions of oblique en,
which were outnumbered by their ungrammatical responses, which made up for 32.55%
(SD=30.31) of their responses. These results, therefore, show that BBs at age 8 do not
produce oblique en significantly more than they produce ungrammaticalities in oblique en
contexts. As a result, BBs at age 8 cannot be said to have acquired oblique en fully and,
in terms of their productions, appear delayed with comparison to the CD group.

5.2.2.3

Oblique en – SDs

The SD group shares certain similarities with the other two groups: omissions, overt PPs,
exchanges, and null responses are relatively frequent. However, what Fig. 5.2. also shows
is that their productions of oblique en are still very low at age 8, accounting for only 4.7%
of their responses.
A Pearson’s r correlation between age and target productions of clitic en in oblique
contexts found no correlation between the two variables, r = .16, n = 88, p = .13.
However, a positive correlation was found between the combined measure of
ungrammaticality and age, r = .305, n = 88, p = .004, meaning, again, that SDs produce
more ungrammaticalities the older they are. A one-way ANOVA found no significant
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differences by age within the SD group with regards to, specifically, omissions [F(4, 83)
= 2.19, p = .078] or replacements [F(4, 83) = .721, p =.58].
Individual results in terms of the productions of oblique en by SD participants are shown
in Table 5.6. The first appearance of this clitic in this group occurs at age 6 and, at age
age 8, only 1 SD produces this clitic.

Table 5.6 Individual results for the SD group – target productions of oblique en
0

1

2

3

4

SD 4 (n=14)

14

0

0

0

0

SD 5 (n=17)

17

0

0

0

0

SD 6 (n=22)

21

0

1

0

0

SD 7 (n=19)

17

1

1

0

0

SD 8 (n=16)

15

0

0

1

0

At age 8, SDs produced a mere 4.65% (SD=18.75) of target oblique en. At the same age,
50% (SD=30.27) of their responses contained ungrammaticalities. Therefore, with
regards to oblique clitic en, we can safely claim that the SD group has not yet acquired it.

5.2.2.4

Oblique en – all groups

A one-way ANOVA was conducted to compare the production of target en in oblique
contexts at age 8 (the oldest age) across the three groups. There was a significant effect of
group on target production of oblique en at the p < .05 level [F(2, 48) = 13.51, p < .001].
A post-hoc test with the LSD correction was carried out and revealed that CDs at age 8
were producing significantly more grammatical oblique en than BBs at age 8 (p < .001)
and SDs at the same age (p < .001). The LSD post-hoc, however, did not reveal
significant differences between the BBs and SDs at age 8 (p = .23), showing that at age 8,
BBs produce target oblique en with a similar frequency as SDs.
In terms of the combined measure of ungrammaticality, a one-way ANOVA found no
significant differences between the groups; [F(2, 48) = 1.73, p = .18]. Regarding
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assuming that the given predicates are transitive verbs. Hi is not a surprising clitic
replacement. As we saw in Chapter 3, hi is an oblique clitic, as well, but it replaces PPs
introduced by a preposition other than de. Therefore, substituting en for hi shows that
children have knowledge of the formal properties of these clitics. The selection of ho is,
nevertheless, interesting. Contrary to hi, ho is not an oblique clitic. There are two
possibilities as to why ho is surfacing. One possibility is that ho is the least specified
clitic and is therefore inserted in a by default manner (a Distributed Morphology or
feature-geometric account shows promise, in this regard; see Chapter 8). If that was the
case, ho would be inserted and, due to its underspecification, would not generate a clash
of features when inserted. The second possibility is that, again, children are making an
assumption that the given predicates are transitive. In fact, except for the predicate
presumir ‘to brag’, all other predicates (saber ‘to know’, dubtar ‘to doubt’, and parlar ‘to
talk about’) admit transitive alternations. In their transitive usages, since these predicates
tend to have [+neuter] propositional objects, they normally take ho as their accusative
object. Sentences (20-23) show the alternations uses of these verbs. The last clitic that
was used to replace oblique en was /lu/. I will discuss /lu/ in detail in Chapter 6. For the
time being, I will assume that /lu/ and ho are two allomorphs of the same neuter clitic, /lu/
being non-standard.
(15)

(16)

a.

Jo no sé
gaire de cuina
però el pare sí…
I NEG know.1SG.SUBJ much of kitchen
but
the father yes
‘I don’t know much about cooking but, on the other hand, dad…’

b.

*ho

sap.
HO
know.3SG.SUBJ
‘does know (about it).’

(SD6 #1437)

a.

Tu no dubtes
del
menjar, però el gosset
I NEG doubt.1SG.SUBJ of.the food
but the doggy
‘I don’t doubt the food but, on the other hand, the dog…’

b.

*que hi dubta.
that HI doubt.3SG.SUBJ
‘does doubt it.’

sí…
yes

(BB7 #1462)
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(17)

(18)

(19)

a.

Tu no dubtes
del
menjar, però el gosset
but the doggy
I NEG doubt.1SG.SUBJ of.the food
‘I don’t doubt the food but, on the other hand, the dog…’

b.

*el dubta.
L doubt.3SG.SUBJ
‘does doubt it.’

sí…
yes

(BB4 #1309)

a.

La germaneta no parla
de
futbol però el pare sí…
the sister
NEG talk.3SG.SUBJ about soccer but the father yes
‘The sister doesn’t talk about soccer but, on the other hand, dad…’

b.

*que lu
parla.
talk.3SG.SUBJ
that /LU/
‘Talks about it.’

a.

Jo no presumeixo
de joguines però el gosset
sí…
I NEG brag.1SG.SUBJ of toys
but
the doggy
yes…
‘I don’t brag about my toys but, on the other hand, the dog,…’

b.

*que les presumeix.
that LES brag.3SG.SUBJ
‘Brags about them.’

(CD7 #1078)

(20)

No sé
qui és
el Joan, però tu ho saps.
NEG know.1SG.SUBJ who be.3SG.SUBJ the Joan, but you HO know.2SG.SUBJ
‘I do not know who Joan is, but you know (it).’

(21)

Diu
que vindrà,
say.3SG.SUBJ that will come.3SG.SUBJ
‘He says we will come but I doubt it.’

(22)

Ho vam
parlar i
HO go.1PL.SUBJ
talk
and
‘We discussed it and it is solved.’

però
but

ho dubto.
HO doubt.1SG.SUBJ

ja
està
solventat.
already be. 3SG.SUBJ solved
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If we look at the CD group, ho is the only clitic of choice until age 6. At this age, clitic hi
also appears in this position. At age 7, we see a single instance of accusative feminine
plural les and, at age 8, a single instance of masculine singular l.
Let us skip the BB group to discuss, first, the SD group. This group overlaps, in some
ways, with the CD group; ho is used productively to replace oblique en, and masculine l
is barely used. Although they do so to a lesser extent, hi is also used by the SD group, and
it is used for the first time at age 7. In this group, we see the use of /lu/. Although this
form will be discussed in detail in Chapter 6, it is nevertheless interesting to note that the
CD is the only group that does not use it.
The BB group shows similarities with both the CD and the SD group. Firstly, masculine l
is used with a similar (low) frequency as compared to the other two groups. Hi also
appears for the first time at age 7, but it is used more productively in this group than in
the SD group. We also see the presence of the non-standard alternative ho form, /lu/.
With regards to replacements, we can say that the three groups look alike in the clitics
they select to replace en but they differ in the extent to which they do so: hi is used more
productively in the CD and BB groups than in the SD group. All groups barely use
masculine and feminine accusative clitics but do use neuter ho and /lu/.
The last thing to note regarding oblique en, which is easy to note by observing Fig. 5.2, is
the high rate of null responses, which, at its peak, reached 25% of the total productions in
the BB 4 age group. In fact, just over 91% of these null responses were the result of the
same stimulus, (23):
(23)

Jo no presumeixo
de joguines però el gosset
sí…
I NEG brag.1SG.SUBJ of toys
but
the doggy
yes…
‘I don’t brag about my toys but, on the other hand, the dog,…’

Younger children (and many older children) did not seem to know the meaning of the
predicate presumir ‘to brag’. This was more or less expected, but due to the small
quantity of non-reflexive predicates that take PPs introduced by de as their argument, it
was necessary to include it.
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5.2.3

The Two Clitics en

In Chapter 3, I showed that partitive and oblique en could be considered, based on their
behavior, two different clitics. A visual inspection of Fig. 5.1 and 5.2 shows obvious
differences between the two clitics with regards to timelines of acquisition and
developmental paths. To be sure, a repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted to
compare the frequency of target partitive en clitics and oblique en clitics and of
ungrammatical productions in partitive en and oblique en contexts at the oldest age (8)
within the three groups. For the three groups, the effect of clitic was significant. For the
CD group, F (1, 17) = 14.119, p < .001; for the BB group, F (1, 16) = 61.134, p < .001;
finally, for the SD group, F (1, 15) = 29.400, p < .001. The interaction of clitic and
grammaticality (i.e. whether the target clitic was produced or an ungrammatical
production took place) was also found to be significant in the CD group, F (1, 17) =
116.341, p < .001; and in the BB group, F (1, 16) = 10.047, p = .006; but not for the SD
group: F (1, 15) = .143, p = .71.
The pairwise comparisons of the RM ANOVA show that the CD and BB groups at age 8
significantly produce more partitive en than oblique en (p < .001) and so does the SD
group (p = .013). In terms of ungrammatical productions, the pairwise comparisons of the
RM ANOVA show that the CD group at age 8 produces significantly more
ungrammaticalities with oblique en than partitive en (p < .001). For the SD group, the
opposite is true: this group produces significantly more ungrammaticalities with partitive
en than oblique en (p = .041). Finally, for the BB group, the production of
ungrammaticalities is statistically similar for both clitics en (p = .58).
Overall, acquisitional data show that these two clitics follow different paths of acquisition
and have different timelines, therefore lending support to the hypothesis that these two
are, in fact, different clitics despite form overlap. Partitive en is produced more often than
oblique en by the three groups of dominance, although in terms of ungrammatical
productions the three groups seem to behave differently. In Chapter 7, when Spanish
results are discussed, an insight as to what might trigger this difference in ungrammatical
productions is put forward, and later expanded in Chapter 8.
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5.3 Hi
The next subsections summarize the results relative to locative and oblique hi. In Chapter
3, I did not find any reasons to consider them two different clitics. However, in the
following sections, the results for the two types of hi are analyzed separately to determine
whether or not this hypothesis is borne out. As it is shown, acquisitional data does not
seem to add support to consider these two different clitics.

5.3.1

Locative hi

In the following subsections, I summarize the performance across dominance groups with
respect to the locative clitic hi. To remind the reader, this is the clitic that surfaces to refer
back to either an argumental or adjunct location in the discourse. The four stimuli used in
this OPT were argumental; two were argumental locations of predicates anar ‘to go’ and
viure ‘to live/inhabit’, and two were the locative argument of 3-place predicates deixar
‘to leave’ and posar ‘to put’. As in the previous cases, there were 7 response types that
participants could produce: target locative hi (24), *omission (25), ?overt complement
(26), *reduplication (27), *clitic replacement (28), short response (29), and other
response (30). The group results with respect to locative hi stimuli are shown in Fig. 5.4.
(24)

(25)

a.

El pare no viu
a la caseta però el gosset sí…
the doggy yes
the father NEG live.3SG.SUBJ in the house but
‘Dad does not live in the house, but, on the other hand, the
doggy…’

b.

que hi viu.
that HI live.3SG.SUBJ
‘Does live (there).’

a.

(BB7 #1162)

No vas

a l’escola a les 8 però…
to the school at the 8 but
‘You don’t go to school at 8 but…’
NEG go.2SG.SUBJ

b.

*vaig
go.1SG.SUBJ
‘I go at 11.’

a les 11.
at the 11
(SD8 #1286)
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(26)

(27)

(28)

a.

No has
posat un estoig
a la motxilla però…
NEG have.2SG.SUBJ
put
a pencil case to the backpack but
‘You haven’t put a pencil case in the backpack but…’

b.

?he
ficat un llapis a la meva motxilla.
have.1SG.SUBJ put
a pencil to the my backpack
‘I have put a pencil in my backpack.’
(SD4 #1391)

a.

El pare no viu
a la caseta però el gosset sí…
the doggy yes
the father NEG live.3SG.SUBJ in the house but
‘Dad does not live in the house, but, on the other hand, the
doggy…’

b.

*que hi viu
a la caseta.29
that
HI live.3SG.SUBJ
in the house
‘Does live (there) in the house.’

a.

El nen no
ha
deixat un plat a la taula sinó que…
the kid NEG have.3SG.SUBJ left
a plate on the table but that
‘The child hasn’t left a plate on the table but…’

b.

*n’

ha
deixat un got.
have.3SG.SUBJ left
a glass
‘But he has left a cup (of them).’

EN

(29)

a.

(CD8 #1203)

No

vas
a l’escola
a les 8 però…
go.2SG.SUBJ to the school at the 8 but
‘You don’t go to school at 8 but…’

NEG

b.

(30)

a.

sí
a les 9.
yes
at the 9
‘I do at 9.’
No

has
deixat un plat a la taula sinó
have.2SG.SUBJ left
a plate on the table but
‘You haven’t left a plate on the table but…’

NEG

29

(SD7 #1282)

Reduplications were not attested in locative hi stimuli responses.

que…
that
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found no correlation; r = -0.16, n = 105, p = .11. This means that, while CDs at age 4
produce fewer target locative hi than older children, they do not produce more or fewer
ungrammaticalities than older CDs.
Individual results with regards to target productions of locative hi are shown in Table 5.7.
We see some instances of locative hi already at age 4, but it is not until age 5 that some
CDs start producing it consistently. At age 8, we find no participants who produce this
clitic categorically although the vast majority of participants produce it at least once.

Table 5.7 Individual results for the CD group – target productions of locative hi
0

1

2

3

4

CD4 (n=18)

13

5

0

0

0

CD5 (n=21)

10

7

2

0

1

CD6 (n=26)

12

5

6

1

1

CD7 (n=22)

5

7

3

6

0

CD8 (n=18)

4

9

3

1

0

CDs at age 8 produce argumental locative hi 25% (SD=21) of the time while they
produce ungrammaticalities (omissions) in 48.83% (SD=24.63) of their responses. These
results clearly show that CDs omit locative hi more than they produce it. Therefore, it
seems safe to assume that this clitic has not been acquired yet by the CD group although
the overall trend seems to indicate that they are on the right track.

5.3.1.2

Locative hi – BBs

The realization of locative hi by the BB group shows comparable results to those of the
CD group. At age 4, omissions are very high (46.1%). Target productions of locative hi
peak at age 7, making up for just 10.4% of BBs’ productions.
A Pearson’s r correlation between age and target productions of clitic hi in argumental
locative contexts in the BB group found a positive correlation between the two variables,
r = .25, n = 103, p = .010. In terms of the combined ungrammatical measure, a Pearson’s
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r test found a weak positive correlation between age and ungrammatical responses; r =
.22, n = 103, p = .028. Therefore, the older BBs become, the more target and
ungrammatical productions they produce with locative hi.
Individual results with regards to target productions of locative hi by the BB group are
shown in Table 5.8. The first instance of this clitic appears at age 5, and only from one
participant. As compared to the CD group, the BB group appears to be less spread out.
Even at age 8, when one participant is producing locative hi consistently, the percentage
of participants who produce 0 instances of locative hi is higher than those who produce
one or more instances.
Table 5.8 Individual results for the BB group – target productions of locative hi
0

1

2

3

4

BB4 (n=19)

18

0

0

0

0

BB 5 (n=18)

16

1

0

0

0

BB 6 (n=25)

23

0

0

1

0

BB 7 (n=24)

16

5

1

1

0

BB 8 (n=17)

13

2

0

0

1

At age 8, BBs produce target locative clitic hi 10.29% (SD=25.09) of the time.
Ungrammatical productions, at 57.28% (SD=32.51) are much more frequent. BBs, at the
oldest age tested, produce ungrammatical responses in locative hi contexts much more
often than they produce the target clitic. These findings show that BBs have not
completed their acquisition of locative hi.

5.3.1.3

Locative hi – SDs

The acquisition of locative hi by the SD group shares many commonalities with the BB
group. In this group, a widespread use of omissions at age 4 (46.4%) peaks at 76.6% at
age 8. Throughout all the ages, target productions of locative hi remain largely incidental
in this group, peaking at only 3.9% at age 7.
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A Pearson’s r correlation between age and target productions of clitic hi for argumental
locatives in the SD group found a weak positive correlation between the two variables, r
= .22, n = 88, p = .036. In terms of the combined ungrammatical measure, a Pearson’s r
test found a positive correlation between age and ungrammatical responses; r = .30, n =
88, p = .005. This, more specifically, indicates that while SDs produce more target
instances of hi as they become older, they progressively consolidate their omissions,
which are their main source of ungrammaticality.
Individual results with respect to target productions of locative hi by the SD group are
shown in Table 5.9. The first instance of locative hi appears at age 7 and it is produced by
3 participants. At age 8, only 1 SD participant is producing locative hi and is doing so
only 25% of the time.

Table 5.9 Individual results for the SD group – target productions of locative hi
0

1

2

3

4

SD 4 (n=14)

13

0

0

0

0

SD 5 (n=17)

16

0

0

0

0

SD 6 (n=22)

21

0

0

0

0

SD 7 (n=19)

15

3

0

0

0

SD 8 (n=16)

14

1

0

0

0

SDs, at age 8, produce target locative hi only 3.13% (SD=8.54) of the time.
Ungrammaticalities (omissions, mainly) make up for 76.56% (SD=26.57) of SDs’
responses. Therefore, we see that the SD group, just like the BBs, does not seem to have
acquired locative hi, and, with only one participant producing the clitic at age 8, they
seem to differ from the other two groups.

5.3.1.4

Locative hi – all groups

Locative hi seems to be a problematic clitic for all groups to acquire. In fact, by age 8, no
group seems to have acquired this clitic yet, as all groups omit this clitic in its argumental
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usage more often than they produce it. A one-way ANOVA was conducted to compare
the production of target hi in locative contexts at age 8 (the oldest age) across the three
groups. There was a significant effect of group on target production of hi at the p < .05
level [F(2, 48) = 5.49, p =.007]. A post-hoc test with the LSD correction was carried out
and revealed that CDs at age 8 produced significantly more target locative hi than BBs at
age 8 (p = .032) and SDs at the same age (p =.002). The LSD post-hoc, however, did not
reveal significant differences between the BBs and SDs at age 8 (p = .302), showing that
at age 8, BBs produce target locative hi to the same extent as SDs. In terms of
ungrammatical responses, the opposite parings occurred. While the effect of group on
ungrammatical responses of locative hi was significant [F(2, 48) = 5.22, p =.009], the
LSD post-hoc test revealed that no differences were found between the CD and BB
groups (p =.295). However, the CD group did differ significantly from the SD group (p
=.003) and the BB group also differed from the SD group at age 8 (p =.04). These are the
same results we observed for oblique en: with regards to target productions of locative hi,
BBs pattern with SDs, producing fewer instances of the clitic than the CD group whereas
for ungrammatical responses (omissions, mainly), BBs pattern with CDs, thus omitting
the clitic less often than the SD group.

5.3.2

Oblique hi

Oblique hi is the clitic that has to surface, in Catalan, to refer back to an argumental PP
introduced by a preposition other than de. As in the previous cases, there were 7 response
types that participants could produce: target oblique hi (31), *omission (32), ?overt
complement (33), *reduplication (34), *clitic replacement (35), short response (36), and
other response (37). The group results with respect to locative hi stimuli are shown in Fig.
5.5.
(31)

a.

Jo no jugo
a aquest joc, però la germaneta sí…
I NEG play.1SG.SUBJ at this game but
the sister
yes
‘I do not play at this game but, on the other hand, the sister…’

b.

que hi juga.
that HI play.3SG.SUBJ
‘Does play (at it).’

(SD7 #1355)
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(32)

(33)

(34)

(35)

(36)

a.

El gos no somia
amb un cotxe però el pare sí…
but
the father yes
the dog NEG dream.3SG.SUBJ with a car
‘The dog does not dream of a car but, on the other hand, the
father…’

b.

*que somia.
that dream.3SG.SUBJ
‘Does dream.’

(BB6 #1270)

a.

El gos no pensa
en menjar però la germaneta sí…
the sister
yes
the dog NEG think.3SG.SUBJ in food but
‘The dog does not think about food but, on the other hand, the
father…’

b.

?que pensa
en el menjar.
that think.3SG.SUBJ in the food
‘Does think about food.’

(BB4 #1341)

a.

El gos no somia
amb un cotxe però el pare sí…
the dog NEG dream.3SG.SUBJ with a car
but
the father yes
‘The dog does not dream of a car but, on the other hand, the
father…’

b.

*que hi somia
amb un cotxe.
HI dream.3SG.SUBJ
with a car
that
‘Does dream (of it) of a car.’

(BB6 #1439)

a.

Tu no creus
en dracs però la germaneta sí…
you NEG believe.2SG.SUBJ
in dragons but the sister
yes
‘You don’t believe in dragons but, on the other hand, the sister…’

b.

*en creu.
EN believe.3SG.SUBJ
‘Believes (of them).’

(CD5 #1488)

a.

Tu no creus
en dracs però la germaneta sí…
you NEG believe.2SG.SUBJ
in dragons but the sister
yes
‘You don’t believe in dragons but, on the other hand, the sister…’

b.

que sí.
that yes.
‘Does.’

(SD8 #1259)
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A Pearson’s r correlation between age and target productions of oblique clitic hi for in the
CD group found a positive correlation between the two variables, r = .53, n = 105, p <
.001. Therefore, there is a progressive trend in the acquisition of oblique hi. On the other
hand, a Pearson’s r test found no correlation between age and ungrammatical productions
in oblique hi contexts in the CD group; r = -.11, n = 105, p = .27.
Looking at individual results of target instances of oblique hi, shown in Table 5.10, we
see instances of this clitic already at age 4, although it is at age 8 that a few participants
start using this clitic consistently. At age 8, we find a comparable number of participants
producing between 0 instances to 4. While the case of oblique hi, and its spread in
individual results, will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 8, it is important to bear in
mind that at age 8, the vast majority of participants is producing at least 1 instance of this
clitic.
Table 5.10. Individual results for the CD group – target productions of oblique hi
0

1

2

3

4

CD4 (n=18)

13

5

0

0

0

CD5 (n=21)

13

5

3

0

0

CD6 (n=26)

13

9

4

0

0

CD7 (n=22)

7

7

5

3

0

CD8 (n=18)

3

3

4

5

3

In this group, at age 8, target productions of oblique hi make up for 52.8% (SD=34.18) of
participants’ responses, while ungrammatical productions make up for 23.61%
(SD=27.75). Therefore, this constitutes one of the not-so-clear-cut cases when it comes to
discussing acquisition. Considering that ungrammatical responses constitute almost half
of their target productions, I do not assume that oblique hi has been acquired yet at age 8,
although they seem to be relatively close to fully acquiring it. At least, it is clear that the
CD group uses this clitic productively.
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5.3.2.2

Oblique hi – BBs

Superficially, the acquisition of oblique hi by the BB group resembles, to a large extent,
their acquisition of oblique en. Omissions seem to remain more or less stable in this
group, always between 26.3% at age 4 and 40.2% at age 5. Exchanges also make up for a
sizeable proportion of their responses, between 10.3% (age 8) and 17.7% (age 7), and so
do overt PPs. There is an improvement of target productions of oblique hi, from the initial
2.6% at age 4 to the 19.1% at age 8.
A Pearson’s r correlation between age and target productions of oblique clitic hi in the
BB group found a weak positive correlation between the two variables, r = .25, n = 103,
p = .012. On the other hand, no correlation was observed between age and the production
of ungrammatical responses in the BB group; r = .02, n = 103, p = .84.
Individual results for the BB group with respect to target productions of this clitic are
shown in Table 5.11. Just like the CD group, instances of oblique hi are present from age
4 in the BB group but it is not until age 8 that a BB participant produces this clitic
categorically. Differently from the CD group, the spread with respect to the production of
this clitic favors 0 instances. That is, at every age in the BB group, the majority of the
participants produce no instances of oblique hi.
Table 5.11. Individual results for the BB group – target productions of oblique hi
0

1

2

3

4

BB 4 (n=19)

17

2

0

0

0

BB 5 (n=18)

14

3

1

0

0

BB 6 (n=25)

22

1

2

0

0

BB 7 (n=24)

18

3

2

1

0

BB 8 (n=17)

11

2

2

1

1

A look at the descriptive statistics further confirms these observations since, at age 8,
BBs’ target productions of oblique hi account for only 19.12% (SD=31.28) of their
responses while their ungrammatical productions account for 38.34% (SD=39.64).
Although the trends observed in Fig. 5.5 and a weak positive correlation in the production
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of target oblique hi are suggestive of an improvement, as a whole, the BB group cannot
be claimed to have acquired oblique hi by age 8.

5.3.2.3

Oblique hi – SDs

If the acquisition of oblique hi resembles that of oblique en in the CD and BB groups, the
SD group is no exception. Omissions seem to remain more or less stable in this group,
always between 32.1% at age 4 and 51.56% at age 8. Exchanges also make up for a
sizeable proportion of SDs’ responses, between 6.6% (age 7) and 19.1% (age 5), and so
do overt PPs. In terms of target productions of this clitic, they remain largely incidental
across all ages, as individual results below show.
A Pearson’s r correlation between age and target productions of oblique clitic hi in the
SD group found no correlation between the two variables, r = .18, n = 88, p = .097.
Similarly, no correlation was found between age and ungrammatical productions in this
group; r = .155, n = 88, p = .15. This means that SDs at age 4 do not produce, omit, or
replace more or less oblique clitics hi than older SDs.
Individual results by SD participants with regards to target productions of oblique hi are
shown in Table 5.12. In this group, the first single instance of oblique hi occurs at age 6.
At age 8, only one participant produces one instance of the clitic.

Table 5.12. Individual results for the SD group – target productions of oblique hi
0

1

2

3

4

SD 4 (n=14)

14

0

0

0

0

SD 5 (n=17)

17

0

0

0

0

SD 6 (n=22)

21

1

0

0

0

SD 7 (n=19)

15

2

2

0

0

SD 8 (n=16)

15

1

0

0

0

SDs’ target productions of oblique hi at age 8 make up for a mere 1.56% (SD=6.25)
while their ungrammatical productions in these contexts are a 67.19% (SD=28.46) of
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their responses. As a result, we can confidently claim that this group has not acquired
oblique hi.

5.3.2.4

Oblique hi – all groups

Overall, the development path of this oblique clitic resembles, to a great extent, that of
oblique en. The main difference (besides the results in the CD group) between the two is
that, for oblique hi, no specific predicate triggered a large proportion of no responses.
This shows that no predicate that elicited oblique hi posed the lexical problems that
presumir ‘to brag’ posed for the elicitation of oblique en.
A one-way ANOVA was conducted to compare the production of target hi in oblique
contexts at age 8 (the oldest age) across the three groups. Unsurprisingly, there was a
significant effect of group on target production of the clitic [F(2, 48) = 15.46, p <.001]. A
post-hoc test with the LSD correction was carried out and revealed that CDs at age 8
produced significantly more grammatical oblique hi than BBs at age 8 (p = .001) and SDs
at the same age (p < .001). The LSD post-hoc, however, did not reveal significant
differences between the BBs and SDs at age 8 (p = .07), showing that at age 8, BBs
produce target oblique hi to the same extent as SDs.
Regarding omissions (the most frequent type of ungrammatical responses), we again find
a different pattern. A one-way ANOVA found between-group differences [F(2, 48) =
9.67, p < .001]. The LSD post-hoc found that there was not a statistically significant
difference between the CD and the BB group at age 8 with regards to omission (p = .058),
but there were differences between the CD and the SD groups (p < .001) and between the
BB and the SD groups (p = .018). Therefore, as we have seen before repeatedly, with
regards to target productions of oblique hi, BBs pattern with SDs producing fewer
instances of the clitic than the CD group whereas for omissions, BBs pattern with CDs,
thus omitting the clitic less often than the SD group.
In terms of clitic replacements, a one-way ANOVA did not find any statistically
significant differences between the groups [F(2, 48) = .275, p = .76]. Therefore, the three
groups replace oblique hi with another clitic with a similar frequency. With regards to
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b.

(40)

(41)

(42)

5.3.3

*que n’ ha
that EN have.3SG.SUBJ
‘has played (at it).’

jugat.
played
(CD8 #1244)

a.

El gos no somia
amb un cotxe però el pare sí…
but
the father yes
the dog NEG dream.3SG.SUBJ with a car
‘The dog does not dream of a car but, on the other hand, the
father…’

b.

*que l’ha
somiat.
that L have.3SG.SUBJ dreamt
‘has dreamt it.’

(SD7 #1255)

a.

Tu no creus
en dracs però la germaneta sí…
in dragons but the sister
yes
you NEG believe.2SG.SUBJ
‘You don’t believe in dragons but, on the other hand, the sister…’

b.

*que els
creu.
that LS
believe.3SG.SUBJ
‘She believes them.’

(BB6 #1462)

a.

El gos no pensa
en menjar però la germaneta sí…
the sister
yes
the dog NEG think.3SG.SUBJ in food but
‘The dog does not think about food but, on the other hand, the
father…’

b.

*que lu
pensa.
that /lu/
think.3SG.SUBJ
‘Does think about it.’

(BB4 #1311)

The Two Clitics hi

Just as for the two en clitics, a Repeated-Measures ANOVA was conducted to compare
the frequency of target locative hi and oblique hi clitics and of ungrammatical
productions in locative hi and oblique hi contexts at the oldest age (8) within the three
groups. For the three groups, the effect of clitic was not significant (p > .05). The
interaction of clitic and grammaticality (i.e. whether the target clitic was produced or an
ungrammatical production took place) was found to be significant only in the CD group,
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F (1, 17) = 14.860, p = .001; and in the BB group, F (1, 16) = 5.014, p = .04; but not for
the SD group: F (1, 15) = .143, p = .71.
The pairwise comparisons of the RM ANOVA showed that the CD group at age 8
produces fewer instances of locative hi than oblique hi (p = .001) and produces more
ungrammaticalities in contexts of the former than in contexts of the latter (p = .011). The
BB group produces target instances of both clitics to a similar extent (p > .05) but
produces more ungrammaticalities in contexts of locative hi than in contexts of oblique hi
(p = .003). For the SD group, locative and oblique hi are produced to a similar extent (p >
.05) and ungrammatical productions are used in their contexts to a similar extent, as well
(p > .05).
The acquisition paths of these two clitics do not seem to be very different, or at least, not
as different as those of the two en clitics: in two of the three groups, the locative is
produced just as frequently as the oblique but, in terms of omissions, locative hi is
omitted more frequently in two of the three groups. Therefore, we cannot use
acquisitional data to either support or refute the hypothesis that these two might, in fact,
be two instances of the same clitic.

5.4 The Two Oblique Clitics
As the results for each group with regards to oblique hi were being presented
individually, I acknowledged the superficial similarities in terms of the acquisition of this
clitic and that of oblique en. In order to check if these superficial similarities were
supported by the quantitative data, an RM ANOVA was conducted. The frequency of
target oblique en clitics and oblique hi clitics and of ungrammatical productions in
oblique en and oblique hi contexts at the oldest age (8) within the three groups were
compared. None of the contrasts or interactions proved to be significant for any of the
groups. For the CD group, the clitic*grammaticality interaction was the closest to
significance, F (1, 17) = 3.986, p = .062. However, for the BB group, this interaction was
clearly non-significant (p = 1), and neither was it for the SD group (p = 0.85).
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Therefore, the two oblique clitics, despite being different in their surface form, seem to
share similar development paths as the three groups produce them and omit/exchange
them at similar rates.

5.5 The Partitive, Locative, and Oblique Clitics
One of the research questions of this study (Q1.b) was whether input affected the
developmental path of these clitics. At a group level, the answer with regards to these
four clitics is clearly yes. However, to answer this question at an individual level, we
need to use a linear regression.
Before analyzing the data using a linear regression, I tested the correlations between the
two main input predictor variables: input quantity and input quality. These two variables
were found to be strongly correlated at r = .89 (p < .001), which is unsurprising after
seeing the demographic information in Chapter 3. To avoid collinearity effects, input
quality and quantity could not be entered as individual predictor variables in a multiple
linear regression. Therefore, I calculated a common predictor variable “input quantity and
quality” by adding these two measures in each participant and dividing them by 2.
For the following results, I concentrate, again, in the oldest participants to eliminate the
age factor. The linear regression between target production of the four uses of the clitics
at age 8 and the common input measure proved to be highly significant (F(1,49) = 41.19,
p < .001), and yielded an R2 of .41. Therefore, the combined measure of input quantity
and quality accounted for 41% of the variance observed with regards to the production of
target clitics. Fig. 5.7. illustrates the relationship between the two variables. This
scatterplot illustrates the relationship between target productions of the four clitics and
the combined measure of input quantity and quality. As shown, there is a positive linear
relationship between the two variables; that is, the more input, the more target
productions. It is interesting to observe that the BB group appears the most scattered.
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Figure 5.7. Scatterplot showing the relationship between target productions of clitics en
and hi and input quantity and quality across groups at age 8
The linear regression between the combined measure of ungrammaticality in contexts for
the four uses of the clitics at age 8 and the common input measure proved to be equally
significant (F(1,49) = 51.92, p < .001), and yielded an R2 of .52. Therefore, the combined
measure of input quantity and quality accounted for 52% of the variance observed with
regards to the production of ungrammatical omissions, replacements, and reduplications.
Fig. 5.8. illustrates the relationship between the two variables. As Fig. 5.8. shows, there is
a negative linear relationship between the input quantity and quality and the percentage of
ungrammatical responses (the opposite relationship observed in Fig. 5.7). As we saw, the
unique input measure accounts for 52% of the variation observed, which means it is a
powerful predictor. However, we do observe that children with similar input measures
stand in different places with respect to the production of ungrammatical responses (and
with respect to target productions in Fig. 5.7). This points to the effect of individual
factors (SES, language learning aptitude, or any other (combination of) internal or
external factors mentioned in Chapter 2). The CD group is, by far, the least scattered
group with regards to both types of production. Therefore, it seems that, when the input
quantity/quality measure is below 80, different individual factors become more relevant.
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Figure 5.8. Scatterplot showing the relationship between the combined measure of
ungrammaticality and input quantity and quality across groups at age 8

5.6 Summary
Clitics en and hi, which we have seen so far, have no direct overt correspondence in
Spanish, as discussed in Chapter 3. Therefore, the learnability task for the bilinguals is
different from the one posed by clitics ho and l, which I discuss in the next chapter. In
this chapter, I investigated the results of the four uses of clitics en and hi in Catalan using
an OPT. Clear differences were observed (a) between clitics, (b) between clitic uses, (c)
between groups, and (d) within the same group, between different ages. This section
summarizes the main findings of this part of the study.
Figure 5.9. illustrates differences (a-c). This chart shows the results of CDs, BBs, and
SDs at age 8 with respect to the four clitic uses. To facilitate visual inspection, response
types have been collapsed into 3 categories: target clitic production, ungrammatical
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production (omission/replacement/reduplication), and non-target non-ungrammatical
production (short responses, overt DPs/PPs, other responses,30 and null responses).

Figure 5.9. Results for CD, BB, and SD groups at age 8 with respect to target,
ungrammatical, and non-target (non-ungrammatical) responses to the four clitics

5.6.1

Differences between Groups

Without exception, the CD, BB, and SD results show a continuum of dominance with
regard to every clitic in Catalan. That is, the CD group produces target clitics the most
frequently and produces ungrammaticalities the least frequently. On the other side of the
spectrum we find the SD group, producing target clitics the least frequently and
producing the most ungrammaticalities. The BB group falls between the two groups with
respect to both types of responses.
It is very important to note that while the CD group consistently produced the highest
amount of target clitics, they only performed at ceiling with respect to partitive en.
Chapter 8 contrasts the children’s results to the comparable adult results in Perpiñan
(2017) to better contextualize and account for their performance.

30

As a reminder, “other response” here means that the participant produced a full sentence with a predicate

that did not share the meaning and/or argument structure of the elicited predicate.
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With regards to partitive en, it is safe to assume that CDs are the only group who have
acquired this clitic within the ages tested and, in fact, they show acquisition of this clitic
by age 4. The three groups, at age 8, differ significantly from one another with respect to
both target productions and ungrammatical productions. Therefore, while neither the BB
nor the SD group have fully mastered the partitive clitic by age 8, the BB group seems to
be at a more advanced stage of acquisition compared to the SD group.
No group seems to have fully acquired oblique en by age 8. However, the CD group
seems to be at the most advanced stage of acquisition, differing from the other two
dominance groups, who perform within a similar range, with respect to target productions
of the clitic. With respect to omission, BBs pattern with CDs, thus omitting and replacing
the clitic less often than the SD group.
The same distribution of results applies to locative hi. No group seems to have fully
acquired this clitic by age 8 either, but again, the CD group seems to be at the most
advanced stage of acquisition, differing from the other two groups, who perform within a
similar range, with respect to target productions of the locative. In this case, again, BBs
patterned with CDs with respect to the production of ungrammatical responses, both
groups omitting the locative less often than the SD group.
With respect to oblique hi, I have claimed that no group has fully acquired the clitic
although the CD group seems to be very close to doing so. The results by the three groups
mirrored the ones for oblique en and locative hi: CDs produced significantly more target
oblique hi than BBs and SDs (who performed similarly) but they omitted the clitic to a
similar extent as the BBs did, both groups differing from the SD group in this respect.
The fact that the same patterns emerge repeatedly in the results regardless of the clitic
(and with the exception of the partitive) cannot be considered a coincidence. Rather, it
seems that the BB is the most conservative group: they produce fewer target clitics than
their CD counterparts but they refuse to let go of their non-target non-ungrammatical
responses (such as short responses, overt PPs/DPs, or other responses). Unsurprisingly,
and as shown in Fig. 5.9, the BB group consistently produces the most non-target nonungrammatical responses. As we will see in Chapter 6, these results do not apply to ho
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and l clitics, which do have an overt counterpart in Spanish. Therefore, it is legitimate to
propose that the BBs’ conservatism in this respect shows that they are aware of the
obligatoriness of the argument but, due to limited input, fail to produce the target clitic. In
order to avoid producing an ungrammaticality, BBs use non-target non-ungrammatical
responses as a placeholder.

5.6.1.1

Age of First Appearance

The age of first appearance of each clitic in the responses of children constitutes another
source of divergence between clitics and between groups. Table 5.13. shows the age
range at which each clitic makes its first appearance in each of the three dominance
groups.

Table 5.13. Age of first appearance of each clitic according to dominance group
CD

BB

SD

Partitive en

4

4

4

Oblique en

4

4

6

Locative hi

4

5

7

Oblique hi

4

4

6

The four uses of the clitics are already produced by at least one CD participant at age 4.
In the BB group, locative hi is the only clitic that appears after 4, and its first appearance
occurs one year later, at 5. In the SD group, only one of the four uses of the clitics is part
of the productions of children at 4: partitive en. Obliques en and hi take two years longer
and appear first at age 6. Mirroring the BB group, locative hi emerges the latest in the
SD, and does so at age 7.
These results should be taken with caution and considering their context. Table 5.13.
shows ages of first appearance of each clitic in each group. This age does not correspond
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to the onset of productive use of each clitic. That is, it is not the case that the SD group
uses locative hi productively after age 7, for example. Nevertheless, it is interesting to see
that the results with regards to the age of first appearance of each clitic reflect the patterns
seen elsewhere: clitics emerge the latest in the SD group, partitive en appears to be the
most robust clitic, and locative hi, the least.

5.6.2

Differences within Groups

The three dominance groups typically show the expected progression: target productions
increase with age while ungrammatical productions decrease. However, this is not true
for all cases. In this section, I turn my attention to the cases that do not follow this
expected pattern.
In the CD group, oblique en shows a significant increase of clitic replacements with age.
In addition, the frequency of ungrammatical productions of locative and oblique hi
remains stable with age in this group.
The BB group, over time, produces significantly more omissions with locative hi, and,
like CDs, BBs do not significantly increase or decrease their ungrammatical productions
in contexts of oblique hi with age.
The SD group deviates from the expected pattern the most often. This group shows no
decrease, over the years, in ungrammatical productions in partitive en and oblique hi
contexts, and shows no increase in target productions of oblique en and oblique hi. What
is more, over time, this group produces significantly more ungrammaticalities (most
notably omissions) in oblique en and locative hi contexts.
As I discuss in Chapter 8, I propose that the lack of progress with respect to target
productions of the clitics and the increasing frequency of ungrammaticalities is
attributable both to insufficient input and to the ambiguous nature of this input.
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5.6.3

Differences between Clitics

Partitive en has constantly been singled out throughout this chapter. It is the only clitic
that appears in the responses of the three dominance groups at age 4, it is the only clitic
that has been fully acquired by age 4 (by the CD group), and it is the clitic that is
produced the most frequently by the three dominance groups. As a result, it can be safely
claimed that partitive en is the most robust clitic of the four discussed in this chapter.
If partitive en is the most robust clitic, locative hi appears to be the opposite. Locative hi
is produced the least often and omitted the most frequently. In fact, at age 8, the three
dominance groups omit this clitic significantly more than they produce it. As I will argue
in Chapter 8, these results might reflect the special status of locative hi as the only clitic
for which, in its adjunct use, ellipsis is grammatical.
Another way in which clitics appear to be different from one another is in terms of
replacements. While partitive en is never replaced and locative hi is only replaced an
average 1.26% of the time, obliques en and hi are replaced an average of 11.5%. As
mentioned earlier, it seems to be the case that children progressively acquire the oblique
clitic position but fail to select the correct clitic. In this sense, the adult data from
Perpiñan (2017), which I discuss in Chapter 8, have a lot to contribute.
Finally, another way in which I drew a line between clitics was between the two ens: the
partitive and the oblique. The three groups produced significantly more target instances
of partitive en than of oblique en. In terms of ungrammaticalities, the BB was the only
group that produced a similar degree of ungrammaticalities in both contexts. Therefore, I
proposed that the present acquisitional data support the hypothesis that, despite sharing
the same surface form, these two clitics should be considered two different clitics.
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6 Results: ho and l in Catalan
This chapter presents the results relative to clitics ho and l in Catalan. Section 6.1.
reviews the learnability task for the Catalan-Spanish bilingual acquirer with respect to
these two clitics. Section 6.2. goes over the results of the three groups with respect to
both clitics. Finally, Section 6.3. provides a summary of the results.

6.1 Learnability Tasks
As discussed in Chapter 3, the learnability tasks that clitics ho and l present the acquirer
with are different from those posed by en and hi in two main respects. To begin with, the
difference between clitics ho and l is restricted to the neuterness of the object they refer
back to. Accusative ho is the clitic that refers back to [+neuter] direct object pronominals
això ‘this’ or allò ‘that’ or to a subordinate clause, while masculine l is restricted to
[+masculine] direct objects. In addition, Spanish does have an equivalent for these two
clitics: lo. However, Spanish does not make the difference that Catalan makes with
regards to the gender; [+neuter] pronominals esto ‘this’ or eso ‘that’ are referred back to
with lo, as well. As a result, the main task for bilingual children is to tease apart the
different functions of the two clitics and restrict ho for neuter arguments and l for
masculine arguments.

6.2 Results: ho and l
Due to the interconnectedness of these two clitics, I will present the results for both
simultaneously. The response options for these two clitics were the same we have seen
before, target neuter ho (1) or masculine l (2), *omission (3-4), ?overt complement (5-6),
*reduplication (7-8), *clitic replacement (9-10), short response (11-12), and other
response (13-14).
(1)

a.

Tu
no
compres
tot allò però el pare sí…
the father yes
you NEG buy.2SG.SUBJ all that but
‘You don’t buy all of that but, on the other hand, dad…’
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b.

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

ho ha
HO have.3SG.SUBJ
‘has bought (that).’

comprat.
bought
(BB4 #1383)

a.

Tu no has
devorat el pastís però la germaneta sí…
you NEG have.2SG.SUBJ devoured the cake but the sister
yes
‘You haven’t devoured the cake but the sister, on the other hand…’

b.

que l’ha
menjat.
that L have.3SG.SUBJ eaten
‘Has eaten it.’

(BB6 #1270)

a.

La germaneta no ha
dibuixat allò però tu sí…
NEG have.3SG.SUBJ
drawn
that but you yes
the sister
‘The sister hasn’t drawn that but, on the other hand, you…’

b.

*que he
dibuixat.
that have.1SG.SUBJ drawn
‘I have drawn.’

(BB5 #1213)

a.

El pare no té
el rellotge, però la germaneta sí…
the father NEG have.3SG.SUBJ the watch but the sister
yes
‘Dad doesn’t have the watch but, on the other hand, the sister…

a.

*que té.
that have.1SG.SUBJ
‘Has.’

(SD4 #1262)

a.

La germaneta no ha
dibuixat allò però tu sí…
the sister
NEG have.3SG.SUBJ
drawn
that but you yes
‘The sister hasn’t drawn that but, on the other hand, you…’

b.

?que he
pintat això d’aquí.
that
have.1SG.SUBJ drawn this of.here
‘I have drawn all of this.’

a.

(CD6 #78)

Tu no has
devorat el pastís però la germaneta sí…
you NEG have.2SG.SUBJ devoured the cake but the sister
yes
‘You haven’t devoured the cake but the sister, on the other hand…’
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b.

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

31

que ha
that have.3SG.SUBJ
‘Has had the cake.’

menjat el pastís.
eaten the cake
(SD4 #51)

a.

El gos no ha
menjat tot allò però la germaneta sí…
the dog NEG have.3SG.SUBJ eaten all that but the sister
yes
‘The dog hasn’t eaten all of that but, on the other hand, the
sister…’

b.

*que ho ha
menjat tot allò.31
that HO have.3SG.SUBJ eaten all that
‘Has eaten it all that.’

a.

Jo no he
trencat el gerro però el gosset sí…
I NEG have.1SG.SUBJ broken the vase but the doggy yes
‘I haven’t broken the vase but, on the other hand, the doggy…’

b.

*que l’ha
trencat el gerro.
that L have.3SG.SUBJ broken the vase
‘Has broken it the vase.’

(BB5 #1322)

a.

El pare no ha
fet tot això, però el gosset sí…
the father NEG have.3SG.SUBJ done all this but the doggy yes
‘The father hasn’t done all of this but the doggy, on the other
hand,…’

b.

*que l’ ha
fet.
that L have.3SG.SUBJ done
‘Has done it.’

(CD4 #1496)

a.

El pare no té
el rellotge, però la germaneta sí…
the father NEG have.3SG.SUBJ the watch but the sister
yes
‘Dad doesn’t have the watch but, the sister, on the other hand…’

b.

*ho té
HO have.3SG.SUBJ
‘His sister has it.’

Unattested in participants’ responses.

la seva germana.
the his sister
(CD7 #45)
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(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

a.

La germaneta no ha
dibuixat allò però tu sí…
NEG have.3SG.SUBJ
drawn
that but you yes
the sister
‘The sister hasn’t drawn that but, on the other hand, you…’

b.

*jo.
I
‘Me.’

(BB4 #1484)

a.

Tu no has
mossegat el sofà
però el gosset sí…
you NEG have.2SG.SUBJ bitten
the sofa but the doggy yes
‘You haven’t bitten the sofa but, on the other hand, the doggy…’

b.

que sí.
that yes
‘Did.’

(SD5 #2)

a.

Tu no compres
tot allò però el pare sí…
the father yes
you NEG buy.2SG.SUBJ all that but
‘You don’t buy all of that but, on the other hand, dad…’

b.

que és
that be.2SG.SUBJ
‘It is Javi.’

el Javi.
the Javi
(BB5 #16)

a.

Tu no has
devorat el pastís però la germaneta sí…
you NEG have.2SG.SUBJ devoured the cake but the sister
yes
‘You haven’t devoured the cake but the sister, on the other hand…’

b.

ho ha
HO have.3SG.SUBJ
‘She has done it.’.

fet.
done
(SD8 #1166)

The productions of all groups with respect to ho stimuli are shown in Fig. 6.1 and those
for masculine l are shown in Fig. 6.2.
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6.2.1 Neuter ho and Masculine l – CDs
Group percentages for target clitic responses, omissions and replacements appear detailed
in Table 6.1. The most salient observation is that accuracy when it comes to these two
clitics is very high from the first age range. While target ho, at age 4, is produced more
often (M=75, SD=33.33) than target l (M=64.47, SD=39.37), this difference is not
statistically significant according to a paired-samples t-test (t(18)=1.14, p = .269). The
other salient result is the high percentage of clitic exchanges (between 8% at age 4 and
18% at age 6 for ho, and 2.78% at age 8 and 12.5% at age 7 for masculine l), even at the
oldest stages. A detailed discussion of these replacements is provided in Section 6.2.4.
The last point that is worthy of mention is the presence of omission. With the exception
of one instance at age 8, which can safely be assumed to be a performance error,
omissions of clitics ho and l disappear by age 6, which matches previous findings
(Varlokosta et al., 2016).

Table 6.1. CDs’ percentages of response types for ho and l stimuli (only target responses,
omissions, and replacements shown)
ho
Target

l

*Omission

*Replace

Target

*Omission

*Replace

CD4

75

6.94

8.33

64.47

5.56

4.17

CD5

73.81

0

16.67

79.76

2.38

7.14

CD6

74.04

0

18.27

78.85

0

8.65

CD7

84.09

0

13.64

81.82

0

12.5

CD8

84.72

1.39

13.88

95.83

0

2.78

Individual results by the CD group with respect to target neuter ho appear in Table 6.2.
As observable, results are much less spread out than in the clitics discussed in Chapter 5
(again, partitive en, which is also a direct object clitic, being an exception). A Pearson’s r
correlation between age and the production of target ho found no correlation between the
two variables, r = .135, n = 105, p = .17. Similarly, there was no correlation found
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between age and clitic replacements for ho, r = .43, n = 105, p = .66, or between age and
omissions, r = -.173, n = 105, p = .08.

Table 6.2. Individual results for the CD group – target productions of neuter ho
0

1

2

3

4

CD4 (n=18)

2

1

0

6

9

CD5 (n=21)

0

4

4

2

11

CD6 (n=26)

0

5

3

6

12

CD7 (n=22)

0

1

2

7

12

CD8 (n=18)

0

0

4

3

11

Turning to masculine l, results are different. Individual results, which again show little
spread, are illustrated in Table 6.3. A Pearson’s r correlation between age and the
production of target l found a positive correlation between the two variables, r = .319, n =
105, p = .001. No correlation emerged between age and clitic exchanges in l contexts, r =
.035, n = 105, p = .72. There was a weak correlation found between age and omission, r =
-.237, n = 105, p = .015, meaning that CDs seem to omit masculine l at age 4 more than
in later years.

Table 6.3. Individual results for the CD group – target productions of masculine l
0

1

2

3

4

CD4 (n=18)

3

3

1

4

7

CD5 (n=21)

1

1

2

6

11

CD6 (n=26)

1

1

3

9

12

CD7 (n=22)

0

1

2

9

10

CD8 (n=18)

0

0

1

1

16

At age 8, CDs produce 84.72% (SD=21.24) of target clitic ho and replace it 13.88%
(SD=19.59) of the time. For masculine l, target instances of the clitic are produced
95.83% (SD=12.86) of the time, much more frequently than replacements, which account
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for only 2.78% (SD=11.78). Therefore, the acquisitional picture that emerges from these
developmental data is that, by age 4, CDs have already fully acquired ho for [+neuter]
accusative contexts and l for masculine accusative contexts (seeing as their
ungrammatical responses account for less than 10% of their productions with respect to
this clitic). Nevertheless, a degree of clitic replacement exists throughout all age stages
observed.

6.2.2

Neuter ho and Masculine l – BBs

When we look at the data for BB in Fig. 6.1. and 6.2., and at the detailed percentages in
Table 6.4, a different picture emerges with respect to the one we just described for the
CD group. To begin with, BBs’ productions of neuter ho at age 4 are still rather low,
accounting for only 38% of their responses. However, their target productions of
masculine l are higher at the same age, making up for almost 54% of their responses. At
the same age, target ho is replaced 42.1% of the time, while masculine l is replaced only
6.6% of the time. Both clitics seem to be omitted at comparable rates, however. By age 8,
both clitics seem to be produced at a similar rate (77.9% of the time for ho and 79.4% for
l). In terms of replacements, ho continues to be replaced more often (16.2%) than its
[+masculine] counterpart (8.82%).

Table 6.4. BBs’ percentages of response types for ho and l stimuli (only target responses,
omissions, and replacements shown)
ho
Target

l

*Omission

*Replace

Target

*Omission

*Replace

BB4

38.16

2.63

42.11

53.95

3.95

6.58

BB5

34.72

6.94

37.5

50

2.78

15.28

BB6

73

1

16

61

1

24

BB7

69.79

1.04

25

73.96

0

19.79

BB8

77.94

4.41

16.18

79.41

2.94

8.82
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One very interesting age group to look at is age 6. Between ages 5 and 6, clitic ho gains
38.28% of productions (more than double) and ho replacements decrease 21.5%. If we
look at the acquisition of masculine l for the same age, we see that l is also increasing its
productions (11% with respect to age 5). What we also see is that replacements increase
substantially, peaking at 24% of the productions for masculine l contexts. It seems to be
the case that the acquisition of these two clitics is not independent for the BB group as
gains in one of the clitics seem to increase replacements in the other clitic.
Individual results by the BB group with respect to neuter ho appear in Table 6.5. These
appear a lot more scattered than the CD ones. There is also an observable positive trend
in the last column: every year, more BBs are producing the 4 instances of ho. As
expected, a Pearson’s r test between age and the production of target ho in the BB group
found a positive correlation between the two variables, r = .406, n = 103, p < .001. In
addition, there was a negative correlation between age and clitic replacements in ho
contexts, r = -.254, n = 103, p = .009, showing that, progressively, BBs replace fewer
target clitics ho. Finally, a Pearson’s r test between age and omissions in contexts of ho
found no correlation, r = -.038, n = 103, p = .70.

Table 6.5. Individual results for the BB group – target productions of neuter ho
0

1

2

3

4

BB 4 (n=19)

5

5

5

2

2

BB 5 (n=18)

8

3

2

2

3

BB 6 (n=25)

1

2

4

9

9

BB 7 (n=24)

2

4

1

7

10

BB 8 (n=17)

3

0

0

3

11

Individual results by the BB group with respect to masculine l appear in Table 6.6. These
figures do not seem to differ much from the ones for neuter ho. We also see participants
more scattered than in the CD group and we find the positive trend in the number of
participants producing all instances of l. A Pearson’s r test between age and the
production of target l in the BB group found a positive correlation between the two
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variables, r = .313, n = 103, p = .001. Finally, no correlation was observed in the BB
group between age and replacements in contexts of l, r = .069, n = 103, p = .49, or
between age and omissions in these contexts, r = -.090, n = 103, p = .36.

Table 6.6. Individual results for the BB group – target productions of masculine l
0

1

2

3

4

BB 4 (n=19)

3

4

3

5

4

BB 5 (n=18)

2

5

5

3

3

BB 6 (n=25)

2

3

9

4

7

BB 7 (n=24)

0

4

3

7

10

BB 8 (n=17)

0

2

3

2

10

At age 8, BBs produce 77.94% (SD=38.41) of target clitic ho and replace it 16.18%
(SD=27.87) of the time. For masculine l, target instances of the clitic are produced
79.41% (SD=28.27) of the time and replacements account for 8.82% (SD=15.15) of BBs’
responses.
Summarizing BBs’ results is more complicated than summarizing those of CDs’. While,
at age 4, masculine clitic l seems to have been acquired, it is followed by a period of
optionality at ages 5 and 6 triggered, as I argued, by the acquisition of neuter ho. It is at
age when productions of l are the least target-like. However, even at this age, l is
produced 50% (SD=32.1) of the time and is replaced only 15.28% (SD=22.91) of the
time. Therefore, l seems to have been acquired by the BB group at age 4 (at which age
this group is producing even more instances of target l and fewer replacements) while ho
is clearly acquired by age 6. As we observed in the CD group, a degree of clitic
replacement exists in this group as well.

6.2.3

Neuter ho and Masculine l – SDs

A third developmental path is illustrated by the SD group, which is detailed in Table 6.7.
At age 4, their production of target ho is very low, at 10.7%. Their production of clitic l is
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higher, at 32.1%. However, when we look at replacements, a bigger divide appears: ho is
replaced 53.6% of the time while l is only replaced 14% of the time. Figures at age 4 are
not very surprising. Clitic ho, being the clitic that is not directly transferrable from
Spanish, is replaced more often than it is produced. Therefore, by looking at age 4, it
seems as though SD children are on their way to fully acquiring l faster.

Table 6.7. SDs’ percentages of response types for ho and l stimuli (only target responses,
omissions, and replacements shown)
ho
Target

l

*Omission

*Replace

Target

*Omission

*Replace

SD4

10.71

12.5

53.57

32.14

8.93

14.29

SD5

35.03

4.17

43.03

44.39

2.81

22.11

SD6

54.55

2.27

36.36

50

4.55

34.09

SD7

35.53

0

56.58

71.05

2.63

21.05

SD8

51.56

1.56

45.31

56.25

1.56

37.5

Individual results by the SD group with regards to neuter ho appear in Table 6.8.
Superficially, this group is not very scattered, but rather polar. Most participants are
either in the 0 or 4 columns. A Pearson’s r test between age and the production of target
ho in the SD group found a weak positive correlation between the two variables, r = .222,
n = 88, p = .038. A Pearson’s r test between age and the replacements of ho in the SD
group found no correlation between the two variables, r = -.006, n = 88, p = .95.
However, a negative correlation was found between age and omission in contexts of ho, r
= -.279, n = 88, p = .009, which is expected when omissions at age 4 (12.5%) and later
years are considered.
Individual results with regards to masculine l appear in Table 6.9. Contrary to the
individual results for ho, SDs are much more scattered in their productions of this clitic.
That is, most participants produce between 1 and 3 instances of l. In terms of production
of target l in masculine accusative contexts, a Pearson’s r test found a positive correlation
with age, r = .299, n = 88, p = .005. A Pearson’s r test found no correlation between age
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and clitic replacements in the contexts of masculine l in the SD group, r = .172, n = 88, p
= .11, or between age and omissions, r = -.175, n = 88, p = .103.

Table 6.8. Individual results for the SD group – target productions of neuter ho
0
1
2
3
4
SD 4 (n=14)

11

2

0

0

1

SD 5 (n=17)

9

0

2

1

5

SD 6 (n=22)

7

1

3

3

8

SD 7 (n=19)

9

3

1

2

4

SD 8 (n=16)

5

1

3

2

5

Table 6.9. Individual results for the SD group – target productions of masculine l
0
1
2
3
4
SD 4 (n=14)

4

4

2

4

0

SD 5 (n=17)

3

3

5

4

2

SD 6 (n=22)

1

7

6

7

1

SD 7 (n=19)

1

2

2

8

6

SD 8 (n=16)

2

3

3

5

3

The trends in changes observed between age 5 and 6 in the BB group are also found in
this group: ho productions increase while ho replacements decrease. With regards to l, we
observe a timid increase in target clitic productions, but we again see an increase in clitic
replacements.
At age 8, SDs produce 51.56% (SD=42.29) of target clitic ho but still replace it 45.31%
(SD=43.99) of the time. For masculine l, target instances of the clitic are produced
56.25% (SD=33.54) of the time and replacements account for 37.5% (SD=37.64) of their
responses. Therefore, at age 8, SDs’ productions of these two clitics seems to be full of
optionality. As a result, while SD children do not seem to have a problem acquiring
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accusative clitics in general, they do not seem to have acquired the distinction between ho
and l yet at age 8.

6.2.4

Neuter ho and Masculine l – All groups

As we saw in Fig. 6.1. and 6.2., clitic replacements make up for a very large part of
participant responses. Replacements should be considered in detail because they might
have different underlying causes. Firstly, it could be the case that the participant, when
given the sentence La germaneta no ha dibuixat allò però tu sí… ‘The sister hasn’t drawn
that, but you…’, changes the referent when providing a response. The drawing
corresponding to this particular question, shown in Fig. 6.3., showed the child painting on
a wall. In this case, the participant could respond what we see in (15) where the clitic
corresponds to a feminine accusative singular. It could be the case, then, that the
participant switched the referent to the wall (a feminine noun in both Catalan and
Spanish).

Figure 6.3. La germaneta no ha dibuixat allò però tu sí… ‘The sister hasn’t drawn that,
but you…’ stimulus picture

(15)

L’ he
LA have.1SG.SUBJ
‘I have drawn it.’

dibuixada.
drawn.FEM.SG
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Again, we see that not just any clitic can take the position of ho. We only find clitics l,
(partitive) en, and /lu/; all clitics that can refer back to a direct object in Catalan. As
previously mentioned, l here might account for masculine l and feminine la instances.
Since 100% of the participant responses that included a clitic replacement were in the
present perfect tense, it was impossible to determine whether that clitic was the masculine
or the feminine one. The partitive en occurred with one predicate only: menjar ‘eat’ (16).
In this case, the participant is implying that la germaneta ‘the sister’ has not eaten the
whole of that (i.e. whatever it was), just a part of it and is therefore using the partitive.
The restriction in the predicates suggests that ho-for-en clitic exchanges constituted
examples of reference change.
(16)

a.

El gos no ha
menjat tot allò però la germaneta sí…
the dog NEG have.3SG.SUBJ eaten all that but the sister yes
‘The dog hasn’t eaten all of that but, on the other hand, the
sister…’

b.

*que n’ ha
menjat.
that EN have.3SG.SUBJ eaten
‘Has eaten (of it).’

(CD5 #1488)

Now, clitic /lu/ has been used by BB and SD to replace not just ho and l (see below) but
also en and hi, as we saw previously. /lu/ is, indeed, the phonological realization of lo in
Catalan. Lo is, as we saw in Chapter 3, a possible form of masculine clitic l in Catalan but
only when it appears in an enclitic position, as in (17). However, BB and SD participants
used this allomorph only preverbally, as in (18).
(17)

Va
pintar-lo.
go.3SG.SUBJ painted L
‘He/she painted it.’

(18)

a.

La germaneta no ha
dibuixat allò però tu sí…
the sister
NEG have.3SG.SUBJ
drawn
that but you yes
‘The sister hasn’t drawn that but, on the other hand, you…’

b.

*que lu he
that L have.1SG.SUBJ
‘I have drawn it.’

dibuixat.
drawn
(BB5 #1327)
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None of the instances coded in this chart as /lu/ were enclitics (if they had been, they
would have been coded as l). Therefore, we find a proclitic /lu/, which does not occur in
standard Catalan. Two assumptions can be made. The first one is that these participants
are using the enclitic form of masculine l in a proclitic position. This seems unlikely,
since this phenomenon is not observed in clitic en, where we could expect a similar
behavior. A second, more plausible option, is that participants are transferring the
Spanish l clitic lo and are using (Central) Catalan phonology (i.e. vowel reduction in the
unstressed clitic, turning the /o/ in lo into /u/). Support for this second alternative comes
from the fact that absolutely no instances of /lu/ were found in the CD group. More
support is provided by the fact that no participant who produced an instance of /lu/
produced ho in accusative contexts. However, all of the participants who produced /lu/
also produced instances of masculine l. Therefore, it could be the case that, for these
participants, /lu/ is (possibly temporarily) taking the place of ho. Since the participants
who produce /lu/ never produce ho but do produce l, it is logical to assume that they have
created a new clitic configuration that they need to fill. Instead of using Catalan ho, it
seems as though they are recycling the lexical material of lo from Spanish.32 The fact that
/lu/ is an existing form in Catalan (although for an enclitic) and that it contains the sound
of ho (pronounced /u/) could potentially also reinforce its use.
In terms of replacements of masculine l, we see again in Fig. 6.5, that not just any clitic
can replace l. What is more, the clitics that could be potentially surprising (en and la) are
not strange when we look at the individual stimuli where they surfaced. All instances of
feminine accusative singular la happened with the same stimulus, (19), where participants
had to say that it was the sister (not the father) who had the [+masculine] watch. Since all
instances of la happened with this stimulus, it is plausible to assume that the feminine
gender from la germana ‘the sister’ transferred from the subject to the accusative during

32

The term of clitic recycling is used in this dissertation in the way Longa et al. (1998, p. 149) presented it:

“clitic recycling operations [are] a kind of last resort strategy extending the use of an element of the clitic
system”.
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of partitive en and feminine accusative la do not seem to index problems in the
acquisition of the neuter feature with regards to the accusative clitics.

(20)

(21)

(22)

a.

Tu no has
devorat el pastís però la germaneta sí…
you NEG have.2SG.SUBJ devoured the cake but the sister
yes
‘You haven’t devoured the cake but the sister, on the other hand…’

b.

*que n’ ha
that EN have.3SG.SUBJ
‘Has had some (of it).’

menjat.
eaten
(CD6 #1452)

a.

El pare no té
el rellotge, però la germaneta sí…
yes
the father NEG have.3SG.SUBJ the watch but the sister
‘Dad doesn’t have the watch but, the sister, on the other hand…’

b.

*en té.
EN have.3SG.SUBJ
‘Has (of it).’

a.

b.

(CD7 #1287)

Tens
rellotge? 33
have.3SG.SUBJ watch
‘Do you have the time? (lit. Do you have watch?)’
No en tinc.
NEG EN have.1SG.SUBJ

‘I don’t have any (of it).’
(23)

33

a.

Tens
llapis?
have.3SG.SUBJ pencil
‘Do you have a pencil? (lit. Do you have pencil?’)

b.

Sí, en tinc.
yes EN have.1SG.SUBJ
‘I do have one. (lit. I do have some (of it).)’

The question in (22a) Tens rellotge? (lit. ‘do you have watch?’) is often used as a synonymous question

for ‘do you know the time?’
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(24)

a.

Tens
casa?
have.3SG.SUBJ house
‘Do you have a house? (lit. Do you have house?’)

b.

Sí, en tinc.
yes EN have.1SG.SUBJ
‘I do have one. (lit. I do have some (of it).)’

We also see that ho and /lu/ account for a sizeable proportion of the replacement clitics.
The previous observations regarding /lu/ apply here, as well. No participant who
produced /lu/ produced ho. They, however, used l. Therefore, it seems to be the case that
/lu/ is a truly neuter clitic which recycles the Spanish phonetic form. These are the
replacements that could either show a change of reference or an actual problem with the
acquisition of the distinction based on the [+neuter] feature. Using the quantitative data, I
am inclined to assume that these exchanges indicate problems in the acquisition by the
SD group only, which is the only group that shows random selection of the two clitics.
Earlier I demonstrated that /lu/ is an alternating form with ho. It is therefore possible that
BBs’ and SDs’ results (the only groups who used this form) change if we account for this
assumption in our quantitative analysis. That is, if we count instances of /lu/ as target
productions of ho, it might be the case that our findings with regards to the acquisition of
the neuter clitic are different. To make sure, I corrected the data input to count cases of
/lu/ as allomorphs of target neuter clitic ho. The corrected data appears in Table 6.10.,
with updated results italicized. To be clear, Table 6.10. contains the results for ho,
updated with respect to Tables 6.1, 6.4, and 6.7 above. As expected, no changes occurred
in the CD group.
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Table 6.10. Target productions, omissions, and replacements of neuter accusative ho by
all groups with instances of /lu/ counted as target
ho
Target

*Omission

*Replace

CD4

75

6.94

8.33

CD5

73.81

0

16.67

CD6

74.04

0

18.27

CD7

84.09

0

13.64

CD8

84.72

1.39

13.88

BB4

39.47

2.63

40.79

BB5

43.06

6.94

30.56

BB6

73

1

16

BB7

72.92

1.04

21.87

BB8

77.94

4.41

16.18

SD4

26.79

12.5

37.5

SD5

44.11

4.17

39.71

SD6

56.82

2.27

34.09

SD7

39.47

0

52.63

SD8

54.69

1.56

40.62

Despite improvements in the figures for BBs and SDs, the corrected results corroborate
the previous conclusions that BBs acquire neuter ho no earlier than age 6 and that SDs
have not yet acquired this clitic by age 8.
A one-way ANOVA was conducted to compare the production of target ho (and
allomorph /lu/) at age 8 (the oldest age) across the three groups. A significant effect of
group on target production of ho was found [F(2, 48) = 4.21, p = .021]. A post-hoc test
with the LSD correction was carried out and revealed that CDs at age 8 produced
significantly more target ho than SDs at age 8 (p = .008). The BB group at age 8 was also
found to perform differently from the SD group (p = .034). However, no differences were
found between the CD and BB group (p = .567). The results of the one-way ANOVA
with respect to clitic exchanges in ho contexts at age 8 were exactly the same. An effect
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of group was found in the production of exchanges, [F(2, 48) = 5.07, p = .01]. The LSD
post-hoc test found that the CD group differed significantly from the SD group (p =
.006), and the BB group differed from the SD group, as well (p = .011), but no
differences were found between the CD and BB groups (p = .83).
Results for masculine l, are no different. A one-way ANOVA comparing the production
of target l at age 8 (the oldest age) across the three groups found a significant effect of
group [F(2, 48) = 9.84, p < .001]. A post-hoc test with the LSD correction was carried out
and revealed that CDs at age 8 were producing significantly more target l than SDs at age
8 (p < .001). The BB group at age 8 was also found to perform differently from the SD
group (p = .014). However, no differences were found between the CD and BB groups (p
= .068). The results of the one-way ANOVA with respect to clitic exchanges in l contexts
at age 8 were similar. An effect of group was found in the production of exchanges, [F(2,
48) = 10.038, p < .001]. The LSD post-hoc test found that the CD group differed
significantly from the SD group (p < .001), and the BB group differed from the SD
group, as well (p = .001), but no differences were found between the CD and BB group (p
= .46).

6.3 Summary
With regards to clitics ho and l, we find the same continuum of dominance we found for
clitics en and hi in terms of order of acquisition. The CD group is the only group to have
acquired both clitics by age 4. The BB group follows closely, having acquired l by age 4,
but acquiring ho at age 6. At age 8, the CD and BB group are virtually indistinguishable
with respect to these two clitics. Finally, the SD group, showing what looks like random
optionality lags behind the other two groups. At the age of 8, we still cannot talk about
acquisition of any of the two clitics by SD participants.
Of particular interest in this study were clitic exchanges. Three types of exchanges were
identified: (a) performance errors (which are of no interest to the present study), (b)
reference changes, and (c) morphosyntactic changes. Reference changes, I argued,
happen in the discourse. In these replacements, the speaker switches the reference of the
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accusative clitic. In ho-for-l exchanges, this change in reference is made specific and is
assigned (masculine or feminine) gender; in l-for-ho exchanges, the reference loses
specificity. As I mentioned earlier, these exchanges were likely reinforced by task effects.
In any case, reference changes are expected in adults and they are expected in all types of
dominance.34 I identified the clitic exchanges that happened in the CD and BB group as
this type of change. As such, after acquisition (age 4 for both clitics in the CD group and
age 4 for l and 6 for ho in the BB group), clitic exchanges in these groups are relatively
stable and statically similar between the two groups. However, both of these groups are,
both in their target productions and clitic exchanges, different from the SD group.
The third type of clitic exchange, caused by morphosyntactic changes, are the type of
clitic exchange of interest. These are the changes that index problems in the acquisition of
the distribution of ho and l. This is, I argued, what distinguishes the results of the SD
group from those of CDs and BBs. I am not trying to imply that all clitic exchanges
observed in the SD group are the result of problems in acquisition. Indeed, we saw that
some participants in this group had fully acquired the distribution of these clitics.
Therefore, it is expected that part of the 30.5% of l exchanges in the SD group at age 8
and part of their 40.62% ho exchanges are triggered by reference changes in the
discourse. However, the significant difference that exists between this group and the
other two groups shows that the SD group has not acquired the distinction between these
two clitics. Chapter 8 discusses the implications of these results.

34

A pilot study I conducted with adults indeed suggests these reference changes happen in adults of all

types of dominance.
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7 Spanish Results
In this chapter, we turn our attention to the results of the Spanish OPT. The chapter is
organized the same way as Chapter 5 and 6. Although they could arguably be collapsed
into two sections (after all, the target is either ellipsis for the arguments that elicit en and
hi in Catalan, or clitic lo for Catalan ho and l), I follow the same layout for two reasons.
First of all, for clarity, so that results can be directly compared across sections. The
second (and perhaps most compelling) reason is that although the target is ellipsis for
partitive, locative, and oblique arguments, results are not the same across the board.
Therefore, Section 7.1. discusses the results for the two arguments that would elicit en in
Catalan, the partitive and the oblique dePP (i.e. PP headed by preposition de) arguments.
Section 7.2. presents the results for the two arguments that would elicit hi in Catalan, the
locative and the oblique PP arguments. Section 7.3. presents the results with regard to
accusative lo. To contextualize results better, they are presented separately for [+neuter]
lo and +masculine] lo. Finally, Section 7.4. provides a summary of all the results.

7.1 En Contexts
We first turn our attention to the bilinguals’ representation of those arguments that the
grammar of Catalan pronominalizes with en. As a reminder, the relevant questions, both
for en and hi contexts, are (RQ5) when ellipsis of the pertinent arguments is acquired,
(RQ6) whether certain arguments are elided more frequently than others, and (RQ7)
whether ellipsis of these arguments in Spanish is acquired earlier than their
pronominalization in Catalan.

7.1.1

Partitive Arguments

Partitive en is the clitic that has to surface, in Catalan, to refer back to a non-definite
accusative object that was quantified in the discourse. In Spanish, however, while the
specifier may still surface, there is no partitive clitic that can replace Catalan en. In
Spanish, there are 5 response types that participants could produce: ellipsis (1), *clitic
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(2), ?overt complement (3), short response (5), and other response (5). Ellipsis is arguably
the most felicitous response type, as we argued in Chapter 3.
(1) a. Tú no tienes
cinco
monedas
you NEG have.2SG.SUBJ five
coins
‘You don’t have five coins because…’

porque…
because

b. solo tengo
dos.
only have.1SG.SUBJ two
‘Because I only have two (of them).’

(BB4 #1310)

(2) a. Tú no quieres
cuatro
galletas
cookies
you NEG want.2SG.SUBJ four
‘You don’t want four cookies because…’

porque…
because

b. *en quiero
dos.
EN want.1SG.SUBJ
two
‘Because I only want two.’

(CD4 #36)

(3) a. Tú no has
comido tres caramelos
you NEG have.2SG.SUBJ eaten three sweets
‘You haven’t had three sweets because…’
b. ?porque he
comido
because have.1SG.SUBJ eaten
‘Because I have had two sweets.’

porque …
because

dos caramelos.
two sweets
(SD8 #1019)

(4) a. Tú no has
comprado cuatro juguetes
you NEG have.2SG.SUBJ
bought four toys
‘You haven’t bought four toys because…’
b. *solo tres.
only three
‘Only three.’
(5) a. Tú no quieres
cuatro galletas
you NEG want.2SG.SUBJ four cookies
‘You don’t want four cookies because…’
b. tengo
chocolate.
have.1SG.SUBJ chocolate
‘I have chocolate.’

porque…
because

(CD6 #50)
porque…
because

(SD4 #1306)
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they only account for 12.5%. At age 8, CDs’ ellipses are at their highest, accounting for
77.8% of their productions.
Individual results for the CD group are shown in Table 7.1. In this case, vertical columns
are number of instances of ellipsis (between 0 and 4), which were the expected response.
At age 4, only one CD participant produced 100% of target ellipsis. There is a steady
increase, with age, of participants who produce target ellipsis but, at age 8, there are still
2 participants who categorically avoid eliding the partitive object. One of these two
participants uses a partitive clitic in Spanish on 3 occasions but the other participant,
interestingly, only uses non-target non-ungrammatical options (short responses and overt
DPs).
Table 7.1. Individual results for the CD group – target ellipsis of partitive arguments in
Spanish
0 ellipses

1 ellipsis

2 ellipses

3 ellipses

4 ellipses

CD4 (n=15)35

6

3

3

2

1

CD5 (n=21)

9

2

3

1

6

CD6 (n=26)

4

7

3

4

8

CD7 (n=22)

3

1

5

6

7

CD8 (n=18)

2

1

0

5

10

When we look into clitic substitutions, 100% of the clitics that were used were en, which,
again, does not exist in Spanish. The surface form of this Catalan en in Spanish was not
always the same. As it was explained in Chapter 3, Catalan clitics change surface form
depending on their phonological environment. Clitic en, in Catalan, may surface as en
before consonant, as n before (proclitic) or after (enclitic) vowel or <h>, or as ne after
consonant. Whenever the clitic includes a vocalic sound, it corresponds to /ə/ in Central
Catalan due to vowel reduction. Of all the 113 instances of the partitive clitic that CDs

35

3 participants were withdrawn from CDs at age 4 because more than half of their responses were in

Catalan.
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produced in Spanish, 56 were en (6), 38 were n (as proclitic, since the verb started with a
vowel) (7), and 19 were ne /ne/ (the Catalan enclitic form, used in a proclitic position in
Spanish) (8). In all the instances where there was an epenthetic vowel (i.e. en or ne),
Spanish phonology was respected: it was pronounced as /e/, not /ə/. The intriguing
question is why CDs would choose to transfer the enclitic form ne for proclisis in
Spanish. My hypothesis is that those that chose ne did not do so because it was the
Catalan enclitic form, but, instead, recycled clitic n in its asyllabic form and, by analogy
to Spanish clitics me, te, le, se, added the epenthetic vowel after it.
(6)

*En

quiere
3.
want.3SG.SUBJ 3
‘He wants 3 of them.’

(CD4 #34)

N’he
comprado 2.
EN.have.1SG.SUBJ
bought 2
‘I have bought 2 of them.’

(CD5 #1486)

*Porque ne tengo
2.
because
NE have.1SG.SUBJ 2
‘Because I have 2 of them.’

(CD4 #1378)

NE

(7)

(8)

A Pearson’s r test between age and productions of target ellipsis found a positive
correlation between the two variables in the CD group; r = .38, n = 102, p < .001. As
expected, a Pearson’s r test between age and production of an ungrammatical partitive
clitic in Spanish found a negative correlation between the two variables in the CD group;
r = .231, n = 102, p = .02. Therefore, the older CDs become, the fewer instances of
ungrammatical en that are used and the more ellipses that are produced.
CDs’ target productions of ellipsis, 77.78% (SD=34.18), and their production of an
ungrammatical partitive clitic, 12.5% (SD=28.76), at age 8 clearly show that this group
has acquired the lack of overt instantiation of partitivity in Spanish by this age. If we
were to locate the exact timing of the group acquisition, it should probably be located at
age 7, although target ellipsis is still below 75%. At age 7, CDs produce ellipsis of the
partitive argument 64.77% (SD=34.21) of the time and produce an ungrammatical en on
only 22.73% (SD=28.77) of their responses. Therefore, we can say that overall, it is at
age 7 that CDs acquire that ellipsis is used to refer back to partitive arguments in Spanish.
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7.1.1.2

Partitive Arguments – BBs

This group is particularly interesting to look at with respect to partitivity in Spanish. At
age 4, their target ellipses are very high (82.9%) and only one participant is producing a
single instance of partitive n. These results remain stable at age 5. At age 6, however, a
spike in ungrammatical productions of clitics is observed, coming from 7 different
participants. This response type, at age 6, accounts for 9% of their total productions. This
is interesting because it corresponds to another spike in this group in Catalan: it is at age
6 when, for the first time, BBs’ production of target partitive en in Catalan exceeds 50%
and surpasses ungrammatical omission. At age 6, BBs in Catalan significantly differed,
for the first time, from BBs at age 4.36 Observing Fig. 7.1., it seems possible that this
significant increase in Catalan has an effect on the representation of partitivity in Spanish.
The ungrammatical use of clitics decreases in proportion over the following years and, by
age 8, it only accounts for 2.9% of their productions. In fact, this 2.9% is just two
instances of en produced by only one participant.
Individual results for the BB group with respect to target ellipsis in partitive contexts
appear in Table 7.2. Individual results differ, in many respects, from the CD individual
results. To begin with, in the BBs’ results, the 4 column is heavily populated since age 4.
That is, BBs at age 4 prefer to produce ellipsis to not producing it. Contrary to CDs, very
few BBs prefer to never produce ellipsis. In fact, the only participants who do so after age
4 are 6-year-olds, speaking again to that spike at age 6 observed above. Finally, overall,
BB participants are less scattered in the table than CDs, showing less individual variation.
A Pearson’s r test between age and target productions ellipsis found no correlation
between the two variables in the BB group; r = .141, n = 103, p = .16. Similarly, a
Pearson’s r test between age and productions of an ungrammatical partitive clitic in
Spanish found no correlation between the two variables in this group; r = .441, n = 103,
p = .077.

36

According to the results of a one-way ANOVA and Bonferroni post-hoc text that was not reported in

Chapter 5.
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Table 7.2. Individual results for the BB group – target ellipsis of partitive arguments in
Spanish
0

1

2

3

4

BB 4 (n=19)

1

0

2

5

11

BB 5 (n=18)

0

0

3

6

9

BB 6 (n=25)

3

1

0

5

16

BB 7 (n=24)

0

0

1

4

19

BB 8 (n=17)

0

1

1

2

13

With target ellipsis always above 80% and ungrammatical responses below 10%, it can
be safely claimed that BBs use ellipsis productively to refer back to partitive arguments
in Spanish since age 4, earlier than the CD group.

7.1.1.3

Partitive Arguments – SDs

The SD group performs exactly how we would expect from children that are acquiring an
L1 without a partitive clitic. At age 4, SDs elide the partitive argument 85.7% of the time.
At this age, 5.3% of their productions are, actually, 3 instances of overt clitic ne that
come from one participant only. The SD group elides the most often of the three groups
and, at age 8, ellipses in this group account for over 93% of their productions.
Individual results in this group, shown in Table 7.3., show little variation. The vast
majority of SDs produce 4 ellipses from age 4 and very few changes are observed as they
become older.
As expected, a Pearson’s r test between age and target productions ellipsis found no
correlation between the two variables in the SD group; r = .126, n = 88, p = .246. A
Pearson’s r test between age and production of an ungrammatical partitive clitic in
Spanish found no correlation between the two variables in the SD group; r = -.167, n =
88, p = .12. Therefore, it can be claimed that at age 4, SDs use ellipsis productively to
refer back to partitive arguments in Spanish. The fact that they are acquiring an L2 that
has a partitive clitic does not seem to affect the representation of partitivity in the Spanish
of SDs.
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Table 7.3. Individual results for the SD group – target ellipsis of partitive arguments in
Spanish
0

1

2

3

4

SD 4 (n=14)

0

1

2

1

10

SD 5 (n=17)

0

0

0

3

14

SD 6 (n=22)

1

0

0

1

20

SD 7 (n=19)

0

0

0

2

17

SD 8 (n=16)

0

1

0

1

14

7.1.1.4

Partitive Arguments – All Groups Compared

A one-way ANOVA was conducted to compare the production of target ellipsis in
contexts of partitivity in Spanish at age 8 across the three groups. There was no
significant effect of language dominance group on target production of ellipsis at age 8 (p
= .19). Age 8 was, however, the first age in which an effect of language dominance was
not found. For all the other ages, the CD group produced significantly fewer ellipses than
the BB and SD groups, who consistently patterned together. For age 7, for example, a
one-way ANOVA found a significant effect of dominance group on target productions of
ellipsis, F(2, 62) = 14.320, p < .001, and the LSD post-hoc test found the CD group
significantly different from the BB and SD group (for both, p < .001), but the BB and SD
groups did not differ between one another (p = .59). Again, these patterns were the same
for all the younger ages.
In terms of the ungrammatical production of partitive clitics at age 8, a one-way ANOVA
found no significant effect of language dominance (p = .13). Age 8 was, again, the age at
which no effect of dominance was found. For all the other ages, the CD group produced
significantly more ungrammatical partitive clitics than the BB and SD group, who
patterned together. Using age 7 as an example again, a one-way ANOVA found a
significant effect of dominance group on the production of ungrammatical partitive clitics
in Spanish; F(2, 62) = 9.339, p < .001. The LSD post-hoc test also found that the CD
group differed significantly from the BB and SD group (for both, p < .001), but the BB
and SD groups did not differ between one another (p = .46). The same patterns applied to
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ages 4-6. Therefore, although I have placed the timeline of acquisition of the lack of overt
partitivity at age 7 for the CD group, they fully converge with the BB and SD groups one
year later.
Quantitatively, the CD group differs from the BB and SD groups. The CD group lags
behind the other two groups (and converges with them at age 8) and, in terms of errors,
uses the Catalan partitive clitic much more often than the BB group. Qualitatively,
however, we observe effects of cross-linguistic influence on both the CD group and BB
group at age 6, but not on the SD group.

7.1.2

Oblique dePP Arguments

Oblique en surfaces, in Catalan, to refer back to argumental PPs headed by de but it has
no direct equivalent in Spanish, where it often is referred back to with ellipsis. In this
language, there are 5 response types that participants could produce with regards to
contexts that would elicit oblique en in Catalan: grammatical ellipsis of the dePP
argument (9), *clitic (10), overt PP (11), short response (12), and other response (13).
Ellipsis is, arguably, the most felicitous response type, except for the cases that, as
discussed in Chapter 3, might result in misinterpretation of the predicate. In this latter
type of cases, overt PPs represent a more felicitous answer in the adult grammar.
(9) a. Tú no sabes
mucho de cocina pero papá sí…
you NEG know.2SG.SUBJ much of kitchen
but
dad
yes
‘You don’t know much about cooking but, on the other hand, dad…’
b. que sabe.
that know.3SG.SUBJ
‘does know (about it).’
(10)

(SD5 #1248)

a.

Yo no dudo
de la comida pero el perrito
I NEG doubt.1SG.SUBJ of the food
but the doggy
‘I don’t doubt the food but, on the other hand, the dog…’

b.

*lo duda.
LO doubt.3SG.SUBJ
‘(The dog) doubts it.’

sí…
yes

(BB8 #1284)
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(11)

(12)

(13)

a.

La hermanita no habla
de futbol pero papá sí…
NEG talk.3SG.SUBJ
of soccer but father yes
the sister
‘Your sister doesn’t talk about soccer but, on the other hand,
dad…’

b.

?Que habla
de futbol.
that talk.3SG.SUBJ of soccer
‘Does talk about soccer.’

(CD4 #25)

a.

Tú no presumes
de los juguetes pero tu perrito sí…
but your doggy yes…
You NEG brag.2SG.SUBJ of the toys
‘You don’t brag about my toys but, on the other hand, the dog,…’

b.

Que sí.
that yes
‘Does.’

(BB6 #46)

a.

Yo no dudo
de la comida pero el perrito
I NEG doubt.1SG.SUBJ of the food
but the doggy
‘I don’t doubt the food but, on the other hand, the dog…’

b.

la

sí…
yes

odia.

LA hate.3SG.SUBJ

‘(The dog) hates it.’

(BB7 #1292)

In Chapter 5, it was argued that no dominance group could be claimed to have acquired
this clitic yet by age 8, clearly differentiating the oblique from the partitive en. The group
results for Spanish with respect to oblique dePP arguments stimuli are shown in Fig. 7.2.
As in the previous figure, grammatical ellipsis is represented in dotted green.
Ungrammatical clitic usage is represented in dotted red.
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CD group; r = .44, n = 102, p < .001. On the other hand, a Pearson’s r correlation
between age and ungrammatical productions of clitics for oblique dePP arguments in
Spanish found no correlation between the two variables; r = .075, n = 102, p = .46.
Therefore, CDs produce ungrammatical clitics at a comparable rate regardless of age.

Table 7.4. Individual results for the CD group – target of oblique dePP arguments in
Spanish
0

1

2

3

4

CD4 (n=15)

8

3

4

0

0

CD5 (n=21)

13

4

3

0

1

CD6 (n=26)

12

4

5

1

4

CD7 (n=22)

3

5

3

7

4

CD8 (n=18)

3

3

3

4

5

At no age do CDs (or any other group) produce ellipses of oblique dePP arguments at a
rate higher than 75%. At age 7, CDs’ target productions of ellipsis of these arguments
account for 54.55% (SD=34.19), while their productions of an ungrammatical clitic
account for 15.91% (SD=22.53), showing that CDs at age 7 are more than 3 times as
likely to grammatically elide the argument than to ungrammatically produce a clitic. The
difference between these two response types is not as prominent before age 7 but remains
prominent past this age. Therefore, while ellipses are under 75% in this group, I take it
that they have acquired the lack of overt representation of oblique dePP arguments in
Spanish at age 7. The discussion of all groups in Section 7.1.2.1.4. sheds some light on
why ungrammatical clitics represent such a large portion of participant responses.

7.1.2.2

Oblique dePP Arguments – BBs

A superficial inspection of Fig. 7.2 shows that the CD and BB groups seem to develop
very similarly with respect to this argument. At age 4, BBs produce 23.68% of target
ellipsis of the dePP argument and produce an ungrammatical clitic 13.2% of the time. At
age 8, however, ellipses of the dePP argument are more frequent, accounting for 51.47%
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of their responses. Clitic productions, nevertheless, have also increased and make up for
26.47% of their responses.
Individual results for the BB group appear in Table 7.5. The BB group resembles the CD
group in that, for age 4, no participant elides the PP categorically. However, as compared
to the CD group, fewer BB participants produce no ellipses. As in the CD group, BBs at
ages 7 and 8 appear very spread out.

Table 7.5. Individual results for the BB group– target ellipsis of oblique dePP arguments
in Spanish
0

1

2

3

4

BB 4 (n=19)

7

7

4

1

0

BB 5 (n=18)

7

1

8

2

0

BB 6 (n=25)

4

7

8

4

2

BB 7 (n=24)

4

4

2

6

8

BB 8 (n=17)

4

3

3

2

5

A Pearson’s r correlation between age and target productions of ellipsis of oblique dePP
arguments in Spanish found a positive correlation between the two variables in the BB
group; r = .35, n = 103, p < .001. On the other hand, a Pearson’s r correlation between
age and ungrammatical productions of clitics in oblique dePP contexts in Spanish found
no correlation between the two variables; r = .118, n = 103, p = .23. Therefore, BBs
produce ungrammatical clitics at a comparable rate regardless of age.
Again, at no age do BBs produce ellipses in oblique dePP contexts at a rate higher than
75%. At age 7, BBs’ target productions of ellipsis of these arguments account for 60.42%
(SD=38.25), while their productions of an ungrammatical clitic account for 15.63%
(SD=27.40). Intuitively, this difference would be prominent enough to claim acquisition.
However, when we look at BBs’ responses at age 8, we find a different distribution. At
age 8, BBs’ target productions of ellipsis of these arguments account for only 51.47%
(SD=39.99), while their productions of an ungrammatical clitic account for 26.47%
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(SD=33.62). Therefore, it seems that the BB group has not yet acquired, at age 8, the
ellipsis of the oblique dePP argument in Spanish. This claim would be problematic,
especially after considering the results of the CD group. Again, my hope is that the
discussion of all groups in Section 7.1.2.1.4., especially through the discussion of clitic
productions, sheds some light.

7.1.2.3

Oblique dePP Arguments – SDs

SDs’ development with respect to contexts that would elicit oblique en in Catalan
mirrors, in some relevant respects, the development of BBs and CDs, as it is illustrated in
Fig. 7.2. SDs start by eliding the dePP argument 25% of the time at age 4. At that age,
they are producing 17.86% of ungrammatical clitics. By age 8, these percentages have
shifted and SDs are producing 70.3% of grammatical ellipses and only 6.25% of
ungrammatical clitics. In this last respect, SDs crucially differ from the other groups: over
the years, their production of ungrammatical clitics decreases, while in both CDs and BBs
it increases (although not to a significant extent, as we have seen).
Individual results for the SD group appear in Table 7.6. While these figures do not appear
to differ greatly from the CDs and BBs’, we can observe that, from age 4, more SD
participants elide the PP categorically.

Table 7.6. Individual results for the SD group – target ellipsis of oblique dePP arguments
in Spanish
0

1

2

3

4

SD 4 (n=14)

7

3

2

1

1

SD 5 (n=17)

5

6

2

2

2

SD 6 (n=22)

4

8

2

5

3

SD 7 (n=19)

3

3

4

5

4

SD 8 (n=16)

0

3

2

6

5

A Pearson’s r correlation between age and target productions of ellipsis of oblique dePP
contexts in Spanish found a positive correlation between the two variables in the SD
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group; r = .415, n = 88, p < .001. On the other hand, a Pearson’s r correlation between
age and ungrammatical productions of clitics for oblique dePP arguments in Spanish
found no correlation between the two variables; r = -.155, n = 88, p = .15. Therefore, SDs
(just like CDs and BBs), produce ungrammatical clitics at a comparable rate regardless of
age.
While SDs’ production of ellipsis of oblique dePP arguments is never higher than 75%, at
6, SDs produce 44.32% (SD=34.44) of target ellipsis of these arguments and
ungrammatical clitic productions account for only 13.64% (SD=22.79) of their responses.
This means that SDs at age 3 are more than 3 times as likely to grammatically elide the
argument than to ungrammatically produce a clitic. The difference between these two
response types is not as prominent before age 6 but remains prominent past this age.
Therefore, while ellipses are under 75% in this group, I assume that they have acquired
the lack of overt representation of oblique dePP arguments in Spanish at age 6.

7.1.2.4

Oblique dePP Arguments – All Groups

A one-way ANOVA comparing the production of target ellipsis of oblique dePP
arguments at age 8 across the three groups revealed no significant group effects [F(2, 48)
= 1.22, p =.30]. Similarly, a one-way ANOVA comparing the production of
ungrammatical clitics for oblique dePP arguments at age 8 across the three groups
revealed no significant group effects [F(2, 48) = 2.63, p =.08]. In fact, none of the groups
differed from one another with regards to the production of ellipsis or of ungrammatical
clitics at any of the ages tested (all contrasts were p > .05). Therefore, the three groups
are fundamentally similar to each other when it comes to oblique dePP arguments in
Spanish. This is an interesting result since we could not claim that the BB had acquired
the ellipsis of the dePP argument while the other two groups had. The nature of their
divergence was the proportion of ungrammatical productions which, despite being the
highest in the BB group, did not yield significant differences with respect to any of the
other two groups according to statistical analyses.
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b.

(15)

*los presume.
LOS brag.3SG.SUBJ
‘(The dog) brags them.’

(BB8 #1022)

a.

Yo no dudo
de la comida pero el perrito
I NEG doubt.1SG.SUBJ of the food
but the doggy
‘I don’t doubt the food but, on the other hand, the dog…’

b.

*la duda.
LA doubt.3SG.SUBJ
‘(The dog) doubts it.’

sí…
yes

(CD5 #96)

Catalan oblique en is used between 1.1% and 3.3% of the time by the CD group (or 9
instances in total), (16). It is used by CDs of all ages, even at age 4. BBs also make use of
Catalan oblique en, but again, this only happens after age 6 and to a lesser degree than in
the CD group. In fact, BBs only produced two instances of oblique en in Spanish. This
clitic, as one would expect, is not used by the SD group.
(16)

a.

Tú no sabes
mucho de cocina pero papá sí…
but
dad
yes
you NEG know.2SG.SUBJ much of kitchen
‘You don’t know much about cooking but, on the other hand,
dad…’

b.

*que en
sabe.
that
EN
know.3SG.SUBJ
‘does know (about it).’

(CD6 #1441)

Being used an average of 14.15% overall, lo was, overwhelmingly, the preferred clitic to
fill in the oblique dePP position in Spanish by the three groups. Lo appeared with the 4
stimuli and was used by 160 different participants. I do not believe these are cases where
participants were treating the predicates as transitive – if that were the case, we should
see far more instances of la or los in the contexts described in (14-15). Participants used
lo in Spanish the same way they used ho in Catalan: as a default.
The question is whether the need to have a clitic in these oblique contexts arises due to
their acquisition of Catalan, which requires this position to be filled. I am inclined to say
that this is not the case for different reasons. Firstly, because if cross-linguistic influence
was to blame, we would expect to see an increase of the production of ungrammatical
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clitics in the groups (as they are progressively acquiring oblique en in Catalan), but we
see the opposite. Secondly, there is no correspondence between those participants that
have acquired oblique en in Catalan (very few, by age 8) and those that produce
ungrammatical clitics in Spanish. Another explanation is that children assume that the
predicates that require an internal argument always require an accusative object (i.e. that
children first acquire transitivity without a preposition and then build on that). I am
inclined to reject this hypothesis on the basis of the form of this clitic. If it was a truly
accusative clitic, we would expect more instances of feminine singular la or plural
masculine los for the objects of predicates dudar ‘to doubt’ and presumir ‘to brag’, as
shown in (14-15).
On the contrary, I believe, again, that the high percentage of ungrammatical clitics in
Spanish is the results of children’s need to overtly express this argument. These
ungrammatical clitics are a way for children to avoid ellipsis more often because they feel
the predicate risks interpretability (as discussed in Chapter 3). In these cases, the adult
grammar would prefer to repeat the dePP argument instead.
In this particular respect, a comparison between these bilingual participants and
monolingual Spanish speakers would be interesting. It would allow us to corroborate
whether this is, as my account would predict, a phenomenon that happens in the
acquisition of monolingual Spanish as well, or whether it is triggered by bilingualism.

7.2 Hi Contexts
7.2.1

Locative Arguments

Locative hi is the clitic that has to surface, in Catalan, to refer back to an argumental
location (in the case of certain verbs of movement or in three-place predicates) or that can
optionally surface in predicates in which the locative phrase is an adjunct. Again, the
contexts used in this study required the locative argument to surface in Catalan. In
Spanish, however, while the locative phrase may still surface, there is no locative clitic
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that can replace Catalan hi, and the locative might be referred back to with ellipsis of the
argument. In Spanish, there are 5 response types that participants could produce: ellipsis
(17), *clitic (18), ?overt complement (19), short response (20), and other response (21).
Ellipsis is again, arguably, the most felicitous response type except in those cases where
misinterpretation of the predicate can arise (see Chapter 3).
(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

a.

Papá no vive
en la caseta pero el perrito
sí…
the doggy
yes
dad NEG live.3SG.SUBJ in the house but
‘Dad does not live in the house, but, on the other hand, the
doggy…’

b.

que vive.
that live.3SG.SUBJ
‘Does live (there).’

(BB4 #1314)

a.

Papá no vive
en la caseta pero el perrito
sí…
the doggy
yes
dad NEG live.3SG.SUBJ in the house but
‘Dad does not live in the house, but, on the other hand, the
doggy…’

b.

*lo vive.
LO live.3SG.SUBJ
‘Does live it.’

a.

No vas
a la escuela a las 8 pero…
NEG go.2SG.SUBJ
to the school at the 8 but
‘You don’t go to school at 8 but…’

b.

?voy
a la escuela a las 9.
go.1SG.SUBJ to the school at the 9
‘I go to school at 9.’

a.

(CD6 #1280)

(SD5 #30)

No has
dejado un plato en la mesa sino que…
have.2SG.SUBJ left
a plate on the table but that
‘You haven’t left a plate on the table but…’

NEG

b.

?un
vaso.
a
glass
‘A glass.’

(CD4 #38)
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was a total of 10 instances (6 instances of clitic lo and 4 instances of hi). Individual
results by the CD group appear in Table 7.7. In the individual results we see a reflection
of the group trend: as CDs become older, they elide more often, so that past age 6, the
majority of CDs produce ellipsis between 3 and 4 times.

Table 7.7. Individual results for the CD group– target ellipsis of locative arguments in
Spanish
0

1

2

3

4

CD4 (n=15)

4

5

3

2

1

CD5 (n=21)

3

7

5

2

4

CD6 (n=26)

2

5

6

8

5

CD7 (n=22)

0

5

4

7

6

CD8 (n=18)

0

2

6

5

5

A Pearson’s r correlation between age and target productions of ellipsis of locative
arguments in Spanish found a positive correlation between the two variables in the CD
group; r = .353, n = 102, p < .001. No correlation, however, was found between age and
the ungrammatical production of clitics in locative contexts in the CD group; r = -.016, n
= 102, p = .88.
It is difficult, with the present figures, to determine when CDs acquire that locative
arguments can be referred back to with ellipsis in Spanish because, maybe due to task
effects, these stimuli triggered a large number of short responses. Therefore, I shall
restrict this discussion to Section 7.2.1.4., where the three groups are compared.

7.2.1.2

Locative Arguments – BBs

BBs’ performance with respect to contexts that require locative hi in Catalan resembles,
at a superficial level, CDs’ performance. At age 4, BBs produced 53.9% of target ellipsis.
By age 8, they produce 72.1% of ellipsis. Ungrammatical clitic productions make up for
between 0 and 2.6%. These are a total of 4 instances only, 3 of which are lo, and one of
which is hi. Individual results by the BB group appear in Table 7.8. After age 5, the
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majority of BBs elide 3 or more locative arguments.

Table 7.8. Individual results for the BB group– target ellipsis of locative arguments in
Spanish
0

1

2

3

4

BB 4 (n=19)

1

6

4

5

3

BB 5 (n=18)

1

1

6

4

6

BB 6 (n=25)

2

4

6

8

5

BB 7 (n=24)

0

3

2

10

9

BB 8 (n=17)

0

3

4

2

8

A Pearson’s r correlation between age and target productions of ellipsis of locative
arguments in Spanish found a positive correlation between the two variables in the BB
group; r = .212, n = 103, p = .031. On the other hand, no correlation was found between
age and the ungrammatical production of clitics in locative contexts in the BB group; r =
-.115, n = 103, p = .25.

7.2.1.3

Locative Arguments – SDs

SDs’ performance with respect to locative arguments in Spanish resembles that of CDs
and BBs. At age 4, SDs produced 57.14% of target ellipsis. By age 8, they produced
79.69% of ellipsis. Ungrammatical clitic productions only appeared at ages 4 and 5 and
were a total of 4 instances of lo with the predicate vivir ‘to inhabit/live’. Individual results
by the SD group appear in Table 7.9. In this group, the majority of participants elide 3 or
4 locative arguments from age 4.
A Pearson’s r correlation between age and target productions of ellipsis of locative
arguments in Spanish found a weak positive correlation between the two variables in the
SD group; r = .278, n = 88, p = .009. There was a weak negative correlation found
between age and the production of ungrammatical clitics in the SD group; r = -.257, n =
88, p = .015.
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Table 7.9. Individual results for the SD group – target ellipsis in locative contexts in
Spanish
0

1

2

3

4

SD 4 (n=14)

3

1

1

7

2

SD 5 (n=17)

1

3

3

8

2

SD 6 (n=22)

1

1

7

10

3

SD 7 (n=19)

0

2

4

6

7

SD 8 (n=16)

0

2

2

3

9

7.2.1.4

Locative Arguments – All Groups

A one-way ANOVA comparing the production of target ellipsis of locative arguments at
age 8 across the three groups revealed no significant group effects [F(2, 48) = .752, p =
.48]. In fact, none of these groups ever differs from one another at any of the ages tested
with respect to the production of ellipsis (all contrasts were p > .05). Similarly, a one-way
ANOVA comparing the production of ungrammatical clitics in locative contexts at age 8
across the three groups revealed no significant group effects [F(2, 48) = 1, p = .37]. Only
at age 6 was a significant effect of dominance group found; [F(2, 70) = 4.716, p = .012].
A post-hoc test with the Bonferroni correction revealed, as expected, that at age 6, the CD
group produced significantly more ungrammatical clitics than the BB group (p =.009) and
the SD group (p =.012).
If we look into the item analysis in the non-target (and non-ungrammatical) overt
productions of the locative argument at age 8, we find that in the CD group, 50% of these
arguments were produced for the same stimulus, the one with the predicate vivir ‘to
inhabit/live’, as in (22). In the BB group, 53.8% of overt locative arguments occurred
with this predicate and, for the SD, it was 80%.
(22)

a.

Papá no vive
en la caseta pero el perrito sí…
dad NEG live.3SG.SUBJ
in the house but
the doggy yes
‘Dad does not live in the house, but, on the other hand, the
doggy…’
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b.

que vive
en la caseta.
in the house
that live.3SG.SUBJ
‘Does live in the house.’

(CD8 #1463)

This specific predicate was discussed in Chapter 3 as one that could potentially elicit
overt PPs in order to avoid a general reading of the predicate. Participants, who seem to
have been aware of this risk, produced more overt PPs with this predicate than with any
others.
Since predicate vivir ‘to inhabit/live’ accounted for at least half of the overt PPs and
ungrammatical clitics were very scarce across the board, I believe it is safe to assume that
the three groups have acquired that ellipsis is a grammatical way of referring back to a
locative argument in Spanish by age 4. This is not a surprising result, since the
acquisition of locative hi, as we saw in Chapter 5, seems to be extremely delayed and full
of omission in Catalan.

7.2.2

Oblique PP Arguments

Catalan oblique hi is the last of the four clitics that do not have a direct correspondence in
Spanish. This is the clitic that, in Catalan, has to surface to refer back to an argumental
PP headed by a preposition other than de. In Spanish, as discussed in Chapter 3, it is
again ellipsis that tends to correspond to this usage, excepts for cases where the
interpretability of the predicate is jeopardized by the ellipsis. Just as in the previous cases,
with respect to contexts that elicit oblique hi in Catalan, participants could produce: target
ellipsis (23), *clitic (24), ?overt complement (25), short response (26), and other response
(27). The group results with respect to oblique PP argument stimuli are shown in Fig. 7.5.
(23)

a.

Yo no juego
a este juego, pero la hermanita sí…
I NEG play.1SG.SUBJ at this game but
the sister
yes
‘I do not play at this game but, on the other hand, the sister…’

b.

que juega.
that play.3SG.SUBJ
‘Does play (at it).’

(BB6 #1099)
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(24)

(25)

(26)

(27)

a.

El perro no piensa
en comida pero la hermanita sí…
but the sister
yes
the dog NEG think.3SG.SUBJ in food
‘The dog does not think about food but, on the other hand, the
father…’

b.

*que hi piensa.
that HI think.3SG.SUBJ
‘Does think about it.’

(CD6 #1280)

a.

El perro no sueña
con un coche pero papá sí…
but
dad
yes
the dog NEG dream.3SG.SUBJ with a car
‘The dog does not dream of a car but, on the other hand, the
father…’

b.

?que sueña con un coche.
that dream.3SG.SUBJ
‘Does dream of a car.’

(SD8 #1019)

a.

El perro no sueña
con un coche pero papá sí…
the dog NEG dream.3SG.SUBJ with a car
but
dad
yes
‘The dog does not dream of a car but, on the other hand, dad…’

b.

con
coches.
with cars
‘With cars.’

(CD4 #38)

a.

Tú no crees
en dragones pero la hermanita sí…
in dragons but the sister
yes
you NEG believe.2SG.SUBJ
‘You don’t believe in dragons but, on the other hand, the sister…’

b.

cree
que existen.
believe.3SG.SUBJ
that exist.3PL.SUBJ
‘Believes they exist.’

(BB4 #1393)
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Table 7.10. Individual results for the CD group – target ellipsis of oblique PP arguments
in Spanish
0

1

2

3

4

CD4 (n=15)

7

1

3

3

1

CD5 (n=21)

7

3

5

3

3

CD6 (n=26)

9

5

4

6

2

CD7 (n=22)

4

2

6

7

3

CD8 (n=18)

0

6

3

3

6

A Pearson’s r correlation between age and target productions of ellipsis of oblique PP
arguments in Spanish found a positive correlation between the two variables in the CD
group; r = .267, n = 102, p = .007. However, no correlation was found between age and
the use of ungrammatical clitics to replace oblique PP arguments in Spanish in this group;
r = .132, n = 102, p = .19.
While CDs’ production of ellipsis of oblique PP arguments is never higher than 75%, at
age 5, CDs’ target productions of ellipsis of these arguments account for 40.48%
(SD=36.64), while their productions of ungrammatical clitics account for only 14.29%
(SD=25.70), showing that CDs at age 5 are almost 3 times as likely to grammatically
elide the oblique PP argument than to ungrammatically produce a clitic. The difference
between these two response types stays relatively prominent past age 5.37 Therefore,
while ellipses are under 75% in this group, I assume that CDs have acquired the lack of
overt representation of oblique PP arguments in Spanish at age 5. The discussion of all
groups in Section 7.1.2.1.4. sheds some light on why ungrammatical clitics represent such
a large portion of participant responses.

37

In fact, at age 4, CDs show a similar distribution of ellipsis and ungrammatical clitics with regards to

oblique PP arguments. However, at this age, both response types are less frequent than overt PPs.
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7.2.2.2

Oblique PP Arguments – BBs

BBs, at age 4, seem to perform very similarly to CDs: they elide 31.6% of their oblique
PP complements, produce 19.8% of ungrammatical clitics, and produce 39.5% of overt
PPs. By age 8, their productions have also changed and, again, mirror CDs’ results: they
elide 61.8% of oblique complements, produce 19.1% of ungrammatical clitics, and
produce 19.1% of overt DPs. Individual results with regard to target ellipsis of these
arguments by the BB group appear in Table 7.11., and also resemble CDs’ results closely.

Table 7.11. Individual results for the BB group – target ellipsis of oblique PP arguments
in Spanish
0

1

2

3

4

BB 4 (n=19)

6

7

3

1

2

BB 5 (n=18)

3

2

5

5

3

BB 6 (n=25)

4

6

8

3

4

BB 7 (n=24)

2

3

9

7

3

BB 8 (n=17)

1

5

2

3

6

A Pearson’s r correlation between age and target productions of ellipsis of oblique PP
arguments in Spanish found a positive correlation between the two variables in the BB
group; r = .258, n = 103, p = .008. No correlation was found between age and the use of
ungrammatical clitics to replace oblique PP arguments in Spanish in this group; r = -.002,
n = 103, p = .99.
While BBs’ production of ellipsis of oblique PP arguments is never higher than 75%, at
age 5, BBs’ target productions of ellipsis of these arguments account for 54.17%
(SD=33.49) of their responses, while their productions of ungrammatical clitics account
for 9.72% (SD=15.19). These results show that BBs at age 5 are more than 3 times as
likely to grammatically elide the oblique PP argument than to ungrammatically produce a
clitic. While the difference between these two types of responses is not prominent before
age 5, it remains prominent to a similar extent after this age. Therefore, we can consider
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the BB group to have acquired the lack of overt representation of oblique PP arguments
in Spanish at age 5.

7.2.2.3

Oblique PP Arguments – SDs

Interestingly, SDs are the group that, at age 4, elides oblique PP arguments the least
often: only 25% of the time. At the same age, 41% of their productions are overt PPs
while 25% are ungrammatical clitic productions. By age 8, however, the proportions of
their response types have changed, and they become the group that elides the most often,
at 67.2% of the time. At this age, their overt PPs account for 17.2% of their productions
and only 14.1% are ungrammatical clitic productions. In terms of overt PPs and clitic
productions, they are the group that use these two response types the least. Individual
results for the SD group are shown in Table 7.12. As shown, most participants at age 4
overtly produce all or most of the oblique arguments. By age 8, however, the majority of
SD elides 3 or 4 oblique PP arguments.
Table 7.12. Individual results for the SD group – target ellipsis of oblique PP arguments
in Spanish
0

1

2

3

4

SD 4 (n=14)

7

3

2

1

1

SD 5 (n=17)

4

5

2

2

4

SD 6 (n=22)

7

5

3

6

1

SD 7 (n=19)

4

3

2

4

6

SD 8 (n=16)

1

1

4

6

4

A Pearson’s r correlation between age and target productions of ellipsis of oblique PP
arguments in Spanish found a positive correlation between the two variables in the SD
group; r = .342, n = 88, p = .001. No correlation was found between age and the use of
ungrammatical clitics to replace oblique PP arguments in Spanish in this group; r = -.145,
n = 88, p = .18.
As in the other two groups, SDs’ production of ellipsis of oblique PP arguments is never
higher than 75%. At age 5, SDs’ target productions of ellipsis of these arguments account
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for 45.59% (SD=38.76) of their responses, while their productions of ungrammatical
clitics account for 13.24% (SD=22.11). These results show that SDs at age 5 are more
than 3 times as likely to grammatically elide the oblique PP argument than to
ungrammatically produce a clitic. While the difference between these two types of
responses is not prominent before age 5, it remains just as prominent after this age.
Therefore, we can consider the SD group, just as the BB group, to have acquired the lack
of overt representation of oblique PP arguments in Spanish at age 5.

7.2.2.4

Oblique PP Arguments – All Groups

With respect to contexts that would elicit oblique hi in Catalan, we do not observe many
differences between groups in Spanish. A one-way ANOVA was conducted to compare
the production of ellipsis in these contexts at age 8 and it revealed no statistically
significant differences by group [F(2, 48) = .14, p = .87]. In fact, the difference in the
production of ellipsis was not significant for any ages. Similarly, a one-way ANOVA
found no between-group differences with regards to the ungrammatical production of
clitics [F(2, 48) = .30, p = .745] or overt PPs [F(2, 48) = .14, p = .87]. Both effects were
equally inexistent for any other ages. Therefore, with respect to oblique PP arguments,
the three groups behave exactly the same from age 4. This is the same result we found
with respect to oblique dePP arguments.
In terms of ungrammatical clitic productions, which appear summarized in Fig. 7.6.,
groups again overlap and differ in different respects. All the cases of Catalan oblique hi,
as in (28), were produced by the CD group (7 instances) and by the BB group (1
instance). As expected, the SD group did not transfer Catalan hi. The uses of masculine
plural accusative los and feminine singular accusative la are, again, easy to explain. All
instances of los occurred with the predicate creer ‘to believe’, (29). There was only one
instance of la, and it occurred with pensar ‘to think’, (30). Both los and la clearly show
that participants were treating these two predicates as transitive. Because of this, the
accusative clitic encoded the gender and number of the noun the clitics were referring to.
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The only two instances of ho, (31), were produced by two CD participants and they can
be safely assumed to be transferred from Catalan clitic ho. The rest, and overwhelming
majority, of the clitics used to replace oblique PP arguments was, again, clitic lo, (32).
(31)

(32)

a.

El perro no piensa
en comida pero la hermanita sí…
the dog NEG think.3SG.SUBJ in food
but the sister
yes
‘The dog does not think about food but, on the other hand, the
father…’

b.

*que ho piensa.
that HO think.3SG.SUBJ
‘Does think about it.’

(CD5 #1481)

a.

El perro no sueña
con un coche pero papá sí…
the dog NEG dream.3SG.SUBJ with a car
but
dad
yes
‘The dog does not dream of a car but, on the other hand, the
father…’

b.

*que lo sueña.
that LO dream.3SG.SUBJ
‘Does dream it.’

(SD6 #1437)

Spanish clitic lo appeared a total of 164 times and was used with the 4 predicates,
although not to the same extent: of all these instances of lo, 23% were used with predicate
creer ‘to believe’, 39% with soñar ‘to dream’, 9% with jugar ‘to play’, and 29% with
pensar ‘to think’. Following the same reasoning I used with oblique dePP arguments, I
believe participants used lo as a default clitic in order to avoid ellipsis to make sure that
the meaning of the predicate was fully recoverable.

7.3 Spanish Lo
As discussed in Chapter 3, bilinguals need to learn the ho-l distinction in Catalan based
on the gender of the accusative argument. In Spanish, gender is also relevant in clitic
selection. The main difference between the two languages, in this specific case, is that
neuter pronominals esto ‘this’ and eso ‘that’ are pronominalized with clitic lo, which is
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also the masculine singular accusative.38 As a reminder, the relevant research question for
this section is RQ8; whether participants transfer the distinction between Catalan ho-l
into Spanish.
Due to the interconnectedness of these two clitics, I present the results for both ([+neuter]
and [+masculine]) lo simultaneously. I coded the responses for these two clitics in the
same way we have seen before, target neuter lo (33-34), *omission (35-36), ?overt
complement (37-38), *reduplication (39-40), *clitic replacement (41-42), short response
(43-44), and other response (45-46). Group results for Spanish lo appear in Figures 7.7.
and 7.8. Since results are visibly different, I have divided them into the results for
[+neuter] referents, that is, those that would pronominalize as ho in Catalan (Fig.7.7.) and
results for [+masculine] referents, that is, those that would pronominalize as l in Catalan
(Fig.7.8.).
(33)

(34)

38

a.

Tú
no
compras
todo eso
pero papá
you
NEG
buy.2SG.SUBJ all that
but
dad
‘You don’t buy all of that but, on the other hand, dad…’

b.

lo compra.
LO buy.3SG.SUBJ
‘Buys that.’

sí…
yes

(BB6 #79)

a.

Tú no has
devorado el pastel pero tu hermana sí…
you NEG have.2SG.SUBJ devoured the cake but your sister yes
‘You haven’t devoured the cake but your sister, on the other
hand…’

b.

que lo ha
devorado.
that LO have.3SG.SUBJ devoured
‘Has devoured it.’

(SD6 #1337)

As argued for clitic ho in Catalan in fn. 19, Spanish lo rather than being [+masculine] can be better

analyzed as being underspecified for gender.
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(35)

(36)

(37)

(38)

(39)

a.

Tú
no
compras
todo esto pero
papá sí…
NEG
buy.2SG.SUBJ all
this but
father yes
you
‘You don’t buy all of this but, on the other hand, dad…’

b.

*que ha
comprado.
that have.3SG.SUBJ bought
‘Has bought.’

(SD5 #1133)

a.

Papá no tiene
el reloj,
pero la hermanita sí…
dad NEG have.3SG.SUBJ
the watch
but the sister
yes
‘Dad doesn’t have the watch but, on the other hand, the sister…

c.

*tiene.
have.3SG.SUBJ
‘Has.’

(BB4 #1379)

a.

La hermanita no ha
dibujado eso pero tú sí…
the sister
NEG have.3SG.SUBJ
drawn
that but you yes
‘The sister hasn’t drawn that but, on the other hand, you…’

b.

?que he
dibujado
that have.1SG.SUBJ drawn
‘I have drawn that.’

eso.
that
(CD5 #88)

a.

Yo no he
roto el jarrón pero el perrito sí…
I NEG have.1SG.SUBJ broken the vase
but the doggy yes
‘I haven’t broken the vase but, on the other hand, the doggy…’

b.

?que ha
roto el jarrón.
that have.3SG.SUBJ broken the vase
‘Has broken the vase.’

(SD7 #1225)

a.

Tú
no
compras
todo eso pero
papá sí…
you NEG buy.2SG.SUBJ all that but
dad yes
‘You don’t buy all of that but, on the other hand, dad…’

b.

*lo

compra
todo eso.
LO
buy.3SG.SUBJ all that
‘Buys that all of that.’

(BB7 #1104)
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(40)

(41)

(42)

(43)

(44)

a.

Papá no
tiene
el reloj, pero la hermanita sí…
have.3SG.SUBJ the watch but the sister
yes
dad NEG
‘Dad doesn’t have the watch but, the sister, on the other hand…’

b.

*lo tiene
LO buy.3SG.SUBJ
‘Has it the watch.’

el reloj.
the watch
(CD8 #1470)

a.

Papá no ha
hecho esto,
pero el perrito sí…
dad NEG have.3SG.SUBJ done all this
but the doggy yes
‘Dad hasn’t done all of this but the doggy, on the other hand,…’

b.

*que ho ha
hecho.
that HO have.3SG.SUBJ done
‘Has done it.’

(CD5 #75)

a.

Papá no
tiene
el reloj, pero la hermanita sí…
dad NEG
have.3SG.SUBJ the watch but the sister
yes
‘Dad doesn’t have the watch but, the sister, on the other hand…’

b.

*la tiene.
LA buy.3SG.SUBJ
‘Has it.’

(SD4 #1264)

a.

El perro no ha
comido todo eso pero la hermana sí…
the dog NEG have.3SG.SUBJ eaten all that but the sister yes
‘The dog hasn’t eaten all of that but, on the other hand, the
sister…’

b.

*eso.
that
‘That.’

(SD5 #1250)

a.

Tú no has
mordido el sofá
pero el perrito sí…
you NEG have.2SG.SUBJ bitten
the sofa but the doggy yes
‘You haven’t bitten the sofa but, on the other hand, the doggy…’

b.

*sofanito.
sofa
‘Little sofa.’

(CD5 #38)
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Table 7.13. CD percentages of response types for [+neuter] and [+masculine] stimuli
(only target responses, omissions, and replacements shown)
[+neuter]
Target

*Omission

[+masculine]
*Replace

Target

*Omission

*Replace

CD4

55

5

16.67

60

5

5

CD5

52.38

1.19

19.05

58.33

1.19

4.76

CD6

90.38

0

1.92

83.65

0.96

5.77

CD7

100

0

0

96.59

1.14

1.14

CD8

98.61

1.39

0

97.22

0

1.39

Individual results by the CD group with respect to target [+neuter] lo appear in Table
7.14. A Pearson’s r correlation between age and the production of target [+neuter] lo
found a positive correlation between the two variables, r = .532, n = 102, p < .001.
Similarly, there was a negative correlation between age and clitic replacements, r = -.376,
n = 102, p < .001. Therefore, the older CDs get, the more target lo they produce and the
fewer clitic exchanges they make.

Table 7.14 Individual results for the CD group– target productions of [+neuter] lo
0

1

2

3

4

CD4 (n=15)

4

2

1

3

5

CD5 (n=21)

7

1

2

5

6

CD6 (n=26)

1

0

2

2

21

CD7 (n=22)

0

0

0

0

22

CD8 (n=18)

0

0

0

1

17

Results are quite similar with respect to [+masculine] lo. Individual results, shown in
Table 7.15., resemble the ones we just saw for [+neuter] lo. A Pearson’s r correlation
between age and the production of target lo for [+masculine] accusatives found a strong
positive correlation between the two variables, r = .524, n = 102, p < .001. In this case, no
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significant correlation was found between age and clitic replacements (r = -.148, n = 102,
p = .14), or between age and omissions (r = -.176, n = 102, p = .078).

Table 7.15 Individual results for the CD group – target productions of [+masculine] lo
0

1

2

3

4

CD4 (n=15)

2

1

4

5

3

CD5 (n=21)

5

1

4

4

7

CD6 (n=26)

0

1

2

10

13

CD7 (n=22)

0

0

0

3

19

CD8 (n=18)

0

0

0

2

16

Overall, the development of lo for both [+neuter] and [+masculine] is very similar.
However, at ages 4 and 5, we see a spike in the percentage of replacements for the
former. The difference in the rate of replacements is significant at age 5, where CDs
replace [+neuter] lo an average of 19.05% (SD=29.48) and replace [+masculine] lo an
average of 4.76% (SD=12.79); t(20)=2.248, p = .036. As we will see in Section 7.4.4.,
these replacements in the CD group allow participants to express the neuter gender, for
which Spanish does not have a specific form. Therefore, CDs seem to acquire lo
differently with respect to each type of accusative object. It is by age 6 that CDs can be
safely claimed to have acquired Spanish accusative lo.

7.3.2

Lo – BBs

Numerical percentages for target responses, omissions, and replacements by the BB
group appear detailed in Table 7.16. At age 4, lo is produced frequently (between 65%
and 76% of the time) with both types of objects. Replacements, which are incidental, only
appear with [+neuter] accusatives. Omissions are very low from age 4, and they are
incidental with [+neuter] objects.
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Table 7.16. BB percentages of response types for [+neuter] and [+masculine] stimuli
(only target responses, omissions, and replacements shown)
[+neuter]
Target

[+masculine]

*Omission

*Replace

Target

*Omission

*Replace

BB4

76.32

2.63

0

65.79

5.26

0

BB5

81.94

1.39

1.39

79.17

1.39

0

BB6

87

2

0

92

1

0

BB7

94.79

1.04

1.04

91.67

1.04

0

BB8

97.06

1.47

1.47

97.06

1.47

0

Individual results for the BB group with respect to target [+neuter] lo appear in Table
7.17. A Pearson’s r correlation between age and the production of target [+neuter] lo
found a positive correlation between the two variables, r = .266, n = 103, p = .007, but no
significant correlation was found between age and clitic replacements, r = .083, n = 103,
p = .40, or between age and omissions, r = -.054, n = 103, p = .59.

Table 7.17. Individual results for the BB group – target productions of [+neuter] lo
0

1

2

3

4

BB 4 (n=19)

3

1

1

1

13

BB 5 (n=18)

2

0

2

1

13

BB 6 (n=25)

2

0

2

1

20

BB 7 (n=24)

0

0

1

3

20

BB 8 (n=17)

0

0

0

2

15

Individual results for the BB group with respect to target [+masculine] lo appear in Table
7.18. and they resemble, to a large extent, those for neuter pronominals. A Pearson’s r
correlation between age and the production of target [+masculine] lo found a positive
correlation between the two variables, r = .380, n = 103, p < .001, but, again, no
significant correlation was found between age and omissions, r = -.147, n = 103, p = .14.
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Table 7.18. Individual results for the BB group – target productions of [+masculine] lo
0

1

2

3

4

BB 4 (n=19)

4

1

1

5

8

BB 5 (n=18)

1

1

0

8

8

BB 6 (n=25)

0

1

0

5

19

BB 7 (n=24)

0

2

0

2

20

BB 8 (n=17)

0

0

0

2

15

For the BB group, lo seems to be acquired as an individual clitic (i.e. not as two different
clitics with an overlapping form, as in the CD group). While it is true that at age 4,
[+neuter] lo (M=76.32, SD=39.50) is produced significantly more frequently than
[+masculine] lo (M=65.79, SD=40.14) (t(18)=3.618, p = .002), target productions are
over 65% and omissions and replacements are very low with regards to both. Therefore,
the BB group can be claimed to have acquired Spanish lo by age 4.

7.3.3

Lo – SDs

Numerical percentages for target responses, omissions, and replacements by the SD
group are shown in Table 7.19. At age 4, lo is produced rather frequently (between 62%
and 71% of the time) with both types of objects. This group only produced 3
replacements, which I will discuss in Section 7.3.4.
Table 7.19. SD percentages of response types for [+neuter] and [+masculine] stimuli
(only target responses, omissions, and replacements shown)
[+neuter]
Target

*Omission

[+masculine]
*Replace

Target

*Omission

*Replace

SD4

71.43

8.93

1.79

62.50

7.14

1.79

SD5

83.82

4.41

0.00

80.88

1.47

0.00

SD6

97.73

0.00

0.00

92.05

3.41

0.00

SD7

97.37

0.00

0.00

92.11

1.32

0.00

SD8

96.88

3.13

0.00

96.88

0.00

1.56
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Interestingly, the SD group is the one that produced the most omissions. With regards to
[+masculine] accusatives, 100% of these omissions were produced with the stimulus:
(47)

a.

Papá no tiene
el reloj,
pero la hermanita sí…
dad NEG have.3SG.SUBJ
the watch
but the sister
yes
‘Dad doesn’t have the watch but, on the other hand, the sister…

d.

*tiene.
have.1SG.SUBJ
‘Has.’

(SD7 #1101)

This specific stimulus was discussed in Chapter 6 as one that generated responses with
the partitive clitic in Catalan. As it was mentioned, tener ‘to have’ often allows for the
following noun to be used as a mass noun. Therefore, omissions with [+masculine]
accusatives seemed to be triggered by lexical effects in the SD group.
The omissions of [+neuter] lo are especially high at age 4 and 5. However, when looking
at individual results, at age 4, all 4 omissions came from only two participants. At age 5,
all the omissions (3 instances) came from only one participant. Therefore, while it is true
that the SD group omitted the most frequently, these omissions are easily accounted for
with lexical effects and by participant outliers.
Individual results by the SD group with respect to target [+neuter] lo appear in Table
7.20. Mirroring the BB group, a Pearson’s r correlation between age and the production
of target [+neuter] lo found a positive correlation between the two variables, r = .380, n =
88, p < .001. In this group, no correlation was found between age and clitic replacements,
r = -.167, n = 88, p = .12, or between age and omissions, r = -.170, n = 88, p = .11.
Individual results by the SD group with respect to target [+masculine] lo appear in Table
7.21. and they resemble, again, those for neuter pronominals. A Pearson’s r correlation
between age and the production of target [+masculine] lo found a positive correlation
between the two variables, r = .426, n = 88, p < .001. Again, no correlation was found
between age and replacements; r = -.008, n = 88, p = .94. However, a weak negative
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correlation was found between age and omission of [+masculine] lo in the SD group, r =
-.218, n = 88, p = .045.39
Table 7.20. Individual results for the SD group – target productions of [+neuter] lo
0

1

2

3

4

SD 4 (n=14)

2

1

2

1

8

SD 5 (n=17)

0

2

1

3

11

SD 6 (n=22)

0

0

0

2

20

SD 7 (n=19)

0

0

0

2

17

SD 8 (n=16)

0

0

0

2

14

Table 7.21. Individual results for the SD group – target productions of [+masculine] lo
0

1

2

3

4

SD 4 (n=14)

2

2

2

3

5

SD 5 (n=17)

1

0

1

7

8

SD 6 (n=22)

0

0

1

5

16

SD 7 (n=19)

0

0

1

4

14

SD 8 (n=16)

0

0

0

2

14

For the SD group, lo also seems to be acquired as an individual clitic. The target
productions of [+neuter] lo do not differ statistically, at any age, from the productions of
[+neuter]. With productions always over 62%, and ungrammatical responses below 11%,
lo can be assumed to have been acquired by age 4 by the SD group.

39

My intuition is that, with another predicate, this weak correlation would not have been observed.
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occurred at age 5, [F(2, 53) = 4.829, p = .012], where a post-hoc test with the LSD
correction found that CDs produced significantly fewer [+neuter] lo than BBs (p = .012)
and SDs (p = .009). The BB and SD group did not differ, however (p = .87).
With regards to lo for [+masculine] accusative objects, a one-way ANOVA found the
groups statistically similar at age 8, [F(2, 48) = .007, p = .993], and at all ages. Therefore,
with regard to lo for [+masculine] accusative objects, which is the clitic that has a direct
correspondence with Catalan, the three groups develop at a comparable rate. When it
comes to lo for [+neuter] accusative objects, the BB and SD group develop similarly,
while the CD group shows quantitative and qualitative differences with respect to the
other two groups.

7.4 Summary of Findings
The most straightforward result is that, with regards to Spanish ellipsis and accusative
clitic lo, the three dominance groups are virtually indistinguishable from one another at
age 8. However, not only is their attainment by age 8 similar; in many ways, the
development of the three dominance groups is very similar. I summarize these findings
next.

7.4.1

The Acquisition of Ellipsis by the Three Dominance Groups

In Spanish, the first four arguments explored in this chapter can be referred back to in the
discourse with ellipsis. In this respect, they fundamentally differ from Catalan, where the
grammar of the language, in principle, requires a clitic pronoun.
The most salient between-group differences emerged with the partitive argument. In
those contexts where partitive en has to surface in Catalan, the acquisition task posed by
the Spanish language is to elide the object while leaving the specifier in place. This task
proved especially complicated for CDs, whose L1 partitivity seemed to influence their
Spanish and often chose to recycle the Catalan clitic en, non-existent in Spanish, in their
responses. CDs seemed to acquire the use of ellipsis of the arguments at age 7, at least 3
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years later than BBs and SDs. While SDs’ L1 Spanish seemed virtually unaffected by the
presence of partitivity in their L2 Catalan, a degree of cross-linguistic influence was
observed in the BB group in the shape of overt partitive clitics, especially at age 6 (which
I related to a spike in the acquisition of the partitive clitic in Catalan). In responses where
participants used an overt clitic, participants could have plausibly recycled a Spanish
clitic. However, in no cases did a participant use a Spanish clitic to fill in the partitive
position. This seems to indicate that children were aware that there is no overt
morphosyntactic equivalent in Spanish to Catalan partitive en. Statistically speaking, the
CD group converges with the other two groups, with respect to the use of ellipsis and
ungrammatical clitics for partitive arguments, at age 8. Therefore, quantitatively, the CD
group differed from both the BB and SD group until age 8. However, I argued that
qualitatively, the CD and BB groups seemed to pattern alike in that they both showed
some evidence of cross-linguistic influence from Catalan.
Results were very different with respect to oblique dePP arguments. To begin with,
ellipses with regards to these arguments were far less frequent than for partitive
arguments. In fact, these arguments were often referred back to with an ungrammatical
clitic, lo being the preferred clitic by all groups. I argued that this lo did not reflect
participants’ assumption that the predicate took an accusative object, but instead was a
way of making the oblique argument surface overtly to preserve the interpretability of the
predicate. In this respect, these children’s interlanguage crucially differs from the adult
grammar, which would either elide the argument or produce an overt PP. The three
dominance groups, however, performed alike with respect to these arguments from age 4,
with regards to both ellipsis and production of ungrammatical clitics.
These results were exactly the same for oblique PP arguments (i.e. those that would
require the use of hi in Catalan). The three groups patterned alike since age 4 with respect
to the use of ellipsis, overt PPs, and incorrect clitics. Clitic lo was, again, the most
frequently used clitic to fill the oblique argument. These results are not surprising. After
all, in Spanish, the only difference between these two types of oblique arguments is the
preposition that heads them.
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The three groups again performed alike with respect to locative arguments. From age 4,
they used ellipsis and overt PPs to, grammatically and felicitously, refer back to the
locative argument. Predicate vivir ‘to inhabit/live’ was, as predicted in Chapter 3, the
verb that elicited the most overt locative PPs. Participants used them, presumably, to
prevent a general interpretation of the verb.

7.4.2

The Acquisition of Lo

Acquiring accusative clitic lo supposes the task of de-acquiring the distinction based on
the neuter gender on the clitic on the part of CDs. The three groups behaved exactly as
predicted: the BB group patterned with the SD group. These two groups performed alike
in terms of the production and replacements of both [+neuter] and [+masculine] lo.
The CD group, on the other hand, acquired lo by age 6. In this group we saw an
asymmetry between the two uses of the clitic. [+neuter] lo was replaced significantly
more often than [+masculine] lo at age 5. Overwhelmingly, CDs used Catalan clitic ho to
replace lo. This transfer of ho allowed CDs to encode the neuter gender in their Spanish
interlanguage. In this respect, CDs do not only showed quantitative differences with
respect to the other two dominance groups, but also qualitative differences, in that crosslinguistic influence was not attested in the BB and SD groups.
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8 Discussion
Using an OPT, this bi-directional study investigated the performance of 296 child
bilingual participants with respect to Catalan clitics en, hi, l, and ho, and Spanish clitic lo
and ellipsis of partitive, locative, and oblique arguments. Using their parents’ responses
to a comprehensive background questionnaire, participants were divided by language
dominance into Catalan-Dominant (CD), Balanced Bilingual (BB), and SpanishDominant (SD). Dominance groups were further subdivided by age. The results for
Catalan and Spanish, presented in Chapters 5-7, showed expected differences between
groups, but also within-group variability, and individual variability. Building on the
summaries of results presented in Sections 5.6, 6.3, and 7.4, in this chapter I will try to
make sense of these results in various dimensions, in order to address the research
questions.

8.1 Overview: Acquisition of Clitics and Argument Ellipsis
RQ1 proposed to investigate how and when clitics en, hi, ho, and l are acquired in
Catalan. RQ5 asked whether a timeline for the acquisition of lo, but also of partitive,
locative, and oblique argument ellipsis could be established for Spanish. Results showed
differences by clitic/argument ellipsis (RQ1a, RQ5) and by language dominance (RQ1b).
Table 8.1. presents a summary of the results and the following sections contextualize
them.
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8.2 [+neuter / +masculine]: The Accusative Clitics in Catalan
The discussion of clitic acquisition in Catalan begins with ho and l since, of all the
Catalan clitics studied in this dissertation, these two arguably presented, at least
superficially, the most straightforward case for the acquirer: except for very restricted
cases, the accusative object cannot remain phonetically null in either language (see
Section 3.6.2). The main cross-linguistic difference is that while Spanish uses lo for both
[+neuter] and [+masculine] arguments, Catalan distinguishes between the two, restricting
ho for the former and l for the latter type of accusative objects.
The CD group had acquired both clitics by age 4. The BB showed a difference: while l
had been acquired by 4, ho was not mastered until age 6. Before 6, BBs often replaced ho
for l. Finally, the SD group, by age 8, could not be said to have acquired either of the two
clitics.
The effects of dominance were extremely clear with regards to the acquisition of the
accusative clitics ho and l in Catalan. For the BB group, clitic l, for which they receive
positive evidence both from Catalan and Spanish, is acquired early (at or before age 4).
Ho, being the clitic that only exists in Catalan, is often replaced by l (for which BBs
receive evidence in Spanish and partly in Catalan [see Section 6.3]). I acknowledge
Meisel’s (2007, p. 32) warning that it is unlikely that “any type of linguistic datum in the
child’s environment can serve as input for either of the languages” but, due to the
constant co-activation of languages and perhaps due to cross-linguistic similarity, the
acquisition of accusative ho-l in Catalan-Spanish bilingualism provides a scenario where
this seems likely to happen. For the SDs, acquiring the ho-l distinction means making, in
their L2, a morphosyntactic distinction that does not exist in their L1. What we find is
that at age 8, after 4 years of input to Catalan, they have not yet acquired it, and both
clitics are used, in free variation, in both contexts. This reminds us of functional
interference (Sánchez, 2003, 2015), which occurs when “the activation of functional
features in one language, triggered by input in the other language, generates changes in
the bilingual grammar” (Sánchez, 2003, p. 13). For the SD group, then, functional
interference seems to result in a pair of clitics ho-l that are underspecified with respect to
neuterness in Catalan.
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8.3 *Omitting vs. Eliding: Clitics en and hi in Detail
Turning our attention to the results for Catalan clitics en and hi, it was claimed that only
the CD group had acquired the partitive clitic, but that no dominance group had yet
acquired, at age 8, locative hi, oblique hi, or oblique en. A follow-up question, then, is
whether bilingual children are assuming, with respect to the locative, partitive, and
oblique arguments, the same underlying structure for both of their languages. That is, do
children treat Catalan as if it is an ellipsis-permitting language with respect to these 4
arguments, just like Spanish is?
Table 8.2. presents the results, side by side, of percentage of omission of the 4 Catalan
arguments and percentage of ellipsis of the 4 corresponding Spanish arguments. In order
to facilitate comparison, the averages for participants from each group are shown at age 4
(the youngest tested) and 8. If participants were assuming the same underlying structure
for both languages, percentages of omission and ellipsis would be close. If bilinguals
were assuming a different structure for each language, higher percentages would be
expected in the Spanish columns.
The second option is, indeed, the case. With the exception of two cases (CDs at age 4
with locatives, and SDs at age 4 with oblique hi), the percentages of grammatical ellipsis
in Spanish are higher than the percentage of ungrammatical omissions. This seems to be
the case even at age 4, which is remarkable considering the minimal input that the two
dominant groups have had in their non-dominant language. When results are submitted to
a RM ANOVA with two factors, language and argument, and a pairwise comparison, not
all differences reach statistical significance despite showing the expected trend. Table
8.1. specifies which within-group Language*Argument comparisons reached statistical
significance.
Looking into each group in detail, we see that the CD group, at age 4, only elides
significantly more often than omits the partitive clitic. Obliques en and hi are elided more
often, but not significantly so. Curiously, locative hi is omitted more (though not
significantly so) in Catalan than elided in Spanish. While I will not propose a definite
answer, I address this unexpected result below. At age 8, however, differences emerge
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with respect to all clitics: the 4 arguments are elided in Spanish significantly more often
than they are omitted in Catalan.

Table 8.2. Percentages for ungrammatical Catalan omission and target Spanish ellipsis for
the four arguments across dominance groups – only ages 4 and 8 shown
*Catalan Omission

Spanish Ellipsis

Age 4

Age 8

Age 4

Age 8

CD 11.11%*43

0%*

31.67%

77.77%

BB 65.80%

26.47%*

82.89%

89.7%

SD 82.14%

73.44%

85.7%

93.75%

CD 11.11%

22.22%*

18.33%

56.94%

BB 13.89%

19.11%*

23.68%

51.47%

SD 16.07%

43.75%*

25%

70%

CD 58.3%

45.83%*

35%

68.06%

BB 46.05%

55.8%

53.94%

72.05%

SD 46.43%

76.56%

57.14%

79.69%

CD 26.39%

9.72%*

33.3%

62.5%

BB 26.31%

27.94%*

31.58%

61.76%

SD 32.14%

51.56%

25%

67.19%

Partitive en

Oblique en

Locative hi

Oblique hi

43

Notation * marks significance at a < .05 level between ungrammatical omissions and target ellipses for

the same group and age according to a pairwise comparison in a RM ANOVA. For instance, the first * for
the CD group at age 4 means that the CD group at age 4 omitted partitive en significantly less in Catalan
than elided it in Spanish.
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The BB group shows the expected trend (omissions<ellipses) consistently, but no
differences are significant at age 4. By age 8, the partitive and obliques show significant
differences, but not the locative argument. The SD group illustrates another pattern. No
differences are significant at age 4, although most of them show the expected trend
(except for, again, oblique hi). By age 8, the expected trend is observed but the only
significant difference occurs, rather unexpectedly, with oblique en. That is, at age 8, SDs
are significantly eliding in Spanish oblique en more than omitting it in Catalan.
So, are children assuming the same underlying structure at age 4? My answer is yes, but
the common structure is not, in principle, determined by cross-linguistic influence.
Following the proposal by Pérez-Leroux et al. (2017), I assume that all VPs, regardless of
the lexical nature of V, have an obligatory structural complement (either a bare N, a DP,
or a PP). This forms a syntactic representation that is available to all acquirers as a
default. Children, through input, have to determine which constructions or contexts allow
the complement to remain null at PF (i.e. to be elided) and under which conditions this is
possible. To be clear, the idea is not that the child has to learn that parlar ‘to talk’ in
Catalan needs clitic en when the topic of conversation is not expressed in the form of a
PP. Rather, the Catalan-speaking child has to acquire that the grammar of Catalan
requires all arguments to be realized overtly. This overt realization will change depending
on the argument. Again, this subordination of the universal strategy of ellipsis to the
Catalan-specific requirement of argument expression can only happen with input. As we
reviewed in Chapter 2, bilinguals tend to a) have reduced access to input in each of their
languages (as compared to monolinguals, that is), and b) receive input with more
diversity and ambiguity (by virtue of being exposed to input in multiple languages)
(Pérez-Leroux et al., 2017; Sorace, 2005; Unsworth, 2016).
The degree of reduction of input in Catalan-Spanish bilinguals is determined as a function
of their language dominance (for example, SDs have more reduced Catalan input than
CDs and BBs). The degree of input diversity and ambiguity, however, is a consequence
of the Catalan-Spanish language contact scenario. That is, the Catalan-Spanish bilingual
has access to input in two languages, where, with respect to clitics en and hi (or partitive,
locative, and oblique arguments):
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-

Spanish input provides positive evidence for ellipsis

-

Catalan input does not (in principle), and instead requires pronominalization

But, more layers of complexity are added:
-

Spanish input does not show a 100% rate of ellipsis:
o Overt PPs and DPs coexist with ellipsis (PPs are sometimes used to ensure
recoverability of the argument)

-

Catalan input does not show a 100% rate of pronominalization:
o Overt PPs and DPs are part of the adult input,
o Omission is part of the adult input (see Chapter 3, and see below),
o In the case of locative hi, ellipsis is grammatical for adjuncts

Granted, these bullet points provide an oversimplification of the input that these children
are exposed to, but they do characterize the diversity and ambiguity that it contains. Let
us go back to the hypothesis inspired by Pérez-Leroux et al. (2017). Children start with a
structure where the complement of the verb, though syntactically present, may not be
realized with phonetic features (i.e. may be elided). Through input, they restrict the cases
where arguments can remain without being realized overtly, and in which cases
pronominalization (or overt expression) needs to occur. However, as shown by our
oversimplified characterization of the Catalan-Spanish input that these bilinguals receive,
this becomes a difficult task. What are the possible consequences of this limited access to
input that is highly diverse and ambiguous? As Costa et al. (2008) predicts, a delayed
acquisition of the property at hand (i.e. the clitics), but as bilingual literature suggests
(Benmamoun, Montrul, and Polinsky, 2013; Montrul, 2013, 2016), perhaps incomplete
acquisition.

8.3.1

Incomplete Acquisition… of What?

If we judged from the results of Chapter 3, it seems that some bilinguals, especially the
SD group, are on their way to fossilization in a state of incomplete acquisition with
respect to clitics en and hi. What is even more striking, it seems that even the CD group
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might not acquire locative hi. At this time, it is necessary to compare the results of
bilingual children to those from comparable adults, discussed in Perpiñan (2017).
Table 8.3 compares the percentages of target productions and omission of the 4 clitics, in
Catalan, by CD, BB, and SD adults (Perpiñan, 2017) and those by children (this study).
While statistical tests comparing these results were not run, trends are clearly suggestive.
Table 8.3. Perpiñan's (2017) results compared to current children's results
Adults (Perpiñan, 2017)
Correct
production

Children – age 8

*Omission

Correct
production

*Omission

CD 87.6%

1.9%

97.2%

0%

BB 52%

28%

66.18%

26.47%

SD 48.4%

41.1%

23.44%

73.44%

CD 90.5%

4.8%

38.88%

22.2%

BB 61.3%

14.7%

13.24%

19.11%

SD 42.1%

21.05%

4.68%

43.75%

CD 34.3%

63.8%

25%

45.8%

BB 13.3%

84%

10.29%

55.8%

SD 6.3%

80%

3.13%

76.56%

CD 91.4%

5.7%

52.78%

9.72%

BB 38.6%

36%

19.11%

27.94%

SD 22.1%

45.3%

1.56%

51.56%

Partitive en with numeral44

Oblique en

Locative hi

Oblique hi

44

As explained in Chapter 3, in her OPT contexts, Perpiñan (2017) made a difference between partitive en

with a numeral specifier (partitive en with numeral, in this table) and without it (partitive en). I am only
presenting the data relevant to partitive en with a numeral, since this is the comparable context.
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Comparing CD children and adult results, we expect gains in CDs’ production of target
oblique en and hi after age 8. The two obliques seem to be acquired some time between
late childhood and adulthood, making oblique clitics the ones that are acquired the latest
(as compared to Catalan accusatives and datives). Looking at children’s results, I argued
that CD children had not yet acquired locative hi by age 8. Comparing the present results
to those of the adults in Perpiñan (2017),45 we see certain similarities and differences. To
begin with, adults omitted the locative more than they produced it, mirroring children’s
results. However, both their target productions and omissions were higher in quantity.
This is explained by the fact that adults used fewer overt PP locatives than children.
While we would need relevant quantitative analyses comparing child and adult data, it
superficially seems that CD children might fossilize in a state of incomplete acquisition
with respect to locative hi. The implications of arguing for incomplete acquisition by the
CD group in their dominant language in a case of societal bilingualism will be the object
of discussion in the following section, since this claim is simply untenable.
The BB group, despite having an AOA of Catalan at birth, does not converge with the
CD group. Looking at Perpiñan’s (2017) data, this group seems to have fossilized in a
state of incomplete acquisition with respect to the 4 clitics. The case of partitive and
oblique en is, in fact, very striking. Contrary to what we observed in BB children, oblique
en is produced more often than the partitive and omitted less in adult BBs. The SD group
seems to make gains in their target productions of the 4 clitics between age 8 and
adulthood (i.e. adult SDs appear more CD-like than children do) but, regardless, they
seem to fossilize in a state of incomplete acquisition with respect to the 4 clitics.
To summarize all these findings very briefly, the BB group is unlike the CD group both
for rate or timeline of acquisition and for ultimate attainment: CDs succeed in the
complete acquisition of three of the four clitics which are not acquired by BBs, and CDs

45

As explained in Chapter 3, Perpiñan (2017) elicited both argumental and adjunct locative hi. Therefore,

these results, while highly suggestive, might be different for argumental locative hi.
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reach milestones earlier. The SD group, being at the other end of the spectrum, in terms
of dominance also seems to differ on these two aspects from the CD group.
We have seen cases of late acquisition, especially with obliques. Even in those cases
where adults seem to be in a state of incomplete acquisition, comparing results for
children to those for adults seems to point to gains in terms of target productions of the
clitics in the adults. Two factors seem to be at play here. To begin with, there seems to be
a different degree of complexity involved in each clitic, which means that some clitics are
acquired past the age of 8. This will be discussed in Section 8.4. Secondly, there is a
possibility that education plays a role. These clitics are not explicitly taught at school
until late adolescence (ages 16-17). The gains that we observe between children and
adults could be obtained through explicit instruction. In this sense, explicit instruction
does have benefits in target productions, especially if adults were metalinguistically
aware of what they were being tested on, but does not lead to acquisition and does not
eliminate optionality in the grammars of these speakers.

8.3.2

Incomplete Acquisition in the CD group? The Locative under
the Microscope

In line with other studies that have compared locative hi to other clitics (for Catalan,
Perpiñan, 2017; Tarrés & Bel, 2017; for French, Wust, 2009), this study found that the
locative clitic seems comparatively less robust than other clitics. In fact, as I mentioned
above, it seems that there is incomplete acquisition of locative hi by all three groups. At
this point, we need to analyze how it is possible for the most Catalan-dominant group to
fail to acquire a property of their (clearly) dominant language.
When we talk about incomplete acquisition, the incompleteness is with respect to the
target grammar. The target is (or should be considered) the adult grammar – in this case,
the adult CD grammar. It is not a standard or prescriptive grammar. Children are very far
from the 100% production of target locative hi required by the prescriptive grammar but,
by age 8, have already almost converged with the adult grammar, and with the optionality
contained in it (Sorace, 2000).
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So, what is happening with this locative clitic? It is possible that the Catalan grammar of
clitics is shifting to accommodate ellipsis of the locative argument (Tarrés & Bell, 2017).
That is, it is plausible that we are faced with a language change in progress where the
synchronic manifestation is optionality of locative hi. We reach now a chicken-and-egg
problem. If children acquire the grammar that they are exposed to (the CD group
certainly seems to), when does optionality begin? Is this optionality contact-induced?
The case of locative hi requires further study. It is tempting to blame the state of the
locative clitic on intense contact between Catalan and Spanish, but we should not be too
hasty to claim contact-induced language change (Poplack & Levey, 2010). First of all, we
would need access to diachronic data to a non-contact time period for Catalan (which, as
Chapter 1 indicated, means going back centuries). Until we can prove the opposite, we
have to work with the hypothesis that optionality of argumental locative hi has been long
attested and remains a stable phenomenon.
It was not a focus of this dissertation to argue for or against theories of contact-induced
language change. However, the acquisition shown by these three groups, together with
the linguistic landscape described in Chapter 1, predicts exciting opportunities to study
this phenomenon. Meisel (2011b; see also Meisel, Elsig & Rinke, 2013) predicts that
language acquisition is the locus of language change, and that cL2 acquirers are its
agents.46 According to Meisel and colleagues, in a scenario where cL2 acquirers are the
majority, contact-induced language change can occur. Recall from Chapter 1 that SDs, in
fact, are the majority of bilinguals in Catalunya. From Chapter 5 and 6, we realize that
their condition of cL2 acquirers of Catalan and their limited access to input triggers
differences between this group and the other two. The perfect scenario to put this theory
to test exists in Catalunya.

46

Meisel and colleagues base their hypothesis on the premise that 2L1 acquisition inherently results in

nativelike ultimate attainment. The present results, together with Perpiñan’s (2017) and others’ (Thomas et
al., 2014) cast doubt on this basic assumption.
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Meisel and colleagues are by no means the only ones to propose that language contact
and bilingualism trigger or, at least, facilitate language change. From the “anything goes”
when it comes to contact-induced language change (Campbell, 1993; Thomason &
Kaufman, 1988) to highly constrained limits (Poplack & Levey, 2010), to anywhere in
between (Silva-Corvalán, 1994, 2008), bilingualism has been discussed as a language
change accelerator. In particular, Schmid and Köpke’s (2017) highly fluid account of
bilingualism and attrition (see Chapter 3) predicts that three main factors drive the
attritional process in bilinguals: crosslinguistic similarity between languages spoken,
(frequency of) exposure and co-activation, and (early) age of onset of bilingualism.
Hopefully, the previous chapters in the present dissertation have demonstrated that these
three factors in Catalunya present very favorable conditions for attrition in bilinguals.
Therefore, Catalunya provides an ideal terrain to test these theories in the future.

8.4 All Clitics Were not Created Equal
Clear asymmetries have emerged among the four Catalan clitics that do not have a
counterpart in Spanish. Partitive en is the most robust (at least in children), followed by
obliques en and hi, and followed by the locative. The two extremes are easily justified.
Partitive en, being a direct object clitic, is acquired early (as shown by previous research
reported in Chapter 3). Locative hi is the only clitic that allows for grammatical
optionality: prescriptively, adjunct locatives can be pronominalized as hi or elided
altogether. We have reported, multiple times, that optionality in the input has an impact
on acquisition (Costa et al., 2008; Pérez-Leroux et al., 2017; Sorace, 2005).
Descriptively, high degrees of optionality are attested in adults. Therefore, being rife with
optionality (both prescriptively and descriptively), locative hi seems, justifiably, the most
difficult clitic to acquire or the easiest clitic to elide.
Obliques are, perhaps, a more elusive case. Their function is that of a transitive argument,
just as a direct object (Cano Aguilar, 1999), but they clearly show differences with
respect to partitive en, ho and l. To begin with, their non-clitic form is not that of a DP,
but a PP. Secondly, oblique arguments, unlike other direct objects, do not allow for
passivization. When we compare the oblique clitics to en, ho, and l, not only do we see
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delayed acquisition of the obliques in children, we also observe more omissions (in
children and adults) and, interestingly, more replacements (in children).
Replacements constitute one of the most puzzling findings of the present study. It is
normally assumed that omission is a strategy, on the part of the child, “to avoid incorrect
forms whose morphophonology has not been fully acquired” (Borer & Rohrbacher, 2002,
p. 127). This is arguably what seems to happen with partitive en and locative hi (where
occasional replacements, where present, can easily be attributed to performance errors),
but not with obliques en and hi. While not any random string of sounds (or not even any
clitic!) appears in the place of these two clitics, ho and the non-target oblique clitic often
replace the target one.
Then, what is special about these clitics? Bonet (1991, pp. 17-18) proposes a hierarchical
structure of morphological features for Catalan clitics that allows us to differentiate the
markedness that these clitics have. According to her proposal, what the four clitics that
we are discussing now have in common is the node [OBLIQUE], that crucially
differentiates them from [ARGUMENT] clitics (clitics m, t, ho, l, etc.) While I do not
propose that her initial analysis of Catalan clitics applies, I do propose that markedness
and specification may be at the root of both the late acquisition of these clitics and clitic
replacements. In this last sense, a theory such as Distributed Morphology (Halle &
Marantz, 1993; see also Embick & Noyer, 2005), and the way Vocabulary Items are
inserted before Spell-Out, shows promise in accounting for why ho and the other oblique
(as opposed to, say, m or t) take the place of the target clitic.
The framework of Distributed Morphology has three core properties: 1) Late Insertion
(syntactic terminals are abstract and are supplied with phonetic expressions only before
PF, at Spell-Out), 2) Underspecification (the phonetic expressions are not fully specified
for the syntactic terminals they are supplying the form for – rather, phonetic forms may
be inserted when there is a lack of a more specific form), and c) Syntax all the way down
(constituent structure between elements within syntax and within morphology is shared)
(Harley & Noyer, 1999). A variety of processes can occur to the terminal nodes before
Spell-Out. Of specific interest to this study is the process of impoverishment, by which
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morphosyntactic features are deleted and a less specific form is inserted instead (Bonet,
1991; Embick & Noyer, 2005; Halle, 2000).
I do not attempt to go into detail, but it could be the case that due to lack of input, some
features are not active (or are inconsistently active) in the grammar of certain speakers
and impoverishment of the clitic applies, with the resulting insertion of a clitic that is
underspecified. The appeal of DM is that it can account for the presence of not just
variability but also of specific variants (i.e. defaults in replacement, such as ho). DM has
been applied to L2 acquisition successfully, with proposals such as the Morphological
Underspecification Hypothesis “L2 errors are ones of underspecification, not of feature
clash” (McCarthy, 2005, p. 6) or the Contextual Complexity Hypothesis “the probability
that a Vocabulary item [in this case, a specific clitic] will be retrieved decreases the more
terminal nodes are required in its specification” (Hawkins & Casillas, 2008, p. 610).
Again, this is just an initial proposal, and, as such, it deserves further investigation.
Another related analysis that shows promise is one where feature bundles are structured
and constrained, such as Feature Geometry (Harley & Ritter, 1998, 2002).47 According to
Feature Geometry, morphological features are organized hierarchically due to conceptual
and cognitive considerations (Harley & Ritter, 1998, 2002). This organization is captured
in terms of nodes and dependences. For example, Harley and Ritter (2002, p. 486)
propose the universal geometry in Fig. 8.1 for pronouns and agreement morphemes.
Depending on the language/dialect, features are active or not.
The main advantage of this approach to constraining morphology is that the notions of
dependence and markedness (captured here as a function of nodes) are well accounted
for. Its implications for acquisition are very interesting in that it predicts certain
uniformity when it comes to the order of acquisition of clitics. However, this hierarchy
has its limits, as it fails to capture distinctions based on case (Harley & Ritter, 2002, p.
507), which is crucial for this study.

47

I capitalize Feature Geometry to distinguish Harley and Ritter’s 1998 and subsequent analyses from other

feature-geometric proposals.
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Figure 8.1. Proposed universal feature geometry by Harley & Ritter (2008, p. 286)

Subsequent geometries, have included Case. Specifically, Heap (2005) proposes the
geometry in Fig. 8.2. for Spanish clitics, where Case is built as a node of Class:

Figure 8.2. Feature geometry for Spanish clitics by Heap (2005, p. 90)
I believe this geometry is almost applicable to Catalan with some necessary adjustments.
If the geometry in 8.2. is retained, then a partial inventory for Catalan clitics would be:
(1)

CL

CL

OTHER

OTHER

CLASS

CLASS
CASE

ho

(partitive) n
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CL

CL

OTHER

OTHER

CLASS

CLASS

GENDER

CASE

GENDER

CASE

[feminine]
l

la

CL

CL

OTHER

OTHER

CLASS

CLASS
CASE

CASE
48

OBLIQUE

OBLIQUE

[de]
hi

(oblique) n

This preliminary geometry would make certain predictions in terms of acquisition and
clitic replacements. To begin with, it would predict the order of acquisition ho < partitive
n < l < la (not analyzed in the present data) < oblique hi < oblique en.49 The present data
does not allow us to check the accuracy of this geometry in this specific respect for a
variety of reasons: a) cross-linguistic influence affects acquisition processes and can thus

48

The term OBLIQUE for these major class nodes (in small caps) and the term [de] for the privative feature

for oblique en have been taken and adapted from Bonet (1991).
49

I have not attempted to include locative hi in the present geometry due to its different, quasi-adjunct-like

status (both descriptively and prescriptively).
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be plausibly assumed to alter the cognitive markedness of certain nodes and features, and
b) the data collection started at age 4. By this age, CDs (where we would likely observe
this timeline) were well into their acquisition process, having fully acquired the first four
clitics. Nevertheless, the markedness that separates obliques from non-obliques is
observed in the productions of the three groups. In terms of the predictions that this
geometry would make regarding clitic replacements, ho would be expected to replace the
more marked clitics (simply, less structure is projected). This was definitely observed in
the case of obliques, but, on the other hand, it was not observed in the partitive. In terms
of the obliques, according to this geometry, hi would replace en but the opposite
exchange would not be predicted. However, in the results, both types of exchanges were
observed.
Again, a feature-geometric account for Catalan clitics shows some promise and predictive
power when it comes to the acquisition of clitics and their replacements. Its implications,
together with the predictions that it makes for cross-linguistic influence, will be the object
of future research.

8.5 Individual Variation: An (Attempted) Account
Participant 1412, a CD speaker of age 8 produced the following 4 responses, with respect
to the 4 oblique en stimuli: target clitic oblique en (1), overt PP (2), omission (3), and
clitic exchange (4).
(1)

(2)

a.

La germaneta no parla
de futbol però el pare sí…
NEG talk.3SG.SUBJ
of soccer but the father yes
the sister
‘Your sister doesn’t talk about soccer but, on the other hand,
dad…’

b.

que en parla.
that EN talk.3SG.SUBJ
‘does talk (about it.).’

a.

Tu no saps
gaire de cuina
però el pare sí…
you NEG know.2SG.SUBJ much of kitchen
but
the father yes
‘You don’t know much about cooking but, on the other hand,
dad…’
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(3)

(4)

b.

?que sap
de cuina.
that
know.3SG.SUBJ of kitchen
‘does know about it cooking.’

a.

Jo no presumeixo
de joguines però el gosset
sí…
but
the doggy
yes…
I NEG brag.1SG.SUBJ of toys
‘I don’t brag about my toys but, on the other hand, the dog,…’

b.

*presumeix.
brag.3SG.SUBJ
‘Does brag.’

a.

Jo no dubto
del
menjar però el gosset
I NEG doubt.1SG.SUBJ of.the food but the doggy
‘I don’t doubt the food but, on the other hand, the dog…’

b.

*que hi dubta.
that HI doubt.3SG.SUBJ
‘does doubt (about it).’

sí…
yes

Granted, participant 1412 presents a radical case, where each response exemplified a
different response type. However, free variation of target clitic productions and omissions
is observed in many participants from all dominant groups. This study is not the only one
to find this individual variability (Bello, 2017). How different is 1412’s representation of
oblique en from that of a participant who produces only omissions or only clitics? The
fact that participant 1412 produced one instance of the clitic distinguishes them from the
former hypothetical participant. However, the fact that 1412 produced two
ungrammatical responses also distinguishes them from the latter participant. In more
general terms, what does it mean when a participant both produces and omits the same
clitic?
Justifying individual results is justifying the group results. If anything, having found
many participants who both produce and omit the target clitic helps validate the
hypothesis by Pérez-Leroux et al. (2017) and retained here: the grammar of a participant
who both omits and produces a clitic reflects an initial structure where the argument is
projected but begins by not being phonetically realized. Through input, children learn
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when the null exponent (ellipsis) is accommodated by the target grammar, and when it is
not. In other words, through input, children map the universally available pragmatic
strategy of ellipsis onto language-specific structures, and progressively select the ones
that are part of the target grammar (Serratrice, et al., 2004). The reason why I say the
findings validate this hypothesis is that it seems implausible to assume that children
project different derivations: one for when the clitic appears and a different one for when
it does not.

8.6 From Individual Variation to Fossilization in Catalan
In the preceding section, I mentioned again that input allows children to acquire when
ellipsis is accommodated by the target grammar and when it is not. Until this is acquired,
optionality is observed in children’s productions. However, the present study together
with Perpiñan’s (2017) results show that this optionality is not overcome across the
board.
When optionality becomes fossilized into adulthood, it constitutes a divergence from the
target grammar. As a result, we can talk about incomplete acquisition of partitive en,
oblique en, and oblique hi by the BB and SD groups. Regarding locative hi, it seems that
the CD children have (almost) converged with the optionality contained in the target
grammar, while BB and SD adults have not.50 If we were to make Sorace’s (1993)
proposed distinction, however, we would need to talk about divergence and not
incomplete acquisition: the clitics are indeed part of the BBs and SDs’ interlanguage, but
their representations, showing ample optionality, are different from the one in CDs’
grammar.
This Catalan-Spanish bilingual setting, with its inherent ambiguity and its attested
optionality, provide the perfect storm for the bilingual child. While CDs eventually
overcome their optionality (at different times, depending on the clitic), limited input does

50

No claims can be made regarding the acquisition of l and ho by SDs since comparable adult data does not

exist.
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not allow BBs (2L1 acquirers) and SDs (cL2s) to leave optionality behind, and
incomplete acquisition ensues. Therefore, while the initial optionality attested is not
derived from cross-linguistic influence from Spanish and instead reflects the universal
strategy of ellipsis, the fact that BBs and SDs are not able to let go of optionality is a
product of their language dominance.

8.7 The Case of Spanish
8.7.1

Accusative Lo

Spanish neutralizes the distinction between the neuter and masculine singular accusative
clitics found in Catalan. Or, put in other words, Spanish inserts clitic lo in both cases.
SDs and BBs behave, with respect to the accusative, as one would expect: lo is used,
from age 4, almost across the board.
There is evidence that going from more morphosyntactic categories to fewer does not
generally suppose a burden. Meisel (2016), for example, investigated the acquisition of
the (binary) gender assignment and agreement in cL2 French by L1 German children
(which has a tripartite system). These children did not attempt to introduce the neuter
gender into their L2 French. The present study, however, showed otherwise. Before
converging with BBs and SDs at age 6, CDs at ages 4 and 5 (between 16% and 19% of
the time) expressed the lack of the masculine gender in pronominals esto ‘this’ and eso
‘that’ by recycling Catalan clitic ho (pronounced /u/) in Spanish (Longa et al., 1998). It is
unclear under which conditions going from more to fewer morphosyntactic categories is
problematic and when it is not. It is possible that cross-linguistic similarity between
Spanish and Catalan (absent in the French-German bilingual case) created a suitable
environment for this transfer (Schmid & Köpke, 2017). This is similar to what Gathercole
(2007, p. 240) predicted: when patterns across languages are “similar enough (…) to
invite the child to compare”, cross-linguistic influence is likely. What this seems to show,
regardless, is that the failure to inhibit the morphosyntactic activation of the dominant
language triggers ungrammaticalities in performance (Meisel, 2007). This, again, reminds
us of the notion of functional interference (Sánchez, 2003, 2015). The CD group shows a
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(rather radical) example of interference: the activation of the Catalan feature [+neuter] in
Spanish results in the creation of a new clitic in Spanish (ho /u/) transferred from Catalan.
This convergence is then overcome with age (and input).

8.7.2

To Elide or not to Elide…

RQ6 proposed to investigate whether certain arguments undergo ellipsis more frequently
than others. In order to address this question, the four elidable arguments and the three
dominance groups have to be discussed separately.

8.7.2.1

The Obliques

The focus when studying null objects in infant speech is very often to determine why
children allow null objects where adults do not. However, with oblique arguments in
Spanish, unexpected errors of commission force the opposite question: why does a clitic
surface when the target is ellipsis? In effect, the adult grammar allows for (and provides
evidence of) ellipsis of obliques, except for cases where recoverability of the argument is
compromised, in which case adults favor the use an overt PP. Children of all dominance
groups in this study were innovators in that they used an option that is not available in the
adult grammar of Spanish, namely the use of accusative object lo as an oblique pronoun,
as shown in (5).
(5)

* No crees
en dragones pero la hermana lo cree.
NEG believe.2SG.SUBJ in dragons but the sister
LO believe.3SG.SUBJ
‘You don’t believe in dragons but the sister believes them.’

More than one hypothesis becomes possible. Let us explore them individually:
A) The grammar of Catalan affects the representation of Spanish obliques
Since Catalan grammar does not allow ellipsis to refer back to the obliques and instead
uses clitic pronouns, it is possible that, for bilinguals, ellipsis becomes less accessible due
to cross-linguistic influence. In Chapter 7 I was inclined to disregard this hypothesis.
Individual results show that participants who produced no oblique clitics in Catalan were
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as likely to produce a Spanish “oblique lo” clitic as children who had produced oblique
clitics in Catalan. I was also inclined to disregard this option on the basis of group results:
the group that produces oblique clitics the most frequently in Catalan (CDs) produces
“oblique lo” clitics in Spanish at a comparable rate as the other two groups. In fact, the
three groups seem to acquire the oblique ellipsis very similarly, not differing between one
another in terms of target productions of ellipsis or in terms of ungrammatical production
of clitics. Hypothesis A seems unlikely, although to discard it completely, data on how
this oblique ellipsis is acquired in monolingual Spanish would be necessary.
If a cross-linguistic reason is (for the time being) discarded, the reason must be languageinternal:
B) Due to lexical effects, children have trouble with verb alternations
The eight predicates that took an oblique argument were: creure/creer ‘to believe’,
dubtar/dudar ‘to doubt’, jugar ‘to play’, pensar ‘to think’, parlar/hablar ‘to talk’,
presumir ‘to brag’, saber ‘to know’, somiar/soñar ‘to dream’. As mentioned in Chapter 5,
all of these predicates except for presumir ‘to brag’,51 may take an accusative clitic, both
in Catalan and Spanish. While I have not conducted a corpus study, my intuition is that
some of these predicates (especially, creure/creer ‘to believe’, pensar ‘to think’, and
saber ‘to know’) tend to appear with an accusative object more than with an oblique
object. It is a possibility that the positive evidence the children are receiving, in the input,
in terms of phonetically realizing the accusative argument of these predicates is
transferring onto the oblique, for which they receive evidence of ellipsis and overt PPs. If
this was the case, a delay in the acquisition of ellipsis of the oblique argument (as
compared to the ellipsis of the partitive argument) would be expected, and ungrammatical
clitics would also be expected.

51

Even presumir ‘to brag’ has a marginal accusative alternation, with the meaning ‘to presume’. However,

this is a very formal use of this predicate.
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In Chapter 7, I was inclined to reject this hypothesis due to the fact that the “oblique lo”
clitics did not show the φ-features of the object that would have been the accusative. A
safe way to refute or confirm for this hypothesis would be by using predicates that do not
alternate between an accusative and an oblique object. If hypothesis B is correct, we
should see that these predicates would not elicit ungrammatical clitics. Unfortunately,
with the present data, this hypothesis cannot be tested. All the predicates that were
included had this alternation. The only exception was presumir ‘to brag’ and due to the
lexical problems that it caused (i.e. in the form of no responses), I am reluctant to base
any conclusions on this predicate alone.
A hypothesis that derives from B is that children use propositional lo (i.e. the clitic that
pronominalizes a subordinate sentence) with these predicates. If this were the case, we
would not expect to see the φ-features of the object on the lo since the pronominalized
object would be a proposition. While the relevant results were not shown in this
dissertation, propositional lo was nevertheless elicited in the OPT. Preliminary results
show that this clitic is acquired around ages 6-7 and since “oblique lo” is observed from
the first ages tested, I am inclined to not retain this hypothesis, although further analyses
are needed.
C) The clitics allow children to resolve a pragmatic issue in an economical manner
In Chapter 5, I mentioned that the difference between omitting or not is the tension
between economy of expression and the requirement that the output be grammatical and
recoverable. The same is true for ellipsis. Adults do not elide an argument if its
recoverability is at stake. Children, being sensitive to pragmatics, may detect a
recoverability risk. For example, if the oblique argument (i.e. what you talk about) of
parlar/hablar ‘to speak’ is not phonetically realized, the hearer might choose the generic
interpretation of the predicate (i.e. not “to talk about X” but “to have the ability to talk”).
In order to avoid a pragmatic mishap, children use a resource that is available to them, an
accusative clitic, and by recycling it, they ensure recoverability of the argument and
preserve economy of expression. I am inclined to retain this hypothesis judging by the
predicate that elicited the most ungrammatical clitics for locative arguments: vivir ‘to
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live/inhabit’. This was the predicate where pragmatics were the most high-stakes (i.e.
interpreting it as “to be alive” rather than “to inhabit”!). If this hypothesis happened to be
confirmed, not only would children appear as pragmatically sophisticated, but also as
highly efficient innovators.
D) These clitics are due to task effects
It might be the case that these errors of commission were an artifact of the task. That is, it
is possible that these children would not produce sentences like (5) in naturalistic speech.
Although this remains a possibility (worthy, no doubt, of future study), the fact is that the
adult grammar, even when completing the same task, does not allow for utterances such
as (5) but children’s grammar, at least until age 8, does. Therefore, even if hypothesis D
is confirmed, it is insufficient.

8.7.2.2

The Locative

The three dominance groups behaved very similarly with regards to the acquisition of
ellipsis of the locative argument in Spanish and they converged from the first age tested.
The disproportionate number of overt PPs used with the predicate vivir ‘to live/inhabit’
demonstrated that children were sensitive to pragmatics and refrained from eliding the
locative argument in order to make sure the correct meaning of the verb was recovered.

8.7.2.3

The Partitive

Partitive en in Catalan stood out for its robustness in the CD group; it is acquired early
(by age 4) and its rate of omission drops to 0% by age 7. In Spanish, the partitive
argument behaves rather interestingly. Although the target for this argument is ellipsis
(and with rates of ellipsis over 85% at age 4, SDs clearly acquire it very early), CDs of all
ages transfer this clitic. This reminds us of the Full Access / Full Transfer theory
(Schwartz & Sprouse, 1994, 1996). It seems that CDs start their L2 Spanish by
transferring their L1 morphosyntax – in this case, the overt expression of partitivity
through pronominalization. Until age 6, Catalan partitive clitic en is transferred over 30%
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of the time. That is, although CDs could choose to recycle any Spanish clitic (as they do
for oblique arguments), they do not (see Section 8.8 for a discussion).
To be clear, the case of the partitive argument is not the exact case that lo poses: it is not
the difference between going from more categories (ho/l) to fewer (lo), but the difference
between going overt phonetic form (en) to ellipsis. While the ho/l - lo case forces CDs to
neutralize a morphosyntactic distinction, the partitive case forces bilinguals to go back to
their initial state of acquisition: where ellipsis of an object is permissible. That is, CDs
acquired (early on) that partitive arguments cannot be elided and instead have an overt
morphosyntactic representation, en, in their L1 Catalan. It seems that, when their
exposure to L2 Spanish begins, the “setting” of overt morphophonological exponence for
the partitive argument is transferred.52 Input is needed to reset this initial assumption.
This is why we see a progressive decrease of the use of en starting from age 5. The
acquisition task with respect to the partitive argument in Spanish therefore seems much
more taxing than the task posed by lo and a significant amount of input in Spanish is
needed. Until it is accumulated, transfer of the clitic is observed.

8.8 Recycling Clitics (When Language Has Its Limits)
Throughout the results and discussion, a variety of clitic recycling processes were
described: CDs use partitive en and neuter ho in Spanish, SDs use /lu/ in Catalan for
[+neuter] accusative objects, and all groups use ho for obliques in Catalan and lo for
obliques in Spanish. Let us examine these cases in detail.
The use of en and ho in Spanish clearly shows functional interference from Catalan that
leads to changes in the Spanish morphosyntax of many CDs (and very few BBs): features
that are not activated in Spanish become activated due to Catalan. It seems that children
have realized that the Spanish morphosyntactic paradigm is discrete and, instead of
mapping these features to Spanish morphemes, they choose to recycle the two clitics
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I do not use the word “setting” in terms of parameter setting. Pérez-Leroux et al. (2017) reason why the

learning of transitivity is not a case of parameter setting.
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from Catalan respecting Spanish phonology. It is very possible that cross-linguistic
similarity boosts this transfer (Schmid and Köpke, 2017). As a result, I do not predict that
an L1 French – cL2 acquirer of English would produce a sentence such as “I en have 2.”
Since the use of en and ho creates both an unconventional and ungrammatical production
in Spanish, the two clitics quickly decrease in frequency.
The use of /lu/ (from Spanish lo) by SDs (and some BBs) in Catalan presents a different
case. The use of this form shows that the feature [+neuter] has been created but, instead
of supplying the Catalan form ho, SDs transfer the form lo into Catalan respecting the
phonology of this language. Why is the morpheme /lu/ and not target ho produced? This
is speculation but the reason for this transfer could be entirely phonological. SDs, not
being used to vowel-only clitics in their L1, might disprefer this form in their L2. If this is
true, then /l/ is an epenthetic consonant of sorts that has the added advantage of creating
an analogy with Spanish clitic lo, with which ho overlaps partly in its feature
specification. While this theory is mere speculation, a weak source of support is offered
in Section 5.6.1.1: clitic hi (the only other vowel-only clitic) appears for the first time at
age 6 in the SD group and is produced by very few participants altogether.
Finally, the use of ho and lo for oblique clitics, the former for Catalan to replace en and
hi, and the latter for Spanish to avoid ellipsis, presents a radically different case of
recycling. This is exactly the kind of clitic recycling that Longa et al. (1998, p. 148)
discussed: using an accusative clitic, being less marked, to fill a gap in the paradigm. For
Catalan, the gap in the paradigm is developmental, being caused by the delayed
acquisition of these clitics (see Section 8.4.). On the other hand, Spanish does have this
gap in the paradigm. Interestingly, even those children who had acquired obliques hi and
en in Catalan strongly preferred the use of “oblique lo” in Spanish rather than transferring
the Catalan clitic. This is especially remarkable considering that the transfer of clitics
from their L1 Catalan is not banned (since partitives and neuters were transferred).
Therefore, CDs are using the same tools that BBs and SDs are using to fill an oblique
gap: the least marked clitic available in the paradigm.
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8.9 Cross-Linguistic Influence
RQ2 proposed to investigate whether cross-linguistic influence would be observed and, if
so, whether it would be pervasive or would affect certain clitics specifically. If crosslinguistic influence was seen, a secondary question was whether it would be overcome
with time and input or would rather turn into a fossilized form of divergence from the
target grammar.
In Catalan, en, ho, and l are the perfect triad to examine cross-linguistic influence. To
begin with, the three pronominalize direct objects – which explains why the CD group
has acquired them by age 4. However, they have different correspondences in Spanish.
En is equivalent to ellipsis, the function of ho is carried out by clitic lo, and, finally l is
the clitic that has the most direct counterpart, lo. Therefore, if there is cross-linguistic
influence from Spanish into Catalan, we should see differences in the way the three clitics
are acquired by the BB and SD groups. As Chapters 5 and 6 showed (and Table 8.1.
summarized), this is the case. Omissions provide our first source of comparison: the BB
and SD groups omit en more often than they omit ho or l. In fact, looking at adult results,
neither group seems to fully acquire the partitive. I previously claimed that initial
omissions by these two groups reflect the universal strategy of ellipsis of the object but
fossilized omissions indicate that this strategy has been retained due to the influence from
Spanish.
For BBs, the case of partitive en represents a perfect case of cue conflict (Döpke, 1997,
1998; Meisel et al. 2013; Müller & Hulk, 2001; Yip & Mathews, 2000). On one side, the
BB acquirer receives input from Catalan, which represents partitivity with an overt DP or
a clitic, and, on occasions, with omission of the argument (recall Perpiñan’s [2017]
results). On the other side, Spanish presents rather robust evidence of object ellipsis,
which, at the same time, is consistent with the initial stage of acquisition. As a result, BBs
seem to begin applying the grammar of Spanish to Catalan with regards to partitivity, and
while improvements are observed over time, their steady state is one of divergence form
the CD group. The second piece of evidence of cross-linguistic influence provided by the
BBs is their timeline of acquisition of ho. This clitic is acquired at age 6, (at least) two
years after clitic l, which has a direct correspondence in Spanish. In fact, before it is fully
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acquired, l-for-ho replacements outnumber target productions. Therefore, where the two
languages coincide (l), cross-linguistic influence has a facilitative effect; where they
diverge, BBs are slowed down.
When it comes to SDs (cL2 acquirers of Catalan), they start out by largely transferring
their L1 morphosyntax to the L2 (Schwartz & Sprouse, 1994, 1996), encouraged,
perhaps, by cross-linguistic similarity (Gathercole, 2007). With input and education,
gains in their target productions are observed, but their ultimate attainment is
significantly different from the CD group: with regards to en and hi, they produce fewer
clitics and more omissions and, with regards to the ho-l distribution, they use both clitics
in free variation. Therefore, this study, as many others, has found cross-linguistic
influence in the morphosyntax of cL2 acquirers (Blom & Baayen, 2013; Chondrogianni,
2008; Ezeizabarrena, 2012; Paradis, 2011; Blom, et al., 2012; McDonald, 2000;
Zdorenko & Paradis, 2008), which becomes fossilized in adulthood (Thomas et al.,
2014).
Cross-linguistic influence into Spanish was very salient in the shape of two clitics that are
not part of adult Spanish: /en/ and /u/ (from Catalan en and ho). This type of influence
was observed in the CD group (the cL2 acquirer group, in this case) and, to a much lower
extent, the BB group. In the 5 age ranges tested, we saw CDs’ patterns of preference for
one option over the other change drastically (recall how instances of /en/ outnumbered
target ellipsis at age 4) although the non-target option was still not categorically rejected
by age 8 (Sorace, 2000). As I argued, overcoming cross-linguistic influence was easier
for CDs than for SDs. Firstly, for the former group, their instances of cross-linguistic
influence were very salient in the sense that they were producing clitics that do not exist
in the Spanish paradigm (see Section 8.8). At the same time, for CDs, overcoming the
cross-linguistic influence with regards to the partitive argument meant retaining the
option of eliding the object, which is available to all acquirers as a default. Therefore, in
Spanish, we found that both the 2L1 and cL2 converged with the dominant group with
respect to all the arguments by age 8.
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8.10 Taking Stock: 2L1 and cL2 Acquisition
Chapter 2 discussed the main research, assumptions, and theories regarding 2L1 and cL2
acquisition. If it could all be summarized in an oversimplified manner, it would be the
following: 2L1s will follow the same developmental path as and converge with
monolinguals (although they might show quantitative differences), cL2s will outperform
aL2s but might show quantitative and qualitative differences with respect to (2)L1s. No
monolinguals or aL2s were tested for the present study but let us evaluate the other sets
of assumptions.
Our 2L1 group was the BB group. All participants had been exposed to both Catalan and
Spanish from birth and both languages were present in the home. CDs and SDs are cL2
acquirers of their non-dominant language (although, being brought up in Catalunya, some
had had some input of their non-dominant language before age 3). According to previous
research, we would expect BBs to perform like CDs in Catalan and like SDs in Spanish,
despite quantitative differences. At the same time, we would expect CDs and SDs to
diverge from one another in both languages. The following two subsections evaluate
these hypotheses by language.

8.10.1

In Catalan

This hypothesis was not completely supported. First of all, with respect to the accusative
ho-l distinction for accusative clitics, BBs did behave like CDs. The main differences
were quantitative in nature: BBs took longer to acquire ho and their replacements were
more frequent. With respect to the other clitics, en and hi, BBs and CDs also differed at a
quantitative level: both CDs and BBs produced the clitics, but BBs produced them
significantly less. The problem is, however, that when looking at adults (Perpiñan, 2017),
this quantitative difference was not bridged. Adult BBs do not converge with adult CDs.
Therefore, the quantitative differences observed in childhood remain present in adulthood
and BBs do not acquire any of the four uses of clitics en and hi, or rather, they acquire
them with ample optionality, thus diverging from the target grammar. In this sense, input
seems to be assigned a crucial role. Due to the lack of input, BBs show residual
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optionality and permanently diverge from CDs, against what De Houwer (1995, 2005)
and Meisel (2009) would predict.
SDs behaved like we would expect from cL2 acquirers. Their rate of acquisition was
protracted with respect to the other two groups. Clitics were first attested later in this
group than in the other two groups and, by age 8, and even in adulthood, they produced
the clitics the least often. Due to the lack of input, SDs also failed to converge with CDs.

8.10.2

In Spanish

We argued that acquiring the ellipsis in Spanish implied retaining the initial hypothesis of
the admissibility of the elided argument. SDs did not seem to experience problems with
this task. BBs performed very similarly to SDs, although they showed limited instances
of cross-linguistic influence from Catalan (especially with regards to the partitive
argument) not attested in the latter group.
In Spanish, the cL2 group (CDs) did converge with the other two groups. With respect to
the ellipsis of obliques and locative, convergence was observed from age 4. The
acquisition of the ellipsis of the partitive argument, on the other hand, took longer and
convergence of the CD group with the other two occurred later on, at age 8.
Therefore, to answer RQ7, it is clear that the ellipsis of Spanish, being the default setting
available to all acquirers, is easier to acquire by L1s, 2L1s, and cL2s than the
pronominalization of arguments in Catalan (although it does not happen without
difficulties, as the case of obliques showed).
With regards to lo, both BB and SDs patterned together, both quantitatively and
qualitatively. The CD group showed important qualitative differences: the neutermasculine distinction was initially transferred, to be overcome by age 6. Therefore, to
answer RQ8, it seems that the morphosyntactic neuter-masculine distinction was indeed
transferred, but only by the cL2 group, and was overcome relatively fast, 2 years after
onset of exposure.
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8.10.3

Input Takes Centre Stage

RQ3 proposed to determine whether language dominance and AOA played a role in the
acquisition of these clitics. Putting all of the findings together, it is clear that, contrary to
what Meisel (2009) predicts, an early AOA is a necessary but not sufficient condition for
native ultimate attainment (Thomas et al., 2014). Input, the only difference between CDs
and BBs, has been shown to be critical in the acquisition of the investigated properties of
morphosyntax, thus agreeing with the myriad of studies that have found input effects
(Ågren, et al., 2014; Austin, 2009; Blom, 2010; Ezeizabarrena, 2012; Gathercole, 2002a,
2002b, 2007; Jia & Aaronson, 2003; Jia & Fuse, 2007; Nicoladis, Palmer, & Marentette,
2007; Paradis, 2010; Scheele, et al., 2010; Unsworth, 2013, 2016; Unsworth et al., 2014;
a.o.).
The following question that remains to be addressed is whether it is input quality or
quantity that imposes stricter limits on acquisition. Unfortunately, the current data does
not allow me to address this question without doubt. If one recalls Table 4.1, where
participant groups were defined using the 4 different measures (AOA, input quantity,
input quality, and proficiency), CDs and BBs differed significantly not only in amounts
of exposure they have to Catalan, but also in the quality of the exposure. Granted,
differences in input quality were expected; after all, BBs do not receive Catalan input
from as many sources as CDs do. However, the nativeness of the input was also different
(Cornips & Hulk, 2008; Unsworth & Blom, 2010).
Let us recapitulate. What the CDs, BBs, and SDs have in common in terms of input
quality is the exposure received through media and school (from teachers). However,
nuances need to be made. While media (books, websites, TV, music, etc.) uses Standard
Catalan, not all groups make the same use of Catalan media. Therefore, while the
nativeness of this input is very high, BBs and SDs typically receive comparatively less
input from these sources than CDs. Nuancing the school factor could fill a dissertation by
itself. In brief, not all schools exemplified a perfect bilingualism continuum: some were
much more Catalan speaking, some very Spanish speaking, and only few were very
balanced. Teachers themselves could also be CDs, BBs, SDs or aL2 acquirers of Catalan.
Therefore, the quality of input received in each school could greatly differ.
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In addition, going back to the results with regards to nativeness, BBs’ input quality is
lower than CDs’ in terms of nativeness. This means that the main caregivers who provide
BB children with Catalan input were often BB or SD speakers themselves (i.e. speakers
who grew up with either Spanish or Spanish and Catalan but decided to use Catalan with
the child).
Boix-Fuster and Sanz (2008, p. 103) described a bilingual variety of Catalan
“characterized by transfer from Spanish that extends to all language areas, including
morphosyntax”. This variety, which they argue is spoken both by native bilinguals and
non-native speakers of Catalan is different from the standard. Perpiñan’s (2017) results
speak to this bilingual variety in that the CD group was found to be different from the BB
and SD groups in the production of these clitics. Going one step further, one could
imagine that Perpiñan’s (2017) participants could be the input providers for the children
who participated in this study.
Therefore, it is very possible that BBs and SDs are exposed to the bilingual variety
described by Boix-Fuster (2008) more than the CD group, who tends to receive more
native input. As a result, their opportunities to acquire the “non-bilingual variety” are
extremely limited. They are probably limited, as we saw, to the media and to school. This
observation then poses a fundamental question inspired by Putnam and Sánchez (2013):
if BBs and SDs are mainly exposed to a “bilingual variety” of Catalan, does it make sense
to argue for incomplete acquisition?
I have chosen to adhere to the term incomplete acquisition because I consider the target
grammar to be the CD one. However, I concede that these data could be construed
differently: one could consider that CDs are acquiring one variety of Catalan, whereas
BBs and SDs are acquiring another. Problematizing the current results in this second
manner has the advantage of doing away with an unexpected and perhaps even
undesirable finding: that 2L1 acquisition in societal bilingualism can derive into
incomplete acquisition. However, this resolution would have profound repercussions
regarding the almost volatile topic of language and identity in Catalunya. This, therefore,
remains a topic for further study.
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8.11 Final Remarks
In the Catalan-Spanish bilingualism context, there is a continuum of bilingualism: from
more Catalan-dominant to more Spanish-dominant. For the former, Spanish might be
used mostly in a passive manner (through books or TV, or in class) or actively used in an
emblematic manner (with a few peers or neighbours). For the latter, it is the use of
Catalan that is restricted.
The results of this bi-directional study clearly demonstrated that language dominance
affects the acquisition of morphosyntax. Language dominance manifested itself in the
shape of different timelines, cross-linguistic influence, replacements, and ultimate
attainment.
This study found clear differences depending on the target of acquisition. Ellipsis in
Spanish was acquired more easily than Catalan pronominalization. I argued that this was
to be expected since Spanish, in this respect, represents the retention of the universal
default (or least marked) setting: that of ellipsis for obliques, partitives, and locatives. As
a result, ellipsis was acquired relatively early by both L1 speakers (SDs and BBs) and
cL2s (CDs). The acquisition of the clitics differed depending not only on the language
dominance of the speaker but also on the markedness of the clitic.
More importantly, this study found that the simultaneous acquisition of two languages
does not necessarily entail convergence with L1 speakers, not even in a case of relatively
balanced societal bilingualism without diglossia, such as Central Catalunya. I started this
section by saying that there is a Catalan-Spanish bilingualism continuum. I understand
this continuum to be dynamic. Part of this assumption is that it is possible for an
individual to move towards one end or the other end at different stages in their life (SilvaCorvalán, 2008). While AOA might impose certain limits when it comes to acquisition
(Johnson & Newport, 1989, 2001; Long, 1990), the results discussed in this dissertation
showed that input plays an undeniable role. It is possible, then, for a speaker who was
extremely SD in childhood who receives large amounts of high-quality Catalan input in
adulthood to perform more on par with CDs than BBs whose input has remained more or
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less constant throughout their lifespan. This possibility remains a topic for further
investigation.

8.12 Limitations of this Study
The present study suffered from a number of limitations. The first and most basic one is
that it lacked a comprehension measure. It is possible that, despite inconsistent
production, Catalan clitics are part of the children’s grammar. While my initial intention
was to include a comprehension measure, I was unsuccessful in designing one that would
work for these participants.
In addition, the measures of input quantity and quality were based on primary caregivers’
reports in the questionnaire and could therefore contain inaccurate information. It would
be very informative to draw observational measures of the input quantity and quality
these children have, even if this implies reducing the number of participants. This would
also contribute to the thorny issue of the bilingual variety discussed above.
Also, this study grouped participants into 3 unique groups. This was done in order to
capture the same groups that the Statistical Institute of Catalunya (IDESCAT) classifies
bilinguals into so that the trends in language contact and language change could be
established in further studies. However, individual variation was extremely strong. In the
near future, I intend to reanalyze the current data without groups, so that the relevance of
input quantity and quality can be better assessed.
Finally, a corpus study is needed both in Catalan and Spanish regarding the frequency of
alternating verbs with their accusative and oblique arguments. This, together with their
markedness, will allow us to determine lexical and frequency effects and might better
account for the lateness of the acquisition of the oblique clitics in Catalan and ellipsis in
Spanish.
Despite these limitations (and others that I may have failed to recognize), I believe this
study provides valuable novel data, and relevant insights into the development of
bilingual morphosyntax in cases of societal bilingualism
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Appendix 2. Questionnaire
Estudi sobre el bilingüisme amb infants d’entre 4 i 9 anys
Amb aquest qüestionari, intentem veure quin tipus d’input rep l’infant en cada llengua. Totes les preguntes són
rellevants per l’estudi però recorda que ets lliure de no contestar qualsevol pregunta. Es prega que sigui el pare
(o tutor legal) que passi més temps amb l’infant el que respongui aquest qüestionari.
Informació personal sobre tu (no sobre l’infant)
1) Número de participant assignat (la investigadora te'l donarà): ___________
2) Quina és la teva relació amb el participant?

Mare / Pare / Tutor legal

3) Quin any vas néixer? _____________________________
4) On vius (poble o ciutat)? _____________________________
5) On vas néixer (si és fora d’Espanya, indica país)? ____________________________
6) Si vas néixer fora de Catalunya, a quina edat vas traslladar-te a Catalunya? _________
7) On va néixer la teva mare? _____________________________
8) On va néixer el teu pare? _____________________________
9) D'on són els teus avis materns i paterns? _____________________________
10) Quina llengua parles/parlaves amb la teva mare?
( ) Català

( ) Castellà

( ) Ambdues indistintament

( ) No s'aplica / Una altra

11) Quina llengua parles/parlaves amb el teu pare?
( ) Català

( ) Castellà

( ) Ambdues indistintament

( ) No s'aplica / Una altra

12) Quina llengua parles actualment amb els teus germans?
( ) Català

( ) Castellà

( ) Ambdues indistintament

( ) No s'aplica / Una altra

13) Ara parles una llengua diferent amb els teus germans que quan eres petit?

Sí / No

14) Quina llengua parles/parlaves amb els teus avis materns?
( ) Català

( ) Castellà

( ) Ambdues indistintament

( ) No s'aplica / Una altra

15) Quina llengua parles/parlaves amb els teus avis paterns?
( ) Català

( ) Castellà

( ) Ambdues indistintament

( ) No s'aplica / Una altra

16) Quina llengua parles amb els teus millors amics?
( ) Català

( ) Castellà

( ) Ambdues indistintament

( ) No s'aplica / Una altra
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17) Quina llengua parles amb els teus cosins?
( ) Català

( ) Castellà

( ) Ambdues indistintament

( ) No s'aplica / Una altra

18) Quina llengua parles/parlaves amb la teva parella?
( ) Català

( ) Castellà

( ) Ambdues indistintament

( ) No s'aplica / Una altra

19) En circumstàncies habituals, barreges llengües en una sola frase? Per exemple, com passa a la frase "Em va
preguntar si sabia res y yo le dije que no, que ni idea".
( ) Mai

( ) Pocs cops

( ) Sovint

( ) Molt freqüentment

20) A quina edat vas començar a escoltar de forma continuada el català?
( ) 0-2 anys

( ) 3-4 anys

( ) 5-6 anys

( ) 6-10 anys

( ) Després dels 10 anys

21) A quina edat vas començar a escoltar de forma continuada el castellà?
( ) 0-2 anys

( ) 3-4 anys

( ) 5-6 anys

( ) 6-10 anys

( ) Després dels 10 anys

Autoavaluació
22) Segons la teva freqüència d’ús de les dues llengües, et consideres....
( ) Més catalanoparlant

( ) Més castellanoparlant

( ) Bilingüe equilibrat

23) Amb quina llengua t'identifiques més?
( ) Català

( ) Castellà

( ) Totes dues

( ) Una altra: ________

24) Quin és el teu nivell d'educació més alt?
( ) No he estat escolaritzat/da

( ) Educació primària

( ) BUP / Educació secundària

( ) Formació professional

( ) Batxillerat

( ) Estudis universitaris

25) Com avaluaries el teu nivell de català en les següents àrees?
Perfecte

Molt bo

Bo

Suficient

Fluix

Comprensió oral

()

()

()

()

()

Comprensió lectora

()

()

()

()

()

Pronúncia

()

()

()

()

()

Producció escrita

()

()

()

()

()

Fluïdesa

()

()

()

()

()

Percepció de diferències dialectals

()

()

()

()

()
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26) Com avaluaries el teu nivell de castellà en les següents àrees?
Perfecte

Molt bo

Bo

Suficient

Fluix

Comprensió oral

()

()

()

()

()

Comprensió lectora

()

()

()

()

()

Pronúncia

()

()

()

()

()

Producció escrita

()

()

()

()

()

Fluïdesa

()

()

()

()

()

Percepció de diferències dialectals

()

()

()

()

()

No s'aplica

Una altra
llengua
sobretot

Sempre
castellà

Més
castellà
que català

Ambdues
llengües
per igual

Més català
que
castellà

Sempre
català

27) Indica la freqüència d'ús de les teves llengües en cada moment de la teva vida i en les diferents situacions.

De petit, abans de
començar l'escola

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

Durant l'educació
primària, a l'escola

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

Durant l'educació
primària, a casa

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

Durant l'educació
primària, al carrer

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

Durant l'educació
primària, a altres
llocs

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

Durant l'educació
secundària, a
l'escola

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

Durant l'educació
secundària, a casa

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

Sempre
castellà

()

()

()

()

()

()

Actualment, a la
universitat o a la
feina

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

Actualment, a casa

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

Actualment, al
carrer

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

Actualment, a altres
llocs

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

No s'aplica

Més castellà
que català

()

Una altra
llengua
sobretot

Més català
que castellà

Durant l'educació
secundària, a altres
llocs

Ambdues
llengües per
igual

Sempre
català
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Sobre el teu fill o filla
28) Quin dia, mes i any va néixer el teu fill? ____________________________
29) On va néixer el teu fill? ____________________________
30) A quina escola estudia? ____________________________
31) A quina edat va començar a dir frases (de dues paraules o més) el teu fill? Si us plau, intenta ser tan específic
com et sigui possible.
____________________________
32) A quina edat va començar a llegir el teu fill? Si no llegeix, no cal que escriguis res.
____________________________
33) En quina llengua va aprendre a llegir el teu fill?
( ) Català

( ) Castellà

( ) No llegeix ( ) En una altra llengua: ________

34) A quina edat va començar a escriure el teu fill? Si no escriu, no cal que escriguis res.
____________________________
35) En quina llengua va aprendre a escriure el teu fill?
( ) Català

( ) Castellà

( ) No escriu ( ) En una altra llengua: ________
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36) A quina edat i a quin curs es va matricular el teu fill a l'escola per primer cop? (e.g. 3 anys - P3)
_________________________________________________
37) Abans de començar l'escola, el teu fill entenia el català?
( ) Sí

( ) No

38) Abans de començar l'escola, el teu fill parlava el català?
( ) Sí

( ) No

39) Abans de començar l'escola, el teu fill entenia el castellà?
( ) Sí

( ) No

40) Abans de començar l'escola, el teu fill parlava el castellà?
( ) Sí

( ) No

41) A quina edat va començar a sentir el català de forma continuada el teu fill? Si el català és la seva llengua
materna, escriu 0.
_________________________________________________
42) A quina edat va començar a sentir el castellà de forma continuada el teu fill? Si el castellà és la seva llengua
materna, escriu 0.
_________________________________________________
43) Amb quina llengua se sent més còmode el teu fill per expressar-se? És a dir, amb quina llengua s'expressa amb
més facilitat?
( ) Català

( ) Castellà

( ) Totes dues indistintament

( ) Una altra: ____

44) Quina llengua fa servir el teu fill quan s'enfada o es posa nerviós?
( ) Català

( ) Castellà

( ) Totes dues indistintament

( ) Una altra: ____

45) Quantes hores per dia passa el teu fill mirant televisió en català?
( ) Menys d'1 hora

( ) Entre 1 o 2 hores

( ) Més de 2 hores

( ) No mira TV (en català)
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49) Com avaluaries el nivell de català del teu fill en les següents àrees (comparat amb altres nens de la seva edat)?
Perfecte

Molt bo

Bo

Suficient

Fluix

Comprensió oral

()

()

()

()

()

Comprensió lectora

()

()

()

()

()

Pronúncia

()

()

()

()

()

Producció escrita

()

()

()

()

()

Fluïdesa

()

()

()

()

()

50) Com avaluaries el nivell de castellà del teu fill en les següents àrees (comparat amb altres nens de la seva edat)?
Perfecte

Molt bo

Bo

Suficient

Fluix

Comprensió oral

()

()

()

()

()

Comprensió lectora

()

()

()

()

()

Pronúncia

()

()

()

()

()

Producció escrita

()

()

()

()

()

Fluïdesa

()

()

()

()

()

51) El teu fill té diagnosticat un trastorn a la parla o a la llengua?
( ) No té cap trastorn

( ) Sí. Especifiqui quin: _______

( ) No ho sé, però diria que no

( ) No ho sé, però diria que sí

52) Quin percentatge del temps diries que el teu fill interactua en català durant el dia? _____
53) I en castellà? _____

Sobre la família i l'entorn del teu fill/a
54) On va néixer l'altre progenitor del nen? És a dir, si tu ets la mare, on va néixer el pare? I a la inversa: si tu ets el
pare, on va néixer la mare del nen? Si la teva és una família monoparental, deixa aquestes preguntes en blanc.
_________________________________________________
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55) Si l'altre progenitor va néixer fora de Catalunya, quan es va traslladar a Catalunya? _____
56) Quina llengua parlava l'altre progenitor amb els seus propis pares?
( ) Català

( ) Castellà

( ) Ambdues indistintament ( ) No s'aplica / Una altra / No ho sé

57) Quin és el nivell d'educació més alt assolit per l'altre progenitor?
( ) No ha estat escolaritzat/da

( ) Educació primària

( ) BUP / Educació secundària

( ) Formació professional

( ) Batxillerat

( ) Estudis universitaris

58) En circumstàncies habituals, l’altre progenitor barreja llengües en una sola frase? Per exemple, com passa a la
frase "Em va preguntar si sabia res y yo le dije que no, que ni idea".
( ) Mai

( ) Pocs cops

( ) Sovint

( ) Molt freqüentment

59) Segons la seva freqüència d’ús de les dues llengües, l’altre progenitor es considera....
( ) Més catalanoparlant

( ) Més castellanoparlant

( ) Bilingüe equilibrat

60) Durant un dia normal, quantes hores passa el teu fill amb la seva mare?
_________________________________________________
61) Durant un dia normal, quantes hores passa el teu fill amb el seu pare?
_________________________________________________

()

()

()

()

()

Pare

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

Germà/na 1

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

Germà/na 2

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

No s'aplica

()

Una altra
llengua
sobretot

Sempre
castellà

()

Totes dues
llengües per
igual

Mare

Més català
que castellà

Més castellà
que català

Sempre català

62) Per cada persona del seu entorn, indica quina llengua utilitzen amb el teu fill:
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Appendix 3. “The dog story”

1.

2.

3.

4.
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5.

6.

7.

8.
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9.

10.

11.

12.

300

13.

14.
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Appendix 4. OPT
Non-randomized pictures for OPT with Catalan and Spanish stimuli and English
translations

Partitive en 1

Catalan:
Spanish:
English:

‘No vols quatre galetes perquè només…’
‘No quieres four galletas porque solamente…’
‘You don’t want dour cookies because you only…’

Partitive en 2

Catalan: ‘No tens cinc monedes perquè només…’
Spanish: ‘No tienes cinco monedas porque solamente…’
English: ‘You don’t have five coins because you only…’
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Partitive en 3

Catalan:
Spanish:
English:

‘No has menjat tres caramels perquè només…’
‘No has comido tres caramelos porque solamente…’
‘You haven’t had three sweets because you only…’

Partitive en 4

Catalan:
Spanish:
English:

‘No has comprat deu joguines perquè només…’
‘No has comprado diez juguetes porque solamente…’
‘You haven’t bought ten toys because you only…’
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Oblique en 1

Catalan:
Spanish:
English:

‘Tu no dubtes del menjar però el gosset sí…’
‘Tú no dudas de la comida pero el perrito sí …’
‘You don’t doubt the food but, on the other hand, the doggy…’

Oblique en 2

Catalan:
Spanish:
English:

‘La teva germaneta no parla de futbol pero el pare sí…’
‘Tu hermanita no habla de fútbol pero papá sí…’
‘Your sister doesn’t talk about soccer but, on the other hand, dad…’
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Oblique en 3

Catalan:
Spanish:
English:

‘Jo no sé molt de cuina però el pare sí…’
‘Yo no sé mucho de cocina pero papá sí…’
‘I don’t know much of cooking but, on the other hand, dad…’

Oblique en 4

Catalan:
Spanish:
English:

‘Tu no presumeixes de les teves joguines però el gosset sí…’
‘Tú no presumes de tus juguetes pero el perrito sí…’
‘You don’t brag about your toys but, on the other hand, the doggy…’
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Locative hi 1

Catalan:
Spanish:
English:

‘Tu no has deixat una flor a la taula sinó...’
‘Tú no has dejado una flor en la mesa sino...’
‘You haven’t left a flower on the table but…’

Locative hi 2

Catalan:
Spanish:
English:

‘El pare no viu a la caseta però el gosset sí…’
‘Papá no vive en la caseta pero el perrito sí…’
‘Dad doesn’t live in the dog house but the doggy…’
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Locative hi 3

Catalan:
Spanish:
English:

‘No poses l’estoig a la motxilla sinó…’
‘Tú no pones el estuche en la mochila sino…’
‘You don’t put your pencil case in the backpack but…’

Locative hi 4

Catalan:
Spanish:
English:

‘Tu no vas a l’escola a les 11 sinó…’
‘Tú no vas a la escuela a las 11 sino…’
‘You don’t go to school at 11 but…’
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Oblique hi 1

Catalan:
Spanish:
English:

‘El pare no creu en dracs però la germaneta sí…’
‘Papá no cree en dragones pero la hermanita sí…’
‘Dad doesn’t believe in dragons but, on the other hand, your sister…’

Oblique hi 2

Catalan:
Spanish:
English:

‘Jo no somio amb un cotxe nou però el pare sí…’
‘Yo no sueño con un coche nuevo pero papá sí…’
‘I don’t dream about a new car but, on the other hand, dad…’
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Oblique hi 3

Catalan:
Spanish:
English:

‘Tu no penses tot el dia en menjar però la teva germaneta sí…’
‘Tú no piensas todo el día en comida pero tu hermanita sí…’
‘You don’t think about food the whole day but, on the other hand, your sister…’

Oblique hi 4

Catalan:
Spanish:
English:

‘Tu no jugues a aquest joc però la germaneta sí…’
‘Tú no juegas a este juego pero la hermanita sí…’
‘You don’t play this game but, on the other hand, your sister…’
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Neuter ho 1

Catalan:
Spanish:
English:

‘La germaneta no compra tot això però el pare sí…’
‘La hermanita no compra todo esto però papá sí…’
‘Your sister doesn’t buy all of this but, on the other hand, dad…’

Neuter ho 2

Catalan:
Spanish:
English:

‘La germaneta no ha dibuixat això però tu sí…’
‘La hermanita no ha dibujado esto pero tú sí…’
‘Your sister hasn’t drawn this but, on the other hand, you…’
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Neuter ho 3

Catalan:
Spanish:
English:

‘Tu no has devorat això però la germaneta sí…’
‘Tú no has devorado esto pero la hermanita sí…’
‘You haven’t devoured this but, on the other hand, your sister…’

Neuter ho 4

Catalan:
Spanish:
English:

‘Tu no fas tot això però el gosset sí…’
‘Tú no haces todo esto pero el perrito sí…’
‘You don’t do all of this but the doggy…’
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Masculine l 1

Catalan:
Spanish:
English:

‘Jo no he trencat el gerro però el gosset sí…’
‘Yo no he roto el jarrón pero el perrito sí…’
‘I haven’t broken the vase but, on the other hand, the doggy…’

Masculine l 2

Catalan:
Spanish:
English:

‘El pare no té el rellotge, però la germaneta sí…’
‘Papá no tiene el reloj pero la hermanita sí…’
‘Dad doesn’t have the watch but, your sister, on the other hand…’
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Masculine l 3

Catalan:
Spanish:
English:

‘Tu no has devorat el pastís però la germaneta sí…’
‘Tú no has devorado el pastel pero la hermanita sí…’
‘You haven’t devoured the cake but your sister, on the other hand…’

Masculine l 4

Catalan:
Spanish:
English:

‘Tu no mossegues el sofà però el gosset sí…’
‘Tú no muerdes el sofá pero el perrito sí…’
‘You don’t bite the sofa but, on the other hand, the doggy…’
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Propositional ho 1

Catalan:
Spanish:
English:

‘Jo no penso que sóc el millor però el pare sí…’
‘Yo no pienso que soy el mejor pero papá sí…’
‘I don’t think I am the best but, on the other hand, dad…’

Propositional ho 2

Catalan:
Spanish:
English:

‘La germaneta no sap que ha guanyat el Barça però el pare sí…’
‘La hermanita no sabe que ha ganado el Barça pero papá sí…’
‘Your sister doesn’t know that Barça has won but, on the other hand, dad…’
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Propositional ho 3

Catalan:
Spanish:
English:

‘Tu no dius que tens gana però la germaneta sí…’
‘Tú dices que tienes hambre pero la hermanita sí…’
‘You don’t say you’re hungry but, on the other hand, your sister…’

Propositional ho 4

Catalan:
Spanish:
English:

‘El pare no creu que guanyarà però la germaneta sí…’
‘Papá no cree que ganará pero la hermanita sí…’
‘Dad doesn’t believe he’s going to win but, on the other hand, the sister…’
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Feminine accusative plural les 1

Catalan:
Spanish:
English:

‘El gosset no ha desendreçat les peces però la germaneta sí…’
‘El perrito no ha desordenado las piezas pero la hermanita sí…’
‘The doggy hasn’t scrambled the pieces but, on the other hand, your sister…’

Feminine accusative plural les 2

Catalan:
Spanish:
English:

‘Jo no he penjat les boles però el pare sí…’
‘Yo no he colgado las bolas pero papá sí…’
‘I haven’t put up the decorations but, on the other hand, dad…’
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Feminine accusative plural les 3

Catalan:
Spanish:
English:

‘El pare no ha regat les plantes però la germaneta sí…’
‘Papá no ha regado las plantas pero la hermanita sí…’
‘Dad hasn’t watered the plants but, on the other hand, your sister…’

Feminine accusative plural les 4

Catalan:
Spanish:
English:

‘Tu no has llepat les finestres però el gosset sí…’
‘Tú no has lamido las ventansa pero el perrito sí…’
‘You haven’t licked the windows but, on the other hand, the dog…’
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Filler 1

Catalan:
Spanish:
English:

‘Tu no has jugat a bàsquet però…’
‘Tú no has jugado a basquet pero…’
‘You haven’t played basketball but…’

Filler 2

Catalan:
Spanish:
English:

‘El gosset no ha dormit però…’
‘El perrito no ha dormido pero…’
‘The dog hasn’t slept but…’
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Filler 3

Catalan:
Spanish:
English:

‘Tu no has menjat el plàtan però…’
‘Tú no has comido el plátano pero…’
‘You haven’t eaten the banana but…’

Filler 4

Catalan:
Spanish:
English:

‘El gosset no ha begut aigua però…’
‘El perrito no ha bebido agua pero…’
‘The dog hasn’t drunk water but…’
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Filler 5

Catalan:
Spanish:
English:

‘El gosset no ha fet tot això però…’
‘El perrito no ha hecho todo esto pero…’
‘The doggy hasn’t done all of this but…’

Filler 6

Catalan:
Spanish:
English:

‘La germaneta no toca el piano però…’
‘La hermanita no toca el piano pero…’
‘Your sister doesn’t play the piano but…’
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Filler 7

Catalan:
Spanish:
English:

‘Tu no menges pizza però…’
‘Tu no comes pizza pero…’
‘You don’t eat pizza but…’

Filler 8

Catalan:
Spanish:
English:

‘No hi ha una poma però…’
‘No hay una manzana pero…’
‘There are no apples but…’
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